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Many mothers today find child-rearing, with all3.ts compl- ities,a

lonely undertaking. The majority of American famili onger live in_
A.

close proximity to a whole network of relatives, Ou as grandmothers,

aunts, and cousins, who used to be a r ch so a of inforination about

dren and traditional methods of child- ing. ,There are few community-

Support systems available to hel arents obtai, basic information about

early childhood and often there are few interested adultmith whom to

share the joys and worries of_perenthood.

The federally. funded progrmn* "Curriculum Research in Infant Education"

was designed to help fill this void by developing curriculum materihls for a

home-base& educational program for families with children between the' ages

of 12 and 30 vonths. Some 100 middle- income families living -in the greater,

,

New, Haven, Ct., area participated in the year and a half long program. EaCh

Family was visited regularly by a trained Home Vlsitor.v The curriculuni

Materials guided the Home Visitor's preseritation of current knowledge about
. -

\I.chldren's development .and ideas ..for.parent-child activities. Three indeperi-

de4 curriculq, which placed different emphasis on children's language, play,

1

and\social development, are

of the problems; challenges,

'home-based ventures.

briefly described in this booklet along with some

e

and satisfactions which inevitably accompany

fice of Child Development; Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
, .

**The curricula in their entirety, and further information are available

through the ERIC Clearing House.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAY CURRICULUM

GQ14.16 of the Curriculum -761119

The Play Curiiculum is based on and grows out of a-firm conviction

a

the value of spontaneous Play as a learning activity. Play offers chil

a wide choice

dimensions of

i attempted,

r
in what they do. The curriculum attempts to enhance two

40
that activity: the range of things upon which a given

tA7
and the diversity of actions performed on a given thin

en

ctivity

The

home visits are .designed to enlist the tiler's aid as observer, teacher, and
,..

assistantresearch s by acquainting her withtechniques for recognizing and

. , 04

facilitating "pretend 'ftrelational," and "manipulative" play. The theory

.
0

that children play most creatively when they run thlir own show is central to

the play Curriculum. Mothers are encouraged to join their children's play,

'using an elaborative play style; that is, proposing a variation on the child's

play theme and then leaving it up to the child wh-/-ther to pick it or ignoX

it. k
b

The Pattern of aMmical Visit

A visit in the play curriculum proceeds as follows:

r- a.) A' review of the child's.activities over the prevous week. Mother

/ o

and home-visitor diScuss the mother's written accounts of -qhe child's play.

b.) IntrOduction of the toy set. The home-visitor ads"the mother flor
.

additional items from around the house that would fit in' with the theme of

the week. .
.

/

r/.

c.) ObservatiOn of the. child's play. Mother and (lhome-visitor fill out

a form describing his activities.

d.) Play session. The home-visitor asks the other to participate in

4
three-way play (mother, child, home-visit9r). While playing with the chug.

ti%
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they discuss adultrchild play styles.
( )

e...Aw forms left to do during the w k &new toys left4for

last week's toys collected and taken. k

"During the visit the emphasis is on observation of the baby's play, with

o' (_cgoott'

3 .

. appreciation of his achieyetients, shared. between home-visitor and mother. .

The following excerpts from the home-visitor records giVe come color to this

outline of sotivities.

"The child:was more interested in small toys and silent,most of his time_

carrying them and putting them in larger toys. The mother felt he wasmoressuc-

0

cessful with them. They made a ramp for the
.

cars.,which. the child enjoyed. He

picked up on her (the mother's) elaborations with a good many of the toys. The-;
a» .

,.-
mother said he's,eAher tomPletely involved with the toys she gives or he

9 4 i V Q°1

0 0

ignores themhis play-is intense." I

Another home-visitor writes: "The child was. not as attrIcted to-this toy

set.. During the observation time hiis interest faded.fact and he wandered off.

In our play session together he became more interested and loved opening nd

closing the cigar box, putting balls in the egg box, and filling and dumping

boxes. I used this as an illustration of how adult participation can enhance

a child's interest and activity.". 11 *

The Pattern of Visits Over Time

Visit 1 is used to introduce the project and to get acquainted with the

to explain to her that a child's play is a learning process and to
4

acquaint her with what a child is .learning from his play; to acquaint her with

a method and simple vocabulary to describe her chit play;,o play with the

'child, elaborating on the child's play. The basic format, consisting of inter-

actions among mother, child, and home visitor, is established.



Through Visit 4 the mother continuesoas observe only, sharpening hers llo
0

..

by learning to fill out forms on Play4Description, Developmentdl'Mile to s, and

'Make-Believe. These forms aerve he purpose of focuoinehQr Observations and

providing a record of the child's development. These'formL and pictures of the

aby at play are-made into a Baby i3Ook for the family. The impact of these is
.

best illustrated by a quote from a home visitor's records: "The mother was

thrilled with the /4.cturem of the child playing. We mounted them oniconotruction

paper and added them to the book. It certainly added an appealing beginning to

the book." These first few visits are also used to casually introduce the three

kinds of play, "pretend," "relational," and "manipulative." Toy sets were

designed to elicit basically one of these three kin s of play behavior. The

oryillfollowing list gives examplenof toy sets by cate .

1. Pretend Play--make-believe feeding (cups, spoons, pot, bowl, doll,

stuf d'animal); make-believe grooming and dressing (toOthbrush,

cloth, powder can9,mirrork, hair brush, bangles, hat, bowl, doll,

animal); make-believe sleeping (box,cover, pillow, brittle,

carton).

Relation41 Play-Q-topological relations (pop beadq.,, stack toy,

cardboard tubes and balls, puzzles, egg poacher with top and

inset, coffee pot with parts, nesting cups).

3. Manipulative Play--noisemaking activities (dry pail, wooden spoon,

keys on a ring, anything for banging and shaking); open-close and

in-out (cigar box, egg carton, pail, shovel and assorted'amall

things); large muscle activity (sturdy cardboard cartons, large

suitcase, chair for baby to climb onto and into); circular

displacement (cars, pulleys, push toy).

G 0 7
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The toy pets over visits change as the child grows older but the basic

premise remains the same. Different kinds of toys promote different kinds of

play. New forms are added during this periodthe Baby Day Record, Playa0b-

servation, Adult-Child Play, Attraction-Aversion,Multiple Use, YesT.No (rules),

and Stability and Change. The development of a supportive and"elaborative

play style by the mother is stressed continually( ping" and "imitation" .

<)are also used but the cultivation of a non - obtrusive use of "elaboration" is

thought to be most important.

Vic-it 5 introduces the mother as an active participant. The "pretend"

theme of this visit seems to be the easiest point of entry. From now through

Visit 15 the various kinds of play are exPlored in depth, with the recurring

visits used as comparison checks of thechild's developing abilities.

During this time the use of the "second basket," stocked with toys and

household objects provided by the mother;, is also promoted. We bring in the

Motion that atoy to a child is something that he can do something with or to.

The "second basket" leads into the more general theme of the organization of

the home in, order to provide optimum play opportunities for the child. Even

if the home is well-organized from a child's point of view, it might be pos-

sible to enrich it further in order to give him more things to play with and

more places to play. Visits 16 through 19 explore these possibilities and

also use forms Involvement Observation, Empty Hands, How Things Are and

Mini-Study.

Beginning 'with Visit 20, the curriculum introduces Special Toys, comer-

.cla1 toys which pose'a particular problem or learning opportunity. These toys

are left, in the home for the mother to use with the child over the two -weeks

period. We suggest to her that she choose a special quiet time each day when



6

ohe can spend fie or ten minutes playing with the child with just these toys.

This is a method\of encouraging her to use a helpful, elaborative style with

her child.. When mother and child's attention.is focused on one toy, unrelated

entries into the child's play are less likely. This is also to help her develop

criteria for wise selection of commerCially made toys. It is important for the

mother to be aware that there are many uses for a given toy besides the one

intended by the designer. Whatever the child wants to do is "right." Some of

the toys uoed.were the Fisher-Price Houseboat, puzzles of varying levels of

difficulty, 1)Jagic Slates, chalkboards, and a form box.

Visits 28 through .32 are liow made on a monthly basis and are divided into

two parts: Play, ncluding newly addedplaftTb-ledia ouch ao play-lough,and

a new emphasis on the child's participation in household activities, with

Montessori- inspired tasks. The child is encouraged to help set the table,

serve refreshments, and clean-up afterwards. Cognitive companento of this

activity (grouping things, establishing one-one correspondences), sensory- 4

motor' components (pouring), socialization and sheer pleasure are stressed. On

different Visits, the children polish shoes, plaht seeds, and receive an
fl

duction to household carpentry.

intro-

At the final visit we discuss and review the program with the motkei. She

hcio a chance to state what she has liked and disliked about the Project. We

reminisce appreciatively about how far her child has come in the year and a half

we have been visitiing thei. Throughout,, we have tried to stress Vie heeds of a

, changing, growing child for developmentally appropriate experiences with

materials and to extend the sense and spirit of play tovareas which often, become

demanding and directive. We talk about how she can continue in this vein and

also emphasize the concept of change and stability in any given child. How has

he changed, how has he remained the same?

a
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The Play Curriculum: As It Was

The Play Curriculum 'encourages the" mother to join her child in play.

The pugged:tea play style is an elaborative, helpful one where the. mother
A

is attuned to her child's interests. Mothers in the curriculum differed

greatly in their inclination to ,become involved in 'Child's ,There

were those mothers who enjoyed playing with their children and were eager

to hear and taiWabout adult play styles. New ideas for making toys out

of household objects and for different play activities were welcomed by

moot mothers. Among these involved mothers were those who felt the
11).

playtimeo were 'tests of skill and tried to teach the children the "right"

L

way to handle the materials. The home-visitor's role in these cases was

tO show the mother that the other
A
creati.ve used a child makes of a toy

are sometimes more interesting and valuable f6r him than the manufacturgrle

presoribed usage: Together the honiet.visitor and mother observe the explor7

ations a' child carries on and might note, for example, that to use the rings

frqm
.

a stack pole as a hat or bracelet, or to pile them or line them up

instead,of fitting them on the pole in order, are instructive also.

There were some mothers who declined at the beginning of the program to

get involved in play with their children for a number of reasonsothers

things to do, fatigue, etc. The home-vi dors attempted to generate excitement

about the child's activities and developmental changes. This enthusiasm

'coupled with developmental information and appealing play materials was conta-
. /

. .

gious, Moat mothers found real enjoyment and.even amazement in their children's
.

activities and preogress.'

0 e ty 0
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: I LEMMATION OF THE LANGUADE CURRICULUM ,

./

Goals of the Curriculum

Children's accumulation o a vocabulary of 200 to 300 words'is one of the

more.striking developments ofthe second and third years of life. While same

children accomplish that challenging but necessary taskofarMore easily than,
. .

others, ilovingipcabulary bs an important aim of thelanguageculculum.

In addition to promoting vocabulary, our goal -is to help children appreciate

the multifold uses of speech. The mother is regarded,s the major source of

linguistic information for the child;'it is priMarily through her Speech and

J'Ivities that the curriculum attempts to affect the child's language.

The Role of the Home- Visitor

On her first visit to a family participating in.the Language Curriculum,

thehome-visitor convey/to the mother these goals. She explains that the

chlld will learn to speak withOut our help, but that we want to help her child

-eventually become a person who can creak clearly, who understands what others

say-to him, and who uses language to communicate ideas and" xpress feelings.

The home - visitor emphasizes that we are not interested in making her child speak

sooner, but we would like him to speak well when he begins to.talk., The mother!s

Active participation is essential to the program since she is the child's major

,language teacher. The hom-viditor and she are fellow-1 estigators of the . ;1

child's early language, exploring his speaking abilities,and-91evel of compre-

hension. The home-visitor's other major role is providing the smother with ideas,

about what she can do to promote her child's language' development.
.

Pattern of a Typical Visit--the Strate4rgiei2

ir
A language vi .t typically begins with the motile?? telling the dome- visitor

about -the child's latee5,,q.anguage developments - -new words underst and spoken

T



and the child's reactions to specific language teaching activities. In one of

-the early visits the home-visitor predents the child with a toy set and comments

a on the toys which the child shows he recognizes by using them appropriately, such

as thrAwing.e. ball, or pushing a sari. She,introduces.one of the basic concepts .

of the curriculum: It is easier Tor a child to learn the names of objects he

. °recognizes. The home-visitor then move o the role of language model, a pri-

mazy strategy of the curriculum. She aruoes, child's interest in one of theV
toys he recognizes and when she has. his attention she repeats the name of the

/ 6 "

Object in short sentences. The speech model demonstrated at this stage of the'

curriculum consists of short (3 -.1 word) sentences, Consisting of nouns, adjec-

tives and verbs other than the verb "to be." After h ddkonstration, the home-

"
visitor helps the mother to choos the names of a few other faMiliar objects to

teach the child to understand,lusing the simple speechattern just demonstrated.

The second strategy of the curriculum is to create opportunities, for the mother

to actuallyuse these styles modelled for her. The home-visitorencourages the

mother tai apply/this desciptive referential speech during .hoin -visits (with

° different toys and books which the home-visitor brings) and 'during other everyday

situations (feeding, dressing, bathing) when the home-visitor is not there.

A third strategy, record-keeping, addresses. itself to the problem, of maternal

D

responsiveness. The aim of this strategy is to tnfo& the mother about her child'

language development so that she can base her speech on his linguistic ability.

Early in the curriculum

songs,,[

t m her keeps simple written cords of the child's

Eij
n.

responses to songs, QS, books; and words/she is teaching him. The .home-visitor

helps the mother list the child's first words, whch are used to determine hat

categories of words-the child finds easiest to learn. Two excerpts frOm home-

visitors! records illustrate the p bsibilitiediofetEs strategy:.

I
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"Before Wd even:begtn to classify ..on the questionnaire the

woFdsythat the child says, the mother remarked that -he doesn't name

things al-Mqach as he uses words foi;:abtiohs he does. was
A

pleased she could analyze his language this way. After comple-

ting the questionnaire we could see thtt actually his words are

fairly well distributed in the different categories, but that he

did have quite a feW moreactionawords than names for things.".

"Then we filled out the questionnaire about how the child

expresses needs, wants, etc/ .It was a good gamebecause the
a-

mother remembered a few words,and expressions her child says that

the mother hadn't realized. It was gopd. for her to see this be-

cause I felt she was disappointed that'her child hasn't learned

new words in the last.two or three weeks...sometimes I think the

mother is really surprised to find out that her child knows so much."

10.

To further inform the mother, tapes are made of the child's vocalizations to

see which sounds he found easiest to make, and language comprehension probes are

done by asking the child to perfor small tasks. A fourth strategy is to provid0.

the mothers with specific activities which might promote vocabulary growth.

B6oks, puzzles, and,special toys are given to the child and a scrapbook of pic-

tures to read to the child is made during the visits, '

'

The Pattern' of Visits Over Time 0

.The ft/1st third of the curriculum casts the mother in an active interest-
./

-,:creating role while the-child is viewed as a,listener did observer of his environ-

ment which his mother is describing to him. In the weeks following the first

visit, the mother is encouraged to describe and name not only particular dbjects,

4



but to broaden this technique to events in general so that her child may se

this as a proper fuxfction of speech. Comments written by one hotie7visitor

indicate how one mother adapted this speeCh style and'how her child redcte

"The mother said her child showed interest when she us.fd descriptive

speech when plying with,him. lip is mostly using b, d, m,'and n sounds
4 '

sd-we will concentrate ,on teaching words containing thesesounds.. The:

mother did well describing what objects do when we were playing with--
a

the child. He imitates the intonations of.her senteances 'and speaks in

long strings of syllables."

cv.

gpme-visitor and mother play classic rhymes, songs and games with the child;

the hoMe-visitor gives the mother a collection of rhymes (including some

rhymes mothers taught the homer-visitors) to further interest her in enjoying

social speech with her child. A vocalization reinforcement exercise°is done

:to illustrate to the mother how her speaking to the child-increases hip

talking.

Tapet--of mothers talking to their children are used occasionally in the

curriculum. One tape of a German mother and her child talking in GervanAs a

vivid reminder of the difficulties. of learning a new language. Another tape

contrasts the suggested style of using concrete nouns versus vague words like

"this," "that," o. "it's" in talking t a child. These tape demonstrations

14,?27e. follow,d by a play session in which the home-Visitor and mother apply the

, concept in their own conversations, with the child. ..,.%,

Another fundamental concept 'the language curriculum emphasizes is the use

of functional definitions in labelling objects and Anikals for the child. The

<=t1

hOme-visitor demonstrates with books, toys and household objects how to show and

describe ghat do. (This is a clock. The clock's hands go round and round.

00014 A \.)
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The clock-goeslZ.).

Books are introduce4 early

.12

in the curriculum and remain im tent through-
.

4 -

out. They are presented as a way to ,nterest tbe child in speaking as well as

to help his understanding. Ways of attracting and hOlding a child's attention

in books are demonstrated, sucfi as reading with enthusiasm, asking questions

and supplying the answers; making up tickling, bouncing, or animal sound games

.

. \_, . .

to go with the pictures. In later visits objects are matched to pictures.
0

.As the child begins to talk more; the mother's role 1.6 changing. In the

middle third of the curriculum, she and the child are both active participants

in the process. Visits are know bi- monthly. A goal at this stage is 5iincrease

thecmother's awareness of her child's language comprehension to help her accom-

.modate appropriately to his ever-changing abilities. A technique used to

determine how much the child understands isto have the mother give a get of

simple commands in ,sentences of varying length. Once it is clear what length

of sentence the child understands, the home-visitor suggests that mother (talk in

sentences somewhat longer than those, (e.g., if he responded best to "See ball"

she would say "See the ball" but not "See the ba],1 on the chair"). The home-

visitor
4 ,

explains that this length of sentence will be simple enough for the

child to understand brut complex enough for him 'to learn more by listening.

,NOdelling and having the mother practice this style of conversing with her child

reinforces the" idea.

la this middle third of the curriculum the hom -visitor and mother explore
. ,

-,D -..

the child's vocabulary and categorizations of the wor. . One the child's main

tasks between .18 and 24 months of age is to figure out the adult definitions of

words. For example, does dog mean all four-legged creatures to him or just his

on stuffed toy. dog? The mother can help him expand the words he defines too

60015
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narrowly and specify the words he defines too globally. The home-visitor And

mother work out techniques together, using objects around the home, toys, books,

the out-of-doors, etc. A gentle correcting of the child's categorization errors

is advocated. If the Child call a truck a car, a helpful response would be to

say "Yes,.it's a kind a car called a truck." When the child shows a preference
.*1

for a particular category of words, animal, names, for example, the mother is.

encouraged to help the child expand:this'category.

EMphais shifts. in the last third of the.Curi-iculum, where the child is

viewed as the most active participant in the language learning process. He is
4

now talking and the mother's rile is to react to what he says in ways that will
t

foster the'continued growth of vocabulary and communication ability. Visits 17-

20 concentrateon improving the child's vocabulary of nouns. ,In the 21st through

214th visits adjectives and adverbs, are stressed. The curriculum tries to help a

mother and child develop conversations between them. Conversational styles are

modelled.in the 17th through 20th visits while Visits 21 through 214 focus oft

having °the mother practice these styles. The excl4cement.of this stage when the

child begins to use language to communicate his feelings, thoughts, and what he

sees is shared by.mother: home-visitor and child. While the 50 word list helped
o

to keep'track of his object-jpeople. and action-names, a new type of record, the

communication questionnaire, helps
Ter

record the changes in the child's level of.

communication from gestures to one-word utterances to simple sentences to more

complete sentences. Tapes of other mothers and children talking, and demon-

strations by,the home-visitor are models of a,coAverdational style which encour-

ages the child to continue talking by Axpanding upon his vocalizations and asking

questions and elaborating upon his responses.

During this phase of the curriculum, aclton'words are taught by having toY

4 ,
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animals jump, run, hop, walk, etc. Color, texture, shape and size words are

emphasized by the mother and home-visitor while the child plays with toy vets

designed for the purpose, looks at and touches materialsof different

textures added to a picture scrapbook (started with the mother earlier), and

manipulates play dough and finger paints: Another conversational mode that

the home-visitor-and mother begin to help the child develop is that of talking

about the past. A technique suggested is to ask the child just after an tent--

. a walk, aAvisit to a restaurant, etc.--what he did and saw. The home-visitor,

mother and child take walks together and describe to the child what he is seeing..

cAfterward, they talk about what they saw on the walk, using the past tense.

IN

At the last visit the home-visitor and mother review the course of the

child's language development wing the Baby Book with all its forms as an aid.

The tone of this reminiscence is positive about howfar the child has come and

how well he can communicate4now. A tape is made of the child's conversations

at 30 months for the mother to have as a permanenJrecord. If the mother is

expecting another child, or if one has been born during the course of the curri-

egum, the home-visitor brings' materials to start a Baby Book for this child.
k

TYlis is to encourage her to follow this chiles language development and to

remind her of the techniques used to help the. child who participated in the

program to understand and use language.

C.
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T e Language Curriculum--hs It Was

The difference in the childrenlo verbal comprehension And production

necessitated two le els bf activities in the Language Curriculum. Although

. MP
the basic preoentat on of concepts proceeded ao described in the previous

section, flexibilit was written into thecurriculum. To come mother° the

descriptive languag style and the use of functional definitions in talking

to their children was natural and oelf-evident. HOwever, to other mothers,

verbalizing to thei children in simple repetitive language was co unnatural

that they seemed am arrasaed to talk this w4. The home-visitors to the

latter group of mothers helped the mothers adopt this style of talking to the

children and worked facilitating the process 'Of interpreting the children's

early sounds and sin 1. For example. some mothers did not believe their

children were talking until they listened with the home-visitor to a tape of the

child vocalizing and could recognize words the Child was saying.. .The.home-

visitors to the children who were verb zing already and/or to mothers

who were already communicative to their children supplemented the basic curric-

ulum with more advanced exercises which the rest of the.group would be doing

when he chil#en were older. FOriexample, they began using the scrapbook to

exte d these advanced children's word categories (if the child said the word

'dog' then one might find pictures of'all varieties of dogs to put in the book

and later add pictures of different four-legged animals that could be confused

with a dog, to help the child learn new categories). they might be doing this

while the other group was working on the more basic concept of teaching a child

an object name by showing the objeciss use.

The home-visitors needed to be sensitive to some subtle and not-so-subtle

messages the mothers were giving. At times some mothers of children who were not
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speaking yet, worried that Isere was someth ng

to reassure a mother at such times that th

own good time and that children vary treme

wrong. The home-visitor had

ild would start to talk in his

start to talk. A basic theme of the lan age

n the age at
4

which they

curriculum would be reiterated:

.
i1 , v

the goal nis not`to teach the children to talk sooner but, at this stage, to

/ 4((=-

help him understand the language he hears and to show him the many used \o

language.

1

rg'
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SOCIAL CURRICULUM

Goal of the Curriculum

. The'.enrichmentj of interpersonal connections, particularly the connection

:between a mother and her.child-; is the fundamental goal of ihle social currie7

ululau The pro does not presume to/create bonds but to supplement d to

make more enjo le those which already exist. It hopes to foOter in the child
d t

and mother aw Co, open, interested, respectful and sensitive attitudes toward

sash other anct toward other peOple.

The Home - Visitor's Rol

The home - visitor b
o

the home-visiting series by establishing a friendly

rapport with the mother, not as a teacher or interviewer, but as a friend and

fellow investigator of child development. The role of the hom.el-visitdr is to

encourage mother and child to engage in ,social activities together. In the

first third of the curriculum, the home-visitor provides opportunities for

mutual laughter, physical contact and eye-to-eye contact between mother and

child: She brings ideas for new games and elaborations 4f;old games.(i.e.,

rhymes, finge plays, variations on peek-a-boo) with d t props. Although

she occasionally participates in the play times, mother ",nd child remain the

central players. The home-visitor also creates situations which are planned to

foster the mother's awareness and appreciation of her child's unique qualities:

She tries to demonstrate i6 the mother how the mother influences her child's'

'behavior by initiating social exchanges and by responding to those initiated by

the child. When mothers are concerned aboUt specific developmental issues__

When do I toilet train, and how? What should I do about temper tantrums, or fears?--,

the home-visitor'assists the parents in formulating a consistent strategy by

providing articles and books about the subject and providing basic developmental
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knowled6 (e.g. when a child actually can Control the sphincter muscle°, how"

two-year-olds frequently have fearsiand a list of fears Commonto a two -year-

old is given to the mother).

The Pat: of a Typical Visitthe Strategies

A Visit typiCally begins with a relaxed chat with the mother about the

social events the child has experienced over the past.week, the.people the

child has seen, the places he's been, the games and activities mother and

child have done together. The mother keeps a simple written record of the

fun social-.. times she and the child have. The Social Diary is one way in

which l,he curriculum emphasizes the value of these moments of social stignila-
.

tion for the child.' At time the mother is pked.to keep other simple written
o

records of her child's 'activities which tie in with the discussion topic of the

week. For example, one form the mother and home visitor work on in the 2nd',

visit is a list of the many'little ways the child imitates his parents. This

exercise in observation helps to illustrate how influential the mother id in 4

her child's life and the extent to which she serves as a model of bdhavior.

The curriculum begins here to try to bolster the mother's elf-esteem, showing
o.

her that she is a major force in her child's life and,that her opinion of her-

self influences his opinion of himself. In the 4th 'Visit the mother is given
a

a developmental mileStone sheet to intxOduce th' perspective of long-

term developmental changes. Asking the mother to observe her child's behavior is

er strategy,used by the curriculum 0-heIP:her keep in tune with her child's.
o

abilities so that she tr respond to him on an appropriate level. She

is also encouraged to observe his moment-to-moment social behaviors (smiling,

looking,:vocalizing, touching people), to alert her to how interactions between

4.° 000 21
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people occur, to stile her to the wide range of pr:- verbal communications a

child use6 at 13.months, and to the more sophisticat;d. 'eotmunication he will

use late; (these forms ere 4tached). To`'enceurage a,m6ther o respolid

immediately,, conbistently and contingently to her child's expredoive behaviors

during the course or-the curricu*n, she is asked to observe her child's

emotional expressions at differ ages and under different situations. one

19

such form "How does your child tell you that he is happy, angry, afraid, tired,

sick, etc." explores how her child communicates these states. Another form in

,Visit #8 explores anger in the child--what provokes it and what behaviors indicate°

this anger and how the mother responds. These forms, with pictures of the child

and family, ar9 made into.a Baby Book which .provides an observation record of
O

changes in the child's behaviors as he develops.
Ft

A

Following this review of the week's a0divities and forms completed by the

mother, the topic of-the current.visit is introdu d by a variety of techniques:

the home-visitor may ask a few questions about h the child behaves in certain

situations or she may showlome movies of children expressing different emotions;

or use articles from popular magazines

discussions, mothe9 are encouraged tO

the social developwent.of their child.

a_Child's/Itempts to Communicate, Individual Differences%and Cross-cultural

and child,rearing books. During these

articulate their attitudes and goals for

Topics discussed include: Responding. to

Unive?ea1s, Social Roles and'Sex Identities, The Child's Widening Social World,

etc.'. 9.

Some excerpts from the home-visttor's "Postscripts" indicate how these

techniques were applied in the visits.

"Mrs. P. enjoyed this visit. She liked the article, 'CryingA Child's

View" and the film. She commented frequently on the differences between

0

the three children and the different ways they express their emotions. She

also coMpared DL. to each of them."

A
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"We talked about how F. learns about his body--finds his belly-

button, tries to-take off his finger, looks in mirror, points to

his own features and mother's same features."

44.

Each visit usually has a play period. Early in the curriculum the Name

20

visitor concentrates on giving the mother ideas for new games and variations on

old favorites. She conveys the basic idea that a child learns and dadelops so-

0

cially through games, that he derives happy expectations for;cocial interaction

from such play. Finger plays,,songs, rhymes, books, bouncing and tickling

games fill these early visits. Later visits take the form of'a triprto the woo,

a farm, the park, or to visit a friend,-or the home-visitor brings play dough,

, finger-paints, books, puppets a doll house to give the mother new ideas for iTay

periods.' At times the activity takes the form of- an observational exeycise to
`-)

illustrate the topic talked about or as a vehicle to get into a discussion. For

example, to reinforcethe idea that the mother is a "secure base" for the child to
of

return to periodically while exploring the world, the home visitor winds up a toy

k,..,
. ,

clown which the child has not seen before. As it "walks" along, the home-visitor

.
.

. and mother talk about how her child reaats.and if the child feels he can explore

without contact of mother, or if he needs.contact and what kind--eye-to-eye,

merely,(or physical touch.' One excerpt from a home-visitor's 'Postscripts"

indicates how this went in one case:

"R. had never, seen a wind-up toy before...R. looked at it cautiously,

exchanging looks between Mommy and me to check to see how we liked...this

new thing. He verylcautiously'touched the hat which somehow triggered

movement. R. was frightened and, screaming, ran to Mommy. Mammy said,

"Howl:tout that, I guess I still am useful."

G0023



Another exercise is designed to show the mother how effective an immediate

and positive response is in reWforcing a child'? behavior. A,baseline tally
1

is made of the child'.0, vocalizations and smiles directed at his mother while'

she is instructed not to respond. Then a tally is taken while the mother r -
. ^A ti4j %,

forces each smile and vocalization,w4th positive affective speech and smiling.

%

She's encouraged to try this out over the wedk with two toys, reinforcing play

with one and ignor ng play with another. This is q strategy to (1) encourage

resppnsiveness to the child on the moth:s part and (2) teach the mother how

a child's desirable social behaviors can be
1

augmented and undesirable ones

"diminished by reinforcement, thus fostering the development of the mother's 'sense
o

. ( of effective control. This lesson is further expanded hy,helping the mother
ft

choose an appropriate 'social rule to teath her child using the techniques of

modelling and positive reinforcement rather than directiveness or punishment.

There are "review" sessions At regular intervals in the curriculum when

home-visitor and mother look back over the Baby Book to review h". the child

is maturing in his so.4a1 behaviors. On home-visitor's "Postscripts" tell us

. how this sort of review went:

1

"Mrs. P. has noticed many changes in D.'s behavior - -most noticeable
' 0

his independence and the appearance of temper tantrums. Changes in likes

and dislikesfOr example, now he doesn't like 'broken' cookies."

The Pattern of the Visits Over Time

There is a spiralling of the same basic concepts throughout 'the curri ulum,

with particular emphasis on social stimulation, sensitivity to the child's mes-
.

sages and responsiveness to him as a uniquely valued individual with his own

rate of development and ways of communicating. As these topics reappear in the

curriculum, the discussions reflect developmental changes and individual

differences.
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The first phase of the curriculum features the mother-child dyad and the-

home as centers of the child's social life. Visits 1-14 emphasize the mother's

importance in her chilQ social development. Topics in these visits include:

The Value and Enjoyment pf Social Games; flow a ChildpLearns by Imitation, The

Importance of the Child's Attachment to Ma Mother, The Importance of a Mother

Observing Her Child's Behaviors. The home-visitor helps the mother to articu-

late the%gocial goals,the.familyhas for the child.' Maternal 'responsiveness
' .0

to the child's signals is a core concept inthe curriculum, which is discussed
, \\

and ncouraged specifically in Visits 7-9, 12, And 14. In this visit series

Airt mother and home-visitor study how the child expresses his needs, desires,

and emotions and how the mother communicates to him her wants'and feelings.

Interwoven with this theme s the theme of identity and .self-concept. In

Visits 10, 11, and 13 home-visitor and Mother consider tow a child forms a

self-concept and begins to feel self-esteem. They discuss how social roles and

individual differences influence a child's self-concept.

.

In the second phasesof the curriculum activities expand outward to the

child's experiences outside the home. His relationships with other people, his

pro-social and anti-social behaviors, and the social rules the family begins to

teach a child are the concern of Visits 15-27. At this age (18-24 months) the

child is communicating more clearly and the curriculum alerts the mother to his

° growing need for independence and autonomy. The social$curriculum has parties at

holidays for the families participating in thhrogram to provide opportunities

for mothers to see their children in groups, to note di*erences between children,

and to arrange to see one another again if they desire.

Finally, in the third phase of the visit series (24-30 months) the curriculum

encourages a further expansion of the social circle. NeighborS and friends are

invited to sessions and "Forming Friendships" is the topic of Visit #30. Mother
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And home - visitor consider futuregroup.aotivities for the cbild in the 32nd
.

4
. tls .

visit. Balakcing the emphasis on the Outer social world is a ;thoughtful
.

consideration' of the child's inner life.
o

can help a child overcome thkis.the topic

with the development of a primitive conscience and how a child begins to
tyJ

Child's fears and hlow parents

in Visit #28,and Visit #29 deals.

laarn self-eontiol.

J.

v

X330
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The Social CurriculumAs It Was

The nature of the social curriculum was such that a talk between mother

and home-visitor on a particular issul/suggested by ae curriculum could

evolve quite differently 'for each mother. In fact the curriculum is written

to allow this flexibility-- home-rvisitors,woauldbe doing the same exercises,

,giving the same hand-outs a d discussing the.spme general topic but how it
0

evolved d ed on the individuals involved. The curriculum, suggested. many

possible issues in a topic. Even the same exercise could, and usually did,,
0

bring abo t different reactions frod each child. The social curticulum
S t

-emphasized this un ueness of each individual, The postscripts illustrate how

one exercise could turn out quite differently and how the home-viktor must

be adept at adjusting to all possibilities;

"She (the mother) told 'me she dia't think S. thought she
0

was special -- especially since he anxiety with strangers

and can be left with anyone. Then IJ.augheld and told her that I bet

S. did think she was special and that .I had a little experiment to

see holvimportant she really is to him.. The child didn't mind, when

she left the-room, but when she put her coat on = d said goodbyehe

panickedhe walked toward the door and scream en I pretended
,..

to leave, he walked me,t0 the d.6te,' smiled and i d "bye- bye.."

Mangy. was amazed!"

"After a discussion of childien's a .tra.climent to,the people-they.

know and trust, we tried a mini, -e ,per ment: separation reactions. The

mother left the room-and:P. waved bye-bye and laughed. The' child

shoved no anxiety at all- -so picked up on the point that- He must
A
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feel very secure, that the mother's, relationship with the baby

he foundation on which she will base other relationships

perhaps that's why she felt secure with me Wen the mother

pretendedto leave." ,

'Eadh family had its awn unique social-conteq*.which necessarily influenced

the development of the social cu7iculum: The differing contexts were events

such as the birth of a sibling, a move to a new neighborhood, Or visits by

grandparents who live far away, and ongoing situations such as a large extended
o

.family who involved themselves in the rearing of the proj'ct child, or a nuclear

family without relativesenear, or an unwed mothe living with her parents or a

mother who changed living-partners occasional Although the generaivisit

topic would usually be maintained, the individual visits reflected the varied

concerns of each family for their child's social development.,

p.
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How It Was: Unexpected Variations, Obstacles and "Wicks of the Trade"
40

The curricula represented the idealizediversion of what a home visit should

be.'*As any teacher knows, what actually happens out there in the "real world"

is not necessarily the same as the on-paper lesson plan. (Some situations pre-

.sented problems whereas others called for unexpected variations in our visit plana.

O

What lye-kame of the most basic problems met in carrying out the curricula? 'What .

were'same of the strategies evolved to handle these problems?

The Presence of Sibli

Quite .a number (of children in our study had older siblings who were young

enough.to feel hted by attention paid to the "project-child." They wanted

to be part of the show. We soon learned that to ignore this desire was impassible

and a diplomatic blunder. Possible solutions were to arrange visits when the sib-

ling was visiting grandparents, other relatives or friends, Out with a sitter,

sleeping, or with the father. When none of these was possible, the older sibling

was gracefully worked into the visit by the home-visitor, who had to juggle the

gaals'of a particular visit with the needs of the older sibling. A model of four-

way.play was deviaed'in the play curriculum in order to help home-visitors with

the sibling "problems." The home-visitor in this morel had two option's; If the

sibling was inclined to be cooperative, the home-visitor could sug to him.or

her elaborations the sibling could make on the "woject child's" play. If this

system did not work,

-the mother's ongoing

she could involve the sibling in play while she also watched

pl% with the "project-child." Mother and home-visitor could

discuss hoW the two children responded to different materials and the in fluence of

entries made into .their play by adults.

The Presence of Other Visitors

Another unexpected and interesting variation on visit plans came from

grandmothers and grandfathers, uncles aunts, cousins and friends who would come

CA029
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to sit in on the visit, or who jut happened to be there when the home-visitor

arrived. Visitors participated in varying degrees: Some just watched, others

questioned the visitor about the program, and others contributed to the

discussions.

The Role of the Father

Father participation was welcomed and encouraged by home-vitors,when the

27

fathers were present and appeared Interested. Some fathers who were unemployed

or on night shifts regularly took part in the visits and did the written obser-

vatipnal exercises with the mothers. Some fathers were rarely seen, but their
. .

. presence was.strongIy felt through the mothers' reports of what the father felt

about the program, the toys, books, and articles, and even discussions betweep

the.mother and home-visitor. Many fathers Ore not regularly home for 'the

visits, but several stayed at the beginning of the family's participation to see

what the program-was all about and, it seemed in some cases, to make sure they

approved of what was going on.

The Strategy of Involving the Mother as a Research Assistant

One of the basic purposes of four of the curricula was to involve the mother

in the trogram by having her keep simple written records/observations about her

child. To some mothers this-was an enjoyable exercise; to others it was not

appealing. Since it was essential to have a record which the home-visitor and

mother could l8k back over to assess the child's developmental progress, the home-

r visitor encouraged the mother to keep written records. However, if the task seemed

to be too much of an imposition, the home visitor would do the record with the

mother during the visit wand add it to the Baby Book which each curriculum (e±cept

Baby-Only) provided. Some mothers who were not record-keepers at the start became

interested in the Baby Boolits and started to keep records later.

, .

C, OLCi3
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The Strategy of Modeling Interaction With the Child

-28

.

The difference between'thowlng a/Mother a technique and the mother's actually

doing, it herself, was felt-keenly by the home-visitors. For example, the play

tY/

/
child. The home-visitor modelithis play style and talks about it with the mothers.

curriculum ens-Mirages the mother to engage in reciprocal elaborative play with her

Some mothers declined to ,p ay with their child, saying, watch you , "'.and

other mothers who were no attuned to their child's immediate interests were direc-

tive in play with their child. An example from another curriculum of the differ-

ence between seeing and doing is the mother in the language curriculum who listened

And observed the home-visitor model simple repetitive descriptive speech with the

child, but could not do it herself. It may have been that some mothers fel com-

fortable (or "silly," as one mother said) talking this way to a child, or it may

just be difficult, for some to imitate a speech style that seemed foreign,to them.

The home-visitor in the program was a diagnostician and decision maker in her awn

right, particularly in such cases. The philosophy of the study was to intrude on

the mother:Ts relationship with her child as lightly as possible with a non-directive

but informative approach. The home-visitor needed to be sensiti*to the child's

needs and the mother's intentions and goals for the Child.
0

The Length of Visits

The typical visit was expected to last about one hour; however, the home-

isitors found that certain curricula and certain families required considerably

.%t"-5-.,

longer visits. It appears,that visits in the Mother-Only curriculum tended'to be

the longest. Also, certain families across curricula, in extending their hospi-

lity, invited the visitors for coffee and lunch and further conversation. Most

home-visitors accepted the family's hospitality whenever possible, despite the

considerable pressure on them to maintain .a regular schedule, assemble materials,,

keep records, and so forth.

C003/



Reaction of Families to the Program

e lives of many fathilies who participated in the program were

quit complicated. In some cases 'both parents had to spend considerable

energy to feed, clothe,'and shelter their children. In other capes

family life was disrupted by death, illness, marital conflict, or legal

entanglements. Home Visitors were extremely flexible in arranging

Visits--going in the evenings, on weekends, or re-arranging appointments

at the laot moment to adapt to hanger ih,family plans. At the other

end of the spectrum were the mothers who, for 18 months, managed to have

their Home Visitor come on the same day of the week. Many motheri.

obviously 95ed the contact and communication, and expressed this to

their Home Visitor. Yet there were many for whom the pleasure was not

Obvious and still others for whom participation seemed to be difficult

and even stressful at times.. In spite'of great variation in reactions

to the program, of the 110 families why initially agreed to participate,

100 remained participants to the end., This degree of cooperation and

interest suggests that the servicesrovided by this program fulfill a

6
community need.



LANGUAGE: OVERVIEW

., The language curriculum begins with the premise that all the children
t

'in our study will learn to talk. Its goal, then, is not to teach them to

. .talk, but to foster the development of the speech they will learn. On the

one hand, the curriculum hopes to foster an extensive and accurate vocabu-

lary. On the other, it hopes to foster these children's ability to use
speech both to communicate with others and to aid their own cognitive

processes.

The curriculum seeks to attain these goals by asking the mother to
adopt a aeries of roles. These roles change as the linguistic capabilities
of the child change. Initially the child is seen as a rather passive par-
ticipant in the language learning process; he is listening rather than
talking. The mother is encouraged to take an active language role during
this period. She is asked to play the role of describer o? the immediate
environment. .Thib should. help the child to develop vocabulary and to
understand that language .cap be used referentially. The mother is also

encouraged to play the role of interest creator. She is asked to play
language games to interest her child in speaking and to help him understand
that language can be used in social situations.

As the child begins to talk, the mother's role changes. Now both she

the child are active in the language learning process. She begins to

play the role of teacher. The curriculum strives to help her understand
the linguistic and cognitive capabilities of her child and to show her how
she can build on these capabilities to increase her child's vocabulary and
his ability to use language. For example, the curriculum explores the nature
of the child's existing vocabulary and how children learn new words. It sug-

gests, based on this exploration, how the mother might improve her child's

vocabulary.

In the last third of the curriculum the child is viewed as the most
active participant in the language learning proce0. He is now talking and

the mother's role is to react to what he says inrways that will foster the
continued growth of vocabulav and communication ability. The curriculum

focuses on ways to present add defined new words. It also focuses on ways

to converse with children which should teach them how to communicate their
'thoughts to others.

9/29/72
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LANGUAGE INTERVENTION

Curriculum Overview

Home Visit 1
Queotionnaite

Home Visit 2
Same-Different Questionnaire

Home Visit 3
50 Word List

Hone Visit 4

Home Visit 5
Daily Recoi-d. form

Home Visit 6 A,

Questionnaire

Howe Visit 7

Home Visit e-

Home Visit 9
Communication Questionnaire

Home Visit 10

Home Visit 11
Questionnaire

Home Visit 12
Questionnaire

Home Visit 13

Home Visit 14
Early Words Questionnaire

Home Visit 15

Home Visit 16 4

Developmental Milestones
First 50 Words

as Language

's Conversation
21 mos. Descriptive Words That
Understands

Home Visit 17

.11111.1

Home Visit 18
Conversation Questionnaire

Home Visit 19

Home Visit 20

Home Visit 21

Home Visit 22
Communication Questionnaire

Home Visit 23
21 moo. Descriptive Words That

Understands
"What Do You See/"
Palmer Instructions
Language Transcript

Home Visit 24
- Do You Seer

Visit 25
4 , "What Do You Want?" transcript

Home Visit 26
"What Do You Want?"

Home Visit 27
Review

Home Vibit 28

Home Visit 29
"What Happened To Me"
"Colors and Shapes"

Home Visit 30
Communication #

Home Visit 31
"Colors and, Shapes"

0

Home. Visit 32 "k3.1

Forms-see Ib
Developmental Milestones I & II
Forms for New Baby Book, see Ile
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LANGUAGE INTERVENT/ON: HOME VISIT #1
-

,

P410a.
i I. To introduce the projecti.t4 the rother and "establish rapport."
2. To begin to acquaint the mother wi th the process of languaee

development.-

ii:' 3. Td. begin establishing; the Mother's role as a describer, of on...going
events.

Equipment

Tape recorder, tape, suitcase with ball, doll, pull-toy dog, car,
bottle, drum, apple, friction toy, keys:

I. Introduction
% .

1. Home visitor (IIV) asks mother if she has-questiona about the
project,fttee Explains again that HV will be coning once a week
for four months, and then less - frequently, perhaps once or twice
a month, for .the next year.

2: UV explains to mother that purpose of her visits will. be to try
to improve the child's laneuaee. She grants, that_herehild will
learn to speak without our-gelp,

but she :explains that i)e want to
help her child become a person who can speak clearly and he
understands what others say to hind HV explains that we are not
very interested in making her child spear: sooner, but we would..
like him to speak:well whenever he begins to talk.*

mother's Role --TV points out that mother has ruch more
opportunity to help her child learn to talk than we do, and that
we really can't do- much in one visit per.week. For that reesen,
we ere counting. on hdr hen): Pe will be coming on'ce-a week andsuggestine things oho can do'vrith the child during the week toh4). him learn...% hope that she will try out these things.
(Analogy with-learnine to play the piano, football, etc.cmay beItc..1.0ti1 l one leason is -worthless if thereva no precticeinbetween).

II, PseudointeivieW

11V explains thAt before she begins, she would like to find outsomething about the language up to new. She asks some orall of, the attached
questions 'in an informal manner. The motheris allowed, even encouraged, to g' offoan tangents about her child.

III. Recording

The questions bring nether to projecting future of'child'edevelopnclA. HVCrhen offers tape of 18-month old child as asample of what child may sound likclin 6-7 uonths with theexplanation thdt 'if you're going td teach something, it'snice to know where you are heading."
Explains that tape wasnap while child was playing with soma toys we brought himand shows mother.

9/13/72
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) the toys. UV and mother listen to the tape, about 5 minutes.
HV interpreting any incomprehensible words. Points out 1) child
is very excited about languape and 2' child is mostly naming
objects, occasionally asking for somethin*. tPV suggests that this
is probably what her child will be like when he starts to\talk.
He will be excited, ,sand will narye objects rather than use
language to ask for things:

yeys:

1.. fill explains goat she would likb to show theseosame toys to her
child and see what he does with them.. Similar toys'were also
presented in the assesement visit. Asks mother 1) will he know
any of their names (if no, go on, if yes, why does he know that, .

when does he say it, etc.), and 2) willehe recognize any of them;
i.e. will he realize the apple is an apple?

2. HV Opens the suitcase in front of child. She and ?Z watch what
the child does. Then the child uses an object appropriately
(throws ball; pushes car), HV comments that he 'eeems to recognize
that object. then he does not e..0. throws the apple, HV comments
that he does not yet realize that objects like those are apples. .

}?V's conversation included comments such as "I see he know's
what that is. Does he have one? Does he like it? Why do yeti
suppose he doesn't know what that is? Etc.

V. Demonstration

1. If it is appropriate, !V points' out that H's child and the child
on the tape behaved similarly. Beth explored the toys but the
tape child, being somewhat older, had also learned their names.

2. HV explains that one way to help E learn the. names of these
and other objects is.to talk about them to them. Although. B nay
not seem to pay much attention to language yet, he is learning,
from El's spocch to understand the names of faMiliavobjects..

Thenrafter he learns to understand them, he will say them. It
may seem funny totelk to a child who does not seem to pay
attention, but itis, after All, the only way B can learn to
talk.

3. So right now it is important to talk about objects to Br .In-
particular, it is most helpful to talk about objects he recognizes',
things he knows. It is easier for him to learn the name of
something he is familiar with than a strange object. HV and M
choose an object B recognized in the toy set whose name M would
like B to learn.

9/13/72
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4. 1W then mak,.:s a spectacle of the choeen toy (7.).. She shakes
thekeya, pushes the cat, etc.- to gain child's intereat.*
is relic. does this phe repeats short. sentences about the object,
such as 'here cones the car. The car's coming to .Jimmy. Is
that a car? CAR", explaining to M that repeating the same thing-
over and over makesit easier to think of something-0 say and
easier for the child to understand: The sentence(s) should be
no more thansix words and emphasize- the tom in question. It
is repeated as long as child thinterested. UV suggests that n
should try this this week wherever 7 occurs (since the child
recobized(the object,.he should haye a similar one of his own).-
She could use the sentence RV,used or one of her own. talcs 31
to think of another, object b4by will recognize because he uses
it of ter., perhaps an object connected with feeding. Asks her
to try that too and see how child reacts. She can indicate
reactions on the accompanyin.-; questionnaire.

Mat to do

1. Mother, now or in the future, shows anxiety over the fact that
her child is not talking yet.

There are two arguments you can use:

a) Age of learning to apeak is not related in intelligence or
anything else.

b) Pelt wisdom has it that sore children learn to walk early
and some to talk early. 'That's not necessarily true, but
it often seems that children concentrate on learning one
thing at a time. Perhaps her child will learn about objects
first and then learn to talk while amther child will do it
the other way around. . They-Soth end up the same.

2. There is a sib present.

It's perfectly OK for thecsib t- play with the toys while the
child does. The Rv should probably not get. involved with playing
with the sib. She should define her role as a friend of the
mother's, not a babysitter for either child, (that's another
group!).

3. The child doesn't recognize any of the objects.

Chances are they will all at least recognize tha bottle. But
for thd exception, get an object of the child's.

4. The child won't watch your snectecle.

Try having the Stother hold hiri. It doesn't last very long
anyway. If all also fails, try cookies, "A cookie for you,
a cookie for me."

9/13/72
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QUESTIONS FOI. WY' V. VISIT #1

-4--

1. Dr.'es your child imitate you? Mat? M. he whenahe was smaller?
Phat? Typical answers usually involve Sounds, mere b and d sounds
than f.or s. Often, children imitated mother when they were about
6 months or earlier in their etibs. "Oother tny have Played

imitation games at this.tine but have 'Riven it-up.by nor.

2. Does 114*- 'talk tact nor? TTlen is he most talkative? Does he talk.

in ben Why do you suppose he .talks (a that time)?
I have noticed three types of children' 1) Talk while on the rove
but not.when playing, 2) talk when others tat -(especially sibs),
3) talk Only in their cribs.

3. Can he say any nerds? !That? Wm did he learn that? Does he
have any noises which mean somathinn. (a call, he's hungry,

sleepy, etc.)? Typical answers are "am, Ueda. etc., but also
shut up, I don't want that, and other phrases which may not be

clettrly enunciated but which child uses at correct time and with
correct intonation.

4. Does he-unckrstand what.y164 say to bin?
.

.

You get three typos of answers here: Child responds to "No no's"
to 'where's X. and to positive cormands. The latter probably

indicates the net advanced, levZ of develnpment.

5. What qi you think sore of his early words nipht be?

C. Wha.t do you think he might be able to say at 20 rnnths?

9/13/72
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L'1..1UA11: HOE VISN S/ can

10/11/72 (i)

Purpose:

To continue cs tablishin2 mother's roix, -as describer ofonroing events.,
Roli.1 is not broadened t7 include events in general in additign to\particular
words..

nalliE;av :rape, tap,: recorder, pretend toys, 1 b:sx 6a-1mi crackers.

I. Discussion

1. Rome visitor and mother go over last week's questionnAire. ¢ HOme

visitor asks: Didnother tr it? ?!hat happened? Did child show
any reaction either verbally, by imitating, or non-verbally,by
understnn4ine Home visitor explains that even if nothing happened,
it is still important to talk to the child about objects which he
recognizes. That is the only way he will learn. If mother wishes
she con try the technique with one or two ether objects in addition
to the two from last week.' But she should continue these two.

2. if child showed no reaction, HV asks mother whekohild seems to
react to what she says. Suggests she try en object which occurs in
thofle Cituationsdn which he does appear to listen to her (or sibling
or grandmother if he,never listens to mother).

3. HV aLkS mother about the sounds the child is inking now. Is

there any sound thAt he makes particularly? Does she notice his
vocalizations sounding more like English?

II . T.-er-

1. Home Visitx, explains that 1) the purpose of these first visits \
is to give the mother some ideas on ways to talk which wilt make
language easier for her child to learn and 2).that we are very concerned.
with tanking language easier becayse it's really very difficult. HV.

explains that,semetimes adults forget how hard language: 1s to learn.
One way to remember and to get some hints for teaching children is to
listen to a language which we don't underotpd.

2. Home visitor plhys a tape
year-old child about the stale
present is the three year-old
"Signe(Sig - knee)

of German mother speaking to her one
toy\ RV brought last week. Also
son, Peter. The child's name is.

n. HV asks the mother to listen carefully and see
figure out 1) What the mother and child. are doing,
Getman words for apple, dog; or car. HV presents
game ratherthan:a teol of the Mather's linguistic

CGM

if she can
and 2) the
this as a
ability.



b. The,nother mill probably be puzzled 'by' the tape. ,DV

points out that this is what it is like for a child When he
hears adults talking around him.' He has no idea what they are

saying.

\

c.. The only thing whinh makes it easier for the child is tat
he not 'only hears the words, but he also seethe objpets to whibh
they refer, His mother says, "Dog" while she shows him the dog,
or she says, "Doll" while he plays with the doll. If the mother
ceuldosee what the German mother and child were doing; she could
probably understdnd some of the words. HV playa the tape again.
This tithe/the mother while she listens to the tape fellows the
descriptipn'of the mother's and child's activities (see page 4).
The home visitor' helps by reading description and turning tape
on and off. The nother tries again to guess the words for
apple (apfel), car (auto), dog (hunt). After one or two playbacks

she should at least get the first two.

d. HV explains that it is the same for her child when his mother
talks about thing he cannot see, the child.dees not know whet
she is saying. The only way the child can learn the meaning
of words is if those words are paired with the objects or actions
to which they refer; i.e. if the mother says, "Doe while he
Is*lcoking at h dog, or "Cat" when he's looking at a cat.
That's,why the best way to help children learn to talk is to
describe to them the objects they are looking at, particularly
objects they recognize (refer to previous week). , When they are

eating talk about bowls and spoons, or right nowc,you could talk
about . . . HV demonstrates, describing to the child whatever he's

looking at. "You've got your car. What are you going to do

with th car? Give the car to mcrnmy? etc."

e. Optional) If HV wishes she can. 1 4Y a little more twin and

discuss: 1) How easy it is to tell when the mother is talking .
to her three 'rear old and not to the baby, . Sentences are longer,

faster. Sentences to babies should be short and slow; 2)How

the baby uses some noises American babies do not (seed end of tape).

Children begin to pick up noises of their language very early.
Her child is already well on the way to speaking English.

III. oDemOnstiation*

1. Ti demonstrates descriptive-techiques.with the pretend toys. .She
describes what the child is-looking at using short sentences, with nouns,
adjecti/es, and verbs other than the verb to be. You have a doll. The
dolly noes night-night. You're drinking from the ctn. Etc. :IV then
asks the nether to ry. Total time 5-7 ninutes.

Include.sibling in these activities if necessary.

Language 1J/11/72 (r) C 040



3.

2. HV exi)lains that a course she realkzes that the mother hes not
,got the time to spend all day describing activities to her chilli.

But there are tirdes lik dressing' and feedint, when her attention is

forn.st.g.1 on the child any w. These 'are excellent time to

describe what-.the child is looking at: HV offers child an animal
cracker and. describes.: "You want( 'it cookie. Neve' s the cookie.

You pl.,4 it in your mouth .11 cookie for II5)hriny. A cookie for 'moygra

A cookie for UV." M to offer a cookie to the baby and try
p

description,
a.

Ilr Conclusion

1. }IV asks M to continue to am hasize the word previous week. and

to -another auelstionnairee

a. UV asks M to also try describing what her child El look ing at. She

can do this any tine it seems natural but. sue,.gc,cit.she start this

week with feeding ord'dressing since 1) that will probab be easiest,'

and 2) tiltise si.tuations contain objects the child recog izes.

OCi041
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ACTIVITIES Or SiGNE AND HER MOTHER

Pete;picks up the :.-2ole and showS
R
it to his Mother (Mother speaks).

Signe holds the doll (.other speaks four times-, laughs) .

Mother holds up-the stuffed loa (mother speaks twice).

Peter plays with cal(Peter speaks, mother specks.),

a Signe plays with doll (mother speaks).

Mother. speaks to her son.

Mother demonstrates the trum (spealts three times).

Sine

Signe holds spoonS (mother speaks).

Signe cives her mother the spoo7 (mother speaks) .

Mother gives the spoons back (mother sneaks).

Peter shows mother a letter (mother sneers twice, laughs).

sueaks, thin gives spoons to,mothe (mother speaks).

00042
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LANGUAGE: H9ME vis7

-Purpose:

1. To show moihet how to exploit the language7learning possibilities of
various situations.,

2, To introduce 50 word list.

Equipment:

2 tapes, tape recorder, mailbox, "baby only" toy set, 50 word list.

I. Discussion:
,

1. HV and =tiler informally discuss last week's questionnaire (See
home visit #2). HV and mother decide on a new word to add. for next 'eek.
HV gives mother a new questionnaire.

2. HV gives mother-50 word list to As in Baby Book. She asks mother
to keep this record over the next 6 months, adding new words as they occur.
HV explains, that this will be a help to us in planning activities for her
child and will be of interest to the mother as well. RV and mother fill
out the list for the words the baby already says..

II. Demonstration:

1.. EV explains that she would like to show the mother more, about haw,
bY describing the child's activitiess.she can help the child learn
language. HV shows child the mailbox, and describes his activities;
"That's a red block.. You put it in the hole. Open the door, look,
there's the block," ptc.. HV digcusses what she is saying with the mother.

- "He's trying to put the red one in, so I can say . . ." etc.

HV uses short but complete sentences. She describes what the child
i*loing rather than directing him to do things. ,

2. .011V explains that this may seem simple but, actuallr, we often fail to
use such situations to help the child learn language. HV plays tape of
mother and child playing with the mailbox. .She and mother'go over the
transcript noting-the use of vaguekwords like "this" and "that" instead, of
specific nouns, and how the motherA.oes not describe what 'the child is
attending to.

Be careful not to present this as a bad mother but rather as a mother who
fails to take advantage of a situation which could help her child learn language.

HV then plays tape, of a r..-mothe.feeding her child as an example of how
everyday situations can be used to aid language acquisition. She and the mother
go over the transcript.noting use pf nouns and verbs.

HV'asks.mother to try description technique using "baby only,0A31,:,
.

3/21/72
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2. ,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

12.

13.

14.

15.

r,Irst Fifty Words

Was It said:
Date Word or Sentence ;eanipl alone After someone else

16.

17.

18.

19.

00.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
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',1'ord or 3 .)nt me.; ;14..1).ntric.,

... /prep

1,41.32,

Ji oaid
Aloe Ilft lusoork,3 Aso

32,

33.

31..

)5.

16.

37.

,,,..promia. ...11 4

amb

39

40.

41.

1 4

!1,2.

43.

44.

45.

(;

47.
P
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LANGOAGE: HOME VISIT #11

-purposes 14 To inform mother about her Child's development.

2. To develop her skills in teaching vocabulary.

E uipment: Set of balls, set of spools, assorted toys, Baby Book,

and Polaroid, tape recorder, blank tape.

1. Discussion

*** During,discussion home visitor tapes child for use in demonstration below.

1. ITV and mother diicuss last week's euestionneire. If mother did not

fill it out, HV fills,it out with her now. HV also asks if mother, tried

the description technique.` What happened? How did the child react?

How did she feel? HV encourages mother to, continue describing ,situations

to her child.

2. HV asks if child learned any new words during theweekl and, if so,

she copies these down on her (the HV"s) version of the 50 word iist.'

3. Using words on the list, HV introduces discussion of the child's

Sounds. What sounds does-he make most often? Does he talk in strings of

sounds or "single syllables?" 'Doeslhe ever imitate the intonations of

sentences or phrases his mother uses or the sib uses?
,

. 1

1. Demonstration of sounds

3[

.
.

.

. .

.

.

Z. HV explains that over the last few weeks we haveaskedthe o her

to help her child learn language in general by describing\act vities, and

to learn to understand:specific words by repeating, those words in the

presence of familiar objects. As he child develops, the mother can help

him iother ways, today we are going to give her some further ideas

about teaching words.
. t

21 HV explains that,-as tlei4hermay realize, same words are easier to

say than others. It's easiest to tech the child those words that use sounds

he already makes. Some sounds are hard for all, babies, like the sound "th",

but babies differ in the sounds they Use most. Some use "b" sounds, others

"m" and "n" sounds, etc. By listening to the tape HV has made of the child;

HV and mother can discover the sounds her child uses.

3. HV and mother listen to the tape that the HV has been making of the

child. (If the child was not talking during the discussion period, HV asks

the mother to play and talk to the child, or read him a book,for a fel./

minutes: This should make him talk.) They write down, as phonetically as

they can, the sounds the child used and decide on the most frequent ones.

HV then suggests words the mother could teach which use those sounds, e.g.

"b" ball, bottle, baby, banana, etc:: ;"n" night7night, nails; "acapple,

all gone etc. HV also suggests words she might avoid.

10/30/72
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111. Demonstration of definitions (15 .minutes)

1. HV explains that, of course, learning a word means more then learning

a sound. A word means something. Children don't just learn to say "dog."

They learn to say "dog" when there's a dog and not when there's a cat. One

way to teach the child what a word means is to repeat that word in the

presence of a familiar object as the mother has, been doing. But there are

other things you can do. One of these is to show the child what the

object does as you name the object.

2. HV gives child the group of balls. HV points out to'mother how

he tries a series of behaviors- mouthing, hitting, throwing, with each of

them. He is concerned with what the objects'do (if child doesn't try

'actions spontaneously, HV gets him started by throwing balls, etc.). HV

points out that he pays little attention (we hope) to the different

sizes and shapes.

3. HV givestchild an assortment of spools.and repeats #2, this time
emphasizing, again, how interested the child is in what he can do with the

objects and how uninterested he is in their color. HV also refers to

mailbox and -how the child wanted to make it work but was

totally unconscious of the shape of the blocks.

4. HV explains that that is why, when teaching a child a word, it is

important not to just say "See, its a clock." The child won't pay

attention to the shape, so just from looking he cannot learn that "olopk"

means a "clock". But if one says, "clock" while showing the child what ,

a clock does (goes tick took) then he will understand that clock mead's

clock and not mirror, wall, etc.

5. RV shows child toys and demonstrates. She says the names for toys

while showing the child how they can be used. vSee,it's a cup. You can

drink rom it, etc." HV asks mother to join her and they do this together.'

HV sug sts that this be done when teaching words, and also when child

sees n objects:

1V. If you have not already given M a Baby Book, do so now, and take
a picture of B for it.

3/24/72
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laNGUAGE: Home Visit # 5

Purpose

To interest the child in speaking through games.

Bauipment

To be left with family: Paper plate mask, bell, ladybug.

To remove: Toy set. naily "tecarn.

Procedure

I Discussion

. 1. HV explains that last month's activities were devoted to helping
her child learn to understand words. We hope she will continue to describe
activities,to her child and teach him words in the manner we suggested., Now

-that he's oldif we can concentrate on helping him sneak as well-As

understand.

2. HV asks mother: When does her child talk the most? In his crib;

When others talk' When he's moving from place to place? Has she noticed

this changing as he gets older? HV points out difference between child's
non-communicative use of speech and that of adults (and sibling, if any)

who mostly talk to others.

3. -HV explains that we are going to suggest ways to have he child

Use language as adults use it - to talk to other people.. We are going to

try to interest the child in talking to others.

II Demonstration: Vocal reinforcement

One way to encourage the child to talk is to srile and talk to hir.

1. Baseline: For five minutes HV andM chat :bout the wolthcr, etc. while
-days with t9y set. Siblint- may also. pinv tit:: toys. 1W keeps n' tally of Cs

v'calizatirms. NV trics to talk as much ns

2. Reinforcement: HV removes our toys and gives child some of his

own. For five minutes M nlnys with B :sad talks ana sniles.
HV tallies.

3. HV and M compare baseline and reinforcement period. HV makes a

point of "how much effect mother can have on her child's speech.4

III Der onstration: Games
VI

,Another way to interest the child in speaking to others is to play

language games.

HV plays some,or all of games suggested below (at least one of each

type). She encourages 14 to try them too, but does not force this

00048



2.

Rather, she trios to get !Ito want o. try by seeming to enjoy the games
herself immensely. If there is a sibling present Wmight play with B
while M imitates with sib or visa versa. Or EV could play with sib,
then B, then nib; etc. If B tires of games before all types have been
demonstrated, HVikan ohowMDaily Record while baby rests.

1. Imitation games:, Adult imitates child'o sounds with great emphooio.
Try to get clone to the child and exaggerate lip and tongue movements.
Thio game should be accompanied with laughter, =Ding, clapping, etc.
Child should eventually join in and begin imitating adult, smiling, laughing
etc.

2. Word games: Adult plays a standRrd game in child's repetoire, empha-
sizing one word. Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake baker's man; or Peek a boo.
Try to get child to imitate this word.

3. Rhymes: Adult pays rhymes to-child which are accompanied by movement:
`Three little pigs," "Tom Thumb," or "Beehive": Make a fiat with your
right hand. This is a beehive. Bring out a finger as you count each bee.
Begin with your thumb: "Here is the beehive. Where are the bees? Hidden
au ay where nobody sees. Soon they come,creeping out of the hive - one! two! .

three! four! five!" Using the bell: 'Here is the bell, it can Ping, you
can shake it, ring, ring, ring." .(ring bell.) Using the ladybug: "See

the bug, here it goes ("wind" bug), where it stops nobody knows."

4. 'Rough house': Adult soya rhyme and physically contacts child.
HV suggests these are particularly good for fatherand child. Possibilities:
Buzzy, fizzy, buzzy bee! (Tickleon bee). A E 1 0 U! (Tickle on U).
Riding horse, hickory dickory dock (tickle upwards on mouse running up,-
down on mouse running do..rn).

IV Conclusion

1.. HV asks mother to pick one or two of these to try during the week.
Good times are changing baby, bath, during T.V. commercials, etc. HV
leaves the ladybug, bell and plate to encourage the mother to try these games.

2. Daily Record: HV gives mother Daily Record Thrm and asks her to
fill it out for one day this week. HV explains that this will help us get
a picture of the typical day of children at this age.

4/3/72
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l'Irrese:

To hale mother interest her child in speaking. re

T.241uirlf-Tient:

Tape recorder, tane of songs, jack.in a-box, sunflasscs,
asectionnaire,

Procedure:,

Discussion

1. HV asks ti if she tried any of the games last week. Were there
w that B partica rly enjoyed? Did he ''ask" for any of. them (bring

her ladYbug etc.)? Did he imitate her when she said rhymes?

2. HV asks ;'1 about her use of descriptive speech. If necessary,

r.wiew this briefly. For mothers 1.o have caught one. RV asks when they
are using it aad suggests some additional times they night try it, e.g. .

i2 using 1.71.1en feeding, how about drz+Ssing? etc.

3. For children who are learning words: IN and H go over 50 word
list and add any new worde. HV asks N about circumstances in which theim
word e are usuqlly epokln. Does the child say them, a) when he wants
serethinr;, e.g. ''cookiev when he wants a cookie, b) when he sees something,
e.g. ''cookie'' when M gives him.a 'rookie, e) in a standard situation, e.g.
'115- =then M, comes to get him up in tee morning. HV notes answers on der
versior of 50 word list.

4. HIT collects Daily Record/Ind goes over it with mother. Codes

and retums next week.

TI pisoustAltien: 119velty

. -

1. HV asks H if B say anything new in ths last week or so. Did B
.vt a new toy? Dtd Mt:ear anew dress? Did he see' a new person? It'?

asks Mho!" child reacted: wan he interested, afraid, etc. EV explains
tort, as :Alias undoubtedly noticed, new things interest children, especially
small changes in familiar tbings.

2. TAV gets child's attention. Than puts on sunglasses. Nonefullv ch:11
will look interested and -se curious. Then 11V puts musk on her or :I's floe.

Child will probably be slightly taken-a-back. HV discusses B's reactions
with H. Then explains that it is the same with language. Small changes
in normal speaking will often inters It-bs.7.7 in talking.

3. HV repeats genes of previous ,..r.Iek.\ This time however, she uses
novelty to maintain child's interest. She asks M to participate by
trying the games and thinking up variations.

GO'Ort'i0
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a. Tlitation games: Adult taitatec child; than changes =Ind
ucv:e. or pitch.

b. Word games: Adult plays pf:t-a-odka or peek-a-boo; then changes*
word emphasized, pitch, or rhythm.

c. Rhymes: Adult says rhymes to child, accompanied by movement;
then she slous down, or speeds up, changes tone of voice, etc.
This week, make up a rhyme for one of child's own toys.

d. licolgh house: Adult says rhyme nnd physically contacts child;
then change point at which child is contacted.

. 0

III Body parts

1. This week introduce a new type of game, those using to and
finmrs. M probably knows "this little piggy," or To Thumb." Teach
her and B one of the following.

shut them; open shut -them,

Give a
Open shut them open shut then

them in your lap.-

b. 'Here's a ball for baby, ?orming b4' with fingers)

Tr.; and soft ale. round.

Kere's a little hamar (pounding fist against pain)
&la hot,* :it crn pound.

Here a big -,:71.)-..e11^. (ona finger under tha.palm of the other hand)

Hero's a little cradle (fo,..ming cradle with hands)
T o rcii!'s '..:aby by.

2.

Iv EiDELVI

1. IV expining that nnother good /any to interest the child in
llngurlre ie to eing to him. Bahies like music and so music can be used
to interest then in speech.

2. RV plays tnpa of songs to child. .HV sines' along and,encouragcs
mother to coin ia.

ItV

3. 7rIV then pinye tape of songs' at sl.ow speed and at fast speed.
Again discnss child's reactions to novelty. HV repeats // 2,and 3 with
jnek-in-the boy..

4. HV asks M sonils she knows. HV asks if she would, sing it
to' child cIt every de;rthis week at the same time of day. Bed time is
usually a good time for this activity. HV aks !I to fill out questionnaire
on child's reactions.

14/6/72
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II Observation of thr) unusual (of this visit, of this mother,

of this baby).

9

Ill Program, progress report: how the curriculum is working.
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N.

s Purrose:

V.

TAT7GUAGE 3ME Ilif:T.V.1 7

To 'interest the child in speech tbrour,hthe use ©f

Fankmeni!
.

Three books -See The Bear, Baby's Pets and p9M.Animals.

Procedure.

I. DiscuSsion

1., RV returns. Daily Record toI. Puts it in Baby Book.

2. NV and lo over last week's questionnaire.

a. TfMsang,but d11 not complete questionnaire, HV and
M complete it at this time.

0

b. If M did not sing, RV and M Ow, and change Ong at this
time and complete questionnaire.

-773.2.11V enquires if B enjoyed this activity? Did."1 enjoy it? If

theyUksd' it, HV encourages M to continue singing.the normal song with
oceaSiOnal variation this week. If they (lid not like it, NV and M pick
another are for M to use with 13.

0

4. HV recOrds new words', if any, on 50 word list. If the words on
the list are similar in any Way, NV points this out to M. Possible
similarities: 1) "any words are proper nouns - Mom, Dad, JimmF,.2) riany
words 'name objects, 3) many Words are standard phrases - bye bye, thank
you, 4) rpm* words Start with B - baby, bottle, ball, etc. .

II. Demonstration: Review

NV ohows'il arie or song she did not ''pla in a previousweek, as an
examPle of:'snother game you con try. After a few presentations she
varies- the game and discusses B's reactions, if v.

III.,Demonstration: Books

1. RV explains that another way to interest children In speaki is

through books. . Books also increase -children's undprotandiugs . HV asks M.
if she has ever shown boats to the child. What was his reaction? Are
there any he likes? If there is an oldor sibling, MV asks about sib's ,-

interest in books. 'lhat did he like? lawn? 0

2. Insert Snecial Ouiriculum Here

CCiVi3
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3. 1 i'.. vr,Pos,,,gy Fsnr-r. sore:thin: Ion thou extrehe enthusiasm for
thet.1 ooke,. t plans t4 1); %,t6S ften not interested In bo,ks.
3ut )ollzs can be such a )/0.042 tO Irl,Ja :lege that it is worthwhile to try'

/
and ge 44hen, interested. liV can 4/..t -V... Analogy to pook-a-boo or another
of B's Ponon. ,n first II to s.:.ax the qurle. Later B started it

TF.,. first tlf must got B interesed in books. Later he will like
the -1 hlosolf. A

. 0

The e aoiect w to Interest B in 1,001rD 3s. to them a war of
'vs attention. It'd best to hold Bon your. ler:, .put a lot of

en4bIlsiitsm in your voice, end maybe rake up a game for one picture (e.g. boUnce
B than 7011 show him the horse,. ticklekhim when the eat asys mem, etc.).,

.

4. IN asks l' co .'read' F, Baby:41719Mo. 1W encourages her to hold T3 Cr
lap nnd rep: 1 nith enthusiasm.-- NT map:costs a game for one picture.,

4

2.

For siblin;4s: another way to intereat B ifi books is tot him see
others re .dine;: Reedir7 hooks to sib and" baby at same time can be an
effective s-ebstituta for holding B on lap.

TV. Conclusion:

RV asks
o

tc concentrate again this week on singing or playing games
witn B. Hoxt week we will bring ':.00k- for her to keep and read. with B.
We will probably be bringing one book.a Month from now on.

4/13/72
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°LAITGU'Gr: .U097 VISIT P F

-0

Purpose. Review

This visit should be used to review the firat t*6 mOnths of the
curricithri and to make up any visits that have been missed. The HV should

prepare for the visit by reviewing nrevious visits and determining-which
area(s) should :le re-eMphasized for her particuldr mother and child.
Everyone should review books (see below).

Equipment7
. _1 ._

. Two books, 2.4361es, and other itann as needed.-

Sugrestions for review:,

1. "slc 14' if she has noticed any chanres in 3's speech in the last

to months. Ask her if she has any questions about any of our visits.

2. Teaching I,Trds to' B. Two technieues were s ggested 1) repeating.*

words in the presence of objects A711 2) fun tionar .efinitions. The latter

was -not emnhasizel amd'imight be amropriate eview. Suggested activity
collect some of the child's toys and a few household objects (cup, spoon,

spatula, etc.),pr ent him Frith ,the toys._ Talk to the mother about those

heltnows d those he 'does not know. The former are good to teach, the

latter eed functinnal definitions. 6emortrate and have mother try.

-11

3 Descriptive speech: This vas emphasized in the early curriculum.
If the ftottier still needs help you could review this area. Suggested

activities. . 4

a) Review the content with 9then present her with 'further
examnles such as a feeding situation - using a banana,
ankrial crackers, !'lass of water, etc. - or a dressing
situation using a necklace, hat, tyinr baby's shoes or dressing
a doll.

h) Peview the-dbncept. Then, usinr keeairia, dressing, or any

other toys you like, tare vnurself talkinr. to B. Replay the

tope for 9. ,Then, if she is net too threatened, tape her
talkinz to 3. Another possibility would be to,tape the sibling
with B.

4. Cames: t.sk the mother if
with D. Does she enjlay it? D
is a rood irlea. %# ;ested ac
technique of-novelt0.. '''tike un hymes for sone of'B's toys, or make up

rhymes bat woull fit a feeding' or:dressin situation. Give n6ther rhymes

to in Baby

o

le has been singing or playing games ',
? Make sure she understands why tnis

las7 Play'nore games ,with B, using

G0055
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2.

5. *Ronk sr F.verT-Int includirq HIT's -!:-6 inn lr? z, 'pit shquld do
t Ms s%,Ctirn,

a) nevie7 reasons whv bne-Vi lr-1 'or larruarze) 1) they increase
unrlevitan43ini"..2) they katerLst the child in speech,

) Read Wrr to B in *Ole manner described in Visit 7"

m* to read Fain Animals wo. Connent on child's
sh-rt attention span.' Ve will cc-te to be mnre intc,rosted
in hooks as he becores Pamiliar with then and learns to
recomaise the nictures.-

dl Leave F,rTT with M. Askyher to reaelt or another hook
to B as often-as she eim,,prefernlly nt a se's tiule, like bed-
time. .tress that it Trill be a heir if she-hnle.'s i on her k
lap and/or4nakes ur a'ies for some of the Pictures.

0
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'Purpose

Ll...777U24E HOME VISIT /19

1. Encourneinr.M to read to

2. Intreduoinc, concept vi? I.Vfe.;:th to communicate wants and needs.

Eqn:!,pmen6

.1ntme.1 crackers, tot, jack-in-;thebox, bail with-bird inside.,

rorTs: .Cemmunication Questionnaire, 2 copies).

Procedure

I. Discussion: 'eadine to child.

1. HV asks 11 about her success in reading to B.' Did she try it?
74i1 B enjoy it? Dur140he week did 13 seem to learn to recognize any of
the rictures?

P. HV explains th,tt books are geed for helpin: the child learn words.
But 1-hey)are also a :?-er.J. epp,rtunity to help him learn to understand simple
zentencds. If '1-makes un a sentence such as "shrY,7 118 the pony's tail"
pr "Whore's the cow?" and uses it everytime the appropriate picture occurs,
B m,v soon come to understand that sentence. If M rives the answer to
"there's the tail" or uthlt is the .ew", P may eventually try to imitate her.

3. HV ard M make Iro a few sentences any try them with B. HV susgests
such a,:ntences can ourse te used in other sit%lations besides books.

for Be.?'', "let's outsiier, etc.

DiscuSsion: C:mmunication

1. HV er.;lains to Ilthat in the ptist 2 months we have been trying to,
acginint B with len ma,-(a. 'le have tried to interest him _in speech and to
inirrove his unaerstandinf% 21ou that he's gottinr, older we can begin to
'slink about -,elpinF hi:: to-really. ose lan?ua6a to tell somebody/sevethiw:.

s.tys thot -First we'd like to see how the child tells M sonethin6
HV r- M complete two copies (one for HV and one for M) of the

communication quest5onnsire.

.3. The B will Irobably be qUite adept at cormunicating the first it.:ms
on-thb quectionnaire. But the last are hard` to do without language. HV
peits this out to M . -- one of the advantapes of lanruage is that B can use-
it to ask for specific things he wants and needs. This is difficult to to
withott:words.

.14:,.nL;uae #9(r)
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2.

4. HV M -o over 50 word list. They note hot: child uses words

(a-- vipit I (). ITV noints.cut that in srite of the fact that language is

r;ood.fr.r asking for things this is not. th Irty the child first uses speech.

Many children in fact who talk quite well still whim; and cry when they want

sonethinr:.

III. Dsmenstration:

1. IT explains thafto teach B this use of language N should name the

object ben asks for it as well as when she lives it to him. Spy "Want

cookies?" "More milk?" HV suggests that two words, like want plus object's

11-1.1e or mom nlus object's nars.2, be used.

2. li>> dcmonstrates with sortie of the objects she has brought alonl and

leas 1 try with .off, s. Hv says "Want cookies?" or "More top?" when child

indicates he vanta'Somothin,:,.
She says the object's name arsain when she gives

it to B, °cookie:I "ton,' etc.

I.

h/28/72
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Hone Visit # 10

Prryosel P

1. To ilcrease mother's alrareness.of comprehension abilities.

2.. To allow M to react appropriately to these abilities.

3. To review descrittiVe speech.

Equipment:

Taperecorder, ape; comprehension tovs'and flash caxids, toy pet.

Procedure:

L. Discussion

1. Review: HV asks M about her efforts at reading to the child.

Did he enjoy it? Dces he prefer reading or games? HV suggests

that, if B prefers one to the other, M should concentrate on what

he likes now and occasionally introduce the less preferred activity.

2. Review. HV inquires about use of want and more. Did M try

it? Did it seen natural? Does she usually talk in that short
ie.

a sertence to B? Has she noticed a difference in how well B
understands her if she talks in short sentences (''Ball'') as opposed

to lonz ones ("Give me the ball")?

II. Demonstration: Tape

1. HV explains that certain lengths of sentences are easier for

B to understand than others. Those that are a little harder than
that those he underasands are best for helping him learn to talk.
Ric01:. now it's best to talk in short sentences. As he learns to

understand more, you can talk' in longer sentences.

2. HV plays tape of mtther with 14 month old and, three year old. f

HV and Argo over the transcript noting the difference in how M

speaks to both children. Speech to the three year old is longer

mod sentences are usually complete ("Like those you would use with

an adult").

III. Demonstration: Comprehension 1

1. HV explains that while it may be obvious that one should
talk differently to a one year old and a three year old, there are
also differences in how to talk to a baby at 15 months, and at
18 months. To help him learn to talk it is aheays best tO talk in -

sentences a little harder than those he understands.

CO 0 5 9



2.

2. "Let's see what he understands." HV gives B comprehension

toy set. HV asks M to rer..2 connands on flash cards to B. Have

or read exactly what is on the card and say baby's name first.

She can repeat three times. ITV c..-nhasizes that M "waits Until B

seers ready to listen to her (this may be 5 minutesTiDefore reading

the slird. 7.411 mothers did this as part of the language pre-test

sesslion.) HV "scores" responses on attached sheet.

%3. HV and M go over child's responses, They note which sentence

length B responded, to most. HV suggests that M wane to talk in

sentences a little bit longer than those. E.g. if he responded best

to "See ball?" she would want to say, "See the ball?" but not "Can

you see on;the chair?"' That way, she will talk sidply

enough so can understand but hard enough so that he will learn

something by listening:.

IV.. Denonstratioq: Talking to baby
cy

HV gives toy set to baby and demonstrates teChniaue to mother. Ira

the same time she .0es herself. Technique is the same as for

descriptive speech: s short sentences, nouns, describing child's activities.

rqis time, however, HV emphasizes sentence length, speakingat a level

complexity. just above the child's. In addition, she uses "more

X ," or "want the X ," as in Visit # 9. After a few minutes of

using short' sentences she switches to long ones. She then plays the

tape back to M noting the difference. HV asks M if she will try talking

this way to B this week whenever she wants B to obey her and let HV know

next week how it works out.

V. Conclusion 0

%LT

HV gives comprehension score sheet to M td put in Baby Book. HV'

explains that we'll try this every few months and it may be fun to see

how her baby changes. .

5/8/72
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MOTHER, DOUG (AGE 3) AND LAURA (14 MONTHS)

MOTHER (TO DOUG):

DOUG (TO MOTHER) :

MOTHER (TO DOUG):

DOUG (TO MOTHER):

MOTHER (TO DOUG):

BABY:

MOTHER (TO BABY):

DOUG (TO MOTHER):

MOTHER (TO DOUG).:

4:6011,

DOUG (TO MOTHER):

MOTHER (TO DOUG):

DOUG (TO MOTHERY'

MOTHER (TO DOUG):

DOUG (TO MOTHER):

BABY:

MOTHER (TO DOUG):

DOUG (TO MOTHER)

BABY:

MOTHER (TO BABY )':

BABY:

MOTHER

BABY:

MOTHER(TO BABY):

BABY:

Yes they belonjto the Disney Land one

Put dorrgie away in here-, Gee?

You can nut that one away.'

What?

RemeMber, we saw him last night on the program?

Cries

Aw. What is that? Whoop!

I bet that we can't find the other'un.

Oh, I bet we can find them .aster. We can find

'en later. We had the hat before, didn't we?,

Or maybe the other'un got lost outside.

I don't think we took them outside.

I think the oth un got lost outside.

You do3,.

Or maybe they rolled or something,

Cries

Oh shoot huh?

- Incomprehensible -

.
Vocalizes

What are you talking abut Laura?

Cries

Who took them outside?

ttl% AW. What? What? Here. Look.

What's this? You like that? O.K. Here. No.

Not that?

No

Want this? That look like a paint box?

Cries
0

0 0 0'6 1



(2.0THM:

LOTHU (TO BABY):

BABY:

DOUG KO MOTHER):

MOTHER (TO DOUG):

DOUG (TO MOTHER) :

MOTHER (TO DOUG):

2.

I

You grumpy? Are you gruipy? lhere's the kitty?

yht.re's thy: kitty' 4;:e her there? That's a

girl.

Want tp put them back in the box?

VocKiizes

What's this, these?

That's a vase. That came on a truck. The truck

was pulling that along.

What?

Those were extra blocks in the truck.

C G 2
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Purpsr;e:

flame thar J1k 11

1. To deve1op mother's uvr,reneAs of :h1117:is corprehension abilities..

2. To allow M to react appropriately to these abilities.'

EnuinAent:

O

I

Questionwdre, conprehensiontoyaet and flash cards.

?rocedure:

I. ROViQV

1. HV arks n.r about book. Does B. still enjoy it? Has he ,gotten
bored with it? -Uhat sbout songs and gaiqes?
the -cords or acsturns? Does he rxjoy thom?

2. Add say ne,r voas to 50 word list.

II. Discussion

has.B learned any of

1. HV asks 1 f she remebe.'s '1,e'tim:e ve pla:,-ed the tape, of the

Grman not!ie dad baby. Does she rcglember how we discussed the fact
that v-ds only mails qr.nse to a,beJy'whe-, they labeled something right
in front of his nose? a spoke then of how important' it Was, in
teaching ',our child lan,:uagc, to talk about objects right in front of
h:n.

2. UV evliains that %hile thLt's st?.11.trde to some extent, B has
law-lied t.:: uo6.J:estand a lot more inc then. If words occur in a
funiliar ::tuation he can ,C41::13S at thl meaning. For example,* if HV
says cookies thile talkog to L will probably not react. But if
she n--.rs-5.t in the kitchen, B Trill probably look for cookies. So nov,
IF you 7i-re B enough hints, he can also learn language even if it is
not about sePlething under his nose. °

ITT. Questionnaire

I. "Let's see wfiat kind of hints baby Uses" HV and M fill out 2
copies-ef attached questionnaire - eaa for M, one for HV. 31V points
out the kinds cf non7lingc:latiedbs B" uses tofigure out what's
happening; intonationgeStures, situations, etc.

2. HV and II comparet 7cfs B uses with those M use; to interpret.
B's behavior - see qUegUb xefrom ViSit # 9.

,

IV'. Demonstration
-ri

1. Help from getUres:- 10,: M &ioatrart (or all) of last week's
. z

.d
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2.

comprehension test. This tim,1 TV tl'on M use gestures - pointing,

beckoning, demonstratin7, t.' cl.er.r. With any luck B's

performance will improve. , NV ou% to M.

2. Help .from intonation: 3-ti oo cr ocop it to child in a soft and

then in a loud tone of voice.

3. Help from situations: Ask B if he wants to go night - night. Then-

go in the bedroom and have his mother repeat the question. Ask -.B

if hetranto a cookie (or if that's too easy, something else he likes -.

fruit2). Then have M ask him in the kitchen. Ask B if he wants to

go bye bye, outside, etc. The go to the door withPyour, or his, jacket

and ask (omit if B will become upset at the deception). Point out

to M how situation-bound B's understanding really is.

V. Conclusion

1. HV makes noint that you don't always have to talk about what is

in front of B's nose to teach him language. But if you don't., at

this age, "hints" are very important. You need to use gestures,

intonations, and/or situations so B can learn to understand what the

word means and thus learn to say it.
SI

2. Advanced curriculum, - pick a non-referenti. word or phrase, which

always occurs in the sane siturtion, for M to teach B, e.g. go for a

walk, go night-night, time for dinner. hsk M to try teaching this to

B by always saying it in conjunction with the situation.

3. All others - have M continue with last week's assignment. If she

did not try it, encourage her to do so, and shOrten the list if

necessary. In addition have her label-the situation she has chosen -

time for your bath, tine for dinner, let's get dressed, and see if B

can learn that word or phrase if she repeats it using the "hint" of

a recurring situation.

5/12/72
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idtdiCuoz for..o

PurDese:

1. Demonstrating to ?I the immitance and nature of functional definitions.

2. ',3neouraging the use of books.

Deuirment:

Collection of balls, collection of cars, other objects if needed
for IV (see ',:elow).

Procedure:

I. Review

1. UV reviews rith her efforts at teaching words in context and
words for wants and reeds. Is she having any luck? Has child
imitated her at all? If so, HV encourages enthusiastic reception of
any and all efforts. If aot, 1r7 encourages her to keep trying.

a. Ad': any new words to 50 word list.

_II. Functional Definitions: Discussion

1. HV reminds '1 of visit on functional definitions - the one with the
spools "id the balls. The central concept of this visit was that
children o') jests accmdinc, to that thGy do - balls are things
ycu throw, curs are things you drink'out of.

2. KV supgests that in the next 3_1 months the child will be vastly
increasing his vocabulary. He will learn to understand new words and
way learn to say marq new ones as well. His it problem will be
figuring out what the words mean, i.e. figuring out that dog means
dog rend not cats too. The way to help him is, as you tell him the
name for an object, show him what that kind of object does.

III. Demonstration

1. HV gives child a collection of balls. 7 She asks the child for n
ball "Give me the ball.' When he gives one, she removes it from the
Ret and Rsks Lgain. Aftcr obtaining 3 balls in this manner she demon-
strates to the child that some of the remaining objects'are also balls,
'One its ball, you can throw it." .HV alloys the child to play with

. all the bolls for a few minutes then again asks for a feu-bans. 1V

points out \to P4 that, '`How that he's seen .that it behaves like a ball,
he knois it's called a ball.'

2. Repeat 1 for cars.

0; 0 G 5



2.

3. 411 makes the point t%'t :rou-aul; to teach a child that
sor.ething is called cw;, :!.v;, or whrt.tver, the key thing

to do is.to ohm* him that it 1%.Anv,:s J.i e one.

17. Child's Defiiitions

1. NV picks a word or words from the child's list. The word should
refer to an object if ?ossible, She =cit./agree on what the words
mean nnd note on attached questionnaire. Then NV determines, by
askin!:M a series of questions, what the child thinks-the word neant3.
The crdestions will vary with the word chosen, but, for example, if
the word is dogrlie," ghen does he say doggie? When he sees a real
one? A stuffed one? A black one? A small one? In his house?
At a friend's? Would he call a cat a doggie? A bird? Apekingnese?
A horse? its practical, NV can collect examples of the object
around the hone (or bring them with her) and experiment with what the
child will call a do.

4
Note child's definition onqubstionnaire.

2. From the discussion HV points out that the child does not use
some words as adults do. His definitions are more restricted
(doggie refers only to his don) Sr more glo6a1 (dogs are cats). To
help him learn, we have to show him that things he does not think are
dogs reallY act liko dogs (can be petted, say woof, woof) and things
he thinks are dogs don't act like doss.

V. Ilonework

.14

1. Advanced Curriculun - Have ITT pick another word of the child's
and fill out a cuestimnaire this week to determine child's definitions.
Eneournee her to continue tc:.ching situation word of lhst week.

2. All others - Have M add functional definitions to words she is
teaching. tike up srecific examples 6.g.nsee its, a epn. YoU can
drink frua it'(de:ICnobrate) etc., .yid write the examples down.

5/13/72



LANGUAGE: ROME VISIT #13

Purpose:

0

1. To encourage M to read books to B.

2. To encourage M to use functional definitions in establishing and
extending B's vocebulery.

Equipment:

1. Book

2. Several instances of a word in B's spoken or understood vocabulary
(see below). Each HV will have to make up a set- see Susan S. if
objects are not readily available.

Procedure:

1. Book

1. HV collects Daily Record gnd thanfi's M. for help. Score and return
next week.

2. HV reviews with M the concept of functional definitions. HV asks
M if she was able to use this at all during the week? HV explains
that books are often en excellent.opportunity for using functionil
definitions. Since B is probably bored with Farm Animals by now
we have brought him a new book. M can try reading it with
inctional definitions, i.e.telling B what each object does as she
shows him the pictures.

3. HV demonstrates. She chow$ B new book and'lets him explore it.
Then, preferably holding B on her lap, she shows him the pictures,
"See, it's an apple. Apples are for eating. Yum,yum." Or, See,
it's a dog, the dog goes woof woof, for each picture HV mentions
something the object does or can be used for.

4. HV encourages B to showM the book. She asks M to retA, helping
her to describe each object's function. At some point in this
process HV has M ask B, "Do you have a'dog (shoe, comb, etc.)"
"Where's . Iname's)dog? Have child bring his version of the object.
Then say, 74Y;;;71Eat's a doggie too. It goes.woof.voof. The dog
in the, book (point) goes woof-woof.." HV explains to M. that children
sometimes don't realize that the pictures in the book are supposed to
be dogs, balls, etc. It helps to match them with real objects. (This
will be extended in Visit 14).

5. HV leaves the book for B to keep.

11. Extending Vocabulary sis

1. HV reviews with,M last week's questionnaire. Or, if no questionnaire

(cont.)
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assigned, discuss questionnaire from Visit #12. HV and M discuss
the differences between the child's definition of his word and an

adult's definition. HV explains that one of the most important
things mothers can do in the period form 18-24 months is to help
their child learn the adult definition of his words. They can help
him learn that certain things are doggies and other are note HV

explains that she has brought some things today to try and h;lp B
learn the-adult meaning of . (The word chosen can be either 1) .

the word defin4d in VisitI,D7Tr another word from the 50 ;word list,
3) a word B understood on comprehension test- HV should 'choose
something easily represented and used like bottle, baby, bolok.

HV gives child a set of objects representing instances of
She allows the child to,play with the objects and explofe their
properties. At least three times for each object she demonstrated the
property which defines it. For example, if the word is bottle, See it's

a bottle, you can open it. You can.put things into a bottle.' HV comments
to M that it is by using like objects and being told they lave the one
-risme that the child comes to understand the adult meaning of the word.

111. Iamevork

1. HV and M decide on a word for'M to extend during the week,.Advanced
Curriculum: -this should be, if practicable, the word that M
comoleted questionnaire on last week; b) Sue P., Vickie, Nancy-this
should be one of the list of words M is supposed to be teaching.

2. HV and M decide on some new instances of that word which M will
try to teach, e.g. baby., If child uses this only for dolls it could
be extended to babies on television, babies in magazines, real babies
in the park. Or cup- could be extended to measuring cups, cupping ,

,your hands, the cup in the bathroom. Or spoons, measuring spoons,
.a,wooden spoon, a picture of a spoon.

5/30/72
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LAIIGUAG"..;:. g 14-

Purpose:

1. To encourage-ti to make a scrapbook for hV child.

. -To inform M about the process or her Child's language development.

Constiuction paner, "double-Stick" scotchtape, and pictures of
familiar and =familiar objects. .2 copies of attached questionnaire.

's Early Words.)

I. 13eriez.:

12 Return Daily Record to M.

2. Reviet-i last week's homework.. Did !..'1 have any luck' extending the concept

she chose? If. not, 11V encourages 11 to keep.tryi.ng. 1W cautions that,

probably, this, process will take several. Weeks to accomplish.

3. lid B enjoy the .1iooks?. ! able to use functional

Did B imitate any of _then; "The-, dog goes bow-wow."

bow-wcw? mentionS that 011116:rent s imitations may not

much like the adult word. But it is -Lnipotant to accept
otherwise they may just quit trying, e.g., 11,'"See.it's a
M, :'Yes, a cart

II. Discussion: Baby's First Words
:

1. 1W explains that, in the process of learning wor.ds children first

learn one kind, then another. Some 7weeks they're interested in animals;

dog, cat, etc., others in their face; eyes , nose, etc. If you want° to

'help your blind learn new words it',0 easiest° to "tune in to the kind he's
interested in end try teaching those ratherthan'having to fight to bring
him around to That you're interested in

o

2. M and fly, using' 5b; word list, fill out 2 copies of the accompanying
questionnaire (one for HIT, ()lie for M). HV and H discusS:. a) What word

type 3 is into near? b) What he was into? c) Is he more interested. in

object wordS .(//14) or non-object words (// 5-8)? d) What. kind of words

*TA would like him to .learn? If d..) is differeht from a) 'HV encourages

Di to stay with a); in the long rim it's easier for her to go along with B

definitions?
Did he say
always sound
anything they
car." B, "Da"

say,

than visa versa.

III. Scrapbook:

1. HV explains that tod* she's brow' :ht a near gimmick to help B leap

words: She, M, and B then assemble, serc.,Tbook:

a. Show the child severs/ Pictures of objects het can name. Ask

*Lis?" Pointing to a picture. If he mutes it (accept

6



,2..

anything remrtely sounding lihe the -2^ri.f) tare, it in the book. If

not, try another picture.

b. For children who don't t-1,"?..cr 72f.2tures not named in a., ask

th,dn 'Show me the . L

c. If even this fails, paste the pictures in anyWty. Then 'read'

the book to °B, using functional definitions.

d. Reneat for unfamiliar objects. This time have N "lead" the book.

IV. Ifimetrork:

1. Advanqed Curriculum -- ask N t t at' out some pictures during the week
of whatever concept she,is tryin,7 to extend and put them into the book,
unlees e) she already was successful in extendidg concept or lr word she
chose is not of a type baby istlearning at the moment (see II above). In

that case, choose a naw word to extend and have her cut out pictures of
that.

O

2. Others -- sane as #1, except also discuss word list fl has

been tryipg to teach. Add or drnp wnrds according to their closeness to
whatever word tyne B is interested in (see II above).

6/2/72
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7urbose:

1. To encourage

McluiVuent:

1. 1 set of "open' objects.

I set of Air'' di:jects.

r
"rt:-"ZT :43 13

.

:Ito begin teaching B re4tional concepts.

3. 2 new pictures of an object other than one that M is collecting.
pictures of cut outyoursell'or see Suse.ne.).

I. Review

1. KV nsks %i about her success in extending one of D's concepts. Does he
use the word in new situations? Does understand it-.in new situations?
Was 1, able to find any nora pictures of that `word to Put in scrapbook?

2. IT produces new pictures of another word and she andMput them in
scrapbook, then t'i.eir ''reae scrapbopk to baby, nsing functional definItions.

II. Extending 1"...,Iationnl Concepts

1. Hi/ rinds -"o.c visit # 13 in whiel she tried to extend D's concept
of . erolains that children not only have trouble
learning the meaning of words that nare objects, they also have trouble

learning the meanir-: of words that name actions like: go, stop, open, close,
(get) up, (get) d:-.7n. ' Often, for .,Ixample, a child will say "up'' when he-
means he irants )`;6 pet down, and he vsnta t6 ,get but not when somethint,
else is up on the-shsAf. 0 .

2. HV ark M refer to 50 word list and/ r 1pst week's questionnaire.
They dote:mine if B has arCy. words for actions (some children, ho do 'not have
-words nay have definite'sonnds meaning "pick me up'' or "give me that').
Using theouestionraire frnm Visit #,12 as a gala:, they attempt to discover
B's definition for each'action *ord.

9

3. RV el:plaits that today she e

definiti(m,of (or, if he 'does n t
neaning of) 2. action words: "up'

goin to try and help B extend his
say r understand np and open, learn the

d'40open." BV .first gives the child
the l'opitn" objects. and. child play with objects for 5-10.minutes.
During this period, glr15eiksabout "open" 4.g. open, the jar, open the
dolls eyes, etc. Sh_ demonstrates the use .of objects if necessary, but
in mneral play is elab-rativa. During this period doors and drawers should
also be opened. $V r,sks M if she can think of any other household objects
which might be "opened." '.-

4. 'RV reptlats with ''up" toys. 7nclune also stairs, shelves, and picking
up the child. Again, EV aski M for sk16.gestions.

6/8172 007
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77STT # 16

Purpose: Review

Use this viAit to review any concepts on which your mother and/or°
baby need help.

Sugestions:

Lanirniage games: Gates, poems, rhyl6s and songs which were used in
'°F tither Ong.-- are available for Language noters. EIT can give 11 copies and

plaY,the gnmes with, L.

4 Functional definitions: Review the concept of functional definitions.
Take books and read thetivith 11 and B. .

Concept extension: Take sore objects representing another concept of
end some representin CbjeCts he night erroneously class with that

concept because they are alike in forme.g. take dogs but also cats,
locals but also beads and spdols, cups 7:ut also jars. Play with and talk
to B about these olSje.cts.

Scrapbook: Paste no,oe pictures in the scra2-ook and use them for
review of functional dsfinitions, concept extensions, or (especially with

a picture of several thinr:s) dIscriptiv speech.

6/16/72
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tS

V 1
6

COMUNICATION

1. How, does' your baby tell Ybuhe wants to eat?

2. How does your -baby tell, you he wants to sleep?

I/ a

3. How does your baby tell you he is afraid?

How does your baby tell you he wants to be held?

How does oln- baby ter. you it wants keep p playing

lir

6. qow do you kncw when your baby wants a cooky nstead of milk

o 0

G0074



2.

7.. How do you know when your baby 'ants tc go outside?

8. Hoy do you know when your baby wants daddy to come home?

wo,

9. How do you know when your baby wanta to play with a certain toy.but

be does not know 'where it iS?

5/1/72-
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,r/V

1. Give

2. Spoons

WHAT UNDEBSTANDS

RESPONDS*

the cup to the do:Tip

Make car go

4. Give baby (dolly).

5. Shoe

6. Put the keys

7. Throw

Brush

ball

drink

your hair

9. Give cup

10.'Talk b on (tele)phono,
9

.11. Doggie

12. Ott the spuoirs with the keys

-.4

_)

'MORES

check if child looks at, picks up, or performs appropriate action
on object. .

GCVO
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St

's Conversation

}low many times 414 baby)

1. Talk about people?

2. Talk about animals?

3. Talk out things?

4. Talk about 'what he wanted (or did not want)?

5. Talk about how he felt?

6.. Talk about what he did?

G Cy 0 7 9
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4 s

1. Names for people

a. Specific (mammy, daddy, Johnny)

"

O

b. General (girl, baby)

.

O

2. for animals

to

(

ecific --(Rover, Spot)

.

General (dog, cat)

3. Names for things-bqby uses

it.. Toys

of
b. Food

4

c. Clothes
4,

1'

tt 3 0 3
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d.

O

hJ

. Names forthinge'everybody uses

a. Vehicles

b. Furniture

5. Names for actions (up, down, outside [meaning "go outside])

Words that tell you how he ,feels -

.a. Social words (Ni, bye bye, thank you, please)

2.

b. Words that ssr.how he personally feels (wont, me, mine,,no, yest)
a

7. Names for things objects do (crash, go boom, bow wow)

8. Names describing objects (big, all gone, h t, cold, pretty)



Others
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LANGUAGE: DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES

The Developmental Milestones for language can be Presented as.an

opportunity for us and the mother to view some of the more subt mile-

,stones in lanpagc development. Mothers usually are aware of when heir

'child spoke his first word, when he could name everything, when he sai

a sentence, But the home visitor maywant to explore with the mother

the idea that language learning is a very complex process. Thus one

might'exnecI that pit would proceed by many littler Stgpn oome of which

are on the milestone list, as well as the big ones we all remember.
. -

I' Ask the mother to try, using the 50 word list and her observations
-

over the next two weeks., to record the age at which her child attained

these milestones. 'Caution her that hB still will not have reached many

of them. att may want to "test" his ability to yto some 'of them such as

ringing an object from another room or talking on the telephone. 4,

0

L
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o 1

21 MONTHS. EdSCRIPTIVE WORDS THAT .UNDERoTANDS

1. Words describing how objects are related:

a. Open/close

-b. Under/over

c. Bit/little

d.°Soft/hard

e. Long /short

f. Others

yes. 'no

yes no

yes no

2. ,0; Words describing how objects look:

,a. Colors: Red yes no

Blue yes no

Yellow 'yes no

Green 4 yes no

/ b. Shapes: 'Circle yes no

Square yes 0 no

Triangle yes no

Others:

0008 7
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Recopnitioa

o

Lanruac:e

.!ildatones in Understandinr

4
:recognized his mother's voice:

quieted when he hoard her
0

CalleiNapa'
0;.

Ri.;Cogni4ed the sentence 150 you want to go nightnight?":

Locke unhappy

Shook hea,1,,

t.ETIcnnizol a vbord for food (boitle, cookie)

LookeC. fnr the object

Want to get the object-

Recocinisel the: w. rt "no!"

_ Requests

Gave sOrs:thinfi'Vhen yeu asked for it: 4

a P When the object vino in sight

When it was in another roan

Put something where you bin put it

In'the sane rani:

In a different root'

Brought sonethip.E. yonaske for

.ht n the elijclet was in the same ronm

When it wes in differmt rci77.m

Self: 'no" t^ your. requests
ap. -\ja-K:n he kant 'no'

.Wien he.neant ''yes \g

`Conversation

Undrstr.o..1 a question abcDut.a thing

lini!erstond z P7u-Ati7r, n'Jcut.,a person

Understol- a conversation between-two adults

Understoo'd conver4atl...1n-.41 tele4ision

Understol'a tonversation.on the telephone

Any-thins' Else? -.

Language
9/28/72
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DEVZLOPV.ENTAL ILESTONQ

Lanrua -

-411,::stonesin Sneakinc.

- Sail fir It word

Said 10 words

!,./-wordo

SeiA first vg-rd with .47.1.-%syllables

Said a wither (ow..;, two, :.tc.)

Said a cclor (red, green, atc.)

Sent6nces

Said a sentence of two wr's

Used senu.nces mr ,often than.sin;Uelwords¢'

Said. a El(aitenCkz pf three words

Asked a question with 'wh,? or "where?"

Said a sentence with "n-,'

Conversation

Talked about sontzthim- mas nlayinc,, with

Asked f=ir srmethin;: he wants -'_

Answered a question

Told you abrAlt a placelle had been

T,ld you i gut a person ha'. seen

'Talked on the telephr-rte

Talked another chili

Ta1ke.1 hinslf

in bed

while playin

O

9/2Q/72
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,LANGUAGE: HUM VISIT #17

Purpose

Each visit, from #17-24, will have 2 major purposes:

1) To improve the child's vocabulary. Visits #17 -20 will

concentrate on nouns, 421-24 on adjectives and adverbs.

2) To.develop conversations between mother and child..
Visits #17-20 will concentrate on modeling conversational
styles to 11 and having her listen to, B. Visits #21-24

will focus on having'? attempt these styles.

rt. Introduction and review

1. NV reviews with 7! the last few visits before the assessment.
She reminds U that we had begun concentrating on expanding

i6"
her child's vocabulary. She explains that e next few months

t will probably learn many new words !le ill be trying to

see that he learns all types of words so that he can talk

about many things in many ways.

2. HV and 7 complete a new copy of word type questionnaire
using 50 word list and any other words 74 recalls, HV

discusses the types B seems to have and those he lacks.
She asks 71 if she has any idea why B knows some Tprd types
and not others.

;PI

3. NV explains that for now we will concentrate on increasing
chill object words, (#1-0. Later we will work on increasing

non-o ject words (#5-8). HV and 7! decide on an object cdtegory

*here B needs help.

II. 'Book

1. As before, books are useful for expanding the child's
vocabulary. IIV reads one book .to B, paying particular atten7
tion to object words which are of a type E lacks.-- using

" funciien'al definitions for them, pointing, out corresponding'

real objects where available, etc.

2. During the book,readingand at any other point she -wishes,
UV models, if possible, the conversational style we wish lf
to adopt. ,This style involves: ,--
a. Continuing -the descriptive speech style of earlier visits

`That's a cow", "You have some Ice cream", etc.
b. nescribing what the child sees (saw), does (did), as a

continuing narrative in vf.lich chil&also participates -
B. 'Ducks" !T. ou saw some ducks." .B. "Sticks."

"And you saw some sticks.' B: Holds'out hand.
7% 'And yoU had sore ,,ravel.". B. Touching palm, lips

rounded, very quiet. 'I. And .you hurt your hand with

the gravel?", etc.

.9/r/72
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LANGUAGE: HO-TE VISIT -147

c - Asking questions and elaborating the child's answers:
I% that did you see yesterdayV B. "Car," ?!. "Yes,
you went for a ride in the .car. And whatdid you see
right up there' (pointing) B. "Mower." V. "Yes, you
saw a tower. And what did you find in the garden?"
B. "Crass." U. "And ,what else?" 'R. "Daisies."

d. For those children who do not tali much, or whose
speech is very hard to understand, HV models a very.
accepting style. Any thing7f44t sounds like a word (or
sentence) is'treated as one.

a

3. 1W gives :1 second book to read to B. B. will keep this
j

book.°

III, Communication questionnaire

1. HV explains that one ot the most exciting things which
will happen in the next few months is that B will begin
to use language to tell,,Teople about how-he feels, what
he thinks and what he sees;Thretad of just naming objectS,
he will Ugin to talk about them. Jitst as we kept the 50
.word list to keep,track of how B learned object's names,
now we would like to keep a record of how he teas about

2., Mand HV go over the communication questionnaire. They
/ complete any portion 'T feels sure.about. NV asks 14. to

listen to B and, try to fill out the-remainder during the
week. HV tries to have this.completed as accurately as
possible. There 1111 zbe sore things which some children
can not yet express (i.e. something is not true). The
examples are' guides to help listen to B.

'
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LANGUAGE: HOME VISIT #18

Tquipment: Pictures and blank pages to add to B's scrapbook.

Tape recorder and blank tape. 3 copies of questionnaire:

's Conversation.
.

T. Review

HV and M go over communication questionnaire. Hopefully, M has

listened. to,B during the past 2 weeks and can now complete all

sections. If B's speech has changed during the last 2 weeks, HV

records the change, and discusses why this might have occurred.

2. HV and M look at areas in which B is "weakese,i.e. in which

he relies on gestures and whining instead of language, HV asks M

if she has any ideas why this area might be hard for B. HV suggest

that M provide lots of examples of that area (asking questions,

showing objects, etc.) to help B.

II. 'scrapbook

1. HV chooses, using her copy of 50 word list and word type questionnaire

(Visit #17), an area (or Areas) of object names in which B is weak.

2. HV brings pictures of objects in this area. About half should be pic-

tures B.can name or recognize, half that he cannot.

3 HV tapes B during the scrapbook session. The scrapbook proced

the same as in visit #14. However, this time in addition to r_ ding

with functional definitions, HV models conversational style''4g':.

visit #17. When it 'is M's turn to read book, HV does not atte*t

to di ttly influence style.
a

III. Conversational Topics

417

1. The purpose of taping B is to give M practive in listening, to what

her child is talking about. So when the scrtook session is completed,

HV plays back .the tape. She and listen to -at B was talking about

and fill out conversation questionnaire. For children who do not'talk

much, vocalizations which have some meaning (e.enolses meaning "gimme

Ft
that or I'm unhappy") can also be scored on questionnaire.

2. HV explains that one thing we want to do in the next 6-8 months is

help B learn how to.carry'on a conversation about how te feels, or what

he saw or what he wants. The questionnaire will help us decide what he

likes to talk about and then we can begii by helping him learn to

talk about that.

1V. Homework

The scrapbook tape provided only a small sample of what B likes to talk

- atout. HV asks M if she could take 15 minutes oils day during the next

week and fill out another copy of the egnverstition questionnaire so

we'll have a better idea of what B talks about.

GO 092
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Conversation

How many times did the baby:

1. Talk about people?

2. Talk about animals?

3. Talk about things?

4. Talk about what he wanted (or did not want)?

5. Talk about how he felt?

6. Talk about what he did?

O

O

a
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Purpose:

LANGUAGE: HOME VISIT #19

1. To increase vocabulary of object words.

2., Margaret, Sue M., Sue E., Lynn: to give M examples of conversational

style.

3. Vicki and Nancy: to encourage M to talk about objects

Equipment:

Manila envelopes; pictures; Margaret, Sue M., Sue E., Lynn, "Segal" and
"Barna tapes and transcripts; "Touch Me" book, tape recorder. Vicki

find NanCy: cars, trucks, spoons and cups and polaroid camera, construction
'papbr.

Advance Preparation:

Collect pictures of objects in a "word-type" area in which B is weak. Also

collect 3-4 instances of those objects (some from office, some from the child).

Glue pictures to manila envelopes.

Margaret, Sue M., Sue E., Lynn:

I. Picture Matching
1. HV asks M if B has looked at scrapb-o-oiNt all in last two weeks. Does

he like it? Has he learned the names of any objects in it? iVand
M "read" scrapbook now with B, asking him to name the picture .

.2. HV explains that today she has brought another "gimiick" to help B

learn new words of a type that he finds difficult. HV puts out an

envelope with a picture, and hands B an object representing an instal
of that picture. She aaks him to "put the " in its bag.

After B gets the idea she can increase the difficulty by giving B
rseveral objects and several bags to choose from. HV asks M to participate

a,r,do about half the objects. HV explains that this helps B learn
th( nameo for objects and also to recognize pictures (a reading skill).

Margaret:. If above is too easy, this can be.extended to relattbnal
uords. Put X In its bagtake it outp'under, over, etc.

11. Co)pAunication

1. RevieW: NV and M review questionnairy they completed at vioit Ol3
and the one 14 completed during the week. If 14 did not complete it '

during the week, they listen to B for 5-120 minutes and complete it

nou. They compare the tvo queotionnaires7and look at the subjects B
As interested in and those that. he is not.

2. HIrpointo out that while D'now- has a Considerable vocabulary, he does
not use it like eh adult. Be nostly Ian-AG° things or asks for them.

00094



Language: HV #19 A.40

tl

-2-

He does not really tell you about t We would 1±ke to help him.
learn what a real conversation io lik . This may sound hard but mostly
it involves asking questions and then making his short answers into
long ones..

a. HV plays "Segal" tape for Map an example (* indicates prime
examples). She and M go over the transcript of the'tape. HV
points out how C completes B's one word utterances and asks
questions to get to keep talking.

b. HV plays "Barna" tape as a second example..

c. HV reads "Touch Me" book to B, using conversational style. After
going through the book once, she asks M to try it with B.

III. Homework:

1. Ask M to try the conversational style during the week.

2. Suggest that she cut but some more pictures (give her extra envelopes)
and one rainy day try the picture matching with B.

Vicki and Nancy:.

1. As above HV begins, by reviewing scrapbook.

2. HV explains to M that B may have difficulty learning certain types of
words because he is confused about what they mean. He may not realize
why a cat is different from a dog; perhaps to him they both look
alike. HV explains that she has brought some "gimmicks" to help B
see and understand the difference.

3. Sorting:

a. HV presents thelchild with cars and spoons. As in previous visits .

she begins with functional definitions. "See, it's a qar. You can
push it. It goes rmm", etc. She points out.to M what she is doing.
She then gives the child two pails and asks him to sort the gbjects,,
'putting the cups in one and the spoons in the other. se.

b. HV asks M to repeat with trucks and spoons. Or do it along with

4. Picture Matching - as with Margaret, Sue E., etc.

5. Communication - as with Margaret, Sue., etc. Begin by reviewing last
visit's, questionnaire and completing M's copy. HV then explains that
to help give B more ways to talk about his favorite subjects, we



Language: HV #19

need to teach him more of their names. The best way to do this is, to name
the objects for hid. RV explains that a fun way to do this is to take
pictures of B with these objects and put them some place where he can
look at them. Take several pictures aid mount tiemon construction
paper. Then put them where M wants.

6. Homework:

a. Ask M to name obje &ts in pictures for B often end .try to have him
name them.

b. Suggest she cut out more pictures (give her envelopes) and one
rainy day try the picture. matching with B.

9/29/72
Language
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LANGUAGE: VISIT 1120

Y"urpose:

O

1. To imPtoVe child's Abject -name vocabulary.

2. Sue -E.;-...Sue M[Mailtret and Lynn: to -help M develop conversational

style. . ( 0

Equipment:
o.

'Zoo (to leave with child), anima book, Sue E., Sue M, Margaret and Lynn:
toy set and questionnaire; Vicki and Nancy: frUit, flowers,,Agatches

telephones, ..

wN

I. (Tocdbulary

a: HV asks M if she has ansopportunity to make any new envelopes during
the week. Using her new ones or, if she did not make any, the old ones,
1,3 and HV ask B to match some of B's objects to the envelopes.

b. ,Animal vocabulary: HV explainsto M that today we thought we'd help
ti B igan anital.names. .As M may have noticed, children like to learn

the names for animals. No doubt Belready skis, or understands, the
words for dog and cat. HV reviews the concept of functional definitions:
children find animal names easy because each animal does something
distinctive. In fact, early flames for animalt are often what the animal
does (bow-4dW,'wqof7woof) rather than what adults call the animal.

HV explains that often childKen do not go much beyond dog and cat
because they do not see other animals. We would like to help them build

a vocabularyof animal names. It may stem silly to spend time learning

. names for things they do not often see, b1xt the value of animals is that

while B enjoys learning to recognize and name them, he also has an
opportunity to begin learning to recognize differences in color, shape
and size. After he becomes tuned in to those differences we can teach
him color shape and size words.

c. HV gives animal book to M and asks her to show-it to B. She asks

M to name each picture and, if Possible, say the sound the anim511 makes.
("See, it's a,lion, it goes Rrr", gec.).

d. HV shows theizoo animals to B. She matches each one with a picttre
in the book ("See, it's a lion, like this lion", etc.).

e. HV, M and B play with the zoo. HV and M show B how it worksd
naming the animal6 and making appropriate noises. After a few minutes

HV begins asking B to name the animals and to give he ITtiou6 animals.

Then'she asks M to ask IT to name and give animals. HV explains that
we will leave,zoo with B so he will have an opportunity to learn to
recognize the animals, and with M's help, to learn their names.

o Language.
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Language: Visit #20(cont.)

II. Conversational Style: Margaret, Lynn, Sue E. and Sue IL

a. HV reviews concept of conversational style from Visit #19. M is

probably not clear on what we mean. HV explains that she will try

today to give M more examples.

b. HV gives M questionnaire. She explains that she will try style - i-

comp1eting B's utterences and asking questions - on_each of these
topics in turn. She asks M to keep a record of what B says in reply.

c. HV gives B toy set and models style for M, telling M what topic
She's on now.

d. HV and M go over questionnaire looking at what topics made B talk

the most. They pick the most successful topic, and HV asks M to give

it a try with B.

III.sFurther Vocabulary:i Nancy and Vicki

a. After HV finishes with the zoo, she adds pictures.of animals to
B's scrapbook so that M can match zoo animals to animal pictures for B.

b. Sorting: HV explains that she has brought some more sorting items

to help B learn object differences. As in visit #19, sort fruit and ,

flower* into pails then ask M to sort watches (she can call them tick-
tocks or clocks) and telephones.

Language 4.

10/18/72
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Lkl!CTINGE: VISIT #21

Purpose:

1. TO 'suggest to mother ways
of action words.

2. To continue discussion of

O

tc improire her child's vocabulary;

.

conversational style.

cluipment:

Set of altimals; Marparet, Sue 1. and Lynn -5roy sets.
Vicki, Sue pi. an Clancy: Tapes etc. used tgi Conversational style
iv viLit #19.

I. Vocabulary

1. asks..; if B played with toy zoo durinr week. Did he

learn any of the anirals' neres? rid he come- to. recognize any of

te fors? HV asks Mtn bring out the'zoo. She asks B to Fide her
(show her)' various aninais to see if 66\tias learned to recopnize
their tares. She also asks him "Wkiat's this?" to see if he has
leared.to May any of the animals' nayes.

2. IIV sopfests to 6 -t

from Cle poin
asfid to help

to jump, walk, ase, etc
how these words are used.

HV offers B the set o
the animals while IIV talk

one of the nice things about an als

teaching languag6, is that th can be

n words,.i.e. verbs. Animals can be made
you play with them you can shot/ B

Fishe Price animals. She and B play with
tn.)) us g appropriate verbs. Each verb ,

is used in several'foms -fap, -ed, -present, etc.). The RV puts
emphasis on the verb iv her sente-Icns. (If '3 already has rany action
words, pu.: emphasis on -ed, --in' endings. If not, spend more tine

pul: .19re enoh.:sis or present tense) .

3. 11V,adds a iew of the zoo animals to the set and the Fisher .Price

fence. She asks. to join in the play. If B '.as other animals _(or

dolls) might also add these. 'IV suggests that of course, other
situations can be used to teach verbs, but the animals make a good
tool.

ConversUiOnal Style - I'argaret, Lynn, Sue,(IT

1. RV asks Pill We has had any luck with conversational style.
Does it seen natural? Unnatual? roes she know what we're talking
about? Does B seem to-respone

.1

2. HV ex lain that this style can` he used in, many situations. Today

she and trill try it in several types and see if tLey can get B to
respond,

Language
10/26/72 00099
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Language T.21 (cont.)

There are three situations: (1) Preb,3%golvinn (2) pretend,

' (3). Social. LW and M. ;.o throup each aL these "n turn. They both

play with D and both 'talk do 1.- IIV particl:pete but encour4ges ;!

to do most of the talking and most of the playing.
o '

The toys for problem solving are: :puzzle, form, fittervstringinc

beads. Those for nretend are all the others, except:the

noisemakers and cupcakes. These are to be used in a social situation.,

'having a party': the party can he for Halloween or any other ocglikon

tat seensvlogical.

3. During these situations, and "at their completion, HITand't discuss

which were easiest for usinp the conversational style. ,It will

probably turn out to We the pretend,- people and places'are easiest,

to"converse abodt- ',Alt for some mothers,it might be that social

tines are easiest to talk in.

Ila:"Ficki, Haney, Sue/4. - no conversational style from

a

III .4 hor,eWork
e

1. Ash 7i to bring out the animals 4p:-1 practice verbs with B during

C.s next feu -ee.ks:-k!k her to keep'. 'record of any new verbs he

Llama and hoT4 he eses t'len on her 50 TrOrd list.

2. :iargaret, Lytle, Sue E.-.Aski? to tryconversational style in

wIatever type of" setting seer red enbiest.th her.

LanguTger
10[26C72
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LANGUAGE: HOME VISIT #22
A

Purpose: Review

4

Use this visit to make up any missed visits or to review any

concepts, you think need more emphasis. In addition, Aview the child'S 4

own communication ability:.
7

1. HV and M bring the Communication questionnaire up to date to

see how B'S conversational abilities have improved.

2. HV and M evaluate,B's ability to respond to conversational

statements by completing the attached questionnaire. This

should be completeebybasking B questions, telling him to do

things,tetc., and observing his response, rather than from

memory.

0

>
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0

HOW MUCH C! UNDERSTAND?

`"

What does he pay/do when yoit:

1. Ask him a question which he could a:m4er yes or no (for exakble,
are you hungry? Do'you want t2 go outside?)

2. Ask him a question that starts with who? with what? with where?

3 3. Tell him you don't want him to do something?

0

4. Show him something?

O

Tell him something is not true?

C7

6. Tell him you want him to do something?

Language #22
11/4/72
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Purpose

LANGU 'Hone Visit #23

1. To imirove B' vocabularylof relational wor

2. TO imprbve B's conversational, ability.

Equipment (

te,

I

.

3 toy sets: size, texture position; Palmer "test" and test equipment
and M's questionnarie; tape recorder, "What do Yoti See?" tapei
transcript book.

Forms,

'21 MOS. Descriptive Words That

tn,

Understands; "What Do.You See ?"

4

Procedure

1. Vocabul
1. 'UV reviews with'M the vocabulary building techniques of the past
5 visits. We have been concentrating in these-visits on helpidg B
learn the names for objects. By now, however, he has probably learned
that everything has a name; his vocabulary has, or will-soon, really
explodek So he is readrIp take the next step, he's ready to learn
the words whi#will 'let' him describe the obje4ts he can name.

2. HV M Lodi at M's word type questionnarie. They note the
relative paucity-of "Names Describing Objects". Colors,,shapes,
descriptive terms for texture and lerigth, are missing. HV explains
that B took he most essential step in language when he learned that
things and a ions can be named. But to really talk to others he has
to be able to do more than name objects. He must be able to describe
haw they look d feel as well. This usually takes specific teaching.

3. As a first step to teaching B 'descriptive terms, HV and M look at'
what terms B understands. HV administers the modified Palmer test,
attached. M completes the questionnarie. Then they look at what
types of descriptive terms B understands. Hopefully, B will know
more relational words than colors and shapes so that HV 'can say that's
why we're starting with relational words; they'll be easier to learn.
HV" may make the point that relational words are easier because they
often involve what objects do and, as we've said many times, children,
are more sensitive.to what objects do than how they look.

4. HV explains that probably the easiest way to teach B these words
is simply to use them as often as possible. She explains that she
has brought some toy sets today to help teach words for 1) size,
2) texture, 3) position.

00103
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Language #23 (cont):.

a. HV gives B size toys. She lets tam play with them while she
describes what he's doing using "big" and "little" as often as

possible.

b. Repeat with texture 4. hard & soft.

6

HV asks Msto r eat with position: under & over.

d. Hl asks M if e would try using these 6 words with B4rer the
next 2 weeks, whenever the opportunity arises.

II. Conversation: Sue E., Margaret, Lynn.

-2...

1. HV reviews with M the last few visits on conversational styles.
These visits were concerned with how.adults can set conversational 'examples

for children. We did not pay too much attentlo to what'B did, we just

tried to carry on both halves of the conversati n Ourselves.

2. Now that B 16 progressing (see communication questiopnaire) we'd

like to give him the opportunity to learn how to conduct certain kinds of

conversations. One kind that works well at this age is, conversations

about "What Do You See ?" HV and M look at "Show" column of communicatio
questionnaire to see how B has such conversations nUW. HV explains tha what
do you conversations should improve this coluMn. . .

3. HV plays example of "What Do You See?" conversation. She and

go over transcript.

4. HV asks M if she would note on attached form any attempts B'

makes during the next 2 weeks to answer questions about "What Do You See?"
o

III. Conversation: Sue M., Nancy, Vicki. - Home Visit #20

Language

11/21172
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Language #23

PALMER INSTRUCTIONS
.0

5

1. BIG (hall). Place both balls on the table, the biwball to your
right. Say "See the balls," or "Look at the balls." If '61e cNild is
not attending,, move t!ie balls around, allow child' to play with -Mem.
Replace them in theilloriginal potition. Say, "Givape;..etc., the big
ball."

2. LONG (spoons). Place both spofts on the table, the long oneto your
right. Say, !Look at the spoons." If the child is not attendingObang
them on the table. Say, "Give me...etc, the long spoons."

4

Alternates: irPut the long spoon on any favored object 2) Take
any_favored object to the long spoon. 3) Demonstrate the spoon hit. Tell
child to Y t wi:th the long .spoon. 4} Give any. favored object the ,long spoon.

3. UNDER (bridge and plane) lace chair directly in fr t f child.
Say, "See the bridge. Now watc me'," and move the airplane around saying,
"-lere'S the airplane." Give t e airplanetethe child; say, "Make the
airplane go under the chair."

Alternates: 1) Put the airplane under the chair. 2) Make any
favored object got tinder the chair.,

. . , v

4. SOFT (block and felt)., Place both objects in child's,hands, the
felt in his right. Say, "Feel them," allOw.him to do so for some seconds. d,
Say, 'Give me the ene that feels Soft." _

Alternates: 1) Put any fayored obSeCt on the soft one. 2) Rub any
favored object with the soft one (demonstrate rubbing-with both)., 31 Give
any favored object the soft one; .

5. OPEN (two clear containers. and tops) Place the containers on the table,
the open container on your left'with the cover to dtS right,'-the closed con-
tainer on your right. ,Say, "See the bokes; open the-box."

e Alternate: 1) Open the box an4 put any fav-Ored object' into it:

6. LITTLE (car) Place both cars: on the table, the little car to your left..
Say, "See the cars," or "Look at_the cars." Ifthe childis not attending
move the cars around, allow the child to play withythem. Replace them in
their'original position. Say, "Give me...etc7,the litt) le car." >1/4

7.-'' OVER (cup and plane) Place cup directly in front-of child. S6, "See
the cup. Now watch me," and move the airplanearOund, saying, "Here's the
airplane." Give the irplane to the child. Say, "Make the airplane go over.

cup."

8. 'HARD (block andlfelt) Place both objects in child's hands-, the bldck
.

irehis left. Say., "Feel them." Allow him to do so fox: some seconds. Say,
"Give me the one that feels hard."

a

Alternates: 1) put any favored object on the hard one 2) ilub any '
favored object with he hard one demonstrate rubbing with both.) 3)
any favored object tl e hard one.-

00105 (cont..)
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Language #23

PALMER' MugucTioNs A

9. CLOSED (two clear containers aria tops). Place theicottainero on the
table,the clotted one on your right, the open container o4 your left with
the cover to its right. Say, "See the boxes; close the

.
box."

Alternate: Close the box and put any favored Object.on it.

10. SHORT (two trains of different length) Place trains on tab c, the
short one to your right, both at right angles,t the child. Say, "Ldok at
the train." If the child is not attending make the trains move aro .d the
table, paying "Choo-choo, where is the train going?" Then place th in °

original position and say, "Give me the short train."

Alternates: 1) Put favored object on short trains take it oor
ride on the short train (ex. "The cat wants to go home, take him horn on the
short train.") 2) Make the short train go on the ,loor.

O

o
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ep LANGUAGE: HOME VISIT #24

Purpose:( (

1. To improve)B's vocabulary of relational w0rc1s.

2. To im ove B's conversational ability.

Equipment:
2 books (to leave with B)- Look,Look book, and Touch Me book.

Forms:
"What Do You SA" conversation forms (2 copier).

Procedure :.

I, VOCABULARY ......../

r,

1. HV as fl if she was able to spend any time durir r! the' past 2 weeks ;
using relational terms with B. Did he leaim to flfktr any of them? To

,understand any of them? HV and'M try-to think of oblects/situatibns
around the house which should create opportilnities for using
terms of size, position and quality.

2.,HV suggests that lust as we would use books-to bui2d voeabularY,.
so bodka,can be'used to help B learn relational ter;s. We-have
brought some books which,with M's help, should give L a chance to
learn relational words. HV.shows B Ohe size book, using words like
ibielittele, large/small. She asks M to show B the book for position
and,quality.

-11. CONVERSATION: Sue E)t,Mtirgaret, 'Ann

1. HV and M review the "What Do You See?' Form. If M has notes. ompleted

s\t. the form, they do #'tOgethee at-this time. If B did nOt an
"What Do You See?" questions, tries a few withlittn now.

HV and.M discuss why certain situations and topics may appeal
Perhaps he has a better vocabulary in these areas? Perhaps hp
to°hang out the window and watch for, Daddy? HV an M complete the
attached form, indicating what situations M feels are adapted to
asking "What Do Thu.-See?" questions (e.g. books; looking out window;
the television; a cup or plate with figures on it; h

3.° HV tries. omit some of these situations while M completes the form.
Then'MArles out one or two.

4. HV asks M to complete another copy of the form over the next 2 weeks..

111. CONVERSATION: Sue, M. ,Nancy, Vicki - -Horne Visit #21.

11/00/72-
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a.

e

Purpose:
.7

LANGUAGE: HOME VISIT

1: To improve vocabulary of worda.."

2. To impi.:1Ve Os conversational ability.
,

Equipment:

Pictures for size and scraps fottextUre.

2. _Transcript of "What Do You Want ?" conversation.

3." llDo, doll clothes, crib, bottle, blanket, chair.

Procedure: P'

I. 'Vocabulary. $

A
1: HV asks M if B looked at the books we left during the past weeks.

. Does he like them? Has-he learned any new relatiobai words?

L2. HI/ explains that toddy we're going to use the scrapbook to help B
learn these words. Pictures cai be used to represent relations of size--

'and quality. Relations of position can be expressed in accompanying
conversation "Put the picture in the book ", on top of, over, etc..,

3. HV and M and paste in the size and qualitypicturea, asking B to-
. showI pe the BIglone","give me the soft one',etc, Then -14 teads book

B pointing out size and texture differences. PteviOus.pictures in
the book may alsci be used, where.appl4Cable.:

II. 'Conversation: Lynn, Margaret, Sue E..

e
flMtin% look at lasts visIt's,questionnedre6 Tem did not complete it,
they d it'togethernow. WaskS M if ske,kasnote4 imprattemeni in B's

,

ability to carrYontuch conversations if not, she urgeS.her,,to keep trying..

T.IIT exnlains that there is another type of conversation which`B can
leatn to do. In fact, he may find this easier-, since there is more
motivation and M may find his ability to tarry on such conyersatiofis makes
°life easier.. These are conversations About "What do you *IA?"

to

3. m And HIV bring communication qUestionnaire up to date.. if B Prbfit d
from "what Ao you. see: lessons, the "Shair",eolumn should have impr ed.

-.HV explains thatin "what. do yoU went?* Conversations-we hope to. improve
,colUmns two and five as well.-oUsing the examples-As a guide, HV and M.

..,decide,What would be the next step for B in'emmunieatitig what he wants
B.now mike name-of thing; next step would ,,bee, 2 word sentence like

. "want cookie"). They make this step their goat.

4. HV plays tape ofT"Wbat do you want?" conversation.; She
-.transcript.

and M goo o4ei-

Using a doll, half clothed, HIT gives an example.

0010.9O

do yoq want%to"

cont.)



,panguage: Home Visit #25 (cOnt.):

O

put on .the doll?", "Where should we put her?" etc.

'III. Homework
1

1. HV asks M to add pictures to scrapbook if possible.
0

IV. Convers'ation: Sue M., Nancy, Vickie -- Home Visit #23

12/13/72 1



LANGUAGE: Hone Visit #26

Purpose-

1. To improve Bt vocahulnry of ::olati,)nal words.

2. To improve B's conversational

Dp..irment: Manila envelo:)es size pictures and texture scraps.

For.ms: ("What do you want?" conversation. form - 2 copies.

Procedure

\ Vocabulr". ry

P '1. HV asks M if she Was able to add any picttres to B's
Is. e be ;inning to use orunderstand these wordS?

scrapbook.

2. HV explains that today we are goinr to use the envelopes for
teach'nc relational vcodbulary. Ps in visit #19, 1W, M, and I3 match size

nn;' t xture pictures. They also ask B to put pictures "in", "over", and
"undize theenvelopes.

II. Conversation: Lynn, Marparet, Sue E.

1. HV asks M if she has noticed that B is successful in expressing
,:what he wants in some situations and not in others. HV suggents that when

he is tired of'unOer stress, he probably gives up on language and throws
tantrums instead. If we can teach him, in calmer settings, how to communicate

he wants, then he may find it easier to use lannxage in difficult
sittation

2.

sations.
wear? play

3. HV

and M complete dttnched form, as for "What to you see?"-conver-
uggestionsi- feedin7, dressing, play -- what do you want toieat?

with?).

tries out some of these while M completes form. Then M tries

one or two.-

4. HV asks Prto complete another copy of tAe form over the next

2 weeks.

III. Conversation: Sue Mc., Nancy, Vickie -- lime Visit #24.

12/11/72
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Key to "What do you want" Transcript..

1. le #1:

Note how mother S)
him an example of
Chair" "You want
asking child what

2. Example 02:

repeats each of child's demands giving "`

correct English expression e.g).,,
the doll to sit in the chair" b) keeps
be wants in order to extend conversation.

Note how child uses no plus noun o
does not want, while mother supp
English expression (don't want).

.

3. Example #3:

Note how mother does not supply any correct models.. Alfien.B
whines she ignores' him rather .than supplying ItEngAtsh.;
expression of his demand. She ;makes no atteMirtto,lifid-.

Out what he wants.

.6 A

verb to express what he
ies'an example of correct

HV and M could go over'this section and suggest what M might
have. said to help B learn to express what he wants.

0'

. ti

e

4
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Mother
.,_}...

o

"What Do You Want?"

Example #1 Nbat ChL1

Oh Lool: at all the toys!

What do you want to play with?

Oh you want the doll?

You want the doll to sit in the cha

Tt's hard.
Here. Try it this way.

You want, the doll to sit in the chair. s
What else do:you-'want ?,

Yoti want tO'feed the 614?

You want to glvethe dolly her bottle?

',Mat do you elt?
You want the
Look. It goes around. Now what?

You want Mommy to do it again?
Wheee!

6

4

Baby

Toys

Voc (piCksup doll)
.

(Triea to m ke doll sit) Whines

;
Want in the e.

-

Volly. Chair.

(Baby foes to toys.)

Baba.

Baba Dolly.

Dolly Baba.
Whines.

More top.

00113



//

Kev. to "What

O

you want" Transcript. e.

O

ample 11:

Note how mpther a) repeats each6of child's demands giving
him an example of correct. English expression
Chair" "You want the doll to sit in the chair" b) keeps

asking child what he wants.in order to extend conversation.

Example 02:

Note how.ihild uses no plus noun or verb to express what he
does not want, while mother supplies an example of correct
English expression (don't want)".

0

3. Example 13:

Note how.,mother does n t supply any correct models. When B. 9.
whines she ignores him rather than supplying the English
expression of his demand. She makes hp attempt to find

out what he wants.

s4 NV and M could go over this section and suggest. what M might

have said to help B learn toexpress what he wants. '.



ftample #2 (What Child West* Wing)

BabyMother

Let's read the book.

You don't want to read the book?
It's a scratch. a scent book.
See. Jack itt the bean stalk.

You don't want Jack in the beanAtalk?
How about Old Mother Hubbard?

You don't want that?
What do you want?

No, we-can't go outside.
It's raining.

You don't like the rain.
How about this book.

Shakes head..

No Jack bean stalk.

No Maw HUbba.

Want outside.

No rain.

No book.
"Old Mother Hubbard lived in a cipboard..\.fle

: AO-Mom:ay Hubbard.
'You don't want to read?

o

No. read:

IV*



5

Mother

Look a:fish.
See'the fish.

Fish. .

Example #3 (A Lost. 0Op9rtunityl

Baby

No you can't play with that.
-Want to play with aligator?
Love Love aligator.

See the aligator.
Give me the aligator.

Eric(

Se the birds.
Make them fly.

The birds fly so high.

Oh look at these!

That's, right.

tts a doggie.

bog goes woof woof woof.

(Gives dog.)

Oh look at this:
It's a top.

. The top goes round!

rs
fr

?ik

Fish,

Whine.

Whine. e
Child takes aligator.)

Whines.

Gator.
Whines.

Whine's. ints,to tape recorder.)
p.

Whines. (Tries to climb onto table.)

Doggie.

-

00116
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Purpose:

LANGUAGE: HOME VItIT #28

i\,

Visits 28-32 will continue the dual purposts of visits 22-27.

1. To improve B's vocabulary: These visits will focus on his/her

vocabulary for colors and shapes.
2. To improve:B's conversational abilities:- These visits will focus

on talking about the past and about people.

Equipment:

Color Toy Sets:

Shape toy sets:

Toys et-

#1- stacking clips, pop beads, hour glass
#2-form box. -

#1- fruit, balls, containers
#2-puzzles.
Home Visitor-to assemble.

Procedure:

I. Vocabulary: a

1. 'Wrreminds M that before the assessment we were working on developing
B's vocabulary of relational words. Now that he's/she's getting older

we'd like to work on sorething a little harder.. Relational words

describehow objects go-together. They seem to be easier to learn than

words that desCribe objects-by themselves., We'd like to work on some

of ttiese types of words, namely Colors and:Strives.,

-NV, asks M about any words for color6 or shapes B seems to know

alreaft.

Continue as in vi
(shapes ,include round,
plays with B and color

it #23. NV plays with Busing the' shape
square and also skinny, long, fat, etc.)

sets.

sets

4 Assemble, from s toys and the kitchen, color and shape toy sets-

for B. Atik M to try and name them for B as often as possible.

II,. Conversation: Margaret.& lornn

1. HV asks M if B has shown any improvement in communicating what
she/hesees or what he/she/wants. Bring the communicationquestion-

naire.up to date.

2/28/73

Ga
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U

Language Eome Visit #28 Cont,

L P,

2. Apt explains that in the next 2 months he'd like tohelp B

develop a third conversational M-0-0. This one in/Yolves talking

about the past. HV asks ti if B ever tella her about something
he/she has done or peen., If.he/she goes out does he /she tell her
where he/she went or what he/she saw? If be /she is watching TV

will he come and tell her what happened on the T.V.? 'Using language

to talk about somethingctliat's no longer around is a big step. Often

children need help in tatting it.

3. HV'and M go over a transcript of a past conversation. HV points

out that getting the child to describe what he did like pulling

teeth.. He only says a few words. The M supplies most of the con-

versation by prompting( "you saw the church") andby completing
his sentences in the past tense..

4. HV creates an example
a. Weather, etc,permitping, try in this visit, or the next,

to take B outside for a short walk. When you return, ask

about,4hat he/she saw.
b.. Have M play with B with a set of toya while you leave the

roam: Then come back and ask B what he played with.

III. Conversation- Nancy, SuesM.,Vicki. Visit #25

1V. Midmonth- Call M mad ask if B bas 'made any ,progress in conver-
sational style or in colors and shapes.

2/28/73

.00''
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'DUTpose:

1. To (1eve1op1B ' 0

2, To improve B's

E

*1. . Book__,oi color
(

2. Bbol: on shapes Leave with B

UNGUAGB: Home Vloit #29

vocabulary for co4ors ana shapes.

conversational ability

3. Storybook

Forms:

"What Happened to Me"

Midmonth "Colors and Shapes"

Procedure;

I. Vocabulary
o

1. JHV asks M if she has been able, during the past

colors and shapes with B. Did he seem interebted?

roes 44hOtany cenfusion (i.e. calls r d green or

HV and Ttfyltoqassess the reason for any confusion

mighttltlp
rv,

2; HTioresents bols

Cr
Conversations? Style.- Lynn,, Margaret

1. HV -Asks M if she has noticed any impilovement in

B's ability to talk about the past. Does he try to

things he saw? Places he's been? (If B uses any i

tense you can ask about_these - what errors does he

things givehim trouble?

month, to work on
Did he learn any?
a swre a'ccircle)

and tow they

as in Visit #24. HV reads one and M reads one:

the past month -in
tell her about
ndications of
make?) What`

2. HV,, asks M if B has been anywhere or seen anyone'in the past week

or so. Using this'as a topic she demonstrates the past conversation

style. M participates by prompting B where necessary. i.e. HV

"Who came to see you?" B silence. M grandma come ?" etc.

3. If HV and B did not take a waste last visit they,pry,:to do so now.

On return, M uses past conversation style with B. 4°'



0

Language home Visit #29 (cont.)

'
T

4. M reads to B the story book and then tries paat cony raation
did,Peter Rabbit eat? Who did he4ee in the cabbage patch? etc.

5. AV asks M to keep a cord durini'the next few weeks Of Blo attempts

to describe the past on t1 attached form.

-77-\
III. Vicki, Nancy, Sue Conversation from Visit #26

-2-

IV. Call: In the middle of the month HV calla llto pee how B io.doing.
She aoko how the conversational style is going* She explains attached
form "Color° and Shapes" to,W,and ogyo she'll be. sending it to Y4

'in the mail and would she complOte it for the next visit.

3115/T3 .
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LANGUAGE VISIT #30
1-7

Purpose:

1. To develop B's Vocabulary for coloia and ahapco.-

2. To improve B's conversational ability.

Equipment:

1. lilaydough

'2. Tempra paint,(leave)

Forms:

1. Communication'II

(4,

Procedure
&

I. Vocabulary

O

1. :1W and M go over "cobra and ahapeo" form. If M did not complete

- form, do it now. If ahe did, dp another one now to bring it up to date.

eIplaina to M that ahe knows that B is now at an age w4en
Dometimeo hard to tbinh'of new thing° to do.. Today 1W has brought some
.ideas of things HV, M, and B might do which can also be used to teach,B

new vavibulary.

HV and M try the following activities.

Ylaydough - Give M.the "recipe" a 2'cups flour, 1 cup salt, 1/2 cup

water, cinnamon, nutmeg or oil of cloves.- but for the visit use
Ntorre-:bought". Make ahapfx cod play and talk about them to B.

2. Finger painting 7 (recipe - 3 Thu. cornatarch:3 Tbap. cold water,

& 1 cup boiling water, 1 uirt detergent,.tempera paint, shiny shelf paper).

T4a is an occasion tor di cuaaiona of color, shape°, object names, etc.
4HV: M and B,talk about c s. Then HV leave° paint with M, auggeating.its

other vocabulary learning aaibilitiea.

v C2

Converoational style - Lynn, Margaret. . 1

1. HV and M diacuna Bia effort° to talk about, the past. TheNOOyer
"What happened to me, noting any progress B hap made. Then they fill out

`Communication II - Past. Looking at all the :crap M lands' out what ,happened

in her aboence. Sore things B will communicate nonverbally by crying
and pointing, for others he may use langpage. IV and M note whether his

language is all in the present or whether he hap way° of aignalling past

tense red", did, goed, HV and M compare B's comiunigat-ron" Of past

&Yenta with his communication Of the present (first communication
queationnaire).

5/2/73 06121 (cont.).
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Language yloit #70 (cont.):

2. BV explains that all children eventually learn tp discuss past
and present, but m6y-children and adults continue to have trouble
tailing about othei people andthemoelvas:' how .Zhey feel and Oat

,

. tfiey'a 11re thinking. HV and ,completeegelmn II:. other
not tng how difficult this topic 4s.

3.' HV, 14 and B play with doll house. HV as B how the dolls
what they are doing, why the did something.- Ass before, Was:borates
An B's speech and asks him quebtions to elicit more *each.

. ,

III. Conversation - others - #28

IV. Mid-month -- Call k and sok
development.

v

I

5/2/73

t.

r

Bs vocabulary and conversations4k-.

D
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cit

language #23
11/27/72 7 )

Mother

Show ale how you read, the book, alright?

Itta
OK. 0

T)aat's

What is that?...

What does the wow-wow s

U

-

Child

3

OK

OK, wow-wow..

Wow-wow.

Wow-Wow.

Say doggie, not wow-wow. Say doggie. Un, un.

What's that? Voc, fly.

Butterfly, yeah. Count' em. One, two, three,
four. Do it again. Da doo.

Ones, three'four. Da doo. Voc.

What is this,Chris? Wow-wow?

No, kitty-cat. What dotes the kitty-cat-say? Woof. voc Wow-wow?

Mew., No, kitty-cat.

That's'not a doggie, that's a kitty-cat.

Kitty -cat.

TaNir.Mammy what the kitty-cat says.

Balloon, that's tight. Balloon.

What's,this? What's this?

No, those are duckies. What does the duckie say?

Yeah, balloon, that's right. 'hat.

Chair. Chair.

Tiat a wow -wow.

Oh.

A wow-wow.

Meow, meow, nieow.

A balloon:

Vot.

That. Balloon?

Balloon.

Chris's chair?, Where4sCbristopher's chair? Chair.

Another chair. Another chaff". Chair.

Chair.

Chair; Where's the one like ChristOpherls chair?,
Yeah, that's right. That's like Christopher's
cOair. Here, tell Mommy what this is? Is

that cup?

,4°,0 012 3

Chair.

That.
9)

(cont.)'



Language P3

Mother
.

Child

Tell Mommy cup. Zak do you do with a cup? el Huh?-

-2-

Huh: What's'that? What!..L, that?

What's this? Say duckie. What's the duckie say? Balloon.

Balloon, yeah. What's the'duckie say? Voc.

That's an orange one. An' a yellow one. Here,
turn the page.

Turn the page. What's this?

Cr4on.

Crayon. Another crayon.

Can you tell Mommy crayOn?

Crayon. Say crayon. What's

Another one.

Count them. Can you count the crayons?

Turn page.

That?

at? What's that?

Crayon.

What's thati

What's that?'

Two, three.

Spe the pretty flowers? Can you see the pretty
flowers? That? That?

Crayon. Pretty flowers. Voc.

Can you smell them? Met? What's that?

Ohh, crayon again. Yeah, more coming foo. OK,
look over here. How does Daddy do this with you?
How does Daddy do this? How does Daddy do it? One,
two three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten. Ten.

Now-Chris do it.
4.

Ten. Too far to Count.

1
Ten.

Ten.

Ten? That's nudber ten. Six. Six?

Ten? That'-right. There's one, three,.two, Three
three. What's this ?. Ten.

-4Duckie? Huh?

See the flowers? Huh?
10.

,f?

That's nothing. Nothing. Nothing; Nine.
o.

00124 (cont.)



Language #23'
'.11/27/72

Mother

Nine, that's right.

No, that's nothing. Ten. Ten's over here.

`Hands off. What's that?

That's number 5, 7, 1. It's on the boci What's' th-at?

I don't know why it's there. Duckie. What
does the duckiasay? I wanna know hat
the duckie says.

Child

Voj.'

-3-

Peep peep.

Peep peep.

No. Duckie doesn't say that.

Duckie, quack, quack, etc. 'Ten, eight,

Quack.

Five,

Duckie. Huh.

Duckie. Huhy
One Huh.

Where's the balloon?

'Show Mommy the balloon. What's that/

Whator',6'that?

What's that? You tell Mommy what it is.

4

00125
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Language Ilona Visit #31

Purpose: To develope B's vocabulary ,for -odors and comparative terms.

Eouipmentf
1. Collect your `'junk''

mother for an appoin
2. Polaroid camera and
3. Yellow hat, green p
4. Children's scissors
5. 2 other puppets.

Forms: Colors and Shapes

-N;., I, Vocabulary:
HY audit complete a nett copy
the earlier'Version. Hopef

°If B has sone colors a fuse

,try to discover the sou e 0
of objects of vary ng col rs
etc. try to disc' er on wh t
ana green rhe-Sane? Red an
size, shape, or some other n

1 for a week and, when you call your
ment, ask her to collect hers.

pet, colored balloons.
construction paper, glue. .

f 'Color
y B has

and Shapes3,Sand compare it to
de sone progress in the. last month!

, or calls everything' "blue ", HV and 11

the confusion. They assemble a collection
d by asking B to "show me the blue one".

asis the child uses 'color words. Are blue
range? Cr does B use color words to identify
-color characteristic ofobjects?

HV explains that using the jun mail and polaroid they'can make a scrap.-
book, or posters, to help B le rn new colors andget over his confusion. .

----' In additon, we would like to 1p B learn some comparative terms.
CoMparatives are words which c be used to order objects; they all end
in -er. e.g. :bigger, louder, h gher, faster, etc. They give children a
lot of trouble. probably bacaus one Object can b both big and small,
high and low depending on the ob ett with which i is compared.

HV, M and Ruske a.scrapbook of
long/short, etc scraps. HV tries\
than another buttsmaller than a t

lors, shapes, and big /small, skinny/fat.
to show B that.one object can be bigger
ird.

ti

Using the polaroid HV takes pictur s of B. with the yellow hat, 'green puppet
and ceilred balloons. She takes B.up high and down low, with something
big and something tittle. The pict res can be mounted on construction
laser.

Cgversatfori: Aavaticen

1. HV and tl complete the "286o.° row on communication II for "the past" and
°other people. HV asks H if she ha noticed any efforts.on B's part to
discuss these subjects.

00 26
'5/22/73
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Language Home Visit #il cont.

2. B, '1, and HV play with the puppets. HV ladlluse this as an occakian
to talk about what the, puppets are doing, feeling, thinking, etc.o.

3. HV, Ttbnd B plait hide & seek. This can be a good game at this age and
provides opportunities to talk about where people are, what they,ard
doing,

III., Conversation: Others, See #29

o

;-

v
At

0 1 2 7
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Purpose : Review

LANGUAGE: Visit
#32

Equipment: Tape recorder, blank tape.

Forma: 1.. .Assorted forms: see Ib. -
2. Developmental Milestones 1,& 11.
3. Forms for new baby book: see lie.

I. General Review

1. The purpose of this visit is to review the course Of B's language
development and to prepare M for future language acquisition. Use

the.;:baby book as your prop. :GOthrotgh it with M looking at the
progress B has made.

a. Bring Communication forms 1 & 11,' Developmental Milestoneb, 's

Early Words, etc. up too date.

b. In addition, bring with you copies of previous forms (3 or 4) that
touched issues on which B has made progress. For example, if B has
learnedmords for colors or comparatives, bring "Descriptive Words
that. Understands:" With, M, "test" B to see what words he mow un-
derstands; fill out the new form and add it to the Baby Book..

c. The general tone of the 'review should be 1) look how far B has came
and 2) look at What a good communicator be has become.

0 1

11. The 'future . .

a. Talk- to B about .one of the conversational topics we have covered. ;ape
this conversation and give the tape to M so she can he a permanent record
of what B was like at 30 months.

b. Give M a copy of Developmental Milestones 11. Go offer it, completing any

items B can already perform. When you get to conversation, review with
14 the early part of the curriculum. We talked aboutOdescriptive language
and languagerto express needs and wants. B carynow express both these.
things to M. Soon he will learn to'express them to i'riends.' And later he
will learn to describe thingsvery exactly:,*

F.
c. If B has, or is expecting, a younger sibling you can make up0 baby book

for him/her. Ptt in a 50 word list,'Developmental Milestone communication
Questionnaires 1 & 11 and any other fords M might like.

111. FareWell

1. When you thank M for h
. results. ,Warn her that it
before they are available.

,she shouldn't give up!

.'6/11/73

, .

r participation tell her we will setid her
will be at least one year (for Wave 1, two years)
So if she does not hear from 'Cs, for awhile, 4''

8128



ADDENDUM: (to all Vi its #32) -

Post-easessme/t, make a final visit, Visit #33, a kind-
of interpersonal iarevell to your mothers and babies.

The visit "11 be brief, perhpps one-half hour, and can
he used to delf' er final bonds, chat with M about the project's
,;termination d maybe, if need felt, to discuss the assessment
,just complet

r.

This rety be a good 'opportunity, if you haven't already
done so, :t,4/0 te11/4 about "The Open Home" gift and discuss, using -
a sampleflopy, means this gift might offer for enriching he
child's ?earning opportunities. as he,.changes and grows. .4 ,I.

6/15/73
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WAYS OF COMUNICATIgG WITH CHILD=

HoW does your child know that:

1. You love him?

(positive tone of voice, braise, converoatiOn, social attention; smiling,
laughing,.hugging; kissing, patting head, giving him food, giving him
objects to play with, (esp.) playlowith him)

2. You are displeased with; his behavior?

(
(say "no -mo",'"stop.it", "don't", ficvh, slap, take away object,' shako
head, shake finger, put him to bed,-.put hire in his. roam putlam in
play pen),

3. You are not feeling well - tirel, sick, unhappy, etc.?

(frowp, "cry", sigh, moan, lie down, hold head, say "momny's sick" etc.)

You went to play (With him?

II

.

(pick him up, giVe him toy,. start social game, e.g. peek (hide eyes),
chow him a book., 4okle, bounce, chase, laugh, imitate)

5. You want him to eat 11:" his voietables?

0

(shoW him how you eat them and like then, say "good vegetables, mmmu . ",
make a gaMe rA' it, look for the pattern on the plate, .feed him forcibly,
nix them =with meat)

0 0
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O

You are pleased with his behavior?

2.
.0

(smile, hug, kiss, praise, give him a reward, nod head, 1.itate the
behavior)

Younint to be close to him (phypicallO

.(go to him,, pick him up, hold him on-lap, cuddle, hug, smile, ism, pat,
hold out aiw to him, look at book or play with toy while he i on la

You went him to leave you alone?

(pay "go.auay", "I'm busy', give toys to play with instead)

. 9. You are sorry he got hurt?

(look concerned, come to hits, hold him, sooth3him, kiss or rub the hurt,
say "all better", rthat's too bad", "that's a good boy")
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COMMUNICATION - OBSERVATION EXERCISE

Sinlle Exnressive
Behaviors of Behaviors (What was " doing before? cl :ifer?

Consistent Pairs Child's Reactinn

smiling

frowning

c ryin(

or

waving bye-bye and leaving
6

saying bye-bye

.beckoning with hands, arms to cone

saying "come to Mbnny"

nodding head and saying "yes"

shaking head and oaring "no"

slapping. C's hand

hugging and kissing

approaching child, smiling

e ying "no nOti "stop that" abadboy
(girl) °'

saying "go away" (in a negative tone)

saying "what a good boy (girl)" positive

saying "would you like a cookie?"

holding out a cookie

showing child a book or toy

sayir.g "would you like to plefv.th (toy)?

How did he seem to interpret
behavior?)

Which behaviors had any effect en C's ongoing electivity?
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Contradictory CTSoirintiona Child'a Reaction

displeased. and seying'
.'good boy° in a positive tone

looking displeased mad saying
boys' in a negative tone

waving bye -bye and sayinv'come
to Ilomlly°.

0')beckoning-to. come and saying "go
.awayl

holding out a cookie and saying ."-bad
boy°in a positIva,tone,.

owing "bad boy" "no no" "don't do
that" and laughing

Dneo C react more to physical, verbal, affective (tone
gestural cues?

facial or

00.133
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Recognition(

-language-

'4115:atones'. in Understandinr

4

Recognized his mother/a voice:

.Auietyd when he hoard her

Called Name-

Recognize2 the sentence "7o xou want to go night-night?":

Looked unhappy

Shook head

Sal,: no
o

Pecognized a word for food (bottle, cookie):

Looked for the object

Went to ?et the object.

Recognized the word 'no!"

Requests

Gave something when you asked for it:

When'tho object was'insight,.

When it was in another room

Put something where you told him to put it

In the same toom

'Dia different room

Brought somothinr you aske' for

When the object was in the same. room

Whori it was in a different room

Said "no" to your requests

When he meant "no"

When he meant hya

Conversation

Understao a question about

Understood a question about

a thing

a person

Understood a conversation between two adults

Understood a conversation :in television

Understooa a conversation on the telephone

Anythinp21se?

00134
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Uor is

na

Saii first word
a'

'Said 10 words

) words

Said first word with two syllables

Said a umber (ono, two etc.)

Said a color (red, green, etc.)

DEITZLOPPENTALLESTONES

LangUr

;.ii touts in S*akinv

Sentences

Said a.sultence of two weres

Are

used sentences nor often elan singlevords

Said d-a santande of. threewords.

Asked a question with 'mhe.?" or "where?"

Said a sentence with "no "' or ''not"

Conversation

Talked about sonethint, lie wao playing with
,

Asked for smethinf: he manted

Answered-a qw!stion

Told you about a place he had been

Told you about a parson he had seen.

Talked on the telephone

Talked to another child

Talked to hinsulf

.rin bed

while playing

'-9/20/72

Lanruase

ro
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Assessments: Language

I. The Language Assessment Measures: F

(1) How wetL the child spea&i: a) How Many words does he know

b) How long are his sentences

(0 How much he understands

(3) ROW he uses language a) What. he tklks about b) How he come es with

others. j,

II. The visit:

The actual visit varies depending on the essessm

each visit includes:

enera

1. '0 asks M to play with % while B's-speech is to

2. 0 asks M to give B a series of directions to me

3. Observer talks to B

III. Presentation to M

ure h s comprehension.

When explaining the language assent, stress -ou interest in how

the different measures we are making go together.' We wo id like to

relate comprehension, produCtion add language_use over tim ,and it any

point in' timer We're interee4d in how our differen-progr, 'effect each
a-

area of limguagrdemelopment.

4
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'.rrocedures

Assessnenticrintions

About the Social Assessment

4

The major port of the visit is spent dojng a "natural ham*
observation" for about one hour. During this tine nother.and child

4ate, requested tO'Hdo what you would ordinarily be doing and just forget
that I'm here:: The purnose of this procedurejs 'for us to get a
record -'as nuch 39 we can - of how the child usually woends.his tine!
wHat activities he engates in, how he Plays with toys, what people he
sees and lqnteracts with. The only difficult part of this .procedure,
for M an4)C,. is that it is hard at first to ignore the observer.
But you should stress that it isinportant to do stir, because this is
the nnj way we will find out hpu children behave when they are not
'perfornilg." The 4 should 'be encouraged to act .as naturally and
spontmeo0s14 as she can since her fiehaviors will affebt the C's reactions.

The other part of the visit consists of nrocedure to elicit -

the child's reactions to strangers - usually an unfamiliar adulcifemale,
who nay. be the observer, (During,Assessnent #3,-.the strangers Ale a
mother and het younv. chili). During these procedures the norther's

o Toleration will be needed as she will be instructed by tHb observer
*here.to*t, what to say, etc. 'Finally, the child's "attaCknent" to
his nytherla as 4 by having the mother leave his side, leave the
roon, and - brie lelfie," house.1

variables

The nain focus of the social assessmo4t is on the C's.sociai be-f.
haviora 7 to M and stranoers, neasures include. behaviors such as lo4king,
vocaliziiig, playing and touching - how oft how long, and when they

46

4
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About the Play Assessment

14

Procedures

, The paAor purpose of the playroolvitat is to observe how
children play with and use objects.' Some of the observations areof children's free play. Others focus on pretend play and how child-ren

a
respond at different ages to Pretend Play suggestions or Pretend"Play naterials. In tother parts of the play room sequence we presentthe children with particular Problems such as building'a tower withWok, o'r stringing beads.

'4d are also interested its the wAyfpothers pla/with their
children and-in the way children respond to a playtime with pother.
After watching the ch ld play: alone with one of the toy sets we ask
the mother to join in.

Variables

we observe what children do with different objects. Tihen a childis given 4 duck Puzzle he mightpretend with the duck, he nightput
it intr.) the puzzl pr,he might give it toltis mother. Ile study thetoyechildren pre and how low= they' play with them. In addition.we measure whether hew trine, or vocalize while they are playing,

O
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ARVIEW: PLAY CURRICULUM

/

Theoretical Assumptions

,
.

13

The play curriculum grows out of everal assumptions about the nature of
play, its value,l'or children' fnd the ay adults can support the diversity-of
play behavior:

0

1. ,Immense learning occurs during a child's.spontaneous,activities. The
child comes to understand "things" as he poses "little" problems (e.g.vwhen
he fries to open a can, roll a square block, put a block into an upsidedown
cup), or when he encounters surprises in the course of familiar activities .

(e.g., when pop beads come apart as the baby bangs or twists them).
0 ,

The play curriculum emphasizes the presence and availability of things
(rather than people) to give substance to the notion that the form, pattern-
ing and tempo of play at any given time is the child's taaleand a source of
his pleasure. The hall ofTplay is that it is an occasion which offers
children a relatively high degree of -choice in what they do. The play
curriculum attempts:to enhance two dimensions of children's spontaneous
activity: a) the range of things upon which a given activity is attempted,
and b) the diversity of activities performed on adgiven thing.

2. "Things" have invitational characteristics-Which attract the. baby, hold
hid interest and promote diverse activities. How and whether a thing will
invite activity depends upon several factors: a) the child's developmental
level and specific past experiences, b) attributes of a given object, c)
the set of objects'in which it appears, and d)1 the child's ongoing play
activities.

3. A child's developmental level determines the icinds of-schemes available
to him for dealing-with objects. These organizing schemes have been classi-,

Pied in the following ways:

a. Social contactschemes in which the child uses objects'to mediate inter-
personal actions (o.g.e, giving% taking, showing);

o

Manipulative schemes through which the child operates upon the physical
properties of objects;

c. "Pretend" schemes in *hich the child representsltunctional or physical
attributes of objects ihMugh his actions.

d. Relational schemes through'hich the child aligns topological relations
(circles in round holes, poles through rings).

4. With respect to play, the tasks of the adult caregiver are to

a. organize "things" so that the child's play opportunities are maximized,

b. manage intrusions into the dhild's play so,that his interests and
intentions are elaborated. "Elaborative" intrusions kre distinguished from
those in which the adult presents a task which is unrelated td the child's

0014,39 1
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ongoing activity or those in which the ad
child's activity. The former ignoreS the
latter mirrors the child's current status,
techniques acknowledge the child's interes
the child is banging on a drum, theiadult
extending the Objectsof an activity. The
the drum be rolled, thereby extending the

These tasks assign several important f
one hand, the elaboration of plat relies h
and interpret her child's ongoing behavior;
hand, the mother is called upon to select,

.7!

t'imitates or facilitates the,
hild's interests, while'the
In contrast,.elaborative play.
s but extend.these (e.g:, if
ght offer him a can, thereby

adult might also suggest that ,

ctivity performed on an object).

ctions to the mother, On the
avily upon her ability to observe
As an organizer, on the other

identify or create things which
are appropriate for her child's developmental level and interests. Here the
mother is seen as one who manages time and materials for herself and her
child so that the child's opportunities for play are maximized.

Interactions:' Mother, Child) Home Visitor

As we indicated earlier, each curriculum is designed as a series of occasions
engage fn an interchange focused
urriculum emphasizes an observant

1f-directed accomplishments, who
to attract and sustain his act-
according to the capacities and

ch summarizes a:home-visit which
riculum.

for the mother, the child and the home visitor t
on one or another.area of development. The p
and informed adult-who appreciates the child's s
capitalizes on the intrinsic properties of thing
ivities and who thoughtfully modulates-Intrusion
interests of the child. The following-brief ske
might occur during the first month of the play c

O

After a discussion with the mother about the baby's play during
the previous week, the lupe visitor places a laundry basket filled
with toys on the floor by the child and encourages the infant to
explore these by shaking a whisk which has a small rabbit entrapped
in it, banging a drum, or throwing a bdll to the baby. The bother
and visitor then it together watching the baby sho is center-stage
and main perforpr as he plays with the toys. Together they note on
an observation torm the toys the baby uses and his activities with
them. During this time, the home visitor comments appreciative1)n',
the baby's "discoveries"--spoons make interesting sounds', balls, need
to be chased. Then the visito, lays with the baby, watching his -

activities and elaborating on, 1.v.gu. The child holds s-a cup and puts
her hand in it. The visitors ..uts a ballin the cup which the infant
dumps out and then replaces. gen the visitor offers baby a couple
of corks to put in the cup. The 'aby places these On'a chair and
tries to sit on all of them at once. The-visitor offers infant
another cork anal. 'mks, "Can you fit\that under you:too?" During this
interaction, the visitor annotates her activities, piusing to engage
the mother in discussion about th baby's responses.. Toward tfie end,
of the visit, the visitor gives th mother observation forms to be
used during the week when she watches her baby play with the set of
toys left for him. They discuss which of the baby's own favorite toys
could be included in this set, which the mother. is asked to keep apart
tram the child's other playthings, but available to the child.

40140
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Note that during the visit the emphasis is on the observation of the baby's
play, footnoted by the appreciatiOn of his achieVement w IA the home visitor
shares with the mother. In addition,.the toys brought in o the home have been
pre-tested. They are likely to engage the baby's interest and encourage particu-
lar kinds of activities. The set of toys changes with each visit so as to bias
the bablr's Activity toward one or another form of play. For example, on one
visit the toys might be organized around the theme of pretend "feeding"--cups,
a pot, spoons, a doll, a #tuffed animal, a :bowl,aa bottle, etc. Moreover, When
interacting with the chila' the home visitor watches him, and when she joindthe
child's play she does so through the things she Uses: In contrast to-the l
nage curriculum, conversations with the chin axe a poitscript to the visitor's
actions with objects.' In contrast to the social curriculum the 'interpersonal
exchange is predominantly between adults, while the subdued interactions with
the baby occur after a preliMinary period of observation.

Categories of Play

The play/curriculum emphasizes three categories of spontaneous activity:
1) Ma6isulative play, 2) Pretend play, and 3) Relational play. Each home visit
stresse one or another or some combination of these by introducing materials
likely to encourage a. particular type of play.

In addition, the home visits emphasize particular activity themes within
each category. Toy sets are selected so as to bias play activities toward these
themes, althoughthe play sets often lend themselves to several themes. In gen-
eral, the materials are rich enough to stimulate -varied activities and to pose
interesting problems. For the adult, the rules are: Let the children take the
lead. Make proposals gently. Be aware of surprises. The point is to enhance
the variability and depth of children's spontaneous activity.

The following are examples of the biases introduced by the toy sets or by,
HV when elaborating play:

A. Manipulative Play (Discovering things about things)

1. Noisemaking a vities--drum, pail, wooden spoon, keys on a
ring, ball with bel etc. The activities encouraged by these materials
are banging and shak`mg.

2. Open-close and in-out--cigar box, egg-carton,pail, shovel, and
assorted small things (plastic eggs, balls, blocks).

3. Large muscle activity--sturdy cardboard cartons (e.g. banana
cartons with fitting covers) large suitcase, chair for baby to climb.
onto and into.

4. Circular displacement--carspulleys, push toy.
Q

B. Pretend Play .(Sense and Nonsense)

1. Make-believe feeding - -cups, spoons, pot, bowl, doll, stuffed
animal.

2. Make-believe grooming, dressing--tooth brush, cloth, "powder"
can, mirror, hair brush, bangles, hat, bowl,. doll, animal.

A

3. Make-believe sleeping - -box, cover, pillow, bottle, carton.

001)1
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C. Relational Play

1. Topological
and balls, puzzles,
parts, sized coffee
nesting cups. Acti

(All sense and no -nonsense)

relations--pop beads, stack toy, cardboard tubes
egg poacher with. top and inset, coffee pot with
cans, tooth brush in tube, egg holder and balls,
ties- "fitting," putting together.

2. Ordinal rel tions and groupings:
a. Classificat on--sorting games: function, color, size, etc.

;blocks into boxes; cars into garages; clothespins into pails.
b. Laming up or piling--objects of any kind in a row or column; t

. Similar objects in a row (same color pop beads, blocks, balls
c s, clothespins, etc.)

c. On -One correspondence--eggs in egg cups, balls in holes, spoons
in cups; cars in garages; balls in coffee spoons, etc.

Observation and Elaborative Play

The play curriculum stresses the autotelic.nature of play. It is important
for the mother to appreciate the "profundity" of the child's play and to develop
techniques for participatindin play which respect the child's interests.

In the curriculum the mother's obser'ation of,play precedes her participaL
tion. The first 4 weeks". of the play curriculum stress observation. The HV plays
with the- baby in an claboratiliestyle, commenting about her use of the toys
during these times.

/

The elaiorativekstylL is made explicit to the mother during the fifth home
visit. This visit streases pretend grooming and dressing. The elaborative style
is introduced at this time becafise it appears to be easier for adults to elabor-
ate when the play is make-believe. The mother is then asked to try out elabora-
tive participationkduring the following week. Mid-week observations continue and

quent weeks, the mother is encouragedto play with the baby and to use
elaborati e intrusions. Other styles of partidipationje.g., imitation and
facilitation) are explained. Facilitation will. be vtressed When the child is
trying to solve relational problems (e.g., rounding up the balls forhim when he
is trying to fit balls in a tube) or. problems which require morecoordinatioi

°than,he can muster (e.g., pitting rings on a wobbling:1)01e). 'The trick is:tar

help the child solve a proem he has pBsed but not to solve it for him.

- %IP

A new phase in the promotion of elaborative adult play techniques.begins
with visit 20, when, in addition to the toy set, HV introduces a carefully
selected toy with a built-in problem (a puzzle, for example) which the child is
unlikely to be5able to SolVe. The purpose is to: convince the mother that the
child will discover problems of his own that are fascinating and worthwhile; that
with discreet guidance and sufficient tune he will also discover the problem posed
by the toy designer.
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Phasing Out

A. Things in the home

Increasingly, things from the child's home are added to the toy
set. Eventually, different sets will bo'strategically placed in the
home (kitchen, bedroom, lilting room, bathroom, kitchen cabinet0,1
closets, drawers) and the mother is encouraged to, set up new play
areas. The child's "take over" of the house is gradual and the
mother determines the boundaries. The point isto store toys in places
which attract the child and are convenient for the mother:

B. Corner -of-the eve-observation

Observations gradually shift from the 10-15 minute periods of,
observation focused on baby's play with a particular set of toys, to
"corner-of-the-eye" observations:of less structured play. This shift
in observation mode co-occurs with the shift' to things around the house.

C. In the end:.

Hopefully, in the tna, three things will'Come to pass:

a. The home will be organized in such away that-attractive
play- things are available to/ the child,

b. The mother will-be aware and appreciative of the child's
spontaneous activity.

c. The mother will equently join her child's play, but in
a manner which el orates the child's interests rath'ex,
than imposing her-. Wn.
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PLAY dURRICULUM INTERVENTION

Curriculum Overview

Home Visit 1
Interview form

HorRe Visit 2
Play Description sheets
Developmental Milestones
Make-Believe

Home Visit 3
. Play Description sheets

Home Visit 4
Play Description sheets

Home Visit 5

Home Visit 6
Play Description sheets

Home Visit 7
Baby. Day Record

Play Overview

Home Visit 8
Play Description sheets

Home Visit 9
Play Description sheets

Home Visit 10'

Home Visit 11
Play observation form or
Adult/Child play form

Home Visit 12
Play observation form
Adult/Child play form
Attraction/Aversion form

Home Visit 13
See HV 3, M/C/HV play
Play Description sheets

Home Visit 14
Baby Day Record

Home Visit 15 &.16
Multiple use form and either
Yes-No or Stability & Change

FORMS.

,Home Visit 17 .

Involvement observation form

Home Visit 18
Empty Hands
How Things.,Are Used
Yes-No
Mini-study

Home Visit 19
Developmental Milestones
Play observation forms

Home Visit 20

Home Visit 21
BabyDay Records

OE,

Horne Visit 22
Play Description sheets
Special Toy Guidelines

Home Visit 23
Special Toy Guidelines
Play Description sheets

Home Visit'24
Play Description sheets
Special Toy Guidelines

Home Visit 25
Play Description sheets

Home Visit 26
Sort and Order form
Special Toy form

Home Vibit 2T

Home Visit 28
Tool forms
Montessori

Home Visit 29
Play'Description sheets

June Visit 30

Learning Through Helping:
Yes-No Inventory
Play Description sheets

Home Visit 31

0 0 1 4 4 He Visit 32
Play Observation form
Copy of The Open. Home



PLAY CURRICULUM: HOME VISIT #1

Purpose:

'1. To introduce the project to the mother and to get acquainted with her.
2. To explain to the mother that a chile't play with objects is a learning

process and to acquaint her lath what a child is learning from his play.
. To acquaint the'tother with a method and a simple vocabulary to describe

her child's play.
. To play with the child elaborating on the child's play:

Equipment :

2. Drum
d'

4. Barrel of'inoniceYa

5. Six balls

3. Keyon ai.fuzzyball

Child4.. 1. Laundry basket

6. A pail
7. A pot
8. A coffee Can,. filled with noise making objects and sealed,

and with a string attached to it for pulling
-9. Measuring spoon
10. Whisk

Mother: 1. Play description cover. sheet
2. 4 Play description sheets

Home Visitor: 1. Interview form
2. Baby Book, sheets of 3-holed paper
3. Camer, film, picture mounts

Introduction:

1. Visits--Home visitor asks mother if she has questions about the project
and explains that she willbe coning once a week for four months, and then
les° frequently, perhaps once or twice a month for the next year. This would
perhaps be-a good time to establish a regular day and time for the weekly
visits.

2. Explanation of and rationale for our program--HV discusses the importance of
the infant's play and the purpose of her visits.
a. The child's way of learning about the world is through playthings and
play. Adults often don't see-What could be learned from what a baby is doing
because the things the baby has to learn are very Obvious to UB. A few
examples are:

1. An object looks different from different angles (e.g., the front
versus the back of in object) and yet it is st ll. the same object.

2. The baby learns to recognize an objecttby eXaoring it through
different activities, banging it, mouthing it, feeling it, shaking
it. He learns what an object is by what he can do to it.

3. An object still exists even though the baby can't see it. Peek-a-boo
and games of hiding are favorite games parents have used for ages to
amuse the baby with the surprise of objects and faces appearing and
disappearing;
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Play RV #1

b. An infant learns many biisie principles like these in the first years of
life. Our purpose is to give to the baby as many opportunities to explore
and learn about the world through a variety of play things and play activities.
Child's play is really the child's way of studying the world of objects. We
w t to help him as he goes busily aboht the job of learning how things work,

at they are and do and how they can be used.

3. Mother's role--The home visitor explains: We need the mother's Yelp beedUse
we are only visiting once aoreek and we can't do much in such a short time.
The most important point to Make is that it won't be hard for her to do and
that it will be fuh3and enjoyable7for her to watch how her baby plays with
objects and to play with hei baby. We .will be leaving toys for the baby each
week and we hope that the mother will watch how her baby plays with them and
with his own playthings. Bdby'S play is informative; it-tells adults what
objects the baby is interested in and gives us an idea of what activities
give him pleasure. The mother will be telling us what her baby plays with
and how he. plays with i% when we're not there. It is through play that we
can see the baby changing from month to month.

4. The'Interview--The home visitor asks the questigno informally and generally
encourages the mother to talk about her baby. The interview is to establish
a give and take between the HV and mother. The responses won't be written as
the mother gives m. Any interesting comments can be written after the
visit. The intervie will hopefully provide the HV with some basic informaw

. tion about the mother's attitudes toward, and awareness of her baby's play.
It is to establish exchange of information between home visitor and
mother.

Procedure: Pls. ibs; rvation.

1. Presentatio of. .oys to the baby. 11V resento the baby with a number of
toys from t dry basket. HV offers these with minor attention-getting
demonotrati .g., shaking the whisk, rolling the coffee can, banging the
drum with a Gpo n).

2. Observation of bab '. ckivities by mother and HV for approximately 10 minutes.
-HV suggests to the mother that they watch what the baby does with the toys.
HV chats with the mother about the baby's activitiesolusing verbs such as
shakes, squeezes, feels toy and explores it, mouths it.

3. Introduction and explanation of play observation form to the mOther. HV
shows the mother the play observation cover sheet 'and form, reading through
it with her. HV explains that this is a simple way of remembering what toys
the baby plays with, how he plays with them and which were the baby's favoi-
ite activities and toys. HV offers the reason that it's interesting to see
just what babies do with toys and Which they prefer. It will be fun to see
how the activities change as the baby grows older and as different toys are
given to the baby.

4. HV and M recording: HV suggests that they watch the baby play a while longer
and then fill out the form together, HV and M watch the baby for about 10
more, minuted and then fill in the form. The'list of toys will be- filled in
first. (HV suggests that M do the writing, althoughW contribfites and
reassures .M about her comments.)
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Play HV #1

5. liv plays with baby (a -10 m inutes)

,a. When HV plays with the baby using toys, the "elaborative" play style
will underlie her activities but will not be explicitly abated to the
mother, "Elaboration" is defined as an adult way of ,playing which starts
with what the baby does and then introduces a new element to the activity.
A pattern of-watching the baby to see what he does with which toys and
then acting on this information is an eseential'aspect of this style.
It's important that the HV not continually offer new objects or activities
without spending time watching first and then acting. The following
_examples will attempt to clarify:

1. Bay fingers and turns over the drum. HT bangs the drum with .%
a spooh. B bangs drum, smiles. HV turns over the pail, and beats
this with her hand. Bbangs spoon on pail. Mralternates banging
dram then pail.

2. B shake's cup.. HV shakes spoons and offers to B. B shakes spoons.
HV shakes barrel of monkeys and offers to B. B shakesJand'fingers the
barrel. UV opens it for B. B'shakes monkeys out of barrel. HV shows
how to put monkeys in barrel.

..3..

3.. B throws ball. HV rolls ball to B, suggests B roll it back. HV
and B roll ball 'back and forth. HV rolls ball through tube. B gives
ball to HV who pUtb it through tube again.

What we mean by elaboration Ss a technic/Ile of introducing a new activity
the child can do with an object he is already interested in, or it is done
by showing a new object with which the baby can do an ac,ity he has
already done.

Final CommentsHomework and Baby Book

HV explains that different toy8 will be left each week and asks the M to .

give the baby the toys to play with at least once a day. Ask the M if it
is possible to keep these toys apart from the baby's Other toys. HV asks
M if she would pleasewatch her baby play with these toys for about 10
minutes five days this week and write clown onthe play forms-the baby's
activities. with them (using a'neW play form each day). Discuss,which of
the child's own favorite toys could be included in the toy set. 'Choose

two or three of these and leave them with the set. HV fills out the five
play forms with the list of joys and the names of baby's own toys which
have been added to the toy set and leaves these with the mother.

HV then gives M a Baby Book explaining that this is where M can keep
the play forms, pictures of the baby which HV will take from time to time,.
and any other records of the baby's play made over the coming months. RV,
takes. pictures (2 of these are for the project) and mounts in Baby Book.

7. After every home visit, HV enters eomments in "Postscripts."

What to do if

1. The mother asks "How's she/he doing?"
a. The first and immediate answer is "wonderful" followed by assurances
that you find the baby delightful,. fascinating to watch and fun to be with.

- Explain that we are studying patterns of development: that different' patterns
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Play HV #1 ]

often bring children to the same place in the end. Children do different
thingscwith objects and that is how they find out about what objects are
like., We are interested in "What he/she is doing" and the mother can find
out more about that than we-can.

b. One might also begin with "many.mothers ask that question...;"\ We
find it difficult' to answer because we see each child as different; andjwe
are interested in how the child changes,

2. The mother disapproves of some of theAby's "harmless° activities (moUth-
.--\ ing is a good example). .,......1.

I-

a. Ask whether the biby,puts everything in his mouth, or are there kinds
of things that seem to be more "mouthable" than others?
b, Ask whether the mother is bothered more by some things than others.

-8oes she try to stop him hen he mouths a cup or a spoon?
c. Does she feel that she is being effective in reducing mouthing? Does

the baby stop hen she tells him to?
-11-.--f this saltines, see "IP above. Might she try giving him something OK

,.. to meUth in the place of something objectionable (e.g., give him a spoon
when he is mouthing a ball).

A

4. If the child doesn't play very much with any of the toys you haye brought.
a: Play this down--don't draw attention to it.

Ask about things around the house he likes to play with..add some of
these to the group on the floor.
c. Discuss Some of the other things he might be doing at the time.
d. Try to attract'the child's attention (without pressure) by creating a
spe4acle., Back out-at the first sign of interest.
el' Try to avoid encouraging the mother to put pressure on the baby. As

a last resort, ask her to play with the child for a while. Discuss his
activities during this time (e.g., shaking measuring spoonp,is fun, but
balls are to throw).
f. Go back to the check list with the mother; review what46 did.

4. The mother does not complete the play description forms--it may be because:
a. .They are too hard--suggest doing another one together after both of you
have watched the baby play and talked about it. Completing one with the

mother should help her to feel that it is not too difficult. When you leave
new play forms fill out the toy side, 'listing the toys which will be left.
b. She's too busy-7be sympathetic and commiserate with her, but still ask
her to do it next week.

The baby does npt "tune in""on the toys you bring in, or his interest is
flagging--"Soft pedal" thejfact that he is supposed to be doing anything
and never imply that t4 baby is a failure. You can say that babies are
not always ready to play: not all babies find all toys appealing. Here is

a chance to talk about the toys and household objects the babylikesto play
with. Meanwhile watch to see if you can interest the baby, but don't model
an imposing adult. The play curriculum defines play as'an activity deter-
mined primarily by the baby'd interest. However, this does not rule out all

addlt initiated activities. To ick up a baby's' waning interest one could
_Suggest some new activity and t n) atch his reaction, elaborating on this
Avoid a string of adult initiat d act vities or spectacles.,
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Play ny #1

6. If the mother asks if 'it is, all right for her to plaY,itith the baby when

he is playing with the toy set left during the week: "Yesl.of, course!"

Here is a natural opportunity to convey out message of elaborative play.

You could start by saying, "Try playing with him in hisyay," and then

describe elaborative play to the mother.

7. If the sibling wants to play with the toys- -the "policy" could be that

we won't encourage it, but when it happens we can proceed and evenuse it

to our advantage. If ittappena during &period when you and the Maher
are observing the baby, you can talk with the mother about how the sib's -

play influenceS the baby's play. If it occurs when yOu're playing with

the baby, focus on the baby, but don'tbe unkind or rejecting toward the

older child. Another way to deal with this, if the older child wants to
be in the center of things, is to give a toy,from the set to the,bib and

designate an area nearby where sib call play with this toy (e.g., you play

on the couch and B will play here on the floor). Perhaps another solution

would be to bring a special toy or toys for theaib which, of course,v
would not be left but which would be the sib's own special,toy for the

''time you are visiting.

the sibling interferes with baby's plak:by, taking toys from B--try to

p event M from reacting harshly to the sib.' One might ask, "Does thi

h ppen, often? What is the baby's response? What do you usually do?'!

Encourage M to discuss the-situation and indicate that it is not unusual

and that it is hard for sibs to refrain. Often sibs do this.because

they'elike to receive attention from an adult. The purpose of this

tactic is to deflect-the mother frowbearipg down on the sfb..

Mother's observation and recording:
0

Mothers are asked to keep records of their observations for several reasons:

1. Hopefully, he records will reveal patterns and preferences whi h would

go unnoticed otherwise.

2. They can establish a basis for discussion betWeen HV and M about the

child's activities.

3. uThey may help to focus M's attention upon the child's activity.

4. They may also he1R-M to set aside 10 or 15 minutes a day-to give her

undivided attention to the

Record keeping,will be more difficult for some mothers than for others.

1. Fill out the record form with the mother during the home visit.

2. Ask her to do one on the following day: It will be interesting to

see if the child is the., same from one day to the next.

3. Ask her to do 2-3 more during the week if she has time.

4. Always discuss her mid-week observations with her on t following yisit.

Sympathize with problems, but persist --gently, even asually (if you or

she are-uncomfortable).

(
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PLAY IN RVIEW

1. What kind a play does enjoy moat? (Encourage description
of specific ins %encee)

2, 'Which of his /her toys does prefer? What does
with tbtra?,,

Ar6 'there any ,housOhold objects Mies to play with? Are there
sc*.household.obje9ts he plays with which you don't want him to use?

Are there certain games or .play activities which likes to have you
do with him? (Encourage .description. of activities .end cl.rcvmstances).

g.

c;

5.. Does 'o father play with er? (Encourage description).

6. Does play with other children?

Ages Relationship

What do they play when/they/re together?

Cc 0 1.5 0
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1. To review last week's visit by talking with the 'mother about the
Play Description Sheets...

'.1014AY CHHHICUthM

Rote Vi sit.

2. To explain to the mother why pretend play is a learning experience
for the child. '

.

3. To observe and record the baby's play with the mother.

4. To play with the baby elaborating on his'play using'ECiretend theme.
N

5. To introdud "Developmental Milestones--401-Make'Believe Play."

Equipment

Child: 1. doll
2. 2 plastic spoOns
3. 1 wooden spoo-
4: a pot (left from Visit 1)
5. 2 plastic cups
6. 7 paper napkins

. 7. an egg-cup (for doll's drink)
bilk bottle

9. a stuffed imal
10 laundry beet (left frOm Visit 1)

Mbther: "PluyDescript

Procedure

1. "eview. HV informally,discusses the following topics with M.

heets,'! Developmental Milestbnes--Make Believe.

a. How did the "baby watching" go and how did the Play Description
fo9ds work? Is it feasible fpp M to do 4 observations during the week?

b. What activities did B do with the toys and which toys did he play
with?

(;)

c. Preferred toys and activities- -Did they remain constant throughout
the week, or did they change each day? Does the baby have a preferred toy?

d. What toys'and home objects did fl play with besides the to set left.

e. Did -B use his own-toys which were incl

Pei erate the following about the Play

, .

with the toy set

iptibn Forms:

You to s _how the baby played with.the toys and which he pre-
ferr Th orms are very helpful and informative-because through
the" d the mother can see him grow by Comparing what he's doing
now wi what he'll'be doing in the future. Comment appreciatively
about M's efforts.

C 1 :5-
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2. Eiplanation of this week's visit: Theme -- Pretend feeding.
P

Children enjoy and learn from making believe. When a baby pretends
to drink from an empty cup or to at from en empty spoon be is using
his imagination. He preten4 something is there when it really is
not. Sometimes he imitates adult activities in his pretend play.

HV asks M if she has seen any beginnings of this, such as "loving the
dolly," pretending to drink, pretending to tak.on the phonel-etc. HV
reassures M that most babies at this age don't do any, of these yet, but
that they will, eventually and it is something the home visitor and M can
look for together. HV should further qualify this by saying that babies
at this age pretend ika very simple way. Sometimes it isn't even notice-
able because it happens so briefly.

3. Toys.
a. Rearranging the toys: HV removes the last week's toys from the
basket (leaving the pot), and puts in the new toy set which was
selected for theopretend feeding theme.

b. Presenting the toystHV-presents-these-new-toys-to-t e baby with
a few attention-getting demonstrations, e.g., pretending to drink from
a cup and offering it to the baby, pretending to stir with the wooden
spoon in the pot, pretending to eat with the spoon.

c. Observatibn of baby's activities by mother and home visitor for
approximately 10 minutes.- RV. suggests to the mother that they watch:
what the baby doe with the toys. HV chats with the mother about pretend
that's occurring as well as commenting appreciatively on the manipulative
activities.

d. Home visitor and M,recording on the Play Description Form: HV and M
fill out the form together remembering the actitities'and objects used
by the baby during he observation time.

4. Home visitor plays ith baby (10 minutes)

When HV plays with the baby she will keep in mind th- theme of elaboration
.explained in theprocedure for Visit #1. The HV willobserve which objects
interest the baby and introduce a 'preteild" variation on this activity. For
example, if the baby is fingering a'cup,.the HV can pretendtp drink fraM the
,other cup and say, "Hmmm,-good," o Perin_ it to the bay. If B bangsi spoon
on the floor; HV can demonstrate ret ng to stir with a spoon in a cup
and can offer the cup to B.

Suggested pretends:
1. Pretend to feed self /baby with spoon.
2. Pretend to drink, to give B a drink from cup.
3. Pretend to stir with spoon in pot, in cup.
4. Pretend to give doll'a drink from clip or to feed doll from spoon.
5. Pretend to wl,pe own face, baby's face, doll's face with tissue.

0:0 15 2
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Play Curriculum HV #2

Important! If the baby is not responding to any of these overtures
do not push. This is a "trial balloon" and the'HV should be sensitive
to the baby. The HV should avoid by all means suggesting through her
acts that the baby should be doing this now. Scatter these pretend
"feelers" among manipulative elaborations. Respond to the baby's acti-
vities. A playful, game -like approach may bring imitation of HV's pre-
tend gestures. Appreciation of the baby's activities, pretend and other-
wise; should,be communicated to the mother.

"

5, Play Description Forms: HV asks M if.she would please give the toys
to her baby at least once a day. Ask the M if it is possible to again
keep these toys apart from the baby's other toys. HV asks M she ould
please watch her baby play. with these toys for about 14 minut , days
out of the week and write down on the play forms-the baby's act vitiea
with them, using a new play formeach day.- Four mid-week observatiOns will ,

not be possible for all mothers. Scale your request for what M was able, to
do lastweek and to her interest in this type of task. HV discusses with
M which of the baby's own favorite toys could be included in the toy set
as was done last week. A change of.ona or more might bea good idea to ,

increase the baby's interest. HV fills out the play forms with's, list of
the t ys in the set anpeaves these with the mother,

6. velopmental Milestones - -Pretend:

Go over the "Developmental Milestones" form with M. Indicate .that these
are just a few of the make-believe play activities that will appear during'
the nextfew months. Chedk whether anything has "happened" yet and ,note
the age. If it happened for the first time on this visit, be sure to note
it on the form. Add "Developmental Milestonei" to the Baby Book and explain
to M that she can record wherever these or any other make-believes happen.
Be sure,to refer to this form on your next visit.

T. Goodbye:

HV expresses her pleasure in and enjoyment of the baby and the visit.
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11.0 DESCRIPTION SHEET
4

DATE TIME

TOYS

A

ACTIVITIES,

r

During this period, which wore Which wore hid/hor preferred

.
\

your child's preferred playthings? activitios?,

4.

C 1 4



DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES

PLAY

Milestone in Relational and Constructive 11sar.

Fit One paper cup into another one

Put a pot top on a pot

Put a simple puzzle together without help

Opened a%screw top jar

-Towers.

Piled 3 blocks on top of one another

Piled 4 blocks,,outOp of, one another

Piled 6 blocks on top of one another-.

Rows

Lined up objects in .a row

Made a row of 3 blOcks

Made a row of 4 blocks

Made a row of 6 blo

Anything else?

9/18/72

Play

0

Tried to
%

Did it

00155
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DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES

PLAY

lestones in Make - Believe Play

"Night-Night"

Pretended to sleep

Pretended to put a toy night -night

Telephoning g

O

Pretended. to telephone

Actually said hi or "Bye-b7e"

Feeding

Tried to Did it

Pretended to drink out kof an empty cup

Pretended to feed self with a spoon,
1

Pretended to feed toy

Pretended to feed smother person

Cooking
a

Pretended to stiv-food
,

Pretended to pour k

Transportation

Pretended to drive a wheel toy Oath brrr.

sounds, or screeching brakes)

Added.a gars e road, tunnel ore bridge

Drawing
a

/ Asked someone to draw.a picture of something

Drew a "picture" and labelled it

CP
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DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES

PLAY

Milestones in'llovthings Work

Turned knob to open door

Turned TV on

Turned'TV'i5Ir

4

Fltshed toilet

Turned faucet on

rang door bell

Beeped horn of car

Turned on vacuum cleaner

Worked toaster

Pulled down window shade

Let down crib railing

Anything else?

9/18/72

1Play)
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PLAY CURRICULUM

Home Visit P,3

Purnose:

1. To review and discuss Meeobservationo,f2pretend play. .

2. To discuss the notion otit children discover important ideas about
space and 'spatial relationships during play.

3. To observe the child's exploration of topological spatial relations.

4. To play with the baby in an elaborative style, emphasizing "fitting"
together activities.

Equipmentr

Child: *1. Steak toy
2. cardboard tube
3: -balls
'4. Coffee cans (3 sizes)
5. barrel of monkeys (without monkeys)
6. toothbrush and tube
7. plastic bathroom cups (nesting)
8. pot (add middle section to pot left from last week).

mother: Play Description sheets.

Home Visitor:1 Camera, picture mounts.

Procedure:

1._ UV discusses 74.'6 observations of the previous week (10-15 minutes),
Usinc.;11's entries on the Play Description form:

a. Did the chill play make-believe games with any of the toys we loft?

b. Did he play any of these games.with other things around the house?

c. Did the mother play any make believe games with the child ?.

d. Any new entry on the Developmental Milestones form?

2. This week's theme: To olo ical S atial Relatio

Children make important discoveries about space ring this age. They
make these .discoveries when whey try to fit the top o a pct, a ring on a
polo or ball into taus. To the child, these problems are similar to
puzzles of form boards. In these activities, the child is exploring the
connection between the contours and shape of empty spaces and the contours
and shapes of things which fit exactly into. them. In mathematics these are
called 'topological" relationships and they are an important, part of the
child's understandinp of how things work.

Play (r)
10/20/72
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Play CurriCulum: HV #3 (cent.)

3. HV puts the new toys in the child's bflaket and removes those not
needed for.this week. Attracts the child's attention if necessary.
Take# two rings off the pole and offers rings to baby. Joins IL

4. InT and U obserVO'C's play (15 minutes). They. cuss:

.a. Mist C does.

b. C's attempts to put rings on poles, cover pot, insert middle
section, load balls into tube, etc.

5. HV and /4 record play observation.

6. 1117_plays with child (10 minutes). This time, when HV elabo ates the

child's play, she emphasizes, wherever possi6le, activities hich

involve fitting things together. Other elaborations are OK, ut

relational ones arc especially important.

.7. .Closing discussion (10 minutes).

0

a. -Hiscuss with the mother any or Lim f4tting Losaf4op nntivities
she might have noticed during the past week or at any other tilmoci.H
Doesihe baby like to screw the tops on jars, fit things into bows,
pdt keys into locks?

b. If mother completed her observatiods of the previous week, ask
her to do 4 observations during the coming week (one each week day).

Play (r)
10/20/72 X15 9-



PLAY CUICITC111,7!: !WM VISIT #4

Purpose; I. To review the child's play activities durin- the past week,

highlightinnany spatial topological activities (referring to
Play forms

2. To communicate to the mother the.play theme of "Container

and Contained."-

3. To introduce to the pother the notion of "play styles':

4. To introduce Developmental Ililesiones: Hop Things Work.

Ecpiipnent:

Child: 1. egg box
2...eggs (taped)
3. ergo with chick

4. ti- ar15-61:
1

5. pail
6. tissue box
7. clothes pin
8 blocks
9. 8 pieces aluminum foil

10. shovel
11. 'Jails

/Mother: Play Ilescriotion Sheets; Developoental Illestones: qou Things Vork.

Procedure:

I. neview

IIV discusseswith.the mother the play activities of the child with the

-toy set (referrinp tone_play forms -;' did),,, with his own or sib's toys,

and-with hone objFCtirover- the pagt week.

Possible Topics: '1. qd he do an? fitting of objects inside containers?.'
(e.g. tooth brush. in tube,, coffee cans inside each other,

cups inside each other, balls in ttibe-, etc.?)

his activities in any week different from.'
activities with toys last week or other weeks?

3. Is he Using the basket as a toy?

What, if any, toys did he prefer to play with?

Preferred activities?

II. This Week's there: Container and Contained

The toys.in this week's toy set encourage one activity in particular,

that of putting small nanirulative objects into containers and dunning then

out. HV explains to that children at this save are fascinated by opening

and cl6sing containers, by filling and emptying-them. In this activity

they are figuring out how many-objects and what size objects can be put into

different size containers and they are learning how to remove the objects by

dumping then (Alt.

Play (r) 10/27/72 00130
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III. Tv7'elrchnly,,e

removes Iest'veek's toys sad replaces them with the new set. HV

drhws child's attention by rolling 2 or 3 sheets of aluminum foil into balls.

IV. Observation
qk

1%and M watch C's play for about .10 minutes and then conplete

play form together.

V. Play

UV plays with C. Suggested activities for-elaboration:

a. Puttinc blocks, clothespins and eggs in different containers.

b. Dumping them out.

c. Clipaing the clothespins on the edge of box or hanging them

on the edge of the'Vasket with the wide-and down-(easier-for

C to imitate). -

d.. Opening and closing cigar box, and ''chick in egg."

. Puttling eggs and other objects in egg carton depressions.

Crunching foil into balls.

VI. Discussion
0

What toys and/nr ho ehold objects does C like'to fill and dump? Are

there some objects/toys 'th :,which M prefers C to do this (e.g. filling

a the toy chest/basket vs. dumping waste baskets)?

VII. Hfdiscusses and demonstrated play styles .

a. Ploy styles - descrivtion:

Adults play with children in different 'ways. Sometimes they mostly

heln the child do what he wants to do, e.g. they hold the pail steady, or

help the child find the balls to put_into it. At other times they imitate

the child, e.g. whdn child puts balls in the'pail, the adult3%does the

same thing. At other times, the adult's play is helpful and similar to

the child's, but still quite different, e.g. if the child is putting balls

into the pail, the adult night suggest that he try clothespins, or eggs. I

If the Child has filled the, pail with balls; the adult night suggest that, '

he dump it When the adult plays with the child in this way she intro-

duces new ideas, but keeps the\nav ideas close to the things which interest

the child.

b. Play styles -; demonstration:

HV again,doins the 'Child's, play (without announcing that she is

going to damonstrate play styles). When the. opportunity arises, she

either helps, imitates or elaboraes,thechild's play, labelling (in,

00161
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Play #4 (cont.)

advance, if possible, her activity.

This time, refrain from sUggeating that M try AA these styles. If she
asks, say yes, of course.

VIII. Play Forms

HV asks M to watch C for gbout 10 minutes the daylalowing this visit
and they day preceding the next visit, and fill out two pl fo#8.

IX. Pictures

If HV was not able to take pictures last week, she takes them thisWal0c.
These will be used for illustrations of activity descriptions in the Baby Books.
Save a picture for the project.

X. !Developmental Milestones: How Things Work

, Discuss withM the importance of C's practical discoveries about-how
things work. Adults give little thought to turning on a light switch, opening
a door,. or putting toast in a toaster. But to small children these and hun:-
dreds of other "workings" are remarkable, mystifying, and challenging; they are
"prOblems"--true probleMs. For the child, they are equivalent to complex adult
problems such as planning alpiidget, a meal, or a.trip.

The. discoveries we have listed are not exhaustive. Asklito add her
own (salt from a salt shaker, the ring of an alarm clock, ddor bell, telephone
Fill out the form with her during the home visit, and ask her to add-any
"happening" during theoi'ollowing week.

XI. Postscripts

V checks postscriptsAre they complete for each baby?

0
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PLAY CURRICULUM: HOME VISIT # 5

1. To discuss ti's observations of the previous week:

a. 'what did the child do with the "small" things?

b. Did the child plan with other containers around the house?

0 /0. Lees the child like to play with things inside kitchen cabinets?

d. What-Irere the child's favorite toys a d activities?

/

2. To introduce pretendAressing and gro ng.-

3.° To ask mothers to try an elaborative0play style wh n they play

with the child.

Materials

Child: hats, bangles, bowl, tooth brush, doll, stuffed animal, spools:
on a string, paper plates,whole and with tenter cut. out, pop

beads. Ask Pi to add a diaper, a pair of adult's slippers . a

a hair brush, a small scarf and an adult's hat.

Procedure

1. Review.

2. Introduce toys. Ask U for additional.materials. Put the bowl

on the head of the stuffed animal, the scarf around the doll, etc.

3. Observb child and fill out form.'

4. Play with baby.- Ask Hp iarticipate: Discubs the difference

between he41p&ng, imitating and elaborating playe Make the

following poihts: - 4

a. ildren play most creatively when they run their own show.

A. 0 have to do very'much..

b. We believe that one of the most useful ways of entering
the,play of young children is to elaborate themes initiated
by the child.

c,( In order to do this, adults must watch idiot the child is
doin- propose an elaboration, then' leave it up-to the

opick it up or ignore it. In general, when you
m ropoials that are cldhe to -the child's interests but

° ist somewhat novel, the Child is likely to try them:out.

C.0 1 G3
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Play #5 (cont.):

d. Remember, play is the child's business; the decisions ardiup to
him. 'Be may, reject a suggestion'one day, and.pick it up.the next:
Pretend play is barely present at this age.

e. Sibs may help to get things going.:yry to teach sib elaborative
techniques to use with baby. Don't be surprised if nothing happens!
Enjoy it if it does!.

5. Homework:

a. Ask M to make three 10 minute observations during the following
week (mod.* this if necessary, according to the problems/needs of M).

b. Ask her to play with the child after ,eaoh observation, using an
elaborative style whenever appropriate.

6. Suggested themes: bangles, hats, beads on wrists, feet, doll, stuffed'
animal; brudh,doll, rug, shoes, stuffed animal. -7

-7. Be sure to look at Developmental Mile
\

tones for "Make-Believe".and
"How Things Work."

71
(

3. Homeiraft--HV: Postscripts.

HV enters comments on visit: Note M's response to midweek Observations
(enthusiastic, neutral, resisting?), to toy set, to project. Note also,
C's pretend play.

0
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3. Observe tA child for 10-151Minutee and fill out the form.

4. 'then EV, child, andM are ;p1 ng together, RV :watches M, noting the
specific instances in w ich she oi 4 use various sty;ds. Mien the; PUY episode
is completed, AY review with m the examples of HV or Winvolvetent usinaL --

*the three atyles, writi a few down at the bottom of the record sheet.

/

5. Look fOr opportunities to discuss the fairing points:

a. Children playlnost creativel,vyhen tiey'ara running the show:.
When tanks' are difficult the child sometibes needs help in
handlin$ materials, as well as help in solving problems (i.e.
holding the tube upright so spools can be'put in, unscrewing
milk bottle so child has only'orjrNolution to open it, etc.).

b. Elaborating chi 's play depends great deal on cues the childr,
gives. The HV niy have a grea idea for en elaboration with ' 4"

balls.butif the child does buy it, wait! .This might not be
the. right tine but keep the idea. 4436 tomorrow he'll be ready.

cn Imitative play'is a two sway street. The child and adult can
imitate one another. In fact, imitation is iteelf'a kind of
gMe.

d. Efil;i your play with the child. -It's fun let him know itl

5. Homework:

,a. Ask '1 to do 4-ten ninute obseiVations (modify this if the
need exists).

.

b. Ask '4 to play with child using elaborative,- helping or imitative
styles; and to jot ddwn a fey examples on, the record sheet at
the end of a play period.

7. Suggested themes: Putting spools in tube, or in egg holder, (sane
with balls) connecting mop beads to be disconnected by the child or vice versa
dulpifig and refilling nilk bottle.

Please note: The play panel has never included the categortof play style
which is unrelated to the child's activity. , (?'le call these irrelevant
intrisions.) The emphasis is, on developing and teaching positive ways to

.4 interact'with the baby. We are deliberately ignoring what we consider'to
,be,a, less positive interactive mode.

4/3.0/72.r
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PLAY CURRICULUM

Rome Visit #6

O

.(1

1. To review and discuss M's observotibn of pretend play.

2. °To discuss the'notion of space and topological relationships with
°emphasis on fitting, connecting and disconnecting.

, 4,

3. To-play with the child-emphasizing-the digtinction between elaborative,"
imitative and facilitative (i,e., helping) adult activities.

4. To involve mothber.in eldborative, imitatiefand. helping sqles.
-V. e

n. 1.Equipment: . .

Child! 1.

2. Plastic jar with cover
t

3. Coff cans with covers
4. Spoo (that fit cardboard tubes)

6. Whisk (with small toy inside)
7. Pop beads
8. Milk bottle with cover
9. Clothespins

10. From house: screw type jar and any
M suggests.

Play Description sheets,

V

Egg holder'and balls that fit in the holes

Ooher:

Procedure:

other toys or objects

1. H discussee M's observations of the previaiksweek (10-15 minutes)

a. Did the child play any make - believe gaMde with the toy set.
we left? Did he play any of these games with other things

im around the house?'

What was the nature of the play?

c. Did the child's pretend Play involve anyone else?
.1

d. Did the mother play make-believe games "with her child? What kind?

e. Check Developmental Milestones--any new(pr

\-2., Introduce toy set:, Ask M for suggestions ab
in the home that might be included in the,toy set (i .-, screw type Oar -- any

type of fitting toy, containers with snap lids other safe items to put-in
egg holder, etc. Suggest that sd these might be included now

/

ends?

ut additional materials

60166
9:
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P? .Y CURIUMW.: REVIEW LTD' MAKE -UP

Home Visit. #7

Purpose

1. To discuss with mother her last week's observations

2. To either makenup any visit which was missed or to
major highlights of the play curriculum thus far.

Eguipment: Determine own (see below)

. Forms: Baby.DayRccord (a.m. E. p.m.), Play 9verview.

Procedures

1. Fdr make-up" see procedures for missed week.

.2. Fo review:

a. Go over Play Overviau.

review

. Select from toys and themes worked out so far, those which
might rake an interestiqg combination-or which might be
especially appealint to your baby or which Might be
helpful to the mother.- tesign your ,owrOkome visit --
"individualize" for yourself, mother and child.

3. For mother:

a. Baby Day Record -- introduce-Baby DayRecord. Ask 24 to

do '7.1.e.mrning and one afternoon.

b. Any other activity (observation, playi etc.). which ,you
think would be helpfur, fun or interesting.

4.- Snapshots C and toys for Baby Took (and project).

5. Homework: HV

HV goes over posts ipts for visits 1-6. These notes can

he p plan visit 7. 4
,

)*'
,

Play (r),
11/15/72
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Your Name

We would like you to fill out this record so that we can
have a picture of your baby's "typical day". siralirneed not

feel pressured to fill in all the items. Not all of theM will
pertain to your baby on the partftular day that you will be
keeping this record.

After you ha've made: the daily record we would like to
know the following-:

I. Was this day unusual in any way?

2. How would-a weekend day be different?

k

Thank your

Pleasecheck which form is complete,0 here.

Baby's morning

Baby's afternoon and evening
I c0

001-68
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BA,BY1.$ NAME DATE
irst Last

AGE Months DAY OF WEEK

BEFORE,BREAFAST

Waking: Time a.m.

t5 MORNING

Activities rafter waking and before breakfast

id, the baby play in hls/her crib?

Did the baby play with toys?

,

EN:the baby talk to himself?

4 Dld the baby play or talk with
brother or sister?

5 Did the Savo bottle or food
at th Imo?

6 Did the baby cry?

7 Who picked the baby up?

Activ- ities aftor being taken out of bed

ab Was the baby fed? By whom?

96ab Was the baby dressed? By whom?

10 ab Was the baby bathed? By whom?".

11 Did the b by have contact with his/her fa er?-
.."-

ab

2 ab

12 What did they do?

1336ertd the baby play?

BREAKFAST TIME

Timo breakfast began a.m.

14 What did the baby have for breakfast

With what?

With whom?

15 ab Did anyone fired him/her Who?

16 Did the baby feed himself/herself alone? : 4

17 ab Did anyone have breakfast along with the baby?

Who?

re169'



"DAV Cont.
%

AFTER BREAKFAST - MORNING ACTIVITIES

Routines

18 ab After broakfaSt, was the baby dressed? By whom?

19 ab Did the baby have a bath?

20 ab Who bathed him/her

Activitiost_play, and outing

21 Where. In the house did the baby play?

What time?

22 What were you doing during this time?

21 What things did the baby play with most?

24 ab Did ho /she play with anyone?

25 ab 'Did the baby have a. morning snack?

26 ab Did he/she watch any television?

(indoors ?)

Who?

What?

What programs were
turned on?

.27.ab Did the baby cry at this time? What happened? IV

28 ab Did she go outside at all? What things did she

play with?

29 .ab , Did the baby play with anyone? ft?

30 What wore you doing whilb the baby was outside?

Did he/she cry white being outside?

Excursions

32 Did the baby go anywhere away from home? Time: From

33 Where did ho go?

34 Whos4d he go with?

Visitors

37 ab

cd

Wete thore any visitors?

Was the visitor an adult?

Was the visitor a neighbor?

a relati've?

CC 170

J

How many?

a child?

a friend?

a workman?



'"DAY" Cont.

38 Hbw long did the visitor(s) stay'

39 Did the visitors play with/tile baby?

40 If yes, what did they do together?

LUNCHTIME
Lunch: Time

41 What. did the.baby have for lunch?

42 ab .Did anyone food him?

43 ab Did anyone oat lunch with him?

NtA411M NAP (If applicable)

Did the baby:

44 have a morning nap?

45 play in the crib before
falling asleep?

46 play In the crib upon
waking up?

47 have a bottle?

48 talk to anyone?
(or himself)

Yes

r

Who?

Who?

mwelylaIN 111.21E.M11.11,11MO.

49 cry before falling asleep?

50 cry after waking up?

51 have any food (,juice,
cookies, etc.) after`
the nap?

52 Who picked the baby up after the nap?

00171
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'S AFTERNOON AND EVENING

1FTERNOON NAP (If aPplicable)

Did the baby:

have an afternoon nap?

2 . ptay in cfihe crib before.

falling asleep?

play in the crit upon
waking up?

4 have a bottle?

5 talk to anygna?
(or hlmsolfl\

6 cry before falling asleep?

7 cry after waking up?

6rild arty food (juice,

cookies, etc.) after
the nap?

9 Who picked the baby up after the nap?

Yes No

time

AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES

10 Where in the house did the baby play?
. n oors

I I

12

13 ab

14 ab

15 ab

What were you doing during this time?-

Wilt things did the baby play With most?

,Old ho /shG play wLth anyone? Who1

Did the baby. 'have a snack? What?

Did'ho/she watch ahy television? What peogramswere
turned-on?

16 ab Did the baby cry at this time? Atihat happened?

r

17 ab Did she go outside at all? What things did she play
with?

18 ab Did +he baby play with anyone? Who?

0 9 1 i2



"DAY" .Cont

9 What were you doing While the baby was outside?

20 Qid he/she cry while being outside?

Excursions

21 Did the baby go anywhere away from home? Time: FrOm to

22) Where did he go?

23 Who did he go with?

Visitors

-24 ab Were there any visitors? How many?

25 ab Was the visitor an adult? a child?

26 .ab Was the visitor a neighbor? a friend?

cd a relative? a workman?

DINNER TIME

27 Did the baby have a playtime before dinner?

28 What did he/she do? e3.

.101*

29 ab Did the baby play with you or anyone else? Who?

30 ab What did you/they do together?

31 What did the baby have for dinner?

32 ab Did anyone feed him/her? Who?

33 ab Was anyone else eating with the baby? . Who?

AFTER DINNER

Bedtime routine

34 Did the baby play after dinner?

35 What did he/she play with?

36 ab Did the baby play with anyone? Who?

37 What did they do together?

38 ab Did the baby have a bath ?. Who bathed him/her

39 Was the baby asleep before he/she
.>k

was put into bed

MY

GO173
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"DAY" Cont

Boforo going to sloop: As

40 ab Did someone. read to the baby? Whet

41-ab Did the baby kiss anyone goodnight? Who?

42 Did the baby listen to music?

43 ab Did someone rock the baby tb sleep? Who?

44 Did the baby he a bottle?

45 What timewes the baby put into the crib?

46 Did the baby play awhile in his,.crib before falling asleep?

47 .What lid the baby play with?

48 Did he/she talk?

49 ab Did he calt for adult attention? Did he/she cry?

50 ab Did someone go in to see-the baby? Who?

51 Was he/she taken out of bed?.

52 What time did the baby fall asleep?.
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Purpose:

PLAY CURRICULUM

Hone Visit #8

1. To review and discuss M's observations of the past week.

2. To explain that through gross motor movements children are learning
about their body size in relationship to other largerobjecti.

3. To discuss the concept that the same object Used-in a different
setting becomes a new and different object to the child. ,

.

4. To play with ,the child using one or any combination of the adult
play styles.,

Equipment

Child - 1. Iarge be* wit string attached.
2. Large trash can with bottom cut out.

3. Large ball.
4. Laundry'Basket.
5. Pull toy;

\.

6. Monkeys.
7. Plastic blocks.
8. Balloons.

9. Boat.
10, Two (larger) plastic containers.
11. Two (smaller) tontainers.
12. From house: stool, small chair, bath toys, other

abatable objects and any other objects Msuggests.

Mother -,Play description sheets (4),.extra balloons.

HV - %Caldera for snapshots-of the child-playing with large toy set,

picture mounts.

Procedure:

1. HV and M discuss Observations of previous week if .

- a review week

a) did the child enjoy the set of preferred toyst
b) what did ha do with them?
c) did the child play with this set in r different Ilay than

any other toy sot?

- a make-up visit, refer to discussion questions of the make-up week.
If appropriate, HV and M Go aver Developmental Milestones -- either
Make Believe or How Things Work.

11/30/72
Play (r)
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2. Exnlanation of this :reek's visit.
I

a. Children nake'important.,111sc4veries about their 'roc size and

its relationshin to larger objects. The child makes these °

discoveries when he climbs into a catinet,or box, or crawls under
Objects to see if he rill fit. In theseactivities, the child
is eitrlorin7 his body dimension and the relationabin between his
body size and the contours nnd shares of otherobjects. This tyre
of an-activitv'is imrortant for the child to gain knowledge of his
changing size and the non-channiir size of objects.

Theichild is also -learning that objects crn have many uses and,
denending on the Setting, the activity nossibilities an object can
have naV'Vary grettlyji.e. the nature of a balloon on dry land
is to rib, roke, set on, throw,. etc.: in the hmth a balloon floats

he has great rotential as a boat). The toy set is equiPned for

this tvne of exploration by the child. Through his play with t1W
objects in his bath as well as on dry land he learns of the mar
nossibilities for activity that,an object has to offer.

c,-7

2.

I

Introduce (toy set

HV removes tovs
for the child. HV asks
this set (refer to Child

fromnast week and places the new' toy set out
M if any objects from the hoMe can be placed in
Engin: .# p'for nossible

4, HV Ind M observe child's p.m' (10 min) and fill out s:play form.
!IV want to take snanShots of child rInving at this time.)-

5. HV, child and M
again the notion of
If it is necessary,
the neat week's use

Hollygork

(hit

rlay (10 min) . During this time HV and. M discuss
facilitative (helping), elaborative, and imitative rimy.
ry =plains the three types again, and NV and M discuss
of these styles.

Net M to observe the child when playing with the comnlete set on drY

_anni. Also suggeoll to to observe her child's activities with the
s7aller items in the chila's bath.

V21/72
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,PLAY CURRICULUM

',Home Visit #9

\ 1. To review and discuss M's observations of the past week with the
gross-motor and bath toYs-

'I,
,

.

* 2. To leaVe-4-3'floatables" as gifts for the..ahild.

$. Tolekplain that through .early pretend activities children reveal
that they are beginning to think about (represent) activities whidh they
have previously experienced. ..

4. To play with the child and to dommunicate to the, mother what the
child is doing or is attempting to do, as well as to comment appreciatively
on-M's "appropriate" entries into the child's play (those entries which are

.relevant to a child's on-going interest). 1
a

Equipment:

ti

1. doll
2.°Astuffed animal
3. bowl
4.''pot
5. wooden sp n
6. 2 measurjn spebns (separated)
7. small milk bottle
8. 2 cups (o with handle, one without)

,9. egg cup
10. tongue depressor

For the mother: Play description shdets.

Proceduref
G.

1. HV and M discuss,the observations of the previous week:

a._ Did B enjoy crawling in the box, in the "tunnel?"

b. Did B push the wheel brow? Put toys in it?

c. Play with the large ball? With father? With sib?

d. What did hedo with toys on dry land? Ih his tub? ,Which
bath toys did I* prefer? etc.

2. Explanation of this week's visit:

The theme this week.s an'elaboration of the previous pretend feeding
vioit. Thin week the toys are chosen to suggest pretend feeding and food
preparations'(e.g., stirring, pouring) activities because the earliest
pretendings of children appear to be centered on food. When children

00177
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Play #9 (cont.)

pretend they reveal that they are thinking about (representing) as event which
they have previously experienced, even though the event is not iMMediately
present.

sR

. ,

3. Introduce the torset asking M for any home objects that could be included
such as baby's cup, bib, spoon, Stuffed toy, paper /plate, etc.

4. Observe child's play with M and fill out play form.

5. Playtime:

HV and M and child play together. HV centers her conversation on what the
child is doing and what toys he finds especially interesting. Positive appreci-
ative comments on M's entries into the child's play which are cued to his
interests will hopefully encourage her to join C's play. An important message
to communicate is the enjoyment of sharing the .child's play. The pretend theme
lends itself to reciprocal ply and elaborations emerge naturally.

Some questions:

Does the child seem to expect to find real food in the cup when he
drinks from it? Does he seem to be disappointed when he discovers that
nothing is there? Does he look into the cup before he "drinks." After?
Does he take a second drink immediately after the first one?: Later? Fill
out two copies of the questionnaire. Give one te-mefretary for our files. ,
The other is for the Baby Book. (M can fill =Cone, HV the other).
Leave one for M to,do during the week.

Some techniques: q

If the child has not spontaneously tried to drink from an empty cup--
1) put the cup in, front of C.--Observe.: 2) Pretend to drink, then hand the
cup to C.--obserie. 3) Pretend to feed the doll, then give doll and cup to
C.--observe. (See the Pretend Feeding form).

Any pretend elaborations other than feeding and elaborat
pretend are totally in order (bowl on doll's head as hat, b
the child 16ses interest in pretend feeding or if n't
pretending at all.

6. Check Developmental Milestones - -Pretend.

7. Homework.

than .

pot) if
terested in

a. Play descriptions (2 or 3) based on 10 minute observations of.,C's3 play
with toy set.

b. Ask M to follow the ougpoted procedure
out-of,an empty cup" form at least once
C's behMor on the form.

8. Postscripts - -at the end of-the visit, enter
back over -earlier visits. Any missing?

00178
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PLAY': Home visit 11 10

To discuss withlif her observatepnci,of pretend, ','food" gamei.
t:*

. 'Have there been any changes in. ;these games since',
. .tine they were observed?

playing these games does the baby spontaneously feed
poop e (himself, mother, father)? Toys (dal, stuffed 'animal)?

c. Does the child "cook" i.e. mixOstir, shake? Does he combine

o'

cooking an& feeding? a

, ,.., .,
. Does he smile when he plays

very eriously. ', ,./ s
.07 ),-- .!

2. To review activit es concerned with spatial relations and to discuss-
ith M things in t e ome (ho'usehold materials and toys) which can
e added to this wee 's relational set.

or d he seem to take it
.

3. To
on
en

introduce "constructive play" as ,74 °rm of play which. appears
y, fleetingly now, but which will become morefrequent by the
of the aebond year. - ,

114 To44ose the question:',. "When .do children smile?"

Procedure:

ti

1

4

Shack cups'
2. Balls and tubes:
3. Sponge blocks.
14. Glooden ,blocks
5. 1Cleenei3cfboxes, napkin boxes
6. Stack toys -

7.. Collapsable camping oup.

tOo sizes of balls:-re.nd tubes

.Explanation sOfthis week's visit
c 4a., TopOlogical relations: The:materials for this week repeat

earlier telatiOnal sets. The balls; and ;tubes of two sizes.,Should
help po the problem of things which do not fit. The strange
behavit .of, the collapsable cup should 'interest the children. dr.

b. Constructio n The sponge blocks, and the wooden blocks are
introduced to permit M,and EV to obiberve the rarity' of. constructive
activity at this age, hopefully .tCP;establish a basis for enthusiasm

-when this behavior begins to appeq. Conitructins (we think)
-

6 7 9
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or
represent= extensionbfthe child's organization of t ing in
relation to one another. In the beginning children mi, ht pile
one thing on another, or fine things up next to one en ther (a pile
in a box might be more\appealing than one on the floor .However, at t.is,
age, blocks and sponges re Marelikeli-to be thrown, chewed, or put
into boxes with nn apparedi order, or system.

HV's elaboration* can pose to the child the possibility of stacking
or lining up--a pile under the eouch.or'a row on the edge of the

cushion -might appeal moro\to the baby than a rile 'or row on the

floor.

c. .SmilingWhen do ,children smile? We know children smile when
they interact with .people. .They''Oaso sidle whaa they play with
things. Sometimes these smiles are socialthe child acts up an

object and then shares his pleasure..With other people. But s etimes
the smiles do not seem to be directedo others but rather, seem to
be expressions of inner pleasure and satisfaction°With the activity.

2. Procedure

a. Use the procedure of previous weeks as a guideline.

b. HV and M fill out play observation form adding the positive
affect "+" notation'to the sheet ( +(O, M) if the smile Was directed ,

to a person, + if *here wastml, social reference).

f .

c. Discuss with M: 1) the type of activities thehild'engageA
in, and 2) the occasions on which the child smiled.
d. IntroduCe "Developmental tlilestenes" for codStzr.:

ton
rsid ordering.

3. Homework'

Ask M to do 4 midweek observationst keeping record of, smiles.

4. Play styles- -What to do if... .
a

a. If the` introduction of play styles has made M uncomfortable about
playing with the itlis time to b&ek off,- -Shift the emphasis
to what the child is doll*.

b. If M is interested and relaxed', continue to support het
elaborative entries by commenting on-them'When-theY occur. HV can
also become a less active partipipantduridg the 3-weY play periods.

c. In general, thecurriculum iE0dbre.coneernedvith the way teplays
with 4x child thaniwith the total amount' of'time'M and C play togethen
So; it:Would be nice if mothers played more with the children, but
thehajor emphasis is upon M's sensitivity and re'spect for eachild's
intentions. If M's entries tend tb be intrusive, HV can.ge tly shift
to observation and discupStorof theohild's actiiities. the

9 same time, HV can reduce, the overall frequency of her own en rfes while
-drawing attention to those which elaborate the child's play.

6 ,..4) 018 O.
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d. Where and hOw to proceed from here requires an as6essment of the
feelings and skills of each M. Try not to push M out of the
picture; but try not 'to promote her participation'if she tends
to be intrusive. Good luck' and do'n't wo zry.
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Purpose:

PLAY: Vislt 12 .

1. To review and 'discuss child's play with rollables:

a. Did the child-use the inclined plane?- Did the child find other
things to use as ramps ?.. D4d he roll things off flat surfaces?

.

e '

b. Does the pild try to push,blabks and boxes?

2. To, return to preten dressing- sgroominggame.

3. To offer things which
to explote:

in texture and flexibility for the-child-

4. To work with gay styles in whatever manner seems appropriatefor
)
ths

individual mother and child.

5. To discuss dress-up thingi fraM the hoine to Add to. the ''second" beaket-

6. ' To observe children's aversions tO\Certain kinds'of things.

Equipment. -.., \\IL

Child 1. Hats (cowbay,,baseball, strait sombi-bro, straw hat)

.$ 2. Spaghetti mop

g
3. Cloths: light scnrf, velvel clogh
4. Doll end stuffed aninal
5. Bo-4,1, aldminum plate

.6. brushes: tooth brush, scouring b
(Chila's own brush and comb)O 7. Mirror

8. Add: slipprirs, etc. from home

Tiother: Play observ4tion form (4)
:Adult/Child 'play form (2)

H;V.:

Procedure:

Attraction-Aversion form

lahation

',-loft dust brush

,a. Dress -up- grooming: This pretend set elaborates on the reyious one
.for dress-wgrooming. Its purpose is the seine - -to provide materials
yhich, encourage dress-up and grooming games. Some of the materials
should puzzle the child--the brushes, for exanple, may not all seem 7/
,quite.right for brushing teeth and combing hair. As the child trie
to use these things,he mqy Oiscover properties which do not suit th
purpose he has in mind. It is when things do not quite "work'.' in
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2.

ay they-are suPposed to i Lot the ohild.comes up against
probleabout the relatipn between things are and the vs,y they
can be u od.

b.' T urea and flexibility: "The te:itures and flexibilities of things
in th toy at have been varied so as to (hopefully) create prOblemh
or peculiarities when they are uped'in pretend games.-.. These variations
are interesting in their =right and shoUld provide interesting
opportunities fetexploratien.

. c. Likes and dislikes: The children are likely to find some of tl e.

materials mildly aversive (the straw sombrero, the scouring brushhind
other materials. extremely attractive (the cotton, the velvbt). The
origin of these aversions 'and :preferences is amatoryChildren have
them for mate-ials they have never seen before. timight be able to supply

°.examples of is from her observations of her own child.

2. The procedures for previous ViStO should be followed.

3. Attractions and Aversions:.'HV and 101,note child's reactions to different
materials on attraction-aversion form when 1) the child plays alone and
2) when the materials are offered to him.

4. Second basket: HV "andt4 discuss Materials from the home for the second
.basket. How did the arrangement work out during the previous Week? . Did
the child use bothbaskets?

, 5. Play styles: Continue to work on play styles in whateveranner is
appropriate for the mother.

6. Homework

eJservetion:

b. Add either sniles,
of M.

5/18/72
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Important for M to do this week.

aversions or play styles agebrding to interest
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THE ADULT/CHILD PLAY FORM

.

The adult/child play form will help keep track of how adults play with

children. Not all entries into the child's play need be reCordedu-just

those which can be remembered after a play period.

In the adult column:

1. Styles.

H = (Help) when the adult helps the child accomplish a

task.

= (Imitate) when the adul:imitates the child's activity
(using the same kind of object).

E = (Elaborate) when the adult copies the child's activity
but with a new object, (or gives him a new object), or when
the adult siuggests a new activity for an object with which
the child is playing.

R = (Responsive/reciprocity) when the adult responds to; the
child (for example, by taking an offered toy), or'iesponds
to the child's wishes (by make-believe drinking from cup
given by child).

2. Toy- note the toy involved.

3. Activity--note the activity going,on.

In the child column:

1. Toy--note the toy the c141d was playing with when the adult .

entered.

2. Activitynote the child's activity when the adult entered.



auvr/airo PLAY

61

CHILD ADUIN

style H* I'
toy toy
activity activity"

style H
toy toy
activity u activity

style H. II

toy toy
activity activity

E

0

strle . H I E R
toy toy' .

activity activity

style H I-ER
toy ,toy -
activity activity

4

style H I E R
toy toy
activity

,---)///

activir

0

* H = helpin = imitating, E = elaborative, R = responsive/reciprocity

00185



1. cowboy hat

ATTRADTIOkS AVERSIONS

2. baseball hat 0

3. sombrero
1

+ 0

4. otraw'hat
0

+ 0

5. spaghetti mop + 0

6. scarf 0

7. velvet cloth 0
P n

8. bowl + 0

9. aluminum plate 0

10.1 tooth brush

11. scouring brush

2. dust brush 0

00186
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PLAY.: HOS VICIT # 13

22Epose:

1. To relrie:i pretend activities:

0 0..

a. Discuss dressing-groaning activities of previous week.

b. IF child played rith these materials, compare the past week with
the-first time these"materials were-presented.

'4.

c. Did M (or anyone else) play dress up genie With the child? What
4appened?

d. Aversions--Did the child diblike*certain materials? Which ones?
Did aversions change during the week? If so, any speculations
About why?

2. To re-visit topolOgical relations:, repeat ()Shane visit # 3--same
toys, with an additional Purpose: have there been changes in the way
these materials amused.

y
3. To discuss "second" basket.

6
4. _o continue to work on play styles.

5. To introduce "corner of the eye observation

'6. Dangerous things.

Ejuipment:

See home visit 1 3.

Procedure:

1. See home visit # 3.

2. Compare earlier with current performance.

3. M/C/IN play.

4. Towards end of visit discuss IF corner of the eye Observations."

Explanation

' It is often difficult to find time to sit &Am and watch the child
play, and, in fact, some of the most interesting play occurs here and there
during the day,,whenno one seems to be watching. Although it is sometimes
difficult to watch the childliplay and do household chores at the same
Aim, these kind of observati ns can be very exciting. Ask the mother to
pick a 10 minute period tOobserve.the child when she is busy and the,baby

0018-7



Play #13 (continued) P

ti

4

is playing with materials. Abk her to fill out the play observation form at
the end of thip period. Thin "exercise" will not be "right" for all motherG.
Try to make the point and suggest the activity if you can and if it Dmake's sense
to dq with your mother,

5. This week's toy set contains "may be;dangerouS things'," i.e., things which
People might be reuctant to permit young children to:Play-with, but which have
a special fascination for.them., The screw jar and the small balli have been
included in.the set in order to stimulate discission with M about Objects of .

this tgpe. .

1 4*. Does M worry about the safety of toys?

b. Doeth 'she prOvidesupervised apportunitiedfor the child
to explore these_types of things? . C

o'

c.. Suggest that M might offer the child our "may be dangerous" things
at times when she would be free to supervise.

6. DisCUBS the new contents of the second basket. Let M make the change

after you have gone.

7. Things to emember

a. Chedk "Developmental Milestones" when these match the home viol

b. Postscript records--these records are important. A few notes and
Jcomments should appear for every visit:

.10

f:t

-or

3.

001.88
.(7
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PLAY CTIMMTLIEll REVIEU AND MAKE-UP

Home Vi ait U 14

Purpose:

1. To dibcusa with mother her last week's observations.

2. Either to make-up any visit which was missed,.or to review major
° highlights of the play curriculum thus far.

3. 14 lease a Baby's Day (a.m. and p.m.) for M to do.

Procedured:

1. For "'make -up" see procedures for missed week and see 2e. about
pictures in the baby's book. Don't forget to leave a Baby's Day for
to complete.

0

2. For review:

- a. Look back over the play forms with M. Comparing early pllirforms
yith the most recent ones might be an interesting and fun acti tty for
both of you. Discuas changes in Clo play which have occurred over
the past three months. Interesting comparisons might be made with
early and recent toy prefergncea, activity preferences, pretend and
relational activities. If it can be peen that C is less likely to
mouth or throw objects now and is mci6 likely to put objects in
relationship to each other (putting in, or through, taking out,
dumping out, fitting, etc.) this can be mentioned. Changes in home
toy or object preference now that C is outside more couldibe discussed.

b. Select a group-of-toys from past toy sets which might make an
interesting coribination and appeal to your child (see Sue and Nancy
for help in gathering these) . Design your own visit, individually to
suit yourself, N and C.

c. Pictures: mounted on construction paper, nicturto of C playing with
the toys we leave are a needed colorful addition to the baby book. Try
to take the camera with you, ale° paper and glue for mounting the
pictures. This appearance comparison by pictures "elaborates" on the
the of how C has changed over the last three months. Take a couple
of extra pictures for us.

3. Homework: A complete Baby's Day.

6/2/72,
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Play Curriculums ,Home Visits 15 and" 16

A
0

Purposes o

The last two visits of t113 weekly series have been
grouped together. The purpose of both visits is to discuss
,and illustrate the many uses that children find for simple toys

In addition, two other topios oan be disousseds
a) the organization of playthings in the home, and,
b) change and stability in the child's play.

These last two topics have a co lementary purpose -- to .

,explore with M ,the role of the adul in'providing ample opPor-
tunity and gen6rous encouragement of the,ghild's exploration
of things in the home while at the same ti ibe appreoiatingA changesAm the chtItsa capacities and the personal tastes and
prefer4noes of C and M.

o) the toys have seen selected from earlier sets to make',
up two combination seta which ought to enooureige"multiple
uses."

Discussion topics:

A. Things in the homes
Explore with M where (indoors) the ohild likesto play.

Is it wherever N happens to be or are there favorite, play
places --in the-kitchen, bedroom, etc./

What about "no nos?" Are there. times when-k-finds;her-,
self saying "noo no" a good deal? What does 14 do when the
child "gots into" things? Does she feel that, she. is effective?
ZITO there other strategies she might try?

Where are the ohild,'s plythings kept? Is there a match
between the places where the child spends his time and the
places where he is likely to find permisailAe things to play
with?

Home Visit 15

Home inventory'T 'Fill out' with H the yes.no inventory.-
Use "yestellday° of the ';:brevidviss week° to narrow down the
observation- poriodo AshTN to oall out the'inventory again
diming the week, Disou6s.the inventory dualng,HeMe Visit 16.
Use N's observat2ons as a spring bo:ard'for discuSsphe about
"yes" and "no° rules. Are thcise1rIllbs consistent? Does the
child seem to understand .themI.- If N and C are liocked in
battle suggest a) that yes things be clearly diStinuished
from "no' thidgpo b):tfttt'therw'be °yes') thinso wherever C
liked to spend -his timeo c) that °yes° things be attractive
and interlOting,'and that nova, pinV b® substituted when
the luro di old thibis dimUlish&j, As a priptleel suggestion

ylimight storettractili_e plitythlliga it_c setso dresser
draval.s.,or cupboards, -- in places that are accesable to : 1

the child and where he is lilsoly.to: hang,. out© .v
0 '\ 6 Q 0,0.
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e.

Discuss the toys in the hone '.laShet. Does the child play with
hese thinge What night be added ard,wIlat might be taken out?

B. Playthings servsmore than one play purpose:

The toy
have value
of things
new' be el

Exl,Aplee

Tubes can be
bowls can be

2.

for the next two home visite are .made up -of things that
e than one kind. of play. Meet likely the multiple. use
ren,has been noted over previous visits.'_-The'issue can

miainers are fun for banging and for putting things into.
piled nto boxes, rolled and filled with balls: Cups and
stacked, ed as utensils, and 'carriedin-wheelbarrows.

Fill out "Things have. many uses`', during the he visit.
fill out two or three of these dijring the week.

C. Change and stability

review with M her Observations of changeb,dv
Use the play cbsevatiOne of the first. two months. to

ast "few alpnths.

this purpose.

The purpose of this (I/sou:33ton is'to marvel that even asHlhildren change
dramatically they retain many'persOnal Characteristics (preferences,: Patterns,
tempo) for long perioas of time. The problem'to potte isl. What,has changed
and what hits r4lained the same. The ."change and StabiIiteford may help
cement that discussion., ItTisliot. necessary to filloutithe tort -it can
be used as a discussion guide for V, or it can be:Werkedoutand put into
the Baby,Bonk.

General discussion q,uestions:

If ,,':thristmns Piero, tomorrc.nr, what Could M:give the -child? What did.
she give him last ,rear?

It t wore asked tc make a list of basic toys for a day care center
serving children of this age, what would she recommend? - (If this is
discussed,' jot -down M's suggestions--for us).

Equipment and materials:

For t

Home Visit 15

1. pot, tor and inset
2. nesting howls and cups

'3. spoons, tongue derressors (several)
4. s uffed animal

00191 _L
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5. wheelbarrow
6. assorted balls
7. -cigar box
8. toilet paper tubes
9. egg partonc

10. egg holder

Florae Visit 16 .1

1. .stack toy
2. necklace - bracelt thiqgs (pop

spools on a string)
.3.. large tubes
4. loose spools
5. pail and shovel
6. nesting coffee cans
7. doll
8. -assorted plastic bottles
9. barrel of monkeys

3.

beads, bangles, rubber band,

For mother: The multiple-use form and either 1) yes-no, or 2) stability
and change.

Procedure:

1. Standara procednre for presenting toy .seta

2. In, and M:' 0-servation, discussion, participation.

s,

Note the child's use oT objects. Which things does he use in acre
than one way?

rte.:

Does the child use tie cups for pretend drinking, for nesting, for
'filling, for rollins? Whetsbout the not- top? Ire .the stack toy rings
xlver used as a"-'acelet? Are the pop beads used as a necklace, Wen
apart, fitted.t gether/

if

When, P1471 a with the child, propose some ''novel" uses.

3. Discusgion topic: Either 'Things around. the house" or "Change ,and
stability."

4. 'Homework:

a. 'Things Piave many uses" (2 or 3 times)

b) Either "Manse and stability' or "Yes-no."

6/12/72 .'00492
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, SOCIAL VISIT' #12 a

Theme: Review of social communication

clA

Purpose: To make up any miSabd visits and to review content of

lett five visits, stressing as general underlying concept-

,social commlpication.

,
0

Equipment: See visits #7 1 11 (take what was missed or especially
Valuable). Toddler 'Chart (if not taken ylt).

Forms: See visits #7 = 11 (take what was missed or especially
valuable).

Procedure:

0

Li

, .

1. -Go over Baby Day'Record.

\2. Look at Toddler Chart, Add to it illustrations of social
developments not included on chartothat have been discussed
in your visits..

3% Review methods and principles of social communication covered.
'in last 5 visits: adult to adult, M to C, C to M. As guide,
go over the exerdises, photographs, etc. collected so far in
"baby book." Deal with any questions M has about the program,
curriculum, C's development, etc., whi6h-have not been
covered yet..

dr

0 ©'2 8 9 a



P 'SOCIAL VISIT #13

Theme: Identity,self-concagi self - esteem.

Purposes: 1. to explore M'Ef concept of her own identity.
2. to explore M's concept of'P's identity.
3. to give M some sense of the role she and the fami

play in the formation of the C's identity.'

Bquipment: Metal mirror (optional).

Forms: Chimps and self-concept, Taking steps, Discovers who he is, -
Learns about His Body.

31.

Procedure:

- Present theme for this visit in context of social development as a
prer quisite for forming mature relationships wit ther people. (True for
adult ,and children). 1

I." Introduce theme of identity by-discussing M's concept of her own
,

identity.

c t,

The Mother's Identity and its Relationihip to her Child:

The ability of the parent to grant the child his budding &dependence
and to foster self pride in the identity of her child is intimately rela-
ted to the mother's *n sense of self worth., For this reason a beginning
discussion of the child's identity,is not complete without a parallel eX-
ploration with the mother of some of the components that go into her sense
of self and how these relate to the child.

One way,of jumping feet first into thiscematerial is by asking the mother
who she is? If this draws a blank response, describe yourself with role' o=

labels, which mainclude such designations as' wife, amateur photographer,
dancer, gardener? etc., descriptions of past dos, family relationships, 5

etc., and try as soon as possible to let the eother take over playing this
imptilsaof how many roles does she, fill now, or has she ifilled in the past.

a. Family and,Identity.
0

One branch of this discussion may lead intowho,she is in her extended
family. This is agood time to bring' out a family pieture.aabum and enjoy
it together. It is,aloo an opportunity to ,explOre with the mother what role
she feels her family:Will play in her.child'o.identity... Whot has she done
to make tHmkchild feel that he is part-of-a larger family? Has he met. mem,-

bero of his Was he named after someone in:the family? If so, ily?
. Do other people or does ohe make comparisons betNeen the child and other
memicersof'the extended famMy?. Wasthe mother or fathgnated after some- ,

one in their lies? Were .either of then compared to oNcone in theirflies?
familift 4;3 they were growing up? AtCou may want to stggest that when chil-
dren are'tOld that they are like sompone_in one way or anoti4er an they are

00290



Social #13 -2-

<2

growing up they are apt to believe it and may think they are similar to
this individual in more than the one or two ways suggested. When they are
compared to someone who is loved and respected and whose qualities or
behaviors are admired, they think that they may be worthy this love,
respect and admiration. However, if they are equated with the "black sheep"
of the family, the different, difficult, or troubled member of the family,
they will believe this of themselves as well. Does the mother or other
family member speak of certain familial characteristics, personalities or
appearances that are associated with one or the other side of the family?
Can the mother think of an example of a time when the immediate family,
particularly her husband axId herself, felt or expressed a sense of unifying
characteristic, positively valued behavior that separated them from all
other families, a sense of "we do it thismay," we are important people in
our own right? This type of family pride also becomes part of a chip's .

identity and pride in himself.

b. Imitation and Identit

The'poem "Recognition' which you left with the mother for the Baby Book,'
is a good vehicle for discussing how often people are unaware of how they
appear to others, particularly parents to their children. Children learn by
example as readily as they do by rewards and punishments. Wanting to be like
their parents (who are sq important to them) they imitate their parents'
behavior. Again, l°f a parent expresses himself in anger by yelling and stri-
king bUt, a child will do the ame even if he is told not to If a parent reads
books a child is more apt to become interested in ooks. Boys and girls even
imitate the way their parents walk, and the geftur s that they use. It maybe
Interesting to ask the mother if she can see Ost es or expressions that she
has, that are similar to those or her mother or of a members of her family,
for example, an older sibling. You may be abl to hel her out with an
example from your own life, something that you may have realized all of a
sudden, or something someone else pointed out to you.

Roles and Identity:

Imitating specific behaviors is only one way in which children learn the
rolek that their parents take. Roles are whole complexes of behaviors as well
as strategies for dealing with situations throughout life.6A girl child
learns\from her mother what roles are available for her and whether or not they
are val able or held in esteem. From this she learns again whether she, being
like her mother, is worthy of respect and love. She learns this prom seeing
how her.mOther behaves and how others, particularly her- father, behave toward
girls or wlmen, and how important they are is through the behavior of his
_father. Th value or self worth that a mother feels is taught to her child,
frequently i directly, and can have a profound influence on how they value
themselves, iTple in general, and women or females in particular,

2. Relate discussion of id's identity tab discussion of C's identity. What does M
think C's identity is? What evidence is there that C is becoming aware of
his identity?

behavior 0 or developmental "firsts" such ao are listed on the form"
Diocovero who he io" may be important evidence of this aspect of C's social
aevelopment. Use tido form no guide for discussion of C'o discovery of'hio



Social #13
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1

identity. Add other similarly revealing behav ors which M can remember and
suggest. Your discussion can be expanded by in union of Xeroxed materials
on chitpanzees and "taking steps." .

3. From this discussion of C's discovery of his identity, move to_discussion Of

;t

the formation of C's idehtity--stressing fami y factors which influence identity
formation and the C's self=tsteem. Sone'fact rs will ha. been covered in your
discussion of M's identity; sireskespecially hat the faMily plays a part by:

showing affection and respect-,,the C learns to feel positive about himself;
providing models for Ctto identi0--with;
teaching C about himself about mfio he''-ia--even on a very simple

and superficial level; like about his bodily sensations (by,
tickly games for exam le and about his boay parts, and
using his name when talking to him or referring to him.

4. Apropos of this last point, it is fun as well as valuable experience for C's
social development, to play body part games, since the body is perhaps the first
basis for C's identity. Try asking "Where's ?" (C's noses M's mouth, HV's
hand, etc.). Cover up or hide different parts; play peek-a-boo with them. Touch
C when you "discciver" parts. Encourage C to touch, explore, laugh. pill out first'
half of " Learns About His Body" to provide a record of how much tknows now.
Try using "If you're happy and you know it, clap your hands" as a patterngor
making a game of body activities. This song can be infinitely acid imaginatively
expanded to include "...stamp your feet,","blink your eyes," "wiggle your ears,"\
"kiss your sister," etc., etc. Other songs, similarly, can be used to thisend,
particularly "This is the way we (wash our hand, blow our nose, chew our food, -

0,

walk around, rub our knees)", etc. Any other songs employing naming or using of
different body parts can be incorporated into play session (This little piggy,
Tommy Thumb or Thumbkin, Hokey7Pokey, etc). If it is possible, arrange for some
of this play to take place in front of a large mirror (if you know the family does
not have a mirror, take one). Observe C's reactions to his reflection.

5. For homeWork, suggest that M continue such fun ways of teaching g about his
body and consequently abo his identity. At the next visit you and she will
together fill our second f of observation form'" learns about his body."
Do not give M impression t at this will be a "test" of any kind; itwill Oust
provide her with a record' f C's progress.

00 292,
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Lec.rns Mout Eisnierbdy.
,*

Body art

\\

:lose

F;yes;

ilouth

E

Hand.

Foot

Points to
Other Person

1 2

:Wan: other Points to Own Wanes Own
Persona

1 2 1 2 1 2

Social #13
1/19/73

a.
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Discovers Who He 'I .

A childlixsediscovers "who he is" by learning about his own
plysical identity --- learning that his body'is separate from the rest
of the world, learning that it is his to control. Behaviors like the
following each represent, significant steps. in the chiAd's growing
se,lf awareness and development of identity.

jBehavior

Stares at own hand.

Smiles at reflection'in mirror

"Finds" belly button

Takes first steps alone ,1
,

Galls a person when out of sight

Follows a person who has disappeared

Calls own reflection in mirror "baby"

Calls' reflection in mirror by own name

Identifies a photograph of self

Comes when called by name

Points to own nose when asked

ba. s me , "mine"

Social #13

.4'19/73

Approximate age first observed

"4
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3o ial #14 (cont.),)
O

3; The major exercise of the vf2.el.t consists of four 10 minute

observations of interactions' betye.:n

child and "non-responsives visitor (.1 does observation)

child and 'responSive" home visitor CM does Observation)

child and "non-responsive" mother (HVeoes Observation)

child and "responsive" mother (HIT does observation)

et

This will demand deliberate role-playing on/art of HV and M to

demonstrate totally responsive versus totally unresponsive beh &vior

patterns. It should provide interesting contrasting data regard-

ingeC's reactioneg. When you (or M) are being "responsive", r-suond

to every gesture, vocalization, look, or mile of the child; give

him what he seers to want, describe his behaviors, anslier hisvocs,

smile when smiled at, comfort when hurt or crying, etc. When

If unresponsive", ignore C's behaviors.

Use Behavior Sequences ford. As well as the behaviors suggestedai

the form, you may write in other obvious behaviors - life cries,

hits, etc. Use the same line to represent simultanegus behaviors,

alternate lip ps for sequences ofbehaviors. Also, wri-Oe in "H"

following anfsbehavior which you judge to be deliberately responsive

in content or intention to a prior behavior of the other person.

4. Compare end contrast the 4 Observation records. Calculate the

''responsiveness 9 (number of C's behaviors responded to divided-

by total Lumber of C's bellamiors) for each record. Look at

differences in quantity of interaction, in quality of child's

behavior patterns, in different observations. Stress importance -

of. communication and responsivoness. Suggest that during next

week NE try to be especially aware of the quality of her typical

Latr.ractions with C (Is she usually more like the " responsive

nother or the 'unresDonsivenuothee/)

1/22/73
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Behavior Sequences

:.ibservsd during natural interaction
,

Child's Behavior Adult's Behavior

-

(smiles, vocalizes, reaches, touchest
gives, takes, plays, comes).

.

(smilelvtes, touches, gives,
:takes, plays,-comes)

ti

. ,

.

.

4

4

,

0

M

.
i

\N

1 \

. .

,

\,N

\\

12/6/72 Social #9(r) .
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SOCIAL VISIT fl5

Theme: The child's relationships with other people (other
than mother).

Purpose: To-begin ta broaden treatment of Cesisocial
development beyond. the mother-child relationship to include

' his relationships with other people za father, sibs, peers,
etc.

P
V

4 Equipment: hone.

Forms: 's social experiences in the past week,
Observation of 's interaction with another perpon (3),
E lestones in the. Development of Social Relationships,
ehavior Sequences (4)., 0,

Procedure:

1. Since there wa4 no written homework last week, spend the
first 10 minutes of this visit doing'an observation of natural
mother-child interaction on the Behavior Sequences form used
last week. Reiterate principles of responsiveness and
communication as.you and M'go'over this observation record.
You may wish to compare_it with last weeks records.

2. Introduce theme for this visit in context ofothe childs
expanding social world. As the child gets older his social
contacils increase and diversify. He applies what he has
learned in his interactions with his mother (and father).to
new people he meets. He becomes more capable of separation
from his mother and is able to.interact with more and different
people.

Discuss informally the childs history of social inter-
actions with other people -- his father, grandparetts, .6

siblings-4. peers, other adults, babies, etc. Question mother
about untibual experiences (e.g. when C first met some parti-
cular person), aboUt what usually happens when C- -beets new
pelplei how "fifendly" he is with various relatives, etc.
If 11 and C have been to one of our social. "parties" discuss
C's behavior vis a vis the other adults) and children there.

3. Go over " Fs social experiences in the past week"
informallyi ap a way of adding immediacy to your discussion.
Suggest that t start to be aware of C's social experiences
with people other than,herself, since these will become
increasingly.important in C's social development.

4. G over and fill out "Milestones in the development of
soci. elationships" together. Suggest that these are

t*- indices of how the C is developing socially, indices that E
can watch for and record,.

1/29/73
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Social Visit 115 (cont.):

5. Arrange before visit to go visit friends, neighbors, or
a playgrbup, or to have.friends over --,so that you will have
opportunity to observe-peer interaction. Use form "Observa-
tions of 's interactions with another-person" to
record observation (do together with N) while children play
(or whatever) together more-or.less free, of adult interven-
tion.*

6. For Li.ewOrk, leave N another two of these forms so she
may observe C interacting with o et people during week.
3u7gest that two children Of diff ent ages (or exes) or
one adult and one cAild, would p ovide an interesting contrast104.

s

depicting how C's behaviors vary depending oh wholle is
interacting with. Stress that as C sets older his experience
of interactin3 with different people becomes incteasIngly,
important in his social development. Although peer inter-
action may be minimai,at this ageil will observe changes in
the Cs social behaviors over the next months and years. It
will be valuable for her to be able to observe accurately and
sensitively how G-is interacting with peers so that she can
guide these interactions'and-prilovide maximally-rewarding social
(peer) experiences for her child. (For example; she can
select appropriate early playmates for the child.- playNatez
with iftom the child interacts pocAtively; quite often these
will be slightly older, children.)

....

1/29/73
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Observation of 's interaction with' anther person

(
Benavior Other person

(check each time be lor-occurs):

Shares

'Gives

Shows,

Takes

Play J with same toy

Does same activity

Looks gott

Touches

Embraces

Hits

Smiles at

Talks to

Imitates

Frets or cries

Avoids

Approaches

I 7

0

Length bf time observed minutes.

Social #15 ,

1./p/73
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's Social Experiences in the Past Week

Few people seen (who and'how old?) (

:that did they do With child?
0

0
How did child react? - .==1.11,.'

0.

Familiar people seen (who and how old?)

How often?

What did they do with child ?_
0

How did child react?

How much did mother participate n traction ?._

Was the child influenced by mother's participation?,, How?

,

Social '15
1/29/73
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C.

hilectohes'inthe peveq.opmvt---of Sobial R4ationships

Who? When?
,*-

Difftprentiraed'peoPle from objects 6 "
Ae4ognized mother

a
4

1.0.

0
, Cried. when mother left.

L

Appeared wary of a stranger

-Was flarful of stranger

='' '1. Laughed at baby in mirror

.Imitdtea anotheroperscn

Enjoyed an audience

Repeated activity l&ughed at

Played peek:-a-bco and I'M gonna
get you

Initiated play with !pother

PlaYed:"give and take"

Liked to please other people

Played with an adult

,Played beside another .child

Shared a toy with another child

D anded thins of other people,

Initiated play6yith another child

CoOperated' with another person

tlayed with another' child

First "friendShip" with
another child

Social #15
1/29/73
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F
Social Visit #16

Theme:
. Leaking backward (review of the first 16 visits) and forward

activities, and instructions for assessment period).

Purpose:

1. To review content and principles of first part of program. -

ernes,

2. To talk about observed developmental changes in C's social behavior.
. ,

'

0

3. To leave M with activities and information to keep her involved in the
program during the assessment period.

Eouiptent:

.bubble blowing stuff, niirsery rhyme book, story book, coloring book,

crayons, puppet, balloons, mhistle (all of these are to be left ae:gifts):
Polarhid camera, tapspgpporder, and tope of songs, abeo `:ad "musical"

instruments.

Forms:
. "

Social diary, New Words, New Frfends, Baby Day Record and 'stamped
envelopeu"The Pleasures of Being a Parent", list orsocial activities
Xeroxed rhymes.

peoceduke:.

1. Go cvet-last week's homework.

2. Looking backs

(o.)' Review specific .contentaf first 16 vis s. It would be a good idea

for the HV prior to this visit.to resew the outlipes for these visits,
reread the social,curribulum principles and utline, and make'up a check-

list to _remind M of content covered. Point out relationships between
differeht visits as much as possible, (They really should all hang togdthp

(b) fifiview changes you have Observed in C's social behaviors since the
program began. Looking back,through the Baby Book is probably a good way
to handle this. Do some thinking about particular changes youshave noted,
before the.visit. If you want to try for dramatic iilustration4ksops
change, replicate our earlier exercise. (This, too, will'have to be
'pre planned).

<-2

(C) Talk about changes in intei.personal relationships betWeenM and HV,
. M emit, C' and HV, 'since the beginning of the prograM. Also any changes
in attitudes, er4ectations, stc., each of you experienced.

(d) Take a polaroid picture or t for Baby. Book.

0030



Cont. Social Visit, 1,4 16 .

3. Looking Forward:

4

/

(a) Tell Wrabput the mpendlng -.1s:.:essment period ,(detailed instructions..

avaible for all Cur m-groups). Tell her that you went to leave her

with some eCtiviti keep her involved in the social program even

though you-mon't be ing her for the next month or so. The first .

thing ftulre'leaving s the Review Checklist.
g , .

.
.

.
.

.^
(b).Second, is a list o activities she and C might enjoy doing together
(stress importance of social stimulation) and some materials (gifts) to
make these activities more easiIy'avaible. Co oVer list; give her gifts.

(c) Third, is a recording form to ;go alqng with these activities ("---
social diary"), to remind her of the importance of social activities
rind so. she can keep track of how much stimulation C is getting. Ask her

to fill put the form over the next month.

(d) in the context of "looking forward" two otHer forms (New friends and

, New words) are relevant and should be left for homework. Suggest to M

that these ate two especially important areas in Ohiph social development
can be observed - and should-be.

4. Pleytimer
IP

He'Ve an enjoyable time playing with M and C,.with any or all of the'

toys (and tapes) you have brought.

a

' Leave Baby Day Record and stamped envelope. Ask M to fill this

out for following day and maiI it to us. (Apoligize if necessary for

,quantity of forms, but tell M it will give her somelhing to remember
you by,) Remind.M of other 3 forms you're leaving. Leave toys (gifts)

and xerqxed materials.' Make sure she has your phone numben in case
she wants to call you during assessment,period.

)1/4

1/4

00303
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SOCIAATARY(.

° $pemd feltrminutes each-vcnincr.vritlna down what playful social

activ_ities happened that dayi,

COS

Decerher 25

26

27

4

a

29

30

31

Jarluarr 1

2

3

4 4

.00304

Social #25
12/15/72



SOCIAL DIARY (cont.):

WM,

-2-

6

7

8

-4

9

10

11

12

13 2

3.4

.15

G0305 C
Social #25
12/15/72



//OCIAL DIARY

January 17

3
cc,nt.):

18
,

19

20

21

22

<s.

20;1'

25

27

28

0-0306
Social #25
12/15/72



SOCIAL DIAPY (cont.):.

Jr.nmry 29 I

30

-4-

31

February 1



Min 7101T 1/17

?urposea: 1. To share information egat ameeoment period
2.- To examinerand diocuee ehild'o current understanding of his

social world.

TINII recorder, blank tape, 2 bee.m, bag of toys (doll, car, bell,
cup).

Forms: Words Child Understands, 2 action songs.

Procedure: 1. Getting caught up on social activities endplaying a social gene.

Have a pleasant and casual social chat about social activities, vacations,
happenings. Contribute your own interesting experiencis as well as asking M about
hers and child's. If possible, emphasize positive social experiences (like C
said "Grandma' for first time) rather than negatives. Look over and talk about
entries in 'social diary". (Make bre these and all other forms or materials
left with mother are getting put Ato Baby Book).

The following ar some questions which might guide your discussion:

What activities A the die.ryVdid C seem to enjoy moist?
What new. activities were sirted during this period?
Is child bored now with things he liked at the beginning of this period?
Did he like the toys you left for him?
Did they (whole fnmily) play together with thesetoys?
Did C mitate house work?
Did he e the toys aggressively at all?
Did he le other children play with them too?
Did he and M find any new games they could share with you (something

they made up or saw other people playing)? If so take some time for them to show
it to you, and you participate. If no newvgame has evolved, ask Jtalat,,C's
favorite social activity of the week is, and play that (could be a conventional
game, singing, dancinq, playing with someone with certain toys,6at9., etc.).

2. What C knows about his sociaworld: Meeting new_people.
,

IntrOduce this topic by going over "Mew Friends" form.. (If M has not
filled it out, see if she can remember any incidents when C met new people
during this periodtafid how he reacted when he did.. .Note these on the form and
enter it in Baby Book). Whether or not M has completed Mew Friends form a good
opportunity for provoking discussion is to inquire about how the assessment
visitsent. Ask questions like the following:

How did C first react to new people (approach? withdraw? with interest?
friendly? looking? smiling? afraid? cautious? wary? avoid? etc.)

Did he react differently to different people? Why? (their appearance?
manner? specific behaviors? setting? familiar toys around? ongoing activity?
stress? where Muss at time -- still very important at this age==? C's mood
prior to meeting new person -- sick, tired, hungry, how, angry, etc.).

What expectations about the new people did he seem to have? (That they
would have toys, play with him, smile responsively, etc.).

Did he behave differently toward them than he would have to people in
other roles (doctor, dentist, mailman, neighbor, relative, etc.)?

Did he at first behave toward new people as if they were like other
people he knew well already, especially M, F, GM, sib?

How did his behaviors and reactions during these assessment visits
differ from those at pretest?

Is N happy with his currant behaviors toward new people?
The theme or conclusion of this discussion should be how much the C kn s

about people and social relations already, and that what he has learned h has
learned at home, probably mostlyfram M.

(cont.)
3/13/73 CO308



'z3. What abant his social war24: an(7,n7 o andlng 2ancTnE2
UGZ1 may ward to intrpluce thin topic by go:14ig over utlew Worclo" liot. (1TM

Lao not fil2ed thlo out, you and ohs cR at least ma"A a otart at it now) frm
=Dry. Then co% M to continue heepineit for sex two weekp). Talk about the
increasing iMportance of verbal language cueo in oocial communication from thin
age on. The won do the child has.learned to nay (on /Jew Words list) provide°him
with a means to communicating tin needs and wioheo to other people in a way that
can be understoodeven by strangers. In'the months to come M will observe
dramtic advances in thin ability of ythe child to use language. She may have
noticed it starting already. On the other hand, right now, adult verbal language
provides the child with information about his social worldespecially the whiles
of other peopleWhich far exceeds his capacity to express his own wishes' verbally.
Comprehension of language usually precedes production; the C undoubtedly under-
stands more than he says.

Ask M whether she'can think of examples of words or concepts that the child
seems to understand, though he'may not be able to express. them yet. Questions to
guide the discussion might include:

Can the C understand words for: 4

bedtime
people's names
toilet
outside
food and eating
stories (ask about reactions and changes in reactions to stories you

left with M at the beginning of the summer)
time (yesterday, later)
hot, cold
to be gentle
bad, good
toys and object words (doll, ball, coat, shoes, light)
action words (bring, give, stop, put, walk, fold...)

In Social Visit #17 a communication and observation exercise was suggested
for use during the visit. Look back at this exercise, which M should have in
Baby Book, in order to contrast C's ability to understand at that age (about 15
months) with what, he seems to understarid now. (The verbal items on that exercise, .

if you can't find it, were "no, no," "stop ttat," "go away," "what a good boy,',
"would you like to play with ?" " would you like a cookie?" These were accompanied
by gestures, facial expressions, and tones of voice which were either congruent with
or contradlaory to the verbal content.)' At that time the p probably seemed to
depend on facial, gestural, and tonal cues-at least as much as on the verbal
message. By now, he will be better able' to interpret actual verbal meanings or
words. Suggest this to M, mentioning that this is obviously an important advance
in C's development and imperative for formation of social relationships in the
future (with adults, peers, teachers...).

The following are several ways you might probe the topic of the. C's comprehension
using the sentence forms "Where is the ?" "Bring me the ." "Get the
6Give. the ." When C responds appropriately reward him with a big smile and thank-

.

you and perhaps a hug or kiss, and/or suggest M do the same. Make it a game. At the
same time, tape-record the M's questions andrequests. After several examples, play
back the tape and watch C's reactions. Does he recognize M's voice, his own voice./
Does he follft tlie instructions? Contrast his responses to the tape-recorded voioe
with those to responsive in-person voice. Suggest that C is learning about anguage--

00309



abont what 2t nano (lenotatLvely a42 funet2cal10, aga who,t to ezi7ect.
5-:1/ ratlio may have taught h.im to tune langnage that ao c,ot hImirmar.n3Latell.

"I Spy"

(b) Look at pictureo in book or ragazine.. See if 0 points out pictures of Objects
as well as he identifi'es real objects. Suggest that M can use magazines or boOko
in thin way--as lohg as it io fuh for 0, not like a "leopon.".

(c) Another socially otimulating way for M to find out how mubh language C'knowo
io to ping action songs letting C lead actions. Examples of songs to 'use this
way are attached, and should be given to M for Baby Book.

(d) Bring out your bag of toys and suggest that you and M try to find out if C
understands words used for these objects and actions usually performed with them.
In context of all three of you playing with"the toys, incorporate instructiOns to
the Caike: 9

Give me the cup (car, doll, ball).
Kiss the doll (car, ball, cup),.
Throw the ball (car, doll,. cup).
Push the car (ball, cup, doll). etc.

This should illustrate whether C actually understands action words as well as
object, words, and ce versa. It doesn't have to be done systematically-, but the
C's response to ev instruction should be commented upon at the time it occurs.

If the C t ,cooperative, you might want to mention the difference between
the C's understan ing language and following orders. Eighteen months is supposed
to be an especially "uncooperative" age, so don't necessarily expect C to comply
with every request. Suggest that if the request is reasonable, made in an affect-
ionate tone, and if compliance is expected and rewarded when it occurs, the C may
be more likely to comply. Make sure you don't leave the M with the impression that
we are advocating she do a lot, of ordering and requesting the C to do things just

the sake of finding out what he understands. In fact, research suggests that
the number of commands etc. a a receives is not positively related'to his tendency
to obey them.

.1:.(e) During the next 2 weeks, ask,M to watch for words and concepts that the C
,-Understands--especially ones that she:had nbirealized he understood before--and
to jot them down on homework form(Words C understanda).' She may want'to ask
other members of the family to contribute too. Sympathize with M about difficulty
of task. It is certainly easier to recor C's eApressed vocabUlary rather than
understood vocabulary. Suggest that the reason to attempt ectask is that it is
important for,, her to be aware of what C canecomprehen o demands on him and
expectations about his performance will be realistic, and at the upper limit of
his capacity. Such demanda and expectations will encourage the C's growth and
development.

0.

Leave the looseleaf "picture book" for M to use for observing C's
comprehension during next 2 weeks.

e-
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VilT 1.87-Z1.7215E3

21-1757-

cUn

3. Make egr go

4. Give baby (dolly)

5. Shoe

to

drink

6. Put, the keys on the table

7. Throw ball

8. Brush your hair

9. GiVe cup i

10. Talk on (tele)phone

11.spoggie

1P. Vat the sbuubs with the keys

O

* Check if child looks at, picks up, or 'performs appropriate action
on object.

4

0.0311



llade and Gazes"

icy 'ro'be #3-

foe purNse of this probe is to get coca data about what-kinds of music

and gazes turn. children on--so we can use that Information i. designing

social curricula. For the nost part, the probe should consist of informal

=colon with the nother (and father if he happens to be there) In an

effort to find out what games and:T./AC appeal to the child. This should

be auonentedby.demonstrations whenever possible. _Take with you the two

-afferent social intervention tapes of children's and adult songs as a

starter. (Take 2 copies of tape4 if available.) Be ore to note how C

respondn to particular songs and games on the tare. Then taIk to !i abomt

what she and the child ordinarily play (original frames and interaetions, finger

miry°, etc;)-and write down d(JocriptIons of these games.- Ask !Ito demOnstratt;<,

games. Then you try then with the child too. Note the C's reaction to your

attempted soviet interaction. After the visit, note:

Haw many different genes Milan able to suggest:

How eagerly C entered into interactipns

0 1 2 3 4

Haw eagerly C responded to your social advances:

0 1 2 3 4.
How eagerly C responded to the nu is and games on tapes:

0 1 2 3 4 ,

6/14/72
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0

WSEPVATIGH OF 'fl PTA S Urril ANOISM CHILD

5LhaVicir Choc% whoa behavior occur°,
-

Plop alone -- i'rmores of chil.V.,
. . ,

. /6 .

21,;-.7o br;siese other child but does not

latc.rect

?lays with sam.g toys so oelc.,r child
.

Obares food, materials or ebyo with
other child

-.

v

Touche° other child.affeetiontitely .

Attonpto t, domfort other cilild iiv

Ait.mlpts. tf, he17. other:child. ,.

'
...-------.

Tal!-.o to other child

AI t.
Gives ..tht.r child a triy

- .
.

.

Lsuchs Vier. ether chi? A laughs

.

.

Crick uh;:n other child cris
a

.

ti

.

L 1-- ----

Pollons a cue sic 55y the

other child
, -°

.

-

.

Hit othrir child :
.

......t,

Takes away other chid's oy.

Pushes sther child my

Social

1P/3102

0
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-=q1

0

Little Chores for

a

1741-apw him how - help him - reward him if he does it/- but do, force tit to do it.

Puttftig hio toyo or clothed aw
/

\,

Drooping or undrepoing hitoelf

Fetqhing"thingo for M (broom; etc. )

0

Feeding himbelf.

Waohing hio handg.

Bruohing hio teeth.

.9

Bruohing hio hair. ° .4

Helping mother put .groceries away.

Helping mother set table.

Helping mother sweep, duct, vacuum.

a

lq/102
Homework - Social #l9°

0

Did the ehi d
have. a ohan
to dO it?

Did you chow
him howor '.
help hid

D:ed he do-

it bY --°

himelf?
.

. . .

. . .

, _ . .

.

.,,
-

.

. ..

,

,` 1 .0?....#1

. .
4

p
''' ."

.
4
...

.

, .'

.

. 4
..

.

.0

f.

' .

0

r 1.'

.

.

u ,
, o

ll
o

C...
.. .

cf `
1 -

.. s

-

C-

o



F

C

Restraints

co

- *For one whole day keep a record of the number of.times you-said
"no" or 1!don'tP':or "stop it" to the child ..-- andWhk.

0'

a

What was child doing when you said
"no" or "stop"?

D/4/72
Soda #19

Did he stop or not
do the activity? _

90315'

Why did you think it
was necessary for

him to stop?'



OBSERVATION OF CHILDREN'S ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIORS

Antisocial Behavior What "provoked the antisocial
behavior? .(including mediate'
situation, other child's'
behavior, childls state, etc.)

at vas, youi*.response?

O

00346



O it

PRETENDS

0 Pretends to be another:

Weat behaviors of child are like those helves seen his mother do
often?

O

,,,EmO

O

Pretends to be a father:

:What behaViors are like those he has seen a man do?

Other "make believe" play:

Social #23 - 11/28/72

00317



WHY AGGRESSION?

Is the child hot, hungry, tired or crrtnky?

Are there enough toys aVailable \for both (or all) children to flay ith?

te4

What ages are the children?

Is child imitating aggressive behaviors he has seen other people do
(peers or adults)?

Is one child getting more attention than the other?

Has one child been.favored over the other (with prai3e, treats toys,

affection)?

.,/"'
Did someone take away Something the child wanted (a toy, a .cookip, a
book)?

How long have the children been nicying together?

0

Social #23
M0 #25
11/29/72

00318
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SOCIAL VISIT # 18

Theme; Social rules and situations.

Purposes;.

1, To continue discussion of what child knows and understands about
his social world, relating discussion this week to social rules and

situations.
.2. To examine topic of social rules with mother.

3. To suggest again that child learns about his socialworld ( and in
this case specifically about social rules) by imitation ('modelling)

and positive reinforcement.

Supplies and Equipment:

"Pat the Bunny book (to be left in home for 2 weeks), magic markers
and paper ( to be left in home as gift), xeroxed readings and homework
(to be left in baby book as reminder of discussion about social rules
and situations.)

Procedure:

1. Reviewing Last Week's Visit
As a reminder of last weeks. of the C's-understanding
of language, you may

a) play with C with picture book which was left last week-
especially if M has filled in extra Pales.
b) go over comprehend= homework., If Mb.ao not filled it out
Gee if she can recall any c2hmp1es and fill them in now.
c) play with C with Pat the Bunny book. When going through book, , .

\tirst just read the-instruction. If C understands and foliows the
suggestion read, this can be entered on comprehension homdffibrk

sheet. If C does not understand, you ( or M) perform the action
and see if C will imitate. If he does, use this asoan opportunity
'to stress how C learns through imitation or modelling. It2itight

also be fun to extend the suggestions in the book by generalizing
to real-like equivalents ( flowers, books, rings, toy bunny,etc.).,--
Leave the book for M & C to play with during next 2 weeks.

New topic for discussion .

1 Your discusSion and demonstration of the C's comprehension of
language and of his reactioni5. to new people (last week) illustrate
2 aspects of the social woild about which the C is learning. This week, .

2 other int:e4elated aspects-namely social rules and social situations-
will be dis ussed.

Social rules differ from social "behaviors" ( such as sharing,
he sing, cooperating, etc. and social relationships" which are the
more superficial, see mi more trivial. I would suggest, however,
that learning at least me social rules is an absolutely necessary
part of thee's social development, for if the C has not learnedcertain
basic social rules, rules for getting along in An American society, he
will find it exceedingly difficult- if not impossible,

9/19/72 (cont.)
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(gocial Visit #16),

to make interpersonal contacts .6 and increasingly difficult adhe
gets older. Knowing rules is necessary, for a mature person-'
though not sufficient. ; .

,.

It is not our responsibility to prescribe which social rules are
essential for a child to learn...this is something that oan:be left up
to the mother and father to decide. What we want to accomplish
in'this visit, however, is . . .

a) to get the M (and F) thinking about the issue Of social rules
(what are theirules? how important are they? how rule-bound shoUld
a person be? etc.) and

. 76) to make sure they have available relatively effective methods
of "teaching" desirable social rules.

Closely tied to the notion of social rules is the idea that
different social situations determine the applicability. of the social
rules. There are rules for different public places (schools,,stores,
churches, parks), for different private Places ( bathrooms, kitchens,.
bedrooms, the back yard), on different occasions (birthdays, cocktail
parties, picnics, funerals, when company comes to ilsit), and with
different people .(teachers, policemen, babysitters, family, strangers,
friends). The interplay of social rules and situations creates a
very complicated world- yet one in which it is necessary for the. 0

young child'to learn to manoeuver, He must become familiar with
the rules-:and develop the ability to switch "codes" when the
situation changes. He-is too young_now to knoW more than &few very
!dimple rules-- but it is not too early for the 4i to start thinking
about how we can help him clarify the rules. of his very complex social'

. world.

To guide your discussion of social rules and situations, after this
,:.

introduction, yck and M together makellp a list of-social rules that
li thinks are important for a C to know, sarby the time she's 12 or some
such age (form attached). Really let yourself go-,it's fun:
Also, relate the ri4es you think of to the C's present level of
development ( does-he have any concept of, such a rule yet, etc.).
If the discUssion goes will spontaneously, leave Xeroxed selections
for M to read, just to illustratezame rather subtle social rules'
that adults follow. If the discUsaion needs help-:suggest some of
the rules listed below=..-discuss haw important M thinks they are and
to what extent C has any awareness of them. ( To think about situations
in which particular rules apply,,you might!ask with each rule "except
-...v.?or itspecially....?. or "Unless....?") For urther interest and

11
. illustration .you might want to read aloud ford th Xeroxed sections
during the visit.

. . Ik

Examples of Social Rules ( Rules of etiquette of soci lation)
.

1

Don't stare at people( especially when they are attAose distance)*.
Don't point at people. Don't talk about people in their hearing.
These rules are important because they show that the individual does
not regard other people as non-persons.

* tee Xerox

9/19/72
(Social)
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(Pocial Viet #18)

Don't talk,too loud.*-especially about "private ", peisonal
intimate sUbjects.
Don't run and jump- in church, in school.
Don't play With another per/mints toys, unless you have his permission
(respect property rights).
Don't take (or destroy) things that don't belong to you (ownership).,
Be3 neat, clean, orderlk. BrUsh your teeth. Wash your hands.
Be courteous, polite, well-manered- especially to elders. (What does
that mean? Say "please", "Thank,you", "excuse me"....),
Don't make loud, "uncouth" bodily noises ( burp, belch, hiccough...
you get the idea"!)- and if perchance you do,- God forbidOssk to be
excused,.

Use, appropriate soeal gesturep- wave goodbye, nod "yes', shake head
"no", etc.
Do not use inappropriate gestures- $n public-e.g. picking nose or teeth
-or thuMbing nose- etc.
Do not spit-or get rid of excrement in pUblic.(toilet training, etc.)
Don'ti.nterrupt, when people are talking.
Don't hit-unless.hit first (self - defense ? - by a bfggeeperson?
-Unless you are a boy ( mascfiline)?etc.
Show, affection (kiss) your mother, (father?), grandmother-but
not a stranger. °
Don't use certain words- at least outloud or Where other people can
hear you- profanity, obscenity, taboo subjects ( sex, elimination..-.).
Don't ao out without an:V clothed on.. { and as gets older what specifi-
cally, to wear and where t wear it becomes socially important)..
Take turns.
Don't masturbate ( at least in public)?
Don't go into M & F's roan ( respect privacy).
Don't; cry- especially if you're a boy? especially in front of people.

Homework Exercise (forms attached)

Ask M to pick out one or two social rules she would like to teach
C during next two weeks (something very simple). Suggest that she
ask other family members to cooperate. She is to use Only 3 teachings
techniques: but stress that she'tust Use them consistently and all the time.

1. Modelling- demonstrating rule to C by her own_behavior.
2. Ignoring C whewhe does not follow rule.
3. Rewarding him with praise and affection (or if necessary,

tangible rewards like candy) when.he does follow rule.
1-k" She should not use punishment nor deliberate and directive.

"teaching" (i.e.1s4$0please"; "say 'please' or I'll,bit you").

Emphasize that even if M can't find time 'to fill out form, she
certainly should, try the exercise.

Spend.some time gOing over the assignment with M to Wake sure she

.
understands it. Suggest that she deliberately set up situations
to elicite the "rile" behavior- to provide more opportunit*es for

her to model and to reinforce.

9/19/72
(Social)
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ociai Visit #18

4, Play-

O

Bring out magic markers and paper and play with themidthM and C.
Purpose a) to deMonstrato imitation (modelling) by C

b) to provide prop-supported opportunity for 3,away social
interaction. (The ink is washable so if it gets on

hands and faces it will come off - and it's a fun game/to draw
faces on.fingerh, ee,e<) - but watch to prevent writing on couches and walls).
Be sure to practic modelling and positive reinforcement yourself.

0 to leave a potentially social activity for M and a (and nib) to enjoy.

5. Preparation for Next Visit
(72

0

Tell M what you'll be talking about next visit ( the C's need for
independence). Give her a copy of the program outline if you think
it's a good idea -sand tell her you'll be mailing her something on
the subject to read before the visit.

Optional exercise - if you want to use it (probably before discussion)
make it brief, though.

Ouggeot that even at this age 0 already behaves differently in
different situations - perhaps precursor of "code switching" -
,because he known different behaviors are acceptable and appropriate

u 1neveralhliffernet situations (e.g. outside in yard, in different
different setting, Demonstrate by participating in or netting

rooms in the house, at a store, in the car).or when different people
are present (you, sib, Father, grandmother, neighbor, etc.). Observe
differences in C's behaviors (frequency).

.1
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SOCIAL VISIT #,1.9 fp

Thome: The child's need for independence and autonomy.

Purposes: 1) To find out how social rule "teaching" is progressing.
2), To discuss C's needfor independencel a) how:it is expressed,

b) how M can foster it.
3) To provide an independence-exploration situation.

Equipment:Bag of wrapped objects:(book, raisins, lollipop, straws, rag,
ball of yarn, wash'n dri, cotton balls, small-toy or buttons)- all
to be left in hone as gifts for C.

Procedure:For this particular visit, the order of presentation suggested
in the following outline is recommender.,

1. Reviewing last_week'svisit
a) Go over homework exercise on teaching C's social rule with M.
rind out if M was able to carry out the suggested. techniques
consistently and discuss her effectiveness and success - or lack
thereof.- If her "teaching" was not successful, see if you can figure
out why it was not. Be sure to solicit her ideas. Questions br
issues might include. Did she provide demonstrations of rule following-
often?' how often? 'Was she able to ignore rule.:breaking consistently?
Did she always reward (reinforce) rule following? Was the rainforce
went she used really rewarding? etc. Then make suggestions for how she

. might try again during the next two weeks. If she appears to have
followed the principles of modelling and reinforcement but is
still having trouble, it may be too short a "learning period" yet.

Encourage her to continue the program for the next two week period-,
Also, suggest she supplement it with the following techniques -

('particularly if the rule she is seeking to teach is a hegative one):
1) Modelling.and reinforcing behaviors that are imcompatible with
the "bad" behavior -e.g: if rule is "don't hit", suggest she model
and reinforce some positive social behavior like hugging or giving:
and 2) removing the child from the situation orpreventing situations
in vhichtrule breaklng'is Inevitable-e.g. if M sees a situation
developing in which hitting is certain to occur because another
child is taking avay,C's tOys, or is- hitting him first, she should
interfere before C.st'Arts hitting- perhaps by giving him another toy
by distracting him, or b# giving him physical attention.

If your M has experienced success in her attempts to teach the social
rule(s), ask her to continue the "treatment", and suggest she try the
same teaching techniques with another rule or another behavior she
vantalto change. Go over with her how she should proceed.

If you have any doubts orquestions concerning the implementation of
learning principles in teaching the particular social rule(s) your
M has selected, I thinIt0 would be most helpful for you to see ma
about it individually.,

10/4/72
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Social-HV # 19 (cont.) -2-

b) If you left the optional exercise or the list of social rules for
homework, go over them at this time. If you left the Xeroxed articles
for M to read, and she want to'taik to you about them Or ask you any
questions about social rules, do this now, too.

2. New topic for discussion: Independence

Developmental ConteXtof Independence

a) Introduce topic by first briefly reviewing course/of development
regarding child's relationship with his mother. At first, as a
newborn, the infant was unaware of people, but soon he became
"socially aware"- and then he singled out his mother, because he saw
so much of her, and she was so importint in satisfying his needs and desires.
and he became"attached" to her. For a while, probably,
he wouldn't even let her out of his reach, or his sight, he followed
her everywhere and held on to her a great deal. He cried when she
left him. In recent months, however, this dependence on this mother
seems to be diminishing ( we. hoped:) If a relationship of trust has
been established, the child is now able to separate himself from his
mother. This is the normal course of development, and the child's
burgeoning independence should be encouraged. Only when he feels
independent can the child, leave his mother to explore his environment,
and explore relationships with other people. The child will still
need his mother- to provide a secure. base trod which he can venture
forth to explore the 'world. It is important that he know her love and
attention are always waiting for his return. But now it is no
longer necessary that M remain close and constantly watching. He
will return to her when he needs her Meanwhile, it is important that
he be given opportunities fot exploration and experimentation on his own-
times to be alone, to be free, to do things for himself. Page 1 of
Xeroxed article which was mailed to mother gives one view of what is
meant`by independence and why it is important. If M has read article,
refer her to this page; if she has not, read or summarize it.

Child's Expressions of Independence

b) There are many ways-that C shows. M that he's feeling independent.
Go over (Behaviors related to ChiDdr's developing Independence)` sheet.
Talk about and check off 4hich,of these specific behaviors C has
exhibited so far. Add other independent behaviors that C has shoft
which fit in the categories on the form. Put form in Baby Book, and
suggest that M add, more independent behaviors to the list or check
those on the list when she observes that they occur.

Mother's Encouragement of Irndependence

c) When M observes C's various expreSsions of independence, there are a
number of ways in which she can encourage him and foster his development
of autonomy. She can give him lots of opportuniti to play and explore
alone without her intervention yet while she i ill there.

As an example of how to set up an indepen ence-exploration situation,
present the child with the bag of wrapped objects, then

10/4/72
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Social-IRV #19 (cont.) -3-
P

leave him to play uninterrupted.* Mention to the M that the beg oontains
just some odds and ends-nothing of particular value, wrapped in pages
from an old magazine. She could easily replicate the situation with a
bag of gadgets gathered from arounf the house. If the C is in the habit
of following M around all the time, still, perhaps it is because he doesn't
have interesting objects to explore. Objects are especially effective
in stopping the child's following of M it they are new to him- things
he has not played with before. Suggest that when M has work she
wants to do without being constantly bugged by the child, she put together
such a bag of 7goodies".

3) Refer to Xeroxed article mailed to M for next 4 ways of fostering
ilidependence, supplement your discussion with paraphrases or quotes from the
article" Mother attitude is important. She must view child as distinct
individual, think of him as independent and not an extensionof herself.(p.2)°

4) Mother should give C a certain amount of responsibilityvlet him'do some
things by himself (p.2,3). To do this effectively, she must be able to assess
his capacities, know what the situation demands, and find a balance so that he
is Riven some responsibility but not overwhelmed by it., She should not push
him, tell him, rush him- but should let, him learn on his own. The Xeroxed
selection "independence, responsibility and identity in other cultures" is
relevant to this point. Read it or leave it. Examples of situations in which
C can begin to begiven responsibility, at this age, include feeding himself,
dressing, grooming and putting away his toys (like the one you have just brought
him- which can all go back into the shopping bag). Other examples are listed
on the form "Little chores'for ", which is to be left for homework.
Apk M to fill it out on 3 days in the next 2 weeks( tomorrow;-in one week, in
two weeks) adding any other "little chores: which occur. Apropos of "little.

chores:take a look at suggestions made by other mothers: Xerox-Encouraging'
Independence".

5) Mother should not be overly restrictive, controlling, restraining (p. 3,4).
Curiosity and inittative and exploration may be innate but they are easily
stifled if the C'slenvironment (especially M ) is too restrictive. There is
also a homework exercise labelled "Restraints', which should be filled oht for
one day during next 2 weeks, to illustrate what is meant by restriction. Look
at it nor. If you feel comfortable, sumgest that M may want to try a second
day if she sees how many restrictions occurred in one day. Optional: try role-
playing (you and/or M) to contrast a "restrictive" mother and a "Non-restrictive"
mother, Perhaps the other of you can be the hypothetical "chile rather than
usinw the real child. Also optional: leave Dr.3pock article- related to
this issue.

We do not wish to imply that/no restraints are needed. Of course, the child
needs to learn limits. What we are proposing is that the child not be so
restricted, restrained, and controlled that he has no freedom to explore or
to express his independence.

(*Sue E.,Nancy, Vickie and Margaret- your bag contains pennies (washed)
or buttons- check that that's ok with m.
Everybody- make sure M doesn't mind if C has raisins or lollypop.]

10/14 /72
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Social 11V #19 (cont.)

5) Mother should encourage C's self-evaluation (p.4,5).
applies to olqer Children- but M may want to have 'it for

6) Mother should allow C some objects for his very own,
else touches, which he can keep in his very own shopping

Q__

3. Farewells

Remind M about hemework and reading.

4
This arealW
futUre reference.

which nobody
bag.

Tell her that next visit will be about responding to the child's

Find out if any days are out for scheduling social group get-together.

Pick up " Pat-the-Bunny" (unless it has been defaced beyond recognition)
and, if you have not already done, so, the "picture book" folder.

10/4/72
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OBSERVATION OF 'S PjLAY WITH ANO1 MLA
y

Behavior
.

Check when behavior occurs
,

.

Plays aloneignores other child
-----1 i

-. -

Plays beside other child but doesrnot
interact

.

.

3
,

Plays with same toys as other child.

Shares food, materials or toys with
other child

*
.

Touches other child affectionately

Attempts to comfort other child

Attempts to help other child

i

Taiks to other child

\ 0

Give other child a toy
9

7
A

Laughs hen other child laughs ,

\

Cries when other child cries

.

Follows a suggstion made by the
other child

.

.

Hits other child

.

Takes away other chil. \s toy

Pushes other child away

00327



SOCIAL VISIT #20

Th e: esponding to the Child's initiative.

i- .
--

Purposes:

l.. To continue, amplify and/or clarify previous discuasiOn about indepen-
dence and autonomy, now relating it, to a general and oft-discussed .-
principle of this currictlum--the iMpOrtance of responding to the child.

,-2. To.discusaythe importance of the mother's immediate response to the
child's attempts -to initiate a weenier interation. ..---*

._..-

` ___,------

Equipment: . .

\
Roll of nursery-rhYme pictures which you should "detach" before the -"
visit and some scotch tape.

Procedure:

1. Discuss homework: "Little Chores"and "Restraints" and articles'
which you left for M to read. Visit 19 was probably pretty heavy;
consequently, this week you should spend more time on the notion of
independence--going over the homework in sonde detail and reiterating
the suggestions regarding independence that were made in Visit 19,
especially with.reference to the mother's observations of the child's'
tehavior in.the last 2 weeks. Suggest that responding to the child's
bigs for independence is one aspect of maternal (or adult) responsiveness
which is essential for the child's development. Go over Developmental
Milestones if you wish, to illustrate other suspects of developme4 for
M to be aware of and responsive to

2. Another form of responsiveness is responding when the C attempts to
initiate some kind or interaction with her ( which he may do quite often
now). Talk abonthecifie child-initiated interactions which the mother
finds it hard (or easy)lo respond to, and what she usually does. (C

'indicates he wants to play when M is busy, wants attention, wants physical
contact, etc.) How does C usually initiate an interaction with her? 4

How does she usually respond?

3. Suggest that for this week she-set up the NurseryRhyme on a
wall somewhere ( like by C's bed) and whenever C indicatesianriht-crest_ in
the pictures, Met look at them with him, tell him a stbry about them,
point out particular parts of pictures, say rhymes ( attached), etc.
Ask her also to keep a record of these interactions (form.attathed).
observing (ranges over the 2 weeks. d

'
04

4. Spend time putting up the pictures together. Let the C

Social
10/18/72
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SOCIAL 21.

Theme: Peer and tabling relations: Prosocial behaviors.

.

PurpOie: TO observe ana discuss the child's interactiohs.with other children
?' and to talk about,ways of modifying o; .!plifying his social

behaviors with peers. .

,
. . .

Equipment: A selection Of,severalitcrys from the social shell including
at least two identical toys., _ $ .

. Forma: Obseriation of ',' 's play with another child (5 copieg); XeroXed

4444wp...
...

Dr. Spock article on laking friends; Xeroxed exampled tt prcaccial
.,

1
behaviors (2 pages). 0

.

d. * .

Procedures:
P IP `'

Before the visit,' call M and. ask her to invite
. 'Cs ifiaymates .to the ,house for the visit.

one-(or two) of the

1. Discuss homework and social activitiesvoi past week. *IfM and C
were at the Halloween Party this could provide a good introduction to
the topicfor this visit.

0 t

2. Talk in genera], with 'M about her observ,piiOns o the WS behav
with ,peers, tarticularly focUesing on proemial be aviors (affect on, . Ming
he , sharing, cooperating) since the next vie will be, about al

IsAriors; Use the Xeroxed examples to add inter et-to your discUssi
.log the,amtheris memory about protOcial behavior the childinay have exhi ted.

Include in your discussion question about specif C behaviors, their
..frequency of occurrence, the particu ituatio i in which they"seem most
likely to occur ( number of people, umber of.t i, child's state--,e.g. tired,
cranky, etc.) and. he indPviduals who have tilicit'd such behaviors '(ages,seX,
'their. behaviors,'etc.) -" ,

Be sure to emphasize that at this age, proeocial 1phavio peers
.are very rudimentary and infrequent. One d esn't really expect a 20-month.old ,

I)/
.to share }}is toys. But it is not too ear for Wto°.etartthinking about this
aspect of. the C's social deyelopment., is iMportant,for-her to be aware
of her dhild'sinterpersonal behaviors with other children if she van k to
modify them and promote his social aevelopment.". Therefore,

a. 1

3. Give the children the toys you have brought and 'd6Observation
exercise with the M of the C'erplay with o herchildor ehadren.' Fill out
one form (10-15 minutes) for the study-chi d then .do one 5-10minutes) for
the peer- tp-see if different. While you e helping M do form, keep up-an
ongoing oral description of events (e.g. w at baPpene,tosingle toys vs.
double toys). /'

0 Leave 3 forms for homework. Ask M to,Observe wale C plays with
playmates or sibling during week. Suggest,she try to get sake varietylof
playmates (e.g., different ages).

00329
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Social #21 (cont.) -2-

4. Talk about the possibility of increasing the C's prosocial behaviors -
if M wants to. °Research on prosocial behaviorh suggests some guidelineg'
which M may apply inker dealings with C: volt

1.'Materials

n the peer situation; present lots of materials that both
chil en can play with like sand, play dough, blocks, Paler, etc. -Ao

'conflict situation doesn't arise when. both children want the same toy.

2. die and watchfulness
't keep kids together too long at a time-Probably less than
keep an eye on them in order to end play period at en appro7-.,

F prat ime ( when children are gettilag tired and cranky).

3 Intervention
0

With your children, M can monitor play and mediate if necessary.
en possible she should probably prevent disputes before they get

tarted.

Don't force childreh to play "together" if they don't seen tO
t to; don't lecture then about what behaviors are socially desirablei
play with 'them, demonstrating prosocial behaviors by example :e.g.
ng toys to other child, staring, taking turns, expressing affection).

5. Wait for the
1

"kright time" I

Don't force C to share his own toys, let him have possessions
Which are hip very own. Let him know, what's his is his. Shari can be
encouraged by allowing the child independence and posnessiveness while
modelling generosity yourself. In time child will. share spontan ously.
When this-occurs, make sharing rewardintk

You may want to make a list of these ideas for M to keep in Baby
Book.. Suggest M keep them in mind and perhaps try them,out. j

,

6. Leave Spock article for M to read. Remind/her about homework.
.

9

cr,

Social
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SOCIAL, VISIT!22

Theme,: The child's anti-social behaviors: jealousy and aggression.

Purpose: To consider negative aspects of social developmint and
methods of dealing with tient,

tr.

TIquipment: inflatable "p7ching.dol cookies; 2 puppets; spinning

Forms: Observation of Antisocial behavio s (3 copies); Xeroxed articles
(6 pages) on sibling rivalry and violence ( to leave); Baby Day
Record.

4

Procedure: Before thiejisit, callM and arrange to have a peer Or sib
,there for the visit,. or take one with you.

a.

1. Go over hoieworkon.observion of child's interaction with peers
or sib during weA, Discuss M's reaction to Dr. Spook article on
making friends.) Use hOmewOrk about peer interactions as jumping .off
point for thii weees, discussion about antisocial behaviors 'Which occur
during such interactions. Find out if Wobserved any incidents involving
antisocial or negative behavior's such as- fighting, hitting,etc., when
they occured, and how theY Were'handled.

2. Lead M in.disclition about children's exhibitions of jealousy and
aggresSion.

Your discussion should be' guided by the following questions issues
illustrations, suggestions, and demonstrations or exercises,( leave
their integration to your sensitive ingenuity ).

a. Questions and Issues. How do you feel when you see children fighting?
Boys? Girls? (acceptable level of expression of aggression, excess energy,
siblingivalry, fatigue, age?) Did you ever feel jealous of a sibling?
Why? (lead article & Sibling Rivalry). What do you do when you see
your child take away another child's toy? (managing control of aggression).
How much You emphasize sibling rivalry should probably depend on the
family constellation wiht which you are dealing.

b. Illustrations and suggestions. Draw.yrom or read alolid Xeroxed
articles on (Sibling Rivalry and Violence:) Emphasize that ;jealousy
Prid Rrgression are normal and natural--in moderation-- but as C gets
.older it is essential that he learn to control expression of these
impulses. The mother can provide the child with a model of behavior,
verbal substitutes for physical aggression, and a setting which
minimizes the C's feelings of anger and jealousy.

Social
11/13/72
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,Socia Visit #22 (cOnt.)

c. Demonatrations and Exercises. Provide opportunity for children to
play together with your,C's toys or whatever is around the room,
while you and M observe incidence of antisocial behavioro on form
entitled "observation of Children's Antisocial Behaviors." After,
about 10 minutes, try any or all 6f the following interventions,
while M continues to record observations on form: (the goal, ip to
demonstrate situations that minimize or maximize the occurrence of
antisocial behaviors' -- aggressive jealous).

- Take away all.the toys.

-Give children each a puppert.
-Take C's puppet away. (C refers to study child; P to.his peer or
sibling) -

-Demonstrate "violence" with-the "putiching" doll ("Pancho"). (Punch
him, scream at him, kick him, etc.)
-Give a cookie to peer only..
- Give a cookie to each'child.

- Make C give his cookie to the other child.

-Give al; your attention (and-M's) to one child (P) and not the other
(C). Praise him, bug him, etc. (Probably should be the peer rather
than the M's own child for added effect).
- Give the top to P, show hlm how to play with it. Don't let C play.

-
After the exercise,!make generalizations about the situations which
praroksaregession (perhaps write them'on the back of the observation
form). ?z,

3. Leave 2 cOpiesof this Antisocial Behaviors form for homework. (Also
Baby Day Record). Suggest that M fill out during week--noting
especially what situations maximize or minimize peer aggression or
sibling rivalry. Examples of different situationp for her tecompare
include: interaction with a younger or older peer (older ohould
maximize aggression), interaction after 10 minutes and after 60 minutes
of peer play, interaction when C is hungry, tired, cranky, etc. verouo
fe4,,rested, content, interaction when lost of toys are available versus
few tiOsavilable.

Social %.
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COOIAL vIgg #23

Theme: Adults' social roleo: children'a social pretend.\

Ella2Z20

.1. To discuss variations in social roles of adults.

2. To illustrate how child tries out different social roles--
parti larly parental roles -- in his pretend or make-believe.

111041E2EW

DoIlliune and dolls, electric/ razor, puroe filled with coametico, etc.,
comb, tie. A selection of hooka from the following (takervhichever you
like best.): When I Dig, When I Grow up, The Day Paddy Otayed None,
We Help Daddy, The Daddy Books-Children and Their Mothers,Children and
Their Fathers, What is a Mother? (This one may be left as a gift).

Formo:

"Why Agvreobion2" (1 copy), " Pretends" (I copy), "What iJ a
Mother? What in a Father?" (1 copy); Xeroxed articlen: "Mould Girlo
bejlaiced exactly like boys ?' "What are Girdle; "Little Boy Blues",
"A Father's Role".

Procedure:

1. The week in review: Go over By Day Record and homework. In
reviewing last week'o visit and homework on aggressive And jealous behaviors,
[Ares° that M should try to minimize frequency of situations in which these
behaviorado occur (as long as they are not exceacive1 frequent or violent)'
to accept them an natural, necessary, and everl in our society -- an paten -:
tially popitpe and adaptive (Note adult need f r a certain. amount of com-
petitivene* and standing up for °net° rights and convictiono). What child
must learn An he get° older is to control physical: expression of these
aggressive impuloeo. M can help him learn this control by modelling non-
violent behaviors herself, by talking to C about Mn feelings and acceptable
exprepoiono of these feelings, by providing acceptable outlets for aggrennive
energy (like "Puncho"), by supervising, participating in and .guiding peer
playand by intervening when she observes that peer situation in getting out
of control, and by showing C how-to play with other people by playing with
him often herself.

2. There are numerouo possible props for this visit -- I leave it to you to
select themost appropriate ones for your particular mother.

These props include: 4

a) Xeroxed article° on sex roles in kids; one on a father's rolel(to
be read at visit and/or left).

4

b) Photograph books (Children and Their Mothers, Children and Their
Fathers) for pictorial contract of maternal and.paternal roles.

Iv 8/7p
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Oopial Visit #23
co

c) Book entitled "What is a Mother?"'(Kids' ideas about maternal roles
(Leave as a gift). May be used in conjunction with stenciled orm-

"Whatlis a Mother? What is a Father?" This should be filled out by M
(and nv), probably during visit, as M. thinks about her behaviors and
activities that are distinctive from her husband's (or father, boyfriend,
brother, etc. if no father is present in family) -- from the child's
point of view. E.g. who folds the laundry? does the dishes? brakes the
leaves? reads the paper? takes out 1.10 garbage? .talko on. the, phone? etc.

d) A uher of children's books which:deal:with the fatherto role or
with occupational roleo.(and sex role sterotypes linked to occupations).
You may both play with these books with the child, and talk with 14 about

4their validity.

e) A doll house and dolls, and various dress-up props for fostering C's
pretend of social roles. (May be supplemented by objects from.aro d
the-home - broom, mop, dishes and dish towel, F's pipe, books, etc. tc.)
While the three of you are playing irith these toys, keep a record on the
form " Pretends" of C's behaviors which illustrate that he is
playing at different social roles (like M, like F, etc.) Also ask !4

about such behaviors which she has observed in the past. This form
should be left to be added to as M observes C's behaviors during next
2 weeks (cepecially when he is playing alone, e.g. with dolls).

f) This would be an interesting visit to invite the father to attend
(or participate in) if you felt so inclined.

. 3. Aided by these props and exercises or just in spontaneous discussion,
you should cover the following points or issues during this visit:

4.

a) Children play at roles. Children try out or play at many different
social roles,, or aspectb'of different roles, when they are young. By
'the time they have reachdkadulthood they have generally assumed fairly
consistent (even rigid) r'64edefinitioa -- e.g. as a woman, a teacher,*
a mother, a plumber, etc. Mothers should encourage children's exploration
of differeht roles, should encourage their pretend play and make believe
fantasies, to increase th it options in later adult roles.

b)- Parents yrovida role dell. At this vary early age when their
exposure is limited almost exclusively to parents and family, .the most
,likely roles for, children to play at are those of mother and father.

c) Adults assume roles. This raises issue of male/female roles (in
parenting, in working; Women's Lib, etc.; raise as much consciousness as
feels comfortable; share personal feelings, experiences, solicit M's
opinions, descriptions).

d) How children learn social roles. (specifically, for illustration,.
sex roles). Most parents pay considerdle attention to the sex-appro-
priateness (as they see it) of their child's behavior,-rewarding responses
that are appropriate to his sex and discouraging those that are not
(deliberately or unconsciously). Parents are likely to encourage a boy
to "fight back" if attacked by a peer, but they are more likely to punish

a

11/28/72 (cont.)
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social, visit #23 (cont.) :

.3-

this kind of behavior in their daughter. If a preschool girl c iA after
losing a game, this reaction is likely to be accepted as appropr ate for
the "weaker sex ", but a boy who shows tears is likely to be reminded
that "little men don't cry." By age 5, most children are keenly aware of
sex-appropriate interests and behavior. Prestuted with pictures illustra-
ting sex-typed toys, objects, and activitiesle,g. guns-, dolls, cowboys,
Indians, kitchen utensils), most 3-, 4. and 5-year-olds prefer those
appropriate for their sex.

Social pressures also foster appropriate sex-typing of behavior.
;e culture provides considerable reward for accepting one's own sex role
d punishment for the manifestation of traits appropriate to the opposite

sex. Thus the boy is pressured to model himself after his father, the
girL-ifter her =then

The basic' components of sex-typing are undoubtedly acquired at home,
largely through identification with, and imitation of, the parent of the
,same sex.'

52.

Theoretical the degree to which the child adopts a parent's behavior
is a function of hat parent's nurturance and affection, competence, and
power. If the par nt did not possess these characteristics, the child woul
not want to be lik him, and would not acqUire a positive identificatio
with him. The ideal. situation. for the adoption'of culturally approved,
appropriate sex-role behaviors would be one in which the same-sex parent
is seen as nurturant and possessing desirable characteristics, and both
parents consistently reward sex-appropriate responses and discourage
inappropriate ones.

There are so more subtle ways by which parehts foster sex typing: by
the toys and b ks they provide (baseballs, chemistry sets,felectric trains
or Barbie dolls nurse kits and tea sets)., the clothes they dress the C in
the opporttnityfor sports and activities they offer (skiing, camping, skin-
diving, and football, or ballet, piano lessons, and baking brownies).

e) What role desires for C - and the HV's position..

Behaviors which are generally sex-linked include aggression, emotional
expression, depefidncy, etc. Discuss. Your position should not be to deter-
mine what are appropriate role characteristics for C, but to make M aware of
the C's role developpent and of her own influence on this development (through
reinforcement, demondtration, provision of objects and opportunities).

11/28/72
C,



SOCIAL VISIT #24

Theme: Discipline.
o

Purposes:

1. To discuss general disciplinary strategies.

2. To find,out.if M has any Particular behavioral problems with c.

3. To suggest appropriate ways of applying Aisciplinary strategies

to problems.

Equipment: Optional (see Procedure #4).

Forms: Xeroxed: Creative Discipline that Works; Can you Teach a Dolphin

to Type? ; Discipline Through Self-Regulation; What to do About

Discipline? : From Birth to Teenage.

Procedure:

1. Go over homework form last visit.

2. Introduce topic for this visit. This topic is often an area of

major concern for mothers of children at this age. Consequently, the

popular press 1.8 really, full of suggestionswhich might be found more

or less helpful by M.. I have prepared a subset of these materials which

deal with the issue of discipline on a fairly popular level. Familiarize

-yourself with these materials before the visit, and select which you

wish to present to the mother, and think about the Most effective method

of presentation (reading, paraphrasing, just referring, open, unstructured

discussion, leaving them for M to read, etc.). Illuttrate as Much as you

---ean from your own observations-particularly in this home--of children's

eptial) behavior probleMs, and parents' methods of dealing with them.

.
After discussion of general disciplinary strategies, turn to

ifics: what problems is this mother having with.this chilth Together

w h M, work out some suggestions for disciplinary techniques she might try,

based on these Xeroxed materials. Leave M With suggestion-that she might

try out these ideas in the next couple of weeks and see how they go. Also

suggest that she'make a point of talking to other people (especially husband,

Mother, sister, neighbor) about how they would deal with these disciplinary

or behavioral problems that M is botherecrby, to see how opinion6 ciffer.

3. If you can work it out in a nonthreatening waysee if you and/or

M can role play disciplinary techniques as you think of,,them or describe

them. ..Make sure M can perform the disciplinary acts:

4. The "entertainment " ,section of this visit is up to you. You might

like to take a cake, same toys, some children's records, or your pet

ter; or perhaps you'd like to plan at outing--downtown Christmas

shopping, or whatever. If you need help with supplies, see me.

Social #24
12/4/72
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SOCIAL VISIT #23

Theme: Playing together; social aetivities.

'Purposes: To add, to M's repertoiré of potentially fun activities which
family canarticipate

To have a relaxed; enjo ble "social", visit..

Equipment: Materials for playdough action book, Is thid You? (git).

Forms More fun things to doumplen pages of games), rhymes activities,
songs, etc. ,Xeroxed (Activi ies Packet"); social diary.

:

Procedure:

1. Review homework.

2. Having familiarized yOursOfr
activities packet, present some
and leave her these materials t

3. Play with books. Is This Y
could be used by M with C.

before hand witWthe contents of the
of the ideas therein to the mother,
use over the next months.

u? while really for an older child,

14 Make and play with playdough

2 cups flour
1 cup salt
1/2 cup water

Flavor with baby powder, cinn
Use a newspaper on table, flo

5. :Encourage .M to do thesa.activi
suggest to her) and to keep a reco

X?
Social
12/15/72

9

Recipe:

on, nutmig, or oil of cloves.
, or breadboard.

es ( or others that these
on the social diary form.
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SOCIAL VISIT #26.

i.

Theme: Understanding and expressing anger and affection.

Purpose: To discuss and thi k about issues in the enotional\expression

of parents and chi dren.

Equipment: None.

Farms: Xeroxed: Emotion
your children (
is happy,

Procedure:

Expressions, How much affectioncshoAld you show
ck). Feelings. and Actions, Negativism A This face

Gets Angry, Physical Affection.

'1. Go ov homework form last visit (social diary). Encburag

M to eep diary through January.

2. An important subsection of "social development: is "emotion
development"--how the child learns to understand his own and tilers'

emotions and/learns to communicate his feelings to other poop e. The
excerpt "emotional expressions" suggests same issues, regarli how

emotional expressions develop, for discussion.

3. One of the most troublesome emotional developments at the age the child

is now is "negativism" or "temper tantrums." These are inevitable by
18-24 months and continue till the child is about 3 years. They may be'
the result of specific frustrations or may be indulged in by the child
Just for"fun." They are most frequent when the child is tired, over-
stimulated or ordered about too much. They will be most likely to
persist if they are reinforced by adult attention or acquiescence.
Ask M about any temper tantrums or negativism she sees in her child's
behavior.
Read "negativism" and "Feelings and Actions" and-disc:As. ,

For homework askM to keep a record for a few days of C's expressions
of anger and her reaction.( , Gets Angry).

4. On the other hand--the expression of positive emotions cane cause problems
tooespecially for parents. There maybe times when it is difficult
for parent to know how physically affectionate to be--for mothers with
sons, fathers with sons, father with daughters and so-on. Perhaps the

M has already noticed. conflicts between what she feels and how she
thinks she ought to behave.

1/3/73 (cont.)
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Social # 26 (cont.)

Perhapsoshe has seen families where affection is never expressed openly,
or by contreast, families where there seems to be "too Much" hugging

and kissing. Perhaps M has initiated affection with the C only to be
rebuffed. These arefsome issuesto discuss in this area.

Read Spock's article "How much affection should you show your Children?"
and discuss reactions.

Give M "Affection" form for homework.

5. Finally, if time permits, look at "This face is happy." Describe
the experiment summarized at top. Ask M if she has noticed instances
when her child appeared to empathize or understand another person's
emotions ( perhaps her own.)

Probably her child is too young now to understand the "game: of
pointing to the appropriate face when a situation ("short story") is
'described, but suggest that she save it for a few months and try it
again, and in the meantime she might like to try it out with any
(slightly) older children she knows.

1/3/73
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Gets Angry

What mites Child angry? How does he express How doesnother
the'anger? respond?

.7
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Physical Affecti n

Keep a record for one entire day of each t
to the child by some kind of physical sign
etc.). Each time, note:

1164 was affection expressed?

you express affection
a hug, a kiss, a pat,

Roy, di child respond?

6

O

a

f.

oa
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SOCIAL VISIT #1.27
?

0

Theme and Purpose: Review. of Visits -17 through 26 and preparatiorr
for assessment.

Equipment:, It is entirely up to you what toys to,take; probably
taking the camera (Polaroid) 'Would be a good idea, and
possibly some food for a "Party."

Forms:
..

Again, it is up to you. I Would suggest you try to cover
exercises . and readitsgs;that were missed; Babt,Day Record
and stamped envelope.

Procedure: a

A
A4

,

-t,

1. Review homework from last visit.

2. Prior, to 'the..visit, go through your notebook to refiiesh youi,
memory abodV what' was covered in this section of the program. It

,might be/good to write out a review "checklist" to Leave with the M.
During the visit, you may want to leaf through the Baby Book, cc:contenting
on aspects of ther.curricultmi which it reminds, you of. 'Xou fihould
also give M opportunity to kilt any questions she has.

3. Have a "birthday party." Remember the first one?
tt,

b. Tel/ M.a.bout assessment period -- what to expect.

5. Gilid her Baby DayRecord to fill Out and mail back to us.
Remind her of ways to keep obperving and fostering C's social
development.

1/5/73

d
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'SOCIAL VISIT #28

4
'Theme: Childrents fears, andhov' parents can help children overcome them.

Purposes:

1. To examine common fears of children at this age and particular
fears of this _child.

2. To discuss how parents' attitudes and behavior can alleviate
these 'fears. .

Equient:Equipment: ery Halloween mask.

)orms: (xeroxed): Normal rears; Children's Fears; the Dangersp Hiding the
the Truth from Children; Thing that Go Huai; All AboutNitches,
Ogres (These seleetiona are f it Selma Fraiberge very entertaining
book The Magic Years.. If your M is turned on b rea4situff, she
may borrow a copy of this book -see me); A V e to ngnag;
Helping the Child Overcome His Fears; Afraid; Frequent Fears.

10

Procedure: /

1. -Since this will be your first v sit post assessment #3, spend some time
catching .up on what'sbeen hap ening'in the fami . Take a' look at

/
the social diary. Find out h the assessment'v1its were Ttteived.
To introduce theme for this visit'inquire as to ether.child evidenced
any fears during this period (of new experiences or of previously
familtkr and comfortable objects or occurrences.).

2. Use the list of 1rFrequent Fears" to dog M's memory about possible
fears C has or has had. Point out that each fears are completely
normal in young childien--in fact, the number of fears a child has
is correlated.with his intelligence. Only if fears are very persistent
or excessive is there caule for concern ( in which case parents should
seek professional. counsel). Ordinarily, however; fears will dish/pate
naturally as C outgrows. them, if they are handled reasonably ration-
ally by parents. The way to "cure" a fear is not to force the C to
overcome it by exposure to the fearful situation.. It is best to realize
that fear is not necessarily a bad thing- maYhe adaptive. Should
respect C's tendency to withdraw. Give in to himAher:

3. Use the xeroxedmaterials(except "The Danger's of Hiding the Trirth")
ah basis for discussing other parents' treatments and professional
recommendations for the treatment of fears.

2/28/73 .

6
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-Social Visit # 28 (Cont.)

4. For illustration of $11eltation and elimination of a parti
fear, use the Halloween mask ( put it on in another roan and rush in
suddenly:growling loudlyrrush up to C' and say "boo:"). Based on past
experfence, I would predict .that a child thii age will show some fear
(although much younger"Children do not). If C shows no fear), discuss
his prior experience with masks (Velloween, Santa Claus, WI) If he
is afraid take off the mask, show him what it is, let' him play with it
if he wishes; let him stay close to-M and have her shw it to him, pee
if you can,get him to laugh at it, etc..

5. Shot/. M the " is afraid" prm and` fill in a few examples that
she has observed. Ask her to keep the form and fill' t in whenever
she notices the C is afraid of stthing. Leave the ercixed

articles for her to refer to if site cannot remember t e best way to
handle the fear. Let her read "The Danoie11----Isofiding the Truth" on
her own. ' 4 ''' ;-* 1

li
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SOCIAL VISIT #29

The developient of a primitive conscience:. Self, control.

Purpose:

To discuss impluse control and how conscience develotes, with emphasis
on evidence of such development in this particular child.

Equipment:

None.

Forms:

Xeroxed: Building a Conscience (Fraiberg ). Shows Self Control.

/ Procedure:

f
1. Inforthal discussion about social-development-related happenings, problem

issues, in the last month, and check on ongoing homework exercises. ,'.

2. In this visit and all subsequent ones, instead of providingeg,p ticular
play opportunity (taking toys,-ete.), let M and C suggest gam*
activity in which you can join, and play that for a short pert

,_.

3. Introduce theme of visit. Go over Fraiberg reading on "Building a
Conscience." Discuss. .st

4. Fill out some examples of the child's i4UIse control which M has
observed on form " shows self control::" Ask her to keep
record for next month.

3/8/73
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Poet - Social Visit #29 'lone Call

1. General discussion about C's social experie cee in past couple of
weeks. Focus on "what's new?" (especially in peer interactions).

2. Specific discussion about C's developing-self control (homework
record).

1

3. In preparation for next visit on C's friendships with other children,
ask M to observe at least one peer interaction informally, and
to record what happens- in form of brief running record (notes).
Offer to send her Checklfst ("Peer Interaction Checklist") of
kinds of behav r telook for.

,13/8/73

Vok
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Frequent Fears of 2 3 Year Olds

LGud noio6.0.,..4raind, trucks thunder, flUshing toilet, vacuum

cleaner, "'bon

Dig objects

Dark colors

New things or arrangemdlito--e.g.,.new bed or crib mOved to new place,

new moving"to new house, etc.

Disappearing into the unknown - -Petit of going down the drain or toilet

Separation - -Pry mother, especially at bedtime

Rain, wind

Animals -- especially wild animals

Water, the ocean

Sudden movement

The dark-

.
4

Airplanes

Unusual bightespeeally human, e.g., Santa Claus, Halloween mask,

an odd hat on mother.

Nightmares

0.0347



Theme:

Forming Friendships

Furpose4
7

r ° I

Social Visit #30

1: To Observe and discusti relationships with Other children.

2. To relate these relationships to adult friendships, particularly
between M and her friends.'

Equipment:

None.

Forms:

"Obseryatio

Procedure:

with Another Child" (fromVisit 21) - a copie

1. Usual informal discussion covering events of past month, current
problems and issUes, homework exercises, etc.

°2: Intro'duce topic for this visit by askpg M about how she chotises friends.
What are the personal characteristics of the friends? Are they similar
to or different from her? In what ways?.-- research suggests that we do,
select friends who are similar in emotional state,eeds, attitudes,
personality.. What does she get out of her friendships (support, agrep
meat, approval)? When doesshe want to be with friends (in times, of
stress, hunger, fatigue, illness, anxiety, uncertainty, aftv.isolationy etc

3. Relate this di4ussion- to one about the child's apparent preferences
among other. .children,he has met. (e.g. .at "social parties").. Who does he
like toplaywith?,- When? Why? Has he formed specifieattachtheas to
his peers yet? (probably still too young) How do his relationships with
peers seem tolrelate to his relationships with adultd,.especiallY M?

14 If possible arrange. to have 2 or-3 other childralkpresent, or take a trip
them (maybe at a playground). While children play together, you

and M Observe-and fill out "Observation of qi-Playwityk Another Chile'
fOr a number of different children. Compare se obseryational records,
and see. if you can contirinWs generalizations about who'C likes, playing
with or make up some new generalizations.

5. Also compare these records/with those made during or after ,Visit #21,
when C was about 21 months. old. Look at changes with increasing social
development.

Leave M some forms to use for more observations during next month.
.

April, 1973 00348



SOCIAL VISIT

. ,

Theme: Social development in review.

Purpose: To trace overalI course anditrends in C's social development
observed since the beginning of the program/

Equipment:None.

Forms: Social levelopmegts; Sp7ial Development Issues.

Procedure:

1. Usual chat about Past month's activities; problems; homework.etc.
,..%

2. Play with C at his own game.

3. Contrast his social behaviors toward you now with what you remember
of his behaviorsat yourofirat visit to introduce theme for this
visit. Prior to the .visit-spend some time going, over the social
curriculunlfrom thd beginning- and think about what concepts therein
need emphasizing for this particular Mother and child. During the

visit you and Mmake,up a chart 'ion 8001%1 Developmenteform) °

which Suftmarizes the C's social development throughout this period of
the.Program.',While you are doing this, incorporate discussion of
concepts of maternal' behavior of the child that you feel are impoxitant,

and relate them to the C's current level of development . You may
want to look through the Baby Book for data°for.the chart.
InClude such social developments aallisted on Social, development
Issues.,butadapt to the level of your- and use specific behavioral
examples to illustrate these issues, problems, or milestones.

Post - Social Visit #31 Phone Call

General inquiry about social happenings, issues, or problems.
2. 'text visit will be last, so prepare M for discontinuation.
3. Offer to send her a copy Of "How to Parent",.a popular book with sane

practical suggestions aboUt child rearing, which we hope she will enjoy.
It deals with development of older childr'en akvell as infants,
and can be useful for her after the prograi ends.

4. For next visit suggest that M think ahead over the next few years-
about the child!' "social future", about her plans for him and for
herself. Perhaps y ight suggest she write a short'description
of hair she would like er chi1d toslieat age 5-or 6, and then jot
down strategies which she thinks would facilitate this development.
This is a consciousness 7iiiihe'exercise.

fi0349



SOCIAL-VISIT #32

Thome: The child's social future.
))

Purposes Toppeepare M for future issues, problems, and changes in the child's
al development.

Equipment: How to Parent (to leave as gift)

Forms: Marparet.Mead Answers, Classroom Inventory, A Complete Guide to Setting
Up a Play Group for Preschooler°, The New Look in Nursery Schools,
Choosing a Preschool.

Procedure!

This is Our final curriculum visit, and your 'goal should be to givet_
,

the mother some awareness of issues in social development which shdwill
have to face,in the future, and some "ammunition" for dealing with them.
In particular, you should discuss expected changes in C!s social relation-
ships, goals for C's future (social) development, and future social
enviornments (i.e. nursery school,etc.) in which C will likely find himself.
The book and xeroxed articles should provide you (and m) with information
about these issues. How:you wish to present the material is up to you.
One exercise which might be helpful is to fill in the last page of,the
6lassroom Inventory toggther. This should list the desirable characteristics
of teachers and of peer interactions which one should lbbkfor in a pre-
school program. or conversely, the undesirable characteristics to avoid.
In some ways thie will provide en articulation of the principles of the.
social curriculum and the behaviors which suggest the. principles,. If the

M has written a description fo how she would like her child to be at 4 or
5 or 6, go over this description and the strategies she has mentioned,
adding other strategies which are necessary to accurately reflect
curriculum principles.

Prepare M for final assessment.

FAREWELL

.

When you thank M for her participation tell her we will send
her results. Warn her that it will be at least one year (for Wave I,
two years) before'they are available.. So if she does not hear from
us for awhile, she shouldn't give up.

5-14-73

00350
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ADDENDUM: (to all Visits #32) .

Post-assessment, make a final visit, Visit #33, a kind
of interpersonal farewell to your mothers andbab4s.

%

The visit will be brief, perhaps one-half hour, and can
be used to deliver final bonds, chat with M about the project's
termination and nkbe, if need teltetoYdiscuss the assessment
just completed. :

This may be a good opportunity, if yOu haven't already
done so, to tell M about "The Opeailome" gift and discuss, using
a sample copy, means this giftnight offer for enriching her
child's learning opPortunities as he changes and grows.

6 5/73
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Peer Interaction Checklist

Sharing toys

Taking turns

Hitting other child

Taking. away toy other child is playing with

Whining or crying

Hugging, kissing, or touching other child

Ignoring other child

Watching other child;

Imitating other Child.

Offering or giving toy to other child

Talking to other child

00352
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Assessment Descriptions

About the Social Assessment

Prededures

The major part of the visit is spent doing a "natural hooka
observation" for about one.hour. During this tine mother and child
are requested to "do what you would ordinarily be doing end just forget
that I'm here." The purpose of-this,procedure is for us to get a
rec'rd - as much as wecan - of hog the child usually spends .his tine!
what activities he engates in,14ow he olays with toys, what people he
sees and interacts with. The only difficult part of this procedure,
forI and C, is that it is hard at first to ignore the observer.
But you should stress that it is importani\to dd soo.because.thie is
the only way we will find out how children behave when they are not
"Performing." Then should be encouraged to act as naturally sad
snont'neously as she can since her behaviors will affect the'C's reactions.

The other nart of the visit consists of Procedure to elicit
the-child's reactions to strangers - usually an unfamiliar adult female,
who nay be the observer, (During Assessment #3 the strangers are a
mother and her young chill). During these procedures the mother's 4

cooneration will be needed - as she will, be instructed by the observer
where to sit, what to say,,etc. Finally, the child's "attachment" to
his nother is assessed by having the mother leave his side, leave the
room, and - briefly leave the house.

Variables
viv

.

The main focus of the social assessnept4e on. the W.e.social be-
haviors - to 14 and Strangers, measures inclaeliehiViOrs Stith's, 146ki
vocalizing, playing and touching - how often, how long, and when they
occur.

0 0 3 5 3
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Praedures

. v
ti

Lbout the Play Assessrle,

The major Purpose of the playroom visit is to observe how
children play with and lase Meath. Some of the observations are
of children's free tiny. (?theri focus On pretend play ailfl how child-
ren resnoneat different am to PretendPlay suggestions or Pretend
Play materials. In other parts of the play 'room sequence we present
the ,children with narticularopreblems such as building,a-tover with
blocks, or stringing beads.

14(3 are also interested in the way'motherzi"nlay with their
children and in the way' children respond .to anlaytime with mother.
After watching the Child playytlene with one of thetoy sets we silk.'
the tether to join in.

Variables j,--

1Je observe whmt children 4o with different objects. When a child
duck onzzle he tight pretend with he chick, he might pUt

Nelzzzle, or ho tight give it to hi )nother., We study the
»refer and how long they clay th them. In addition..

whether they smile, or ize wh le they are playing.

is given a
it into t
toys child
we measure

7
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OVERVIEW

Mother Only - Mother As Research Assistant

The defining characteristic of the Mother Only intervention group
is the creation, and maintenance of a warm relationship with the mother .

to the exclusion of the baby, with whom the home visitor,will take the
attitude of a pleasant but distant adult. The model for the mother's
role(is that of research assistant, collaborator and observer. She is
viewed as 'a source Of information about the baby and abouther own
reactions to the baby's behavior. From this foundation a continuing
structured effort will be made to ,Open channeli for communication in
both directions by providing the mother with differentlocuses and tec4-
niques for Observing her child, herself and her family as well as a
framework within which tointegrate her dbservations in guided discus-
sions with the home visitor.

Although the roles of mother and home visitor will remain the same
throughout the program; different discussion areas will be highlighted
according to a rotating schedule which will cover the areas-of language,
play and social development. Superimposed upon this will be general dis-
cussion topics derived from the Baby's Day Record and descriptions of
first events kept by the mother. These will be used to draw the mother
out of herself and into exploring different aspects of the multiple roles
of mothering.

Toys in the home, which are similar to those of other curriculum
groups will be used when called for in the curriculum. The mother will
have the responsibility of presenting them to the child as they are in-

, corporated into the various tasks asked of her.

The visit itself will be roughly divided into three segments: 1) a°
TV observation period where the mother is asked to go about her usual

. activities, 2) a discussion of the mother's observations during the
preceding week and 3) a post-observation discussion period dwelling on the
subsequent week's area of interest and any unusual or interesting occurr-
ences noted during the observation.

p.
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'CurriculumvOverview

Hooe Visit 1
Play description cover sheet
Play description sheets
Baby book
Baby Day Record Sheets
,Baby Day Scorq Sheet,
TV observation sheets
TV characteristics
TV questionnaire

MEER ONLY INTERVENTION t

.°

Home Visit 2
TV observation
TV characteristics fo

Home Visit 3
Baby Day Record
Children's Games form.
Xeroxed Knee Bouncing Rhynes
Baby's Firsts sheets
TV Observation
TV characteristics

Baby Day Record

Home Visit 4
Imitation form
Laughter form
Baby's Firsts
-Baby Day Record, P.M.

Hame Visit 5
Baby's Firsts
Baby. Day Record,' g .M.

Home Visit 6
TV observe
TV chara eristics

Home Vi4it 7-
DeVlopmental Milestones
Make Believe

's Language
TV Observation
TV characteristics
Baby-Day Record

Home Visit 8
Language forms"

's Language

Home Visit 9
Baby's Firsts
Nursery Rhymes
TV characteristics,

Home Visit 10
Developmental Mil4ptdnes
TV observation , \,

' TV characteristics
How Do'c Your. Child Tell Yob.?
Ho Can You Tell?

711/7me Visit 11.
,Z Baby Dar Record

Play Description sheet
Poem--Recognition
TV observation
TV chracteristics
Baby's Early Words

d

Home Visit 12
Baby,Day.Redord, A.M.
Play 'cription sheet
2 .0 t/child forms

characteristics and
Rating form

Home Visit 13
Baby Day Record, P.M.
50 Word List
Baby's Firsts
Play Description sheet
Adult/child play

Home Visit 14
Baby Day Record, A.M.
TV observation
TV characteristics
Coding sheet for Baby Day
50 Word List

Home Visit 15
Three play forms
Poem...Recognition

TV Observation
TV characteristics

Home Visit 16
Poem-Recognition
DevelopMental Milestones
TV observation
TV characteriStics

Home Visit 17
Baby Day Record
Attration-Aversion
TV Observation
TV characteristics.
Play forms

60356`



Home Visit 18
TV observation
Yes-NoInItentoi'
Many Uses Form

H

0

'&-MOTHER ONLY INTERVENTION--Page. 2

'Visit 19 .1

observe
elopmerrtal MilestonesDe

Home 't 20 ,

Wor TyPZ Questionnaire
TV o erva ion
TV ch- acts sties
Baby Record,

Home Viol. 21
TV obo ation
TV char ototiotia
Baby Day Record, P.M.

Home Visit
TV obse
TV ?hare
"Behaviors

oping I

tion
eristics
Related to

Home Visit 2
Little Ch
Xeroxed:

Independ
ponsibil
Child Be

TV dbserva

Home Visit 24
'

-Another
Xeroxed;. On

ExamExamples!

enee
Chi. '04:bevel-

es; Restraints
couraging Independence;
ce; Independence, Res -
y & IdentitY; Will Your
Co)2formist?

on

II sit 25
Observation
Why Aggressi
Xeroxed: Sibl
Baby Day Reco
TV o-servatio

f 's Play Withldr -

eking Friends (Spook);
Prosodial Behairior

Home Visits 26-2
Review
Postscript she
TV observation

Antisocial Behegior

ng Rivalry; Violence

a

Home Visit 28
TV observation`-
Play observation
Developmental MilestoneS
Baby Day Recbrd

-\N
Hoie,Visit'29

Developmental, Milestones
j Communication Questionnaire: '

What Do You See?..
What Do You Warit?

Home.lilsit 30
Pretends. 4-

What.Isl a Mother?
What Is :a Foperi(
Xeroxed: Ohould-Girls,Be Raised,-

`Ekactly Lik6 Boys?; What Are
' Girls ?; Little BOy Miles;

A Father's Bole

Home' Visit 310

Xeroxed: Emotional Expressions;
How Much Affection Should You
Show Your Children? (Spook);
Feelings & Actions; NegativisoW
This Pace Is Happy. .

Gets-Angry
_Physical Affection
Normal Fears
Children'S Fears"; The Dangers of

Hiding the Truth from Children;-
Things That. Go Bump
All About.Witches, Ogres

'A Vbyage to Brobdingnag
Helping the,ChildOvercome'Ais Fears

- is Afraid
Frequent Fears

,Home Visit 32
TV observation - "IP

Developmental Milestones II
Xeroxed: Margaret Mead.Answers;

ClassrooM Inventory; A Complete
Guide to Setting Up a,Play Group /
for Preschoolers; The NewwLook .in
Nursery,. Schools; Choosing a
Preschool;

D

AsSorted Language forms .

Sample,copy "The OperP.HoMe"
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MOTHER ONLY - tiOTHER AS ".SEARCH ASSISTANT INTERVEHTION GROUP

1.107.;F,O

Purpose

1. To introduce the project to -Re_Liother ,and to start to get to know her,
and her you. .

2. To explain thative.are Interested in all aspects of a child's development
and that we feel the 4sd mothers are' an excellent source of this information.

3.- To introduce the Baby Book and Baby 7)ay Record and the idea of observing
and recording baby's firsts. .

4. To acquaint the mother with .the nature pt the TV. observation period.
'1. ,z

5. To begin a discUssion of children's play: a childs play is %I learning
process, and the kinds Of things a child learns through his play.

.To present the mother with a sipple vocabulary to describe her child's.
play and to explain the mechanisms for the first observational task.

Equipient . N
air child: Laundry basket to hold things ouch ta a: ,drun, keys on a fuzzy

ball;' three balls, doll, pull'toy-dog, car, pot, measuring spoons,
whisk, pail, -hat. sup!.ly the laundry bwket; 11 and HV fill
it with things her. the. hona. 1

0

For poth4r: Play ckocription cowl. shlet pleas 5 play description sheets,
Baby Book and a set of Baby ray Record.SaeotS.

For hope visitor: Stop watchi TV Obsorvation sheets, TV characteristics
and general TV questionnaire.

. INTRODUCTI O

me visitor asks the mother if she has any questions-about the
rndect and explains that she will be coring onceoa week for four months,

and than les-frcquently, perhapp -made or twice a month for the next year.
P You may use this tine .to establish a repular day and time for the weekly

visits, although an apprOpriate time nay best be selected after the nothcer
has a better sense cf the nature and pacing of the visit. However, do not
forget to arrive at a mutually convenient tine befog. leaving.

II. EXPLANATION OF THE PROGRAM AND TH5 ROLE OF THE MOTHER

We ,.-re studying patterns of development. 7.ach,child does things in
his n way. and in his awn time and it is by Observing the special and
uni/ue characteristics of individuals that we learn about the many different°

-.pa (erns of development, patterns that, Variable as they are, often, bring
chi ,run to the sem.. Mace in the cald. Our goal is to learn lulu to help °
young children devel,.:.p their Abilities to solve problems about the way ,things
work and go together, about how to &I'vunicate, and,about.how to have geed:
relationthips with-nth:1i _ -

tv3/72
1 (Os 0 0 3 5 8
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140 - HV 41 (cent.)

Although I 771.11 spond oart violt observing your child, we are
hoping that you can helpprovi.e.c T.Tinii.aq into your 'baby's life
durirq the many hours we aro. -:c have faun& that mothers rd
really excellent sources of ine-tcmati.-ia.r1,1;at theirichildren. Sc heel:meal)
I may ask you to recall events thet ncy .-ave happeled a while ago, other
times we can talk together about thiriga that haoperk. every day. Soigtines
you and I can talk about your child's behavior in general a again. at;
others I will ask you to take a few minutes during the week o record some
very, specific kinds of behavior for us to look at toge.ther. You will
probably enjoy looking at your baby's behavior in different ways.

III. SHOW THE HOTHER THE -BABY DAY RECORD

Explain that you would like her to fill It out fOr the week-day before
your next visit. Let .hot. leaf .through it and explain anything that she
right have questions about.

For this first visit we will not have a formal Baby's:Firsts Sheet.
Hovever, we are interested in 81(7,71y developing l'Ath the mother the range
of events which can be included under Baby's Firsts.

This is discussion time. The floor is °nen,
Sugr...sted topic: Baby' c First. Birthday
`nu may rant to lead into this with abservin,7 that it was the baby's

birthday fairly recently and asking if the fimily did anything special to
met the event., (Be careful not to stress birthday party immediately an
tv,?t all frmllieo need have chosen this typo of celebrretion) .
Sum:ested qmsti.as t" start and coItinue tho conversation:

1. Did yeti lvtv.: catua
2. Were there candles?

Has B ev:,r hoer. asked .t bitw -Jut teandlec before?
_What was B.'s reaction?

3. Did ynu sin;' Happy Birtdd?.77?:

Was B familiar with the son7,?
What was .B's .reaction?

4. Did friends cee over?
Were their children es
What wan BIl reaction?

5. When did 3 first play with children his age?
What was B's.reaction?

6. ,Did your family cog; .:osp,.17:1

Does B see these peple oft.la?
What was B's reaction?

7,

10/3/72
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MO HV #1 (cont.)

7. Were there a lot of pre'::,-1.1?

rid Hi4et excited?

What vas B's reacticn?,

Has B been with a lot f people before at parties or 6 zethers ?.
414$

8. Did B get presents?

How did B react t. them?

Did he open the rackages?

!.Tas this the first time .B opt prese66?

How did he play with than?

Were sortie very different for B?

If there were a lot, did you save some another time?

9. Whet was the celebration like for you, for B's brother or sister, etc.?

Do not memorize_ these questions. They are just to-show you how you earn
)ranch out fro:. one topic.- Y-Al nay vont to talk ab.:ut.B's first dxperience
with people: specific individuals, beinftin a large group, being with small
children B4s _age, frnaliar people ,lith masks, Saatn Claus, 7a ran with a beard,
B's reaction to strar:nrs, or objects' new tIrs, candles or fireilike a
fireplace, wrapped pazkages; B's reaction to neT objects, how B anolorts

large events in eeneral, hAidcys,.e.i. Christmas and i3 acs cries
(not everyone:4n the-roup will hlve celebrated ChrisWas)4- the WZather:
to ;se children tarn winter babies. triad inquir., a'-).et the twather the
dn.,' they uurG licrn nad n their birt44ny then lead int,:1 whether .1* not they

have ev.r.piny:d .a felt nirw. Tnrughout, cmphaoizo reactiea to

ocmthinp a2,7 and '.!go rcacti,a to 1 o tz:pwlx,neQ.

INTaODUCE THE OBSERVATIO:4 Mr:Z.70'MB

Bezinnin!, with the next visit; yon wOuld'litte to ol3serve the baby for
approximately 20 minutes during vhith time you would like de mother to go
about her normal activities and try-as much as she can to fqrget you are
thcre. tanking the mother to pretkid you are a piece of furniture is a
humorously received description of the background.ybu are asking to 'slip
into. Explain tc ki that you will do the observation when.you.first arrive.
Explains that while you Ire observing yonvill be nuking notes on B's
behavior. and that you will just hi!. around wberever.he happens to be.
The first time it be -necessary t- explain that although you will be looking
at the by you will'net.ro up to him if he should waztor need attention.'
The purpose of theSe cvservtions is t study how young children respond to v.

TV. During part of the visit, .17-)V wouldl.ne the TV set to .be on and during
part it would be nff. ut a 10 minute :7bservation (TV on). Make sure.
7; understands that.D (L.s not heve t^ nt-y in TV rr.r. and that it\is.all
right if he ir;nores the TV.

4010/3/72
MO (r)
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MO -HV #1 {cont.)

V. BEGIN A Discussion ON CHILD'E Vr_v:

After the observation start a discusoiLe with the mother about the baby's
toys, and objects the baby likes to Uar with. You will undoubtedly have
observed wheto sumo of li s toys arc 1-,e-tad or kept and some things that he
does with objects. You Light start observin7 that B played with
while yea were watching and comment on what he lid with it or then. Refer
to Flay Intervention Home Visit 4#1 interview far leading questions about the
baby's play and resronscs to objeCts. This discussion should be informal
and tho twonses arc not recorded during the visit. Introduce the toy
basket and with the mother gather some things from the hone to put into it
(suggest things y-u noticed durinp your observation, or ask M to suggest some
of the baby's playthings) .

After a pleasant discussion, the home visitor shows the mother the play
observation ever sheet and form, reading it thrcugh with her. The hone
visitor explains that this is a simple way'of remenbering what toys the baby
plays with, hm he plays with them and which were his favorite activities
and toys. Suggest that it will be interesting to see just what bapics d
with toys and which they prefer. The mother nay enj-IT seeing how the
activities chan,?,c as the baby :,r1ws ...1der. Each leek you may ask the mother
to observe somethin- diZferent with '%r without toys. This week you would like
it if the mother cculd watch her brby play with the toys in the basket for

about 10 minutes 5 days .2 the we k -net write down on the play forms the
baby's activities with th-m, using a new -flay form each day. The lime visitor
then fills out the five play forme ith the list of t:yo in the basket and
leavc.s these f-irr.a with the nothyr.

VI. BEYORE LEAVING.
O

D.:fare W,Jjuro to ,arrant:- for the tiEop day and date of tho next

.violt. Expt,00 y eas Aelouve in t1-16 present visit and your aaticipotion of
future enjoyable tiro twother. .

10/3/72
110 (r)
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MO - HV #1 (cont.) "Mi4T T1 in Tr

The baby wants to play with ---

a. If the baby lecke at 'you or 1.71:!r-..ac%:s you, smile at him/her;

you don't giant tc, be fr.;_htenik.,:-. Lut try net to initiate your

awn social sane.

b; If th4,: baby offers you an objectWhile standing close to you either-
ignore it or take the object without exclamation and leave it avail-
.510 for the' baby without nlakinp.a. grand geiture of offerin3 it back.'

2. If the mother qu ations y,:u about what you are lookinr for during the
observatica:

Explain that-you ar.2 interested in hOu the baby behaves, his interests,
preferences and habits and you are recordinE his activities during the
time you ar2 observing

3. If thu mother f..sks about the study.;

Explain that the bothers and babir:s that are:tgkin part in,the study
were divide.ar7.itrarily into afferent grOupach with a hifferent

4 emphasis Thu activitieo strt.st toys:in anothtr, lanpuaFe,
and in 1 third doin7! TrIen you observe-her baby you
will be tryint, tc !ay equal attention t' all these actiVi es.. Similarly,
I will be inttrester.: in sharing with you your cvn obsery. ons of many
.different asTocts i f ylur.baby's

'If a Sib is ;,r.Lsent

Be rleasant, but distant. SitAins shGuld nat be much of an interference
in this ,-.r.-jup .

5. If the m',th..r asks 11-w tho,bal:.y ia

a. -Tith :11,noure assurances that you enjoy nL,servin,- the

La!Jy le4,r.4-ini: all ^b ,.-uth4.,;.,

b. .
Left.x t 3 'Jaly 'Vint IL.' Part 2 of the alne question.-

-,10/3/72
MO (r)
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Here are.some.descriptions of children's activities. You will find

that these, actiNIties wjil change as. your child grows older and also

with the different toys we provide. You may find the list of ,

activities on. this page helpful in describing how your baby plays with

the toys. F ui an word wi,ict, 1);?t,t. dgIscribed your child's play will

do as well.

give

take

offer'

throw (to a person)

show

finger PutAjn take off

bang touch put in

shako fling
take out

squeeze twist open/close

dump out topple push/p011

feed

stir

pour

P

wash
ride

comb. hair
hug

_dress
kiss

sleap
drive with

sound

fit sort clap

tilke apart/puli apart match li'he up.

Play
1)/14;"2.

1

00363
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DATE

PLAY DESCRIPTION SHEET

TOYS

TIME

0

ACTIVITIES

1.1

9*,

During this period, which were Allah were his/her preferred

your child's preferred playthilngs? ad-Is/Wes?

0 0 3 0 4
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Name a;001.6

Date. a,111-114

2.

3.

,\\

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

10,

12.

13.

14.

15.

4r,

TV CHARACTERISTICS

eso s 2$2
G rout-41714-

Rate each program type on during observation from 5(alot)

to 1(none) for each category below:

Category
rrogram Type

Soap
Situation Talk Comer-

() era Movie Game `Children's Comedy Show cial Other

Serious Drama
or discussion

tt

1

1 3-

Light social
interaction

3

Caregiving I

1/
1.

I I

Violence 1

I
I

Laughter
1 I

1 i I

Husic I 1 I / 1

Conversation
1

1 I

Women 1
1 a I

ten I I a
Children I I 1

I

Puppets or
costumed
characters

I

1 / I

Cartoons 1 /

Action or
m

3 I
I

---,.-
Volume [ 1 3

'Mot on

during
observation

,

9/5/72
MO 0 0 3 6 6



Name

Date

Answer the following questions at the completion of the TV
tbserVation segment, based on the physical evident() in the rooms
and the behavior you have observedL DOAOT question the mother.

NOMIWN. 011.1.0.

. The T.V. Is:
(circle one)

black-white colored

unknown

2. In what room is the T.V. located?

3. Are B's toys stored in the T,V. room?

4. Are t s avalAable for B in the T.V. room?

5.a)Does M prefer B to stay in the T.V. room?

b)ls B:

(circle one) allowed to wander between rooms?

constrained in crib, play pen,
high chair?

6. Doei M prefer sibling to stay in T.V. room?

7. Does,M monitor B's distance from T.V.?

8. When B watches T.V., is he usbally:
(check one)

on top of T.V. - touching it?

less than 4 feet from T.V.?

about 4 feet from T.V.?

greater than 4 fept from T.V.?

9/5/72
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Your Name

We would like you to fill out this record so that we can
have a picture of your baby's "typical day": You need not/
feel pressured to fill in all the items. Not all of th yill
pertain to your baby on the particular day that you wil be
keeping this record.

After you have made the daily record we would like V!)
know the following:

1. Was this day unusual in any way?

2. How would a weekend day be different?
,r

Thank you

Please check which form is completed here.

Baby's morning

Baby's afternoon aad evening

COM



o

pABYISNAME
First Last

AGE Months

DATE

DM OF WEEK

'S MORNING

BEFORE BREAKFAST

Waking; Time

Activities after waking and before breakfast

1 ab Did the baby" play ip his/her crib? How Long?
2 ab Did the baby play with toys? Which?

3 Did the baby talk to himself?

Did the baby play or talk with

brother or sister?

Did the baby have bottle or food
at tnis time

6 Did the baby cry?

7 . Who picked the baby up?

Activ/ties after being taken oUt of bed

8 ab Was the baby fed? By whom?

ab Was the baby dressed? By whom?

10ab Was baby bathed? By whom?

11 Did the baby have contact with his/her father?

12 What did they do?

13a15c Did the baby play? With what?

With whom?
e.

BREAKFAST' TIME

Time Breakfast began :a.m.

14 What did the baby have for breakfast_,

15 abDid anyone feed him/her: Who?

,,16 Did,the baby feed himself/herself alone?

-17db Did anyone have breakfast along With the baby?

4(

Who?

r 0.0369



"DAY" Cont.

AFTER BREAKFAST-MORNING ACTIVITIES

Routines

18 ab After Breakfast, was the baby

19 ab Did the baby have a bath?

20 ab Who bathed him/her?

dressed?

'Activities, play, and outings

ft* Where in the house did the baby play?

(Indoors)

BywhaM?

What time?'

22 What were you doing during this time?

23 What things did the baby play with most?

24 ab Did he/she 14ay with anyone? Who?

25 ab Did the baby have a morning snack? What?

26 ab Did he/she watch any television? What programs were turned
On?

27ab Did the baby cry at this time? what happened?

28 ab Did he go outside at all? What things did he
play with?

29 ab Did the baby playvithanyone Who?

30 Wha-Oswere you doing while baby was outside:

31 Did he/she cry while being outside?

Excursions

n

32 Did the baby go anywhere from the-home? Time:From To

33 Where did he go?

34 Who did he go with?

Visitors

35 ab Were there any visitors? How many?

36 ab Was the visitor an adult? A child?

37 ab Was the visitor a neighbor? a friend

cd " a relative? a workmen?

00370
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"DAY".Cont.

38 HOW long ditl the vioitor(b) stay?
.

39 _4 Did the visitor° pleNTWith the baby?k

ho If yes, 'what did they. .(14 together?

.1C47.111011TIM

tt

Lunch: Time.

^v.

.1i

41 What 'did the baby have for lunch:

42 eb Did 'anyone feed him?

43 ab Did anyone eat lun#07ith him?

0B NAP. (if applicable
G

.

Did the babY: ,

Yes No
have a morning nap? ;Time

45 play in the-Crib
before falling asleep

46' play in the crib

upon waking up?
s

14, have a bottle;.'

48 talk to anyorie?
or himself? -et

45 cry before falling
asleep?

50 cry after waking up?
.

514 have any foo (juice,
cookies,etc.) after
th6e nap?-

:

..

Who?

Whp picked the.baby up after t- he nai?

II

0

.

0

I
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CI

, '0 IF TERiGOZ AND EVENING

AFTERNON NAP (i± Bii)lictibie)

Did the baby: ti-

1 Have an afternooh nap?

2 ' play in the crib befor91
falling asleep?

, 3 play in 'the crib upon
waking up?

have a bottle?

5 talk to anyone?
or himself?

6 cry before falling asleep?

Yea No

time to

7. cry after waking up?

8 have 7a271food(juice
pookies,etc.) after nap?

9 Who piCied the baby up after the nap?

AFTERNOON AGTIVIITES

10 Where in the house did the baby play'

'11 Whit were you doing during this time?

if What things did the baby pltly with most?
%

13ab Did he/she play with anyone? Who?
/

14iib Did the baby have a snack?

(indoors)

What?
d

o

15ab Did\he/she watch any television? What programs were on?

16ab Did the baby cry at this time/ What happened ?_

17ab Did he/she go outside at'all?' What things did he/Shg play with?

18.ab Did the baby play with anyone? Who?



"DAY CONT.

a a

19 What were you doing bile tile baby wao outaide?
/

20 Did he/ohe cry while being outoide?,-

Excursion°

21 Did the bhby go anywhere away frot home? Time: From To

22 Where did he go?

23 Who did he uPwith?

Visitors

24ab Were there any visitors? How many?

O

5ab Was the visitor an adult? APt4hild?

Gab Was the visitor a neighbor? A friend?

ed a relative? A workman

DINNER TIME

27 Did the baby have a pl.itytime before dinner?

28 What did he/she do?

'29ab Did the baby play with or anyone else? Who?

3Oab What did you /they do together?

31 What did the baby have for dinner?

32ab Did anyone feed him/her? Who?

33ab Was anyone else eating with the baby? Who?

ER DINN

34-0 Did the baby play after dinner?

35 WhaiP'did he/she play with?

4
36ab pia the baby play with anyone? Who?

k

37 Waht did they do together?

38ab Did the baby haVe aria Who bathed him/her?
0

39 Was the baby asleep before she/he WaS put into bed?

1

00373



/ "DAY" -Cont.

Before going to sleep:

40db Did someone read to the baby? Who?

41ab °Did the baby kiss anyone goodnight? Who?

42 Did the baby listen' to music?

43db Did someone rock, the baby to sleep? Who?

44 Did the baby have a bottle?

45 'What time was the'baby put into the crib?

46 Did the'babygday awhile'in his crib before falling asleep?;

47 Whet did the baby play with?

48 Did fie/she talk?

49ab Did he call for adult attention? _Did he/she

50db Did someone go in to see the baby? /Who?

51 "Was he/she taken out of bed?

52 What time did the baby fall asleep?

V-

00374
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NAME

AGE

BIRTH ORDER

OBSERVER

SCORE SHEET FOR DAIRY RECORD

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle question numbers. Repord total in margin.

A. PLAY

I. Number yes:

%

3. With what:

B. NEED

I. Number yes:

2. By whom:

A.M. I,
P.M. 2,

Mother
A.M.,

2,

3,

13,

27,

13,

39,

34,

24,

45,

40,

29,

46

42,

34

46

:P.M. 13,U1-8, 23, 29, 36, 40, 42

Father
A.M. 11, 13, 24, 29, 34

P.M. 13, 18, 23, 29, 36, 40

Sgb
A.M. 4;. 13) 24, 29, 34

P.M. 13, 18, 23, 29, 36, 40

Other child
A.M. 13, 24, 29, 34, 39

P.M. 13, 18, 23, 29, 36, 4t

Other'eflult
A.M. 15 13, 24, 29, 34, 39

P.M. 13, 18, 23, 29, 36, 40 TOTAL

e

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

A.M. 5, 8, 9, 10, 15, 18, 19, 25,42

47, 51

P.M. 4, 8-, 14,32, 38, 43, 44, 49, 50,

51 TOTAL

Mother
.M.7,8, 9, 10,

'.M. 9, 32, 33,

Father

A.M.7,8, 9, 10,

P.M. 9, 32, 33,

15, 17, 18, 20, 42, 43, 52

38, 43, 50 TOTAL

15, 17, 18, 20, 42, 43, 52

38, 43, 50 TOTAL

00317-5
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Sib

A.M.7,8, 9, flio, 15, 17, 18, 20, 42, 43,52
P.M. 9; 32, 33, 38, 43, 50 TOTAL

Other child
A.M.7,8, 9, 10, 15, 17, 18, 20, 42, 43, 52
P.M. 9, 32, 33, 38, 43, 5 TOTAL

Other adUlt
A.M.7, 8, 9, 10,'15, 17, 18, 20. 42,

,9, 32, 33, 38, 43, 50
, 5101..1

2.

C. FEEDING

I. Number yes: A.M. 5, 8, 25, 47, 51
P.M. 4, 8,*14, 44 TOTAL

2. Number of things: A.M. 14 25

41 '51

P.M. 8 14

31 TOTAL

D. CRY

C

I. 4.101qr y5s: A.M. 6, 27, 31, 49, 50
P.M. 6, 7116, 20,49

MOTHER'S ACTIVITY

F. TELEVISION

a

7

lir ISCIVP irk
A.M. /22, 30
P.M. 11, 19 TOTAL

\)Play with baby

A.M. 22, 30
P.M. II; 19 TOTAL

Social 0

A.M. 22, 30
P.M. II, 19 TOTAL

Other
A.M. 22, 30
P.M. II, 19 4TAL

TOTAL

Yes"
A.M.' 26
P.M. 15

4 037 6

TOTAL



o 0

Ntinber chi 1 dren's programs

A:M., 26
P.M. 15 10,

Number adult programs
A.M. 26
P.M. 15

TOTAL

TOTAL

3.

Number commercials
A.M. 26
P.M. 15 TOTAL

OUIS 1 DE

1.' Number Yes: A.M. 28, 32
-P.M. 17, 21 TOTAL

4

H. PEOPLE SEEN

I. Number of adults: -A:M. 33', 36

. 22, 25 TOTAL

2.' Number of children: A.M. 33, 36

P.M. 22, .25 TOTAL

I. TALK

I. Number yes: A.M. 3, 48
P.M. 5, 48 TOTAL

J. SLEEP

I. Numbor hours awake: A.M. Waking time

2. Number hours nap:

3/6/72

O

P.M. Bod time

A.M. 44

" t P.M. I TOTAL

(awake time -fa naps)

O
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HCTHER ONLY - Tiorrn AS RESEARCH t,SSISTANT

InTERVENTION GROUP

Hit #2

Purpose

1. T.V. Observation a TV on 1st 10 minutes, off 2nd 10 minutes.

2. To discuss the mother's observation of the baby's play:

a. From the Baby Day Record (code Baby Day Record) .

b. 7rom the play description sheets.
C. Discpss baby's reaction to new objects.

3. Data collecting interlude-
(

a. (lode Baby 7:ay '.ncord.

b. Tv Observation.

To, begin discussion of children's language,

5. exit expressing 131eas.kre in visit.

Equipment

nr mcther

-Ter home visitor: TV Observation Sheets and TV charac ristics coding
sheet for Baby Day Record, atop watch
n

Proc:.:Isve

1. TV Obs7,rvation Cod,: 1.by Day Record.

2. ''iscussion topic: Baby's Play

After looking over the Bny Day record and play description sheets begin
a chnoussion .with the mother about the baby's play. (Horning questions

4 and afternoon questions #2, 3, 10,
12 1% 17, 13, 27, 2'3, z.9, 30, 34, 35; 36, 37, 40, 46, 47 from the Baby
Dr 2ecertl Yre re.11+,-e.. Your discussion can be built around a basic
tram :work of questions.

1. °Mat-

a) Nhat did the baby like to play with of the ,toys in the basket?

b): Vaich of the baby's other toys does he'iike to

. c) Tlhat sorts of other things does he like to play with:

household items

natural items (outside)

siblings toys or possessions

mother's or father's possessions.

2.

a) How does the'bobz play with the toys nnd objects, i.e.
of things does,th'..baby like to do with the objects?

b) Does C.0:1 baby !Inv: to favorite activity right now?

HO
I.V1a/72 (r) 00378
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111.42 (r) (cont.)

Where:

a)- Are there different toys or kinds o tnys in-different rcoas of
.tiut house?,

-b) Dees the _baby have special bath to
with them?

0 Special outside-toys? What does ;h do with them?

d) Does the baby have special crib t s or toys he takes to bed
with him?

What? ,What does he dc?

This play diacuesi
social interaction
context.

From this start ea
thinps or objects.

1. How does B res

2. What was D's r.

3- net is B's rd

n is focused on baby-object relations. Social :slay and
in play will be a'discussion in tho social"curriculum

into a discussion of the boby's.first reaction to now-
For nziple:

.,nd to now things?

action to drinking out of a cup for the first time?

Ction to new clothes?

A. Row did he.res s and when he first got Shoes?
u0.44...4. 4 54144"5. Has B ever played in the snow? Mint was his reaction? -

. .411;5.1.41...J
-., po.:.a ;...,1 +t) S 1...4,.al - i444441;04

S-03M of you nay have. talked about some of these things on yourlfirst Visit.
If you 'lave, it is a good idea to refer beck to the mother's earlier comments
and lead a question out from there.

. This willjetthe mother know that you
hn.i-e -totually listened to what she said. It is important not to keep repeating
t7lins .a if you r..;.v:-r art the answer. 914 the .other hand, discussion of play.
,1nr.':uof:.. =1 socis.1 ar.las will llo rc.peat6d at regular intervals. Hopefully the'
bre.,y v717.1 -:,1an,..,ing hi.: (::tiTities-6omaahat and the discussions will have
a,ci1J-- :-. diFferent orientation.

3. Discussion Top17.1 Laaguage

If the baby has used any words or word approximations .(approximately or
not) derin7, the eb.;3.tvatica, nr has played with.sounds, comment upon this to
th mother and use this as a jumping cff point for a discussion of language..
Dependin!% cq the nature of your am observations you may want to ask:

1. Does your baby imitrite you? What? Did he when he was smaller? What?

2. Can he say any words? 'neat? how did he learn then? Does he have any
noises which mean somthing? '

3. 7,z-..s.he,un-Itzstand wi-Olt you say to hisq What? How- do you know that
F. understands?

Lxplain that even before a child starts to talk he is learning'from his
mother's ,perch to understand themeaing of words. After he learns to
und.irstand them', he will learn to say them. Therefore it is important to name
objects for him and.talk about objects while hp is interested in them.

71D

10/18/72 (r)
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iI,C.1)T3 ER ULU gYirt-202 ii.F.72.21P.C.11 ASH SrEXIT. ILT.17,IIVEVT. I aN GROUP

I, a i t "j3

Purpoop:

1. TV ObooTvation - TV off lot, on 2nd

2. To review the rother's obaeavzt ims of the baby's language:

/..1. Frown the firot Baby Day ilceor0. (visit #1) - Code Baby Day Record

ncw if not lone on Visit 02..

b. Go over German tape together.

3. To begin a discussion of the chill's social development and social
experience.

4. Discuss the Baby's Firsts sheet and give one to mother to fill out
over the week.

5. Exit graciously.

Equipmmt:

Mother: Baby Day Record, Children's Cams foreii Xeroxed knee7bounci:%3
rhymes, Baby's Firsts Stwet.

acme Visitor: Step watch, TV Observation fOrms,and TV:Characteristics,
tape recorziLxrGerman tape.

Procedure:

i. TV Observation (off)

2. Tape recording: Leal into the tape recording by asking M how' she thinks
B learns what r word roans. How does he disCover that dog ratans `dog?,You
can explain that sonetiMes adults forget how hak language Is to learn.
One way of remAmbering and getting some hints for teaching children is to
listen to a languar,e which. we don't understand*.

Play the German tape for M. Present as a game the idea.that the :Either
might like to listen carefully and see if she can-figure out what the
Ti.)thca- and child are doing, and the German words for apple,% dog or car. The

child's name is "Signe" (Sig-Knee) and with him is his 1-year old brother,
E" otor.

The mother will probably be puzzled by. the tape., This is an opportunity
for the home visitor to point out that this is what it is Alke.when children
hear adults talking aroupd them.. The only thing that makes it easier for
archild that is just learning.how to talk, is when he not only hears the
words, but also sees the objects to which they refer. If the mother could

sec what the German mother and chili were doing, she could probably under-
stand acne of the words. After Tivinr the mother a descripti6n of the-
mother's and child's activities, the home visitor can xeplay the tape,
possibly reading the description ont loud. You can explain wain that the

MO -(r) 10/22/72 00380.. (cont.)
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Uother 0417.----U7-;73 (cent) .

vri

only way a dal.: can learn the maanin;! of wu*rdo is if those words pro
paired with the ohjcts or actions to whidh they refr, e.g. saying par
when your .baby is looking at a car.

3. Uscussion To-ic: The Chil0.'n Social Development.

The launching-of this topic depends somewhat on the nature of your
observations. If the chill has played at all with a brother or sisters or
with-the nether, start the discussion from there.

1. What games of social acttvities the baby ?mist enjoys (with the
mother, sibling, father, etc.).

2. That gar leg uf social activities with the child the mother moot
enjoys.

if the child has been left on his own through most of the observation '

you might want to asks gently -
0

1. Nhen th6-Flother and Child do pet a chance to play together.

2. Is there a time wh6n the "other can be free to play with the baby

alone without an older brother or (lister around.

3. Has she noticed that-sometims her child wants to play more than
-others.-

This discussion shduld include topics from Social Visit #1 such as the
idea that a mother (father, grandflarent, etc.) can show.the child thatrshe
loves him by playing with him with toys, games or.sociaractivities that
).re: informal and unplanned. And that when a child knows that he is- loved
and accaptel, he ,becomes secure and free to explore oper relationships

with peol)le and. objects. Ifowever, (Au-My importanteis_thS idea that the
child will not want to play all the tine or even necessarily Just at that
time when the nether wants t,i'play. Just as she knows when her child is
hungry or tire,! an!' takes care of him she will .want to know when the child

is f,lelin:? playful anti what kinds of activities will brine him pleasure in

this area. Just as she would -like. the child to respond to her wishes, it

is important that she respon' to his. This is the only way that he learns .

that he in a person and that his behaviors can affect other people in his
environment, Some of the child's expressions are very Clear (e.g..crying).
Other forms of expression may be harder to distinrmish, such as vocaliza-
tions, smiling, laughing,. pointing, reaching, and follmin mother around.

Nevertheless, if the mother responds po6itiyaly to these behaviors with
social behaviors of her own, they will become more frequent and the child_
will become more sociable.

Present the mother with the Children's. Games form and 'ask her if she
would fill it out next week (put in the baby-b9o00.. Leave her the Xeroxed
knee-bouncinyrrhymes,

-er

AO (r)
10/22/72
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4. DOby20 r±rGtD:

Thio u,:ek there Jo a qucstS nuciro frz the :-;,7thor tr fe4
this with her: .!!!

6

Go evor

Over the pant Euva map you have been talking tn2ether about 067 E; of
the i experience° that have ha-Klenal to your baby in the recent past.

Ala ueeh and for the. tleho to cone I uriul! like you to Write down sea of
thu thin ;a or onporinc0 that are new or ifforent for your baby during
the ve-.1, as ci 11 as baby's reqcticus tr, all the omall and large first
experiences in his life.

You night suggest that 'she try to note them doWn as soon as she can
after they have occurred when the events are still fresh in her rind. If

oho has any questions you could give her examples frpm your earlier_
diDcussions. For question nunber four fill in "meet anyone for the first
tine." Thio can eitherhoa chit? 'or an adult, alliCihe meeting can be
moventary (e.g. in the ouveroarhet) :1r lons (a.g. an afternoon visit.)

(r)

10/22/72
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Diary of

aimann's rums

'a f.t19,0 an,4 durin2 the week of
q ftOctex rn

'tt Glmeo trC TPt fg.ly fun ,, ;Ay frr the child t' learn
r4-2/711,r2. It r).%rAlt Unoclf.

01wr.1 with,

o "Vacq, .1:11-eitc47 play? (4ny occial =it
claiwablolctivity involvinp 1c7akin81

otrAmp., 1whinc.:vbetincirvp
rhynco, etc.)

a
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Wednesday .

A
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.

Thursday

,
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.

.

rriday
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,

.

,

,

f

.

41

,

I.'-. Arday

.

,

Sunday
.

.

.

0

.

.

,
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BABY'S FIRSTS

So many of the things that we, as adults, take for granted are new
and different to young children: objects they discover around the house
or outside, toys or clothing that in given to then.,}, people they meet, events.

associated with the changing seasons, mounds, sights and smells associated
with short trips away from home (even chopping) Or longer trips to visit
friends or family, all may have aspects about them that are novel for your
baby, and nay in fact be the first time' be has ever experienced anything of
that kind. Jach time he discovers that he can de;something on his own is
also a new experience for bin (his first steps, for example).

Come babies respond to new things or situations with caution or even
fear and then alowly get used to them and enjoy them. Others find immediate

pleasure in new situations. Your own baby nay react differently depending
on the particular situation, as well as his own :aid.

1. What did your baby experience, explore, or play with for the first
time this week?

2. What was his reaction to each specific nev,situation, event, or object?

3 What part did you play in yotii baby's new experience?

0'0384



5. ,What was his reaction?

,

O

0038
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2.

during this week? .
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MLY - Alum AS PESEARCr. ASSISTANT ItITERVENTION CidUP
0

T.I.Arr. visit, 44

1.' TV Observation TV on 1st, off 7.nd:

begin a discussion of the Child's social development andsoclal\
experience:

a. From Baby Day record; code Baby Day Record).

b. Prom Baby's Firsts Sleet..

A

3. dontinue discussion of child's social development and.social'behaVior .

A
'enphasizing eesponsiveness.

4. (1 .vet mother hoMeWork".

7a. Iritation form anal Laughter Por n..

bi TT, Babz's Firsts sheets.

c. laby Day' record, POI.

5. Exit graciously..

Lquipment

'2other:, Imitation font, Baby's firsts Sheet, 71aby Day Record, P.1:.

Iiisitor: Sto atch,fT4 nhservation forms, coding sheet for
baby Day decor:..

Proc!jure

ft

1. TV Observation.

2. Idscussion tonic: The child's social development.

Launch 'this tonic from the Baby )ay redor- and the ..Baby's Firsts Sheets.
On the*Baby'Day Record nick out those queSt ns concerriThe visitors, whom
the ligig p?.Eys vith, and 7hat d fforent ne ers of the family do with the
hab17°°7

a

Frobothv, discuss B's experience itn people outside of the family.

1. !'' ho did B see this week?

2. 'Row often does h see\thesn,Peonlel
/

3. What did they do with B?. Talk about games and social activities;
refer to Ja*t week's hgfiework on gamea.

e

4. eWhat ryas thenature pf the meeting,. the physical situation,, duration
and rood?

4

5. 'That is B's general response to, or reaction fb, strange.e. to
you as a sttanger)

a. 71(7.7 -long do'people remain strange?

rs? e

h. (lave ti e`s resnr.ses'chanped over the last fev1 wollths? so, in
that 'way?

10/27/72 - :to (r)
f
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UOther Only #4 (cont.):

sr-

Co over the Belr's Firsts Tieet wit ,tha mother, informally enquiring

about specific items and her gene-:_. ree...etion to keeping this sort of a

record.,,Nikhlight any people-related firsts in your discussion and look-

into the mother's role in all the firsts.

1: Did she-presewl.: tlie experience?

2. Does's'ae empathize with B'q reaction to the experience?

Swrgest that the mother Might like to fill in a Baby's First Sheet for

the following week. The specific question (#4) can ke filled in during the

iost'observation discussion or the final summarizing.

rt

3t Discussion Tonic: Social development and imitation.,

.
Froemx'obseryations or your earlier conversation continue a discussion .g

of social behavior eilnhasizing imitation. In r'eneral this discussion shouldt

narallel that of the Social digit

4. Uomework

44

a. Give the moth er. one new "Jeby's Firets Sheet aid

for question .4 so, that the question reads:

DiG your baby ,rew facial expression;

during

avother's:heet to read ruse a new facial, expression

gesture?",

fill in the blank'

gesture or wore

Or

b. Present the nother with the Laughter form and ask her if. she would

fill it out one rorning or afternoon next week when she is not 'too

busy.

c. hand the mother a new afternoon Baby Day 'Record to complete over

the week:

For Group 3 - invite to film showing and get-together with Some other

mothers in the program (Tire, place, film, date TBA).

k

10/27/72



Diary of

CJ

CHILDREN'S INITATION

2
fit itations larrimtprock of

Imitation is one of ttrc post imr*rtant'ways e child learns about
other people and about his own capacities, an also it is a new way
for hir to attract-Attention and t dn int action witk-a person.

nonday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Fiiday

S4vird9.5,

Sunlay

Socj.al -(r)'

10/1$/72

J

.

What did the
child imitate?

Whom did h.
irritate?

How often was- '

this sound or
behavior imitated?

,

Did you tra .

to get him,to
1pte it?

.

,

C..

.2 ,

.

i

.

.

.

h

."

.

,

..

.

%

..4

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

-..

a
a
i.

4

,

.

.

.

1

.
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A

rA

I

, .

.
.
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Mother Only - Visit 45

Equipment: Stop watch, TV Observation forms, plus cover questions, coding sheet
for Baby Day Record, 2 books: "Children and Their Mothers"and
"Children and54heir Fkhers." '

Forms required: 1 Baby's Firsts Sheet* (fill in question #4 to read: Did your
B"plax with something new" during the week. This leads into next
week's discussion of play. 1 a.m. Baby Day Record (leave both forms
for M to fill out).

Theme: Social Communication and Social Expression via Senses.

IFProcedure: W

a
A. TV Observation: TV off 1st 10,, minutes, on 2nd 10 minutes.

B. Code last weeks Baby Day Recof

C. Discussion:
1. Social Communication - Expressions of Emotion.. e-

a. Using Laughter Form (from last week), go over incidents M has
observed and what kinds of occurences make B laugh.

b. In general, follag the discussion detailed in the Social Visit,
on emotional expression.

c. Ideas to follow:
1) What preceded or apparently caused laughter -- single incidents
and events, generalizing across specifics ween possible. v.
2) How M responded to the laughter and the results 9f her
response (or what followed M's'response).
3) How else B expresses pleasure other than wip laughter.

.22. How moods andvemotionaare expressed in the face and with other
parts of the body: refer to_Baby Firsts Sheet and discuss. You can
also use the books you brought (it might be a goOd idea to familiarize
yourself in advance) . Things,to hook for:

41. A sense of the relation ip between the people, even though yoU
cannot hear whatas o

.
,

6.

b. Focus on body-motion",'faCial expressions and spatial relationships.

c.' Discussion of mood The level HV gcles to will
depend on- individual M's ability to understand.-

.

Q.

-3. Comprehension of Social Expression through different senses: (These
two discussions are not distinct and should flaw one from the other -
the order is unimportant). I

a. Ideas to follow:

1) HV can go directly from laughter as an examPleby pointing out
laughter's two components: happy sound and "happy face" or smile,
along with notion that the M uses both to tell what C's mood is.
2) What would laughter sound like ifwe were suddenly deprived df
one or more senses, or they are altered by circumstances yet we
have to tell what is going,on. Glean and use personal anecdotes.
Examples of where one may look:

--1
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MO Visit #5 (cont.)

Sound Under a hair dryer; in the shower (you know I can't hear whAh the
water's- running"); watching a loud TV prograrn or listening to the radio
or record player, especially with head phones; talking on,fhoe phone, etc.

Sight In a different room; when your aback is. turned; Walking into a darkened
.room or momentarily into a bright light; while your eyes are tearing from
cutting onions; under a sun lamp weaving eye shades.

Smell When coming down with a head cold; while wearing top 'much perfume; when
using a strong smelling household ,chemical.

Touch- While wearing gloves; when hands are sticky or greasy or sandy; when a
cut is bandaged; when a fbot or hOnd ges "pins and needles."

.3) Discussion of situations in which you or M generally ply on sense
of touch or smell. Examples:

o
a) Feeling forehead fo see if person has temperature.

-b) Smelling newborn to see if diaper needs changing.
c) What one can learn about people.by,nature of their handshake.
d) Sometimes being able.to tell that someone isn't feeling well

(like sore throats and stbmach upsets) by theist smell.

4) This may be a "touchy" subject given our deodorized society. Safe
approaches may. be through theiNown experience of .diagnosis: B's
listless body tension, glazeeeyes, moist hands, etc.

I

ts,
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Purpose

*

MOTHER ONLY -- MOTHER AS RESEARCH ASSISTANT'

Home Visit. 116

/2

1. TV Observation: TV on 1st 10 minutes, off 2nd 10 minutes
2. To reintroduce the topic of play for' discussion:

a. Types of play materials and related baby play:
1) from Baby's Firsts Sheet
2) from Baby Day Record (code Baby Day Record)

b. Maternal play styles.
3. Present hamework:

se Baby Day Record, p.m.
b. Play D6'scription fofms

Equipment

Mother: P.M. Baby Ny Record, Play Description

Home. Visitor: Stop-watch, TV Observation forms,
TV Characteristics rating scales
Baby Day Record.

Procedure

forms.
0

play cover questions,
, coding sheet A-

1. TV Observation
2. Discussion topic:

a. Play materials:

Contrast materials which pose problems of ttpological,
spatial relationships ma. tontainerand contained. With M,

scuss changes in the toy basket -- stack toy, fitting paper
r plastic cups, coffee *'pot, and so mfr.-

+
lk .

Uping the Baby's Firsts Sheet and the Baby Day Redord as bait,

Q

4

a

ks

00391
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2.

"k,

start on a fishing.expedition. The purpose is to.elicit/from the
mother examples of different' types of toys or objects in Which-the
baby has shown some interest, and which either pose problemi of
topological-spatial relationships or container and contained. Some
adult analogies might be a helpful way to contrast the problems.
Putting together a double boiler or fitting a,key to h lock are examples
of topological problems; -whereas filling,a freezer and peeking a suit-
case dearwith the requirements of container and contained. Topological-
spatial problems focus on the characteristics of at least two defined
objects being manipulated,in specific relationship to one another. .

Containers and their, contents may bear this relationship,hawever, the,
more general one is that of a moderately defined space which is. then
filled with objects of differentdimesnions and characteristics.
Objects which make up the contents of a container may have to be assessed
according to their specific fit to each other, but any one item does .

not bear this relationship 'to the, container as a whele. ,And objects
of more varied composition will fill the 'container than will match the
requirements forced by the. nature °ebbe specific spatialTelationships
dictated 'by a "topological problem." In general, the difference is
between Manipulation of things in "discovering-things about thingeand
the."fitting"together of things that bear aspecific relationione to

4

the other.

Try to emphasize that neither one form of play is necessarily ,

more advanced. They 'each merely represent different types of- problems
that the child is exploringand learning to master. For further
explanation Of the play topics see Play Home Visits 3 and 4, and
Overview: Play/Curriculum.

The fishing expedition has another purpose besides giving you
the examples of pots with lids ond baskets of toys. Hopefully, you
will be able to lead'the mother into a discussion of the possibilities
of home made or household item play things. The general direction of
this part of the discussion should be a request for suggestions from
the...mother (in line with the theme of mother' as research assistant)
for inexpensive,interesting play things, that we could use in the project,
initiallyemp4asizing the two themes which you have been:developing,
as well:as the ready availability of engaging objects around the home.

free to propose suggestions to the mother, but try to present them
in the fore of questions, e.g. Does B ever play with . . .? Or, what
toys or household objeg*s does )3 like to fill,and dump? Atetheresome
which you prefer B to do this with? Doern like to fit things
togethee: What sort of things? etc., so that the overalood of the

'discussion is net didactic.

-b. Maternal Play Styles:
4

While talking about objects add toys the baby plays with, inquire
how the mother plays with the baby when and if she joins him in play.
Or possfbly If the Record reveals another person playing with
the baby, even a sib, you could start the discussion frock there. The

0.0.39'2
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3.

ose to point out the three different styles in which adillts
play with children: helping, imitating and elaborating. Refer, to
Play Visit # 4 (nage 2 VII a) for a debcription of the diffeFence.
You may want to concentrate on helpingand imitating,.with elaboration
being presented as a type of imitation; imitating but with small
changes. This need not be an exhaustive discussion as it will b
continued on subsequent visits. Merely present the ncttion 'that ere
may be different ways in which 'others, phrticialarly adults, .pl ith
children.

3. Present Home ;dark

The, Baby Dv Record will be a frtailiar task (or ch Leave a p.m.
form for this week.

The Play Forms may also be familiar from an earl erlaiit. Ask the
mother to observe heft baby p ing for ten minutes r 3 times during the
week. She can pick any time to observe and'it does not matter with what
her )aby is occupied. ,iFixplain that you would like her to write in the
objec toys that B plays with and his activities or the things he doesor
with th bjects.

4.6.72
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MOTHERSO,NLY - NOTHBR AS RESEARCH ASSISTANT INTERVENTION GROUP

Home Visit #7

Purpose

1. Data Collection:
*

a: TV 0 rvation: TV off 1st 10 ninutes, on 2nd ten minutes.

b. Code Baby Day Record.

2. To discuss the topic of-baby's play and play styles:

.a.. Review Play Description sheets.

, b. To introduce the discussion of pretend play -- HV and M
go over Developmental Milestones -- Make Believe.

c. Continue the discussion of adult play styles.

3. Present homework: 's Language.

Equiiment & Forms

p[other: Forms: Developrienial Mileston.ts -- -Make Believe,
r 's Language.

HV: Stopwatch, TV Observation forms, TV Characteristics rating
scale, coding sheet for Baby Day Record. \'

A

Child: HV and M change centents of play basket, selecting nPretend"
things from the home: Ours, spoons, hair brush, pot, doll;
stuffed animal, wooden spoon, spatula, old pair of gloves,
and so on.

Procedure

1. Data Collection

a. TV Observation: off 1st ten minutes, on 2nd ten minutes.

Code the Baby Day Record 'When convenient.-

MO. #7(r)
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4

2. To discus the, tonic of Baby's play.
. r

Start, off this discussion rith an 'informal review of the Plw lijorms,
Even if the mother did not have ti' to fill out the forms discuss with her
the baby's play activities during the week, including: what toys B iilayed
with, what he/she did with them, what B's preferred play -activities -
and tots were throughout the week and if they showed any changes. Alsd
ask if B played with ything new during the week or played in a new manner.

'' Men going over the P1 Forms with the mother or in your discussion; try
to pick out 'examples ( ether recorded or suggested by her) of different
types of play explore one topological-anatial relations, container'
and containedv and the,beginnings of pretend.

If no examples of pretend are offered. spontaneously, ask the mother if
she has ever noticed er child starting to make believe or

11
pretend with

an object. . Prompt er with suggestions such asdiinkinrbilt of an empty
cup or eating rram an empty spoon, loving the dolly; pretending .to talk on the
phOne, rutting\on parents' or older siblings' clothes or "dressing up' etc.
Follow.this by an introduction topretend play. Esndcially if the mother ,

has not noticed any early pretending, explain that when babies start to
--.

pretend they do so in a very simple way, sometimes imitating, gdult'detiyiti4s. .:
However, because,it starts out so singly and briefly it is easy to miss
even when you ,are looking for it. If necessary, reassure thelimotherethat
most babies,atthis areNdon't do any of these. things yet, but that they will
eventually. '0This can be'something you and the mother share. Ask the
mother if sho has ever tried tostart a-pretend play with her child (esP'eciallY,
if shethasn't,-,obierved it spontaneously). What kinds of things did she
try ana what was B's reaction? If she attempted a pretendfeeding or -.

drinking game, was B surprised, pleased, disappointed, indifferent at -not
..finding anytfiing to eat? --I..f there is ,an older sibling, ask the mother if she
hasever noticed the older one incomorating the baby into her own pretend
play. If so, what was B's reactio . Arkrolder friend, oi. neighbor or other

11.--

relative. coin be substituted for brother r sister or you might want to
I,tomment that you°have noticed that in of er families that you have visited
sometimes older children include the haby in their own pretending:

but from the tonic of pretend play,and the mother's role in
it,-initiate a discussion of maternal.play styles. In the-realm.of pretend
play, you.m1Fht note that if the baby was playing with a-bowl and a spoon
and melting noise with them, the'mather might take off from the stirring/banging
by pretending fio feed the baby with the spoon. This would be an example qi
elaboration. Notall elaboration is pretending, however. Elaboration
can be done wheneyer:the child is ,laying by using the objects the child is
interested in Rad changingfthe Activity, or by imitating the baby's

°

activities but with different objects. However,'it is up-to the.child whether
he witl be interested in tile new variation, or wilether he. drill fgnomit. In
general, when you presentvariations that are close to the child's interest
but still somewhat novel', he or she is more likely to try them out. A
.variation that doesn't interest the child on one day, may interest hill the
next. Play is the child's activity and a child plays most creatively'
when he 'runs his own show." 6

/ /".46
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, This couldrielsn allowing him
presented,;te him are to his inte
imitate the child as wellas'vice versa:. Somet*mes,
may need the assistance of-an adult in handling mote
something steady.- Much of-an adult's time Playing w
spent Frtching the child, to.learn.whlt he is explori
interested.

to' chose which activities ` that are\

est, or it may mean having; the adult
`'runnine his awn show"
als, like holding
th a child may be
and i e is

For the disc ssion of play styles refer to Play Curriculyi HOme Visit # 5
and 6 and the P1 Curriculum Overview. Range over the ideas presepted in
maternal Play s les, making anAffort to extract examples from the mother
of things she may have done with her child. Inthe sphere..of adult
qctivities,sewing =cooking or building might proYide an. arena to further
elucidate elaboratl.on. Following a recipe or pattern is like imitating.
changipg a neckline, or adding different spices. may be an approximation
to elaboration.

,/

Present Homework

9 . .

The homework this week will be-a transition to the area of language
d velonment.. For this it will he necessary to refer back tp the language
f TIMS which have been'placed in the Baby.Book at Home Visit # 3. On the
s cohd.visit with the mother you selected two objects that the'baby
r cognized because haused,them, and asked the mother to observe the baby's
r sponses when the words for these were used duiing any two days throughout

e'Week. Take thesejsame words and,again ask the mother to record the
by's responses to them when they are used either by herself or other
embers of the--family, Also decide on a new word to add for this week.
e careful not tostress the repeated use of theSe words in-any organized
y,-just'that the ,mother should try and observe the baby's response when the
erd appears naturally in their'general pattern of activities. ,

ra
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a

"Hight- night "'

DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES.

PLAY

Milestones in Make-Believe Play
6

Pretended to bleep.

Pretended to put a toehight-night-

Telephoning

Pretended to telephone
o

Actually said '"Hi" or "Bye-bye"

rne Feeding

Pretended to drink out of an empty cup

PreViilded to feed self with a spoon

Pretended to feed toy

Pretended feed another person

CoOking'

-Pretended to stir food

P:reteri'ded to pbur,

Transportation

, PretenAto drive a Vel toy"(with brrrr
. sounds, or screeching brakes),

Added a garage, road, tunnel or bridge

Drawing

Asked someone to draw.a picture of something
.00-

PM.

a picture and labelled it

Anything else?

at

Tried to . Did it

4,

0
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Purpose:

MOTHER 'ONLY - 14DTREP AS RESEARCH ASSISTANT

Home Visit #a

a '
1. TV Observation! TV on 1st ten minutes., off 2nd ten minutes.

2. Vb-introduce the Vic of Language Learning:

a) Discus's trends. in. Vdcabulary Development - Introduce 50-word list.

b) Discussthe exploitation of language - lbarning possibilities of
. various situations.

3. Present homework,: Language forms

FormaP
Equipmentr

mother - SO -word List, // 's Language.

he yisitor - Tape recorder, 2 tapes (mailbox fape and'lunch ,:tape),

-transcript of mailbox tape and lunch tapes (from your
own language visit #3)>o 50-word list; stopwatch, TV

observation forms and TV .Charadteristics rating scale.

, .

Laguage;

procedure:

1. TV-ObserVation.

MiscuSsion4 Language Learning

a) Trends.in Vocabulary Development

Informally, reviellithe language forms as an introduction to a

discussion about theAehild's language. Inquire if the child has
learn.41 any of the words on the language forms or any other words,
and when the mother noticed that they were used Show the mother

the 50-word list, and propose that she might like to'keep a record
over the next 6 months, adding new words as they occur. Go over

the 50-word list with the mother explaining that she can include on
the list words, sentences,, baby talk and made-up words. Ask her if ,

possi_ble,' to record the date she first hears the word arid the meaning

if 't is different frO the adult meaning. If her child said the word.

on h s own, tell her to check the alone eolumn. If he said it after

some e else satticheck the last column. She may notice that wordi
her child first said after someone else, he will later say spontaneously.
Itthis gecurs, she can write the word again, this time harking the
alone column. rill in the words; etc. that the baby has already said
with the-mother, making,a copy for yourself as well. Then, using
these words as.a guide discuss what sounds the baby makes most often
Does he talk in strings of sounds or in "single syllables ?" Does h

ever imitate the intonations of'sentences or phrases his mother.or
father or sibltag uses.? As the mother may realize, some words are
easier ,to say than others, and that it would therefore be easier,for
the child/to lea.i.n words that use sounds that he already makes.
/Although Sc.= sounds are hard for all babies, such as the sound "th",
'Ababies differ in the sounds they use most. Some use "b" sounds,

others and ."n" sounas, etc.

(7 ( I - 11/30/72



Mother Only

At this point .1°- lay the "lunch tape" for the !II-Other, focussing

first. on the sounds fthe.baCY: The baby, is around 14mehths old
(Just about the same age as the Mother's child) and is fairly typical
for their age. Listen with,the Mother to the sounds that this child
makes And ten compare and/or Contrast them to those her child. uses.
You nay want to jot dewnw#h)the mother the tounds.of the taped baby.

#8 (cont):

As part of the escuss- n of Safiguage,leezning reiterate that
learning a word means more An just learning a sound. A.word Means
somothikg. One way thati:Ch en learn what words mean is to repeat
words in?the presence of iar object. The mother on the lunch
tape uses this technique.

Present the ",mailbox" tapeas an example of an opposite technique
Which makea language learning mbredifficult. Play the-tape and point

out the'use of vague wares like "this" and "that" instead of specific
norm, as well as how the mother seems to be describing what she is
interested in and not what the child isattending to. Yetis:ay want to

play the tape over twice, first pointing out the vague words And then
the relationship of the mother's:lariguage to the baby's attention.
The mother' on the tape is not a had,mother. In fact, talking'this way
will interest the child in language whichcan be enjoyed asa social
experience.' However, the same mother could be taking advantage of this
situation to help the Child learn language by using specific names for.,.
objects and describing in, simple sentences the activity in which the.
ch ld is interested.

3. 'Present homework: 's Language.

Gi.Vo the mother a new language forM for this week, filling in the
previous words that the mother has be n Observing.- Then, decide Olva new

word-to add, using.. this time to gent emina the mother of the main points

in yo conversation aboa.vocabula .Aga'rit.remeMber not to stress the

re eated'use of these words; but rather:tha you would like the mother to

recordthe baby's response When the word is naturally presented either by
herself or someone else, on two days during. the welt. It would be _

preferable,if.one day was shortly after this visit and the other t -before.

the next visit. . w

For Group..` -- invite M to film-showing and get-teler with some
other mothers in the program (Date, place, time and film TBA).

MO (r)
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MOTHER ONLY -- MOTHER AS RESEARCH ASSISTANT

o
Home Visit #9

Purpose ° ,

er ,

1. TV Observation: TV Off let 10'minutes, on 2nd 10 minutes.

2. Tp discuss lariguage games and social pleasure through language use:
Review 50 word list

b.' Review language'forths

3. 'Present homework: Baby's Firsts Sheet

Equipment

Mother: Baby's Firsts Sheet, collection of nursery rhymes for Baby Book
Home Visitor: 50 wordlist, tape recorder, tape of songs, stopwatch,

TV characteristics rating sate.
,

Procedure

1.. TV observation: off 1st 10 minutes, on 2nd 10 minutes,

"2. Discussibn: Language games and social fun with language.

0

Start off this week's discussion by going over last week'ahomewOrk.
Copy any new words that have been added to the mother's 50 word list on
toyours and encourage the mother to continue to keep track of new words
as her baby begins to use them-4(For your own information, you will want
to copy, additional words.at your next "language" visit which will not be
.for another 5 weeks. You may keep track of additional words in the inter-
vening Weeks if the mother is particularlyinterested in this topic and/or
if her child seems to be showing a marked spurt in vocabulary growth. Be
careful, hawever,'not to let this record-keeping-monopoSize all of the
forthcoming discussion times).

Next proceed to the language forms, if they have been completed. With
the use .of these and the 50 word list glide into a discussion of the times
the-childuees language.. When does he talk most,- when alone, when moving
from place to place, when relating to others or *then others are talking?
Does he talk, ite:;saywprds or play'with vocalizations more with one per-
son than with another, fOr'exampl,e,,ya_410,41gpes he talk or vocally
respond to TV (programs or commereials?), to the radio or a record? In
general, does he like records, songs, music. Does he en)oy rhymes or imi-
tation games?. 'You may want tb refer back- to the 50 word-list, and look
particularly at the column which lists words the baby said after someone
else. You could also inquire if the mother -has noticed a change in the
'times the baby uses language.

4

If the mother and baby do play language games together, ask what the
baby's reaction has been if she changes any part of a favorite song or
rhyme, such as speeding up the rate at which it was sung, changing her tone
of voice or vord emphasis? You can also inquire what the baby06 response is
to novelty in general, for example, what does he do when the mother gets
dressed up or puts, sunglasses on, etc. If novelty results in's. "second
glance" on the part of the baby, you may suggest that novelty in language
has the same effect, it makes the baby interested in-language and gives him
an impetus to learn to talk.

. 00.401



Mother Only #9(

0

) *** (cont .3. :

-2-

.Using the theme of tether as researdh assistant, explain that, you are
collecting games) and rhymes that children of this' age enjoy so that they'
can beused by us and other mothers in teaching children to enjoy using
langUagb socially. Try "to draw out any suggestions the mother might
.have, ones that her baby likes or that a sibling likes.. Encourageher..
to talk,ebout any gmmes of this dirt that she hes played .4th her''
.children, particularly the baby, as well es.any that she has made up:
Yolimightwent to say that theSe Spontaneous , .m dt-up languagesames
can frequently be more fun that ones you have 1 arnedbrreie because
the made-up Ones fit the mood and the situation so Will. -YeumsybOth
enjoy reMiniscing.about your awn Childhood expe enOes with rhyming
songs, as this is a fertile source for new. ideas about games for the
baby, as well as a basis upon which to appreciat the pleasure involved
'in this kind of activity.

gter .the mother has eXhauated.her supply'of games andityies, you
micrht like to listen together to the tape of chi en's games. You
could Also talk about her experience,' if any, in ocating children's
records. Before talking about next Week, give he the copy of nursery
rhyMes to, put in the Baby Book, explaining that t eseverpsome games
,hat other mothers have enjoycwith their bales

43 Present Homework

Be care;n1 throughout the nreceeding di sie not to tell the
other;ito ply ,social language games with r chi , but just talk about
t e Insure they can be and what the child learns lrom.themr i.e. to -a

.enjoy Wig , as .a social phenomenum.\ However, the Baby's Firsts sheetirmay act as a nudge to the mothe'r to experiment wi* these sorts of games.
Fill in q qAion #4 in the Baby's Firsts sheet to read: Did your baby
"Play any nbw social'uamea" durinn'this week? This question is
partially a continuation of the language games discussion and partially
a lead into.neXt.week'S discussion topic of singing action games and
games as away of learning to cOmmunin0; through different senses,
which is a part of the social curriculum.

12/11/72
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MOTHER ONLY - MOTHER. AS RESEARCH ASSISTANT

Home Visit no

Purpose .

f

1. TV Observation: TV on 1 t 10 minutes, off 2nd 10 minutes.

2, To discuss the expression and communication of emotions:

a. Social expectation.
o

b. The expression df multiple emotions.

c. Skill discrepancies in taderstandingymotions between children'
and adults,

d. Sex differences in control of emotional expression.

e. .8elping children'to learn to control the expression of emotions.

f. Summary for home visitor.

3. Present homework: Developmental Milestones_

Equipment

Mother: drawings of(human faces, schematic drawing of animals
expressing fear and aggretsion, DevelopmentalMilestones sheet..

:Home Visitor:. stopwatch, TV Observation forms and TV Characteristics.,
rating scale, camera, film, flash bulbs, How Does Your Child Tell
you questionnaire, How CanYou Tell questionnaire.

Procedure, '

.14 TV Observation.

2. Discussion

a. Social Expectation:

Use last week's emphasis on social language,gamet; plus the Baby's
Firsts sheet to start a discussion of social expectations in reference

J2/12/72
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2.

to Ample social finals. While social lnnguage games help a childlearn that langurg can be part of a pleasant social experience, thesesame games, along with any of the reciprocal social and physical games
both conventional and original, help the child to' learn that smiling,
laughter, and pleasurable physical contact occur in certain situations
and with certain people. The lesson that people and particularly
parents and members of the family are a part of happy tides is an importantone. It gives the child a basis forlalsalminteractions with other'people in his life to,be pleasurable. If the interacIAons' a child haswith hit; parents are only dipeiplinary in nature (punitive, or pUnishing),,he will expect or anticipate:this type of behavior from other people with"Whom he comes in contact.

The questions on the Bow C u Tell? exercise, pa6 1 may be used-to expand the discussion of soc al expectation. Help the mother probeher own experience and social k ledge with such questions aS: Howcan you tell from observing peopl behavior:
0

1. that one person loves another,

2. thatone person hates another,

3. that someone is angry, annoyed, disgusted,.

14..-.that someone is'sad,
4r

5. that someone is tired,

6. that someone is nervous or uncomfortable,

"A4

67. that someone wants to change the topic of conversation or
withdrew from a social group,

8. that someone wants to enter a social group or someone wants,
your attention,

9. that someone is relaxed and in command of a situation.

,

The fact that the mother can talk about this at all indicates thatthrough your litres you have learned that certain types of b saviors goalong with certain kinds of feelings. Gradumlly, you learn:Tb usethese behavior to tell you'that certain kinds of feelings or desires arepre'sent in a person at a particular moment..
v

You and the mother may find in interesting to talk about the
emotions expressed in the photograph and An the schematic faces. Thephotographs were an attempt at-play acting or putting on facial expressions.It may be interesting to compare these photograph's with the linedrawings. The drawings were made by systematically varying the linesof the eyebrows and mouth. The mother may like to fill in the blanksand then try talking about the emotions expressed. There is no rightor wrong label for the pictures.

, Rather it is conceived of as a vehiele
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0

for talking about e ressiopse emotions. po ohe part of the face
or body alone is a fear indicatok of feelings or emotiont. It'is

the arrangement of atures, inclUdilv; body positions and directions
.of the eyes in total that is'eXpressive. If the mother is.game, let her

try to play act one several emotions using, facial expressions and /or
flpial expreSsions pl s body posture, and then talk about these attempts.
Should you be lucky e ough to let.ahold of the camera for this visit,

nay want to phdio aph some of these acting attempts for mother
o include in the Baby Book as momentos of this discussiOn.

N

''b. Expression of Mat ple Emotions:

Children, adults and even animali eXpres6 multiple emotions in
their behavior. 'Use the schematic drawYngs of the cat phowing various
.combinations,of fear and aggression as nn illustration of tois. .The

more skilled we become in reading these signs, the better prepared we
are to act in social situations. Ask the mother-if she can recall
realizing that someone was expressing more than one emotion? Or thak,

she. felt more than one emotion (approach and Voidance) . Common

Combinations of emotions may be fear and anger, fear 'and pleasure (in a
horror house or scary movie, or when doing something forbidden), anger
and, amusement (particularly' related to chiidren!s-antics), need for
cbMfort and for asserting one's.independence (Starting something new). etc.
The latter combination of feelings is a good one to explore in relationship'
to the Mother's understanding of emotions her Child.might have. The
mother herself May be able tO,remember when she was a teenager when she
may have wanted to know that her family.Cared for her and that her friends
liked her, but at the same time she was concerned with becoming an
independent. adult and a unique individual or person.

c. Differences in Ability in Understdhding Emotions Between Ckiidren
and Adults: 7

Depending on how well this approach to emotional expression is going,
you may want to try Out n21 or sone of .the questio4from "Heir Does Your
Child Tell You." Contrast this set'of questions with a simIlarOne
.from the child's pointf view, for example: "How does yourchild know
that:

. you love him,

2. you are angry with him,

3. you are tired,

4. you want to play wit him,

5. you want to pick h

6, you want to be alone?
,

The purpose of this juxtaposition of,point of view is to show the
mother that the child may be using.different cues than she is, for .

,)
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discerning emotion. Children are.just learning what behaviots ace

indicators of specific emotions. With verbal cues, for ixamplee children

may initially rely » tone of voice and nch on specific word Content.
When you say no whil laughing, the chilt may cue on the laughter, and

not be aware of the aprimand. It there is a dog or cat or other Such
pet handy in the household you may .went to demonstrate thi with the
pet. Say mean and nasty orreColding things to a dog in a riendly tone

of voice and ha'will wag his tail with pleasure and perha s come over
for affection. The opposite, combination will result in fawning and

"hurt" behavior, If you'and the pet aren't on sufficiently intimate 4

terms for this experiment, let the mother try this out.
, .

Yon -could inquire fif the' mother can think of a situation where she
wasn't sure what she wanted a child to do, i.e. to continue or stop a

possibly "cute" behavior. As a parent, there are times when the mother
may want to try and control the expression of one emotion so the child
is not confused es to her meaning., Whatever rules the xprents,decide
they want the chiltto learn) should be presented clearly and consistently,

both from time to time and parent to parent.

a. Sex Differences in Co9trolOf Emotional Expression:
411 .

'Thg discussion of the expression and communication of emotion may
be a good time to dip into the area of sex differences in the expression
of emotion. You have already made a distinction between thecontrol of
emotional expression in adultsand children. YoU may went to lead this
into a discussion ,of the process of helping a child to learn tO control

his or her emotions. You may went to inquire *int what emotional
expression the mother feels is apptopriate in boys, in girls, in men
and in women. Also ask her what her husband feels about this, and
don't be too surprised if there are some differences in feelings if not
socialization goals. Depending on the cultural backgrounds of the mother,'

you may find different emotions allowable in certain situations. If a
general question is not sufficient to bring forth this discussion try
asking such questions 'as, when the mother feels it is appropriate for

men and women to: cry, laugh, be angry, show affection in public.
Althouchyour first tendency may be to discuss "allowing boys and men
to cry" don't overlook the inportance of being able to show affection.
Sometimes when one learns that they shouldn't reveal one kind of emotion
they rind it difficult to show another. Especially if the mother has

at least one boy child you may want to point out that boys and girls
Wie many of the sane emotions but that parents may be tench*ng them
different things about when emotions should be expressed and what
emotions should be exrressed.

O. Helping Children Learn To Control the Expression of Emotion:

Sorge of the cues the mother learns indicate certain emotions Or
feelings in her child are not learned by a child. Smiling for example

shows pleasure .or contentment in an infant. However, evolutionarily it

may also be related to appeasement behavior, racifying behavior or
behavior that wards off egtession on the part of others. Possibly, the
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mother may remember times she has laughed orgiggredwhen she was
embarrassed'or possibly even when she was being scolded(in high school
for instance) withoutbeing happy or for that matter Wanting to be fresh,
rather she couldn't control this behavior. (Use eta in going into the

evolutionary relation of emotions: The suggestion is there if you feel

the mother will be interested in it. However, fbr some mothers this

may be too confusing). Sometimes this same thing happens when her young

child is being scolded. However, as a child gets older he -or she
imitates. behavior that the parents or older siblings use to express
emotion. Some of these behaviors the mother may want the child to learn,
others she,may rat4er,he or she did riot learn. Ask the mother in what

ways she would like her child to show love andlaffection, or to show

anger? Ask her how she thinks she shows affection 'to her family? What

does she do when she is angry? When children see affection expressed - ",

between parents and other members of the family, they learn these
behaviors, as well as learning that this emotion is good to have and all
right to show. . (Only if necessary distinguish between sex and affection.)
Similarly, when they see parents yelling or striking out, for example,
hitting an older sibling,.they learn this way of expressing anger.
Sometimes in controlling the expression of strong feelings adults try to
do other things such as yelling and cheering at a football or baseball
game, playing a strongly physical game such as hitting a ball (golf,.

.

baseball) or engaging in an activity with vigor such as cleaning a dirty
stove or beating a rug. When children feel angry it can help them to
learn that it is all right to have that emotion bUt that it may not always
be all right to express it just the way they want to.' Just as-with
adults, children can learn to free emotions by exhibiting them in ways
that aren't harmful, like'hitting a doll, or banging a pot, etc. Although
a parent may want a child to learn how to defend himself, some lessons in
the expression of emotion are more easily learned at different ages when
a child already understands something about emotions and can control the

expression of his emotions to some extent.

f. Summary:

It is net necegsary to cover every aspectOf this discussion at
this time (in fact you should -lap for th9,discussion to cover 2 Visits

rts certain aspects will hit home to some mothers and not
' to others. The general purpose is to help the mother think about:

1. The expression and communication of emotions in general,.

V 2. Its relationship to social expectation.

3. The differences in the ability children and adults have in
understanding the expression and control of emotion.

,

4. Some ways in which the mother can help her child learn to
understand emotional signals and both control and express his
or her own emotions.

3. Present Honework:

elle assignment for this Week is to start to fill out the sheet on
Developmental Milestones .for the Baby Book.

0 0 4 0 7"
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k

Named

Milestones

date

in Motor Development

sat alone
grasped an objects
began creepj,ng'

took first step
walked alone' ":".\

ran
japed
climbed

Milestones in Language

responded to name
`understood some words
'imitated wounds
.first word
said "ma ma

r

said dada./

i said 'hi"
/ named an object

said 'no" V

made a two word
sentence

/
Milestones in Physical DeVeloTent

Development! *first tooth
drank from a cup
ate by himself With a spoon,

1"
' stopped needing diaper

first hair cut
1' - - -

1

11-

Milestones in Play with Objects

shook. a rattle
repeatedly banged object to

1.! =ice a noise
threw ball"

Milestones in Social Development !'

;i--""4
smiled at a person
recognized mother
laughed at baby in
mirror'

,cried when mOther left
room .

didn't like strangers
'imitated mother's

actions

7

pulled pull-toy
frompretended to drink

cup
built with blocks
P'drove" a car°
'kode a bicycle

/ combed doll's hair
.ifirst shared toy

played social game
inititiated contact with

another child
played with another

child
realized boys and kirls

different
had a "friend"

are

,e"
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"HOW CAN YOU TELL?"

How oCan you tell .

that someone loves another person?

the; someone hates another?

that s angry?

that someone is sad?

that someone is tired or sick?

that someone is nervous?

a

that someone Wants to leave another person or a siturition?

. that someone wants attention?
o

Social #7(r)
11/22/72
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UOTHER Od.I - RUTHER AS RESEARCH ASSISTANT

,1, 'TV Observation; TV off 1st r ..f,inui.,,g1,',on 2nd ten.minutes,..

-.,

. ,
...

2. -To continue iast w eks dtLe'aes:c- of express do and. communication

of emotions.
.

0

3i Present hemeWork; Baby Day Record, one pl4idescription sheet.

,

Equipment:

Mother: Baby Day Reeord, play description sheet, poem Recognition

for Baby Book.

Home Visitor:
9

Procedure:

Stopwatch, TV Observation forms, and TV Characteristics

rating scale.

1. TV Observation.

2. Continue last weeks discussion -- see curriculum Visit-#10.

3. Homework

Give the mother a Baby Day Record to fill out for the following

week. Also go over with her the play forms to refresh- her memOryaild

give her at least one to fill out over the week. Suggest that tight

put some different pretend toys in the basket.

1/8/73
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14.

c

'a Ear li Words

1. &bee for people

a. 'Specific (mar-, daft, Johnn.0

-*\

b. General (girl, baby)

2.' NameS for animals

Specific (Rover, Spdt)

b. General (dog, cat)

3. Names for things baby uses

44. Toys

b. Food

Clothes

a

0

0 4 11

A



Names, f r things ev:Z;iOdy.uatier,

a. le toles

PUrititure

Naomi for actions (up, down, outside (Meaning "gp,..S; side])

Q

Words thetitell ytallowhe feels

a. Socialwods,(Ni, bye bye, thank you, please)

b. Words that say how he- personally feels (want, me,

T.

ne no, yest)

s for things objects. do (crash,- go boad, bow wow)

7

A 8. Names describing objects (big, all gone, hot, Cold, pretty)

60412, n.



Others

6/2/72
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rCHILD

toy
activity

toy
activity

toy
activity

toy
activity

toy
activity

toy
activity

r.

o.

'ADUriilC'HILD PLAY

a

style H*
. toy

activity

style
toy
activity

style
toy
activity,

style H
toy
activity

style
toy
activity

ADULT

E R

I .E

style H I E
toy
activity

R

R

}!,

= helping, I = imitating, E = elaborative, R = responsive/reciprocity

00414
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g.

Recognition

"I don't want to hear another word!"
I hear my daughter scold.
"Dear, me!" I 'think, "She's awfully strict
For a playful three-year-old!"
She,rolls her big eyes heavenward
An&sighs:with great disdain.
"What an I going to do with you?!"
Herldolls hear her complain.
"Sit dawn! Be still! Hold out your hands!
Do you have to walk so slow? -

Pick up *our toys! Oo brush your teeth_ '
Est all your carrots! Blow!'
I start to tell her how gentle
A mother ought to be .

When blu4inay, I realize
She's imitating ME!. D

00415
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'MOTHER ONLY - MOTHER AS'RESEARCH ASSISTANT

Home Visit #12

Purpose:

1. Data Collection

a. TV Ovservation: TV on 1st ten minutes, off 2nd. ten minutes.
b. 'Code Baby'Day Record.

2. To discuss playiVith the help of the Baby Day Record and Play
Description form

a. M's observation of Pretend activities .. check Developmental
milestones Make Believe.

b. Gross motor activities, outdoor play and water play.
.c. Adult play styles.

3. Present homework: Morning half of Baby Day Record, Ploy
Description form, 2 Adult/Child Play forms (ask M to use one
form to observe someone else playing with 0 -- either father,
friend, or a relative and the other to note some of her own
play activities).

Equipment:

Mother: Play Description form, Adult/Child Play form and cover
sheet, morning half of Baby Day Record..

HV: Stopwatch, TV CharaCteristics rating sealeland Observation
'form, coding sheet for Baby Day Record.

V
Child: Renew " Awe toys in basket from thiugs in the home:

Daddy's s ippers, an old hat, toy telephone, etc.

Procedure:
1,4

1. Data Collection
t.

a. Continue observations as on previous visits.,

b. Code the Baby Day Record when convenient.

g, Discussion: Gross motor activities, outdoor play. ,water play.

a. Gross motor activities, outdoor play and water

With renewed enthusiasm go over the Baby Day Record being careful
to take note of any mention of gross motor activities (indoors or outside)
and water play. Similarly review the play form with the Mother selecting
for special note any of the above mentioned play activities. With this
information (or lack thereof)in hand, launch into a discussion of gross
motor activities. Ask the mother if she has notices her child climbing on
objects, going into closets or cupboards, or under and through furniture?
Does he like to try And push or wheer'objects almost his size? These
activities help the ,child explore his body size and shape and that of
other objects.
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It is an important procens in his learning about his changing size and:
the non-changing. site of objects. If the mother has observed-activities
of the sort de0Oribed, ask her if she has thought, about increasing the
child's opportunitieb for this kind. of exploration. Particularly it
the mother approaches this topic with a-negative view to the activity, .
lead her into a discusiion of alternatives to liVing-toOmfUrniture for
`grosa motor activities. Although:A:Mother may dislike the idea of her
child climbing on the couch, crawling under. the table or jumping on
beds, once she has realized that the child likes these activities she can.
Provide ether places for. them, thereby !encouraging the exploration
while changing the objects-that are used. In Ine with the notion of
mother as research. assistant, explain that you are trying to-collect ideas_
for suitable objects that could be used to help the child try out
discover his locomotor abilities and the relationship of hie body to
things of varying sizes and shapes. Start by saying that you -were given
a couple of suggestions by other mothers such as °lifting into or -ot
top; of laundry baskets or sturdy boxes, and through large: gaitage
cans with theii bottoms; cut out, ,large round balls to carry and large sponges..

for blocks. Thet see ifyou can get the mother into the game of trying to
add other suggestions to those you have mentioned. Also includable in the .
list are manufactured items which would be good for this purpose like
foot stools or plastic slides, tricycle type wheeled toys, etc..

From here you may want to branch out into a discussion of safe places
to climb and crawl, and the new range of possibilities opened up by the
nice weather. Does the child havekaplace to play outside: a backyard,
a nearby park or beach.? Has the mother thought about toys or activities
that her child might enjoy outside, or whatcbjects or activities tight
be more suitable for outdoor play? Which objects or toys already are
available in the home? Which might be good for outdoor plays Possibly
some that you were discussing in relation to gross motor adtivities.
You may want to suggest that playing outside in warm weather is a good
time to investigate materials and textures which are less convenient -to
play with inside, such as dirt, and sand and, water. Theee are all ..:

continous subatances that can be used to fill up containers rather
than discrete objects more often available inside.

For some Of this experience it isAlot necessary to wait for warm
weather. The child mar be exploiting water play already, in'thsbathtub.
Ask if the child enjoys bath time Are thete toys available for him to
play with in the bath? What kitds of things does he like to play with

and what does he do with them? Are there toys that he plays with both
it and out of the tub? Some objects can provide, different kinds of tun'
in and out of the bath. For example, a balloon which may be tun to rub,
sit on, throw or roll out of the water has great potential dt a boat in
the water.

When a child can play with different objectsin different situations he
-Will yarn that -objects can have many different uses or may behave
differently depending on the setting. See if you and the mother can,

cont0.
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zthink of any other likely candidates for dual,setting play. Keep
in mind the possibility of transferring bath time toys to an out-
Aoor wading pool.in hot weather. Asic the mother if she has any

% suggestions for household objects that might make good water toys
or might be especially suited to play with sand or dirt? You may
want to start her-off thinking along these lilies by mentioning
plastic soap'or cleanser containers. As you did earlier in the area of
gross motor activities, see if the mother will contribute other
suggestions. Be sure to remember all of the mother's suggestions.
Since you have asked her help for ideas that could subseqUently be
used by others it would not be out of place to make a list in front

, of her% Then write up a duplicate list containing both her suggestions
and your to be included in the Baby Book.

B) Adult play styles.

This discussion will be a review or continuation of an earlier
discussion on maternal play styles (MotherOnly Home Visit #6).. One
xpssibility for easing into this section of the diacussion is to
`Inquire if, now that the weather is nicer, the father has a change to
p outside with the child/ The front sheet of the Baby Day Record

ere weekends are contrimated with the weekday described may give you
a handle for discussing weekend activities., Ask the mother if she ever
hss time to watch her husband or other adults play with the child on
the weekend? Has she ever noticed that adults haftdifierentsways of
playing with children or that the person will vary the Way in which
he plays with a child? Bring up the idea of giving names to different
styles of adult play with a child. Using the def4,nitions on the
Adult/Child Play Form describe different play styles: Adults sometimes
help a child accomplish a task, and sometimes they may respond to the
child by carbying out an activity that the child requests the adult to
do, other times they may imitate the child's activity with the same object
or witb...a new object or they may suggest anew activity for an object
with which the child is playing thinking that the child may want to
imitate them. These last two types of imitation: where the adult imitates
the child's activity but with a new object or the adult, suggests a new
activity for an object with which the child is playing can be called
elaboration. These two activities can, be put under one name because .

they both present a variation to the child in an area that he is already
interested, either by continuing the childla activity but with a new

ra-.-

object, or continuing using the object the child i eying with but for
a new activity. From the mother's experience watc ing other people play
with children, her own or others, see if she can g ve you examples of each
type.of adult play style. It may be helpful to the mother if you ask her
to think of a toy or,toys that'her child likes to play with. Then, using
these one or two toys ask her to give examples of helping, imitating, res-
ponsivity and elabdration in a play situation between an adult and a child
(any °Ault and child will do. A hypothetical situation would.bt'Aine if
the mother can reason at all along this plan, but it is not at all necessary).
If this doesn't work try going back to the mother's suggestions of gross
motor toys or bath toys. Try to have her visualize or describe the bath
situation, for example, with her playing with her child with one

3. .

(cont.)
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or two of the toys she Suggested. Then, see if she can giVe you
examples of different play styles. A third suggestion would be
-giving her the description of a play situation and then Asking her to.
tell you if it vas an example of helping, imitating, elaborating or
responsivity. Only proceed along thede lines,if the mother can'enter
It as a.gaiie. Stop, or switch channels if you feel that she perceives
this discussion as a test.

3. Present homework.

The morning half of the Baby Day Record should be left to be collected
the following week. Leave it, aldng with apologies if necessary, but
do emphasize the need for it to be completed.

Then ask the mother to observe the child sometime during the week
using the Play Form. The child can be playing with_any toys or objects
and she can .observe at any time during the day. After your discussion;
however, she may find it particularly interesting to observe her child out
of doors or even in, the bathtub. As well as filling out the Play Form
the way she has been doing before, ask her to put a plus (+) next to
activities during which the child smiled. If the child smiled to a
person ask her to write plus (+) and the name of the person.,

The third piece of homework is the Adult/Child Play Form. Ask her to
pick a time when her husband or other adult is playing with the child, .r

possibly on the weekend, and observe the play for 10-20 minutes. On the
right hand side of the form under child she can write the toy the child
is playing with and the activity he was doing before the adat entered
into the play. Then on the adult side write in the toy and the activiti,
and then circle the adult play style: Helping, Imitating, Elaborative,
And Responsive.

5/23/72
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MOTHER ONLY-MOTHER AS RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Home Visit #13

Purpose:

1) Data Collection

a. TV Observation: TV offilst ten Minutes, on 2nd ten Minutes. \
b. Code Baby Day Record.
c. Copy Adult/Child Play form/

2) A combined discussion of play with objects of contrasting

\\
characteriaticit, and_ language learning by pixilation.

5
a. Go over M's mid-,week observations,' what did C do?
When did he smile?

b. 'Play with rollables versus non- rollables (change toys'in the
basket and introduce Developmental Milestones- How things Vorlco

a. Adult play styles.

d. Language Learning through functional definitions.

3) Present homework: Afternoon half of Baby bay Record, 50 word list,
Baby's Firsts Sheet, Play Description form (for C's play with
rollables).'

Equipment:
Mother: Afternoon half of Baby day Record, Baby. Firsts Sheet,
Developmental Milestones - -Haw Things Work, Word Meaning Sheet,
Play Description form.

HV: Stopwatch, TV Observation form, TV Characteristics Rating
Scale, Coding Sheet for Baby Day Record, 50 Word list, copy of
Adult/Child Pldy form.

Child: M and HV fill basket with rollables from-the home (e.fis
balls, toy truck, wagon, deep bottle tops, etc.)

Procedure:

1) Data Collection

a)Continue TV Observation
b) Code Baby Day Record when convenient.
c)If the mother has completed the AAult/Child.Play form make_

a replica of it for your own records.

The only purpose in doing this is to showthe mother that yoU
are truly interested in retaining her observations. 'Therefore,
do not worry.about being unable to record-these observations
if they werenever completed.

.1/1g/g3
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2. Discussion

Using the "Baby Day Record", the "Play form" and the "Adult/Child play"

Form 'review briefly last week's theme of gross motor activities, outdoor
play and water play, particuldrAy if you feel the mother has acted upon
the previous week's discussion. However, if there is no specific mention
of the topic by the mother, and no clear evidence of these types of
activities in the written homework do not be concerned about pursuing this
topic at this time, rather move on. You can make the observation that
just like children of this age are interested in their own movement in
relationship to stationary objects they are also interested in the way
objects moVe in relationship to them. Ask the mother if she has noticed
her child becoming interested in things thatzoll)or move under their

.own power? Has she seen him turn toys over, like trucks, pull toys, or
'bicycles and explore the wheels underneath? Under the .rubric"-,of the

mother as%research assistant, ask her for, any ideas:Of household objects
which the child might enjoy exploring because they have wheel-like or
rollable properties? Feel free to start her thinking by suggesting such
standbys as cans, cardboard tubes and round laundry baskets. After
asking her for suggestions bf objects that roll, cOhtinue to inquire about
different ways these objects or others like them can he used or played with
by the child that will help him to learn the characteristics of wheel.
Whenever possible, try to elicit these suggestions form the mother.
However, if necessary plant ideas of your own on those form the play
curriculum such as: creating ramps form furniture or cardboard down which
to roll different'objects, contrasting rollableswith non - rollables such

4 as blocks, boxes, rectangular sponges, moving both rollables and non-
rollables across different textured surfaces, and putting rollables

.underneath non- rollables, etc: Make use of any opportunity to tie this
week's discussion with last week's, possibly by referring to the baby's play
with 'large- wheeled toys, or the potential for exploiting the natural or
artificial slopes outside as well as the differing surface textures of
grass, dirt and concrete. Also remember whenthe baby is exploring moving
objects he is frequently moving after them or following their paths
which is in itself gross motor activity.

B. Adult Play

The approach to adult play styles will 1e very gentle this week. Bring
play style concepts into the discussion with the mother of her suggestions
of activities with rollables. Abk her how these problems or possibilities
might be posed or presented to the child as possible areas of exploration.
The two major(pOints are:

1. The adults' suggestions about rollabfes may best be -made at a time.

that the child is:
a. interested in wheeled o1Jects but is not exploring the wheels,
lb interested in rolling, objects but is not playing with the
specific object the adult has in mind or is not pldying with it
in relationship to another object or surface, etc. theadult
has in mind such as a ramp.
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The child,'even then, may not'be interested in the adults suggestions.
The adult should then wait and try to make this suggestion at some other time.

You can discuss themother!s observations of another adult playing with a
P

child (Adult/Child Play Form) if you .think it will bp helpful or.if she
is particularly interested in what she Observed. 'However, do not push the
topic of play styles past the initial reintroduction this week if you feel

43 the mother is not compAhending you or hex mind is'-wandering elsewhere.

C. Functional definition of objects in learning language.

If at 'Lis age the child is interested in his own movement and its relation-
ship to objects of different sizes and characteristics, and he is
interested in how objects move or behave and what they do, it is.not a far
jump to thinking that he may use this characteristic of movement, behavior
or function in learning labels for Objects. You may want to look back now
at the first 50 word list that you started with the mother, adding the
new words that have appeared inpthe interim both to her list and to yours.
Select from these lists a few words and ask the mother when the child
uses them? Does he seem to have the same meaning for them as an adult?
If you like, use the language sheet on Child and adult word meanings to
record some of these differences, leaving this sheet in the Baby Book 4pr
the mother. Note particularly any words that the child uses for
category of objects that behave alike in some general way, or have a
similiar use, e.g. apple, orange and pear may all be called apple; all cars
and trucks and bicycles may be called car. The central concept in this discussion
is that children label objects according to what they do. One way of helping
a child to learn different names for different objects is to tell him or better,
show him ways in which they do different things. With objects that an adult can
see are very similiar such as the fruits or motor vehicles mentioned above, it
is quite understandable that the child labels them similarly. HoweVer, the
mother can easily make a distinction between different types of rollables for
example, cars and balls.

.

In order for the mother to understand some of the problems the child may be.
having in learning to name objects,, play game with her trying to distinguish
objects that the child names similarly by what they do. Together you may
then discover that it is difficult to say that a pear, an apple or an orange
function differently but you cah distinguish a car from a ball although both
roll. For example: a ball can bounce, it can also be thrown; a car will not
bounce and the mother may not allow it to be thrown The idea is to help
the mother see how her child is generalizing labels for objects and also for her
to realize how difficult it is for a child to learn the 'difference in the names'
when he is interested in what these objects do (although he can usually
recognize that the objects are different in some other ways).

3. Present ilomework :

This week you will be requesting the mother to.fill out the afternoon half of
the Baby Day Record. Hopefully, she will not mind too much.

00422
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Nexti ask her to write in any new words of the baby's on the 50_ . -°

word list. -If this seems to be too much homework in light of the'other
requests, you ca ask her to merelypthink about the new words and you can
fill out the 50(word list togethe at your next visit.

The third assignment is the Baby's First Sheet. Please fill out
question A so that it reads "Did you baby read a new bodk this week?"
The primary purpose of this question is to use it to lead into a,discUssion
next week of reading bpoks With the child and the thild's first and
sUbsequent,experience-with books. r. '

5/30/72
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Word or Sentence
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1
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MOTHERONLY --MOTHER AS RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Home Visit #14

.

Purpose:

1. Alta Collection

a. 'TV Observation: TV- on at ly minutes, off End ten ,minutes'i
Code Baby Day. Record.

4 d. Copy new4words on tg 50 word list.
2. it divussion of books and reading in relationship on language learning.

3. Present homework: Full B104 DatRecord.

Equipmen
Mother: Morning and afternaon halves of Baby Day Record:

Rome.Visifor: Stopwatch, TV Observation f Ty Characteristih, rating
1 6

scale, Coding shet'for Baby Day Record, 50 Word list.
O

Procedure:
1. Data Collection:

a. Continue TV Observation.

-
b. Cade Baby Day Recordvhen convenient.

-c.' Copy new words for your 5 word list:

Discussion: Books, reading an language learning.
a)' Refer badk to last weeks scussion of how children learn words.

\a'Mention to the mother that book are anothe way to help children learn'
language. Pictures present an pportunity fo dults to label objects

t4 and explain td the child whaft ey do. Discuss books with Mk'
Has; the mother ever shown books to the child? What was the reaction?

b) When was the first time that e had a book of his ,own?
. ci When was the first time them they read or looked*t a bQ0kItith

the child? What was the read ion ?..
d) Are there any books that the child particularly likes? . '''i

e) Does the Aother have any idea of why he likes the books especially? 4
If there is an older Sibling, ask if the younger o like the books.ar'
Is it.because of colorful piqutes, familiar obje ce textures?

i
, g) Does the 'older child ever read or look at books with the younger one?

o,

1/22/73
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N110Mother only #l4 kcobt.'

, 0

.h) Doesthe mother ever read books with both children together?

i) Is there a difference in the way she reads books to the older child
and:the younger one?

1 % .

J) Does the younger child like to turn the pages?

k) :Does he point to pictures and sometimes want to know what they are?

1) Does the yOunger child ever being the mother books tq read or does
the mother start all the book reading times?

m) Dods the child like to lopk at books by himself?

In ggeell explore- with the mother the range of the baby's exposure, to
books andi4gazines (childrent,s'and adults), as well as his reaction
to them and her response to his reaction. If the mother brings up the
problem that the child tears books. when he has them, suggest that there

ade for younger children made of cloth or heavy
fifficultA destroy. Thro iday4ng with these books

are books especiall
plastic that are
the mother can t him the fun of.books wellas how to take care

scuision of how she readsof them. Try to lead the mother into a
books with her child (if she does at all

Ask if the child.has ever brough he mo

wN,

14 an example of the object
that was pictured.in a book afte she gave its name?'Has she ever
thought of finding an object and showing 'bite child both the
picture and the object while describing what they do are what they are

used for? Sometimes it is difficilt for the child to understand that .

the pictured jest and the real object have the same neme.

Besides 1 ning the names of objects, readini with children at this
age helR them to learn that books can be.fun. Under the vise of
mother el: resew* assistant ask her if she has any suggestions of
things +hat can bedone ilith a child bile "reading" together or looking
at books that will make this time mo e pleasurable. If the mother doesn't

. Come up with a strewn of, ready ahswe s, try priming her with suggestions
like acting out the pictures, turnin the reading into a mild. "rough-

, house" game, for example, by bouncin the child wha0 there is a picture
of a horse, pasting pictures into the book, changing tones of voice
while reading, making your own book out of pictures of objects the
baby is familiar with, etc. Whenever possible try to get the mothers'
own tdeas rather than i, erting your own too early.

As a lead int subsequent eks of social discussion, you may want to
emphasize to he mother that just seeing other pe a read, herself,
other adul s, an older eibling%or neighbor shows . e child that reading
is good ac pity. You can ask the mother if she as ever noticed

, the child.takineout a,book after she has seen someone else reading, or
even trying to copy another activity of someone else. This is a good
way of pointing out that the child is imitating the behavior of people
around him.

3. Present homework: Reassure the mother-that this is the last Baby
Day Record for several weeks. Then, emphasize the need for it to be
completed. This is the only homework for this week.'
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''Purpose:

MOTHER ONLY- MOTHER AS RESEARCH ASSISTANT

Home Visit #15

1. T,V. Observation: TV off first ten minutes, on second ten minutes,

2.. To begin to disduss the development of identity.

3. Present homework:

4. Fors: 3 blew description forms, and Developmental Milestones Sheet
(Play make-believe)

Equipment:

Por mother: Three Flay Forms, poem Recognition for Baby Book, any
additional nursery rhyme sheets.

For HV: Stopwatch,,TV Observation forms and. TV Characteristics
rating scales. ,

For Child: Pr tend materials: any type of adult clothing, wisi broom,
toothbrush, pair of pliers, or any other objects, used by
adults close to child. HV and M select things from
the house for toy basket.

Procedures:

1. Continue TV Observation.

2. Discussion: 4.

a. Homework Review: When going over the homework on individual differences
between children, be sure to emphasize those characteristics of the
mother's own dhild which might be considered his 'strong points."

Introduce dismission for social roles as one way.individuals differ,
as one aspect of socail deve17..ent. In your discussion with the
mother play up in a positive ight the many important roles she-has within
her family, using the econo labels initially (because unfortunately
hat is the way our society seems to place value on roles).. Also remember
t at although some of these jobs you may or may not from yourown position
hink are what you want to work at; out in the world everyday, they are
nevertheless an impressive list:ofskille or roles together, regardless
of how they vary in their status value depending on who is looking at them
as an occupation. Some-general role`'labels under-Vhich the duties and
responsibilities of a wife and mother could be organized are: dietician,
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cont. Mother Only Vist.#15.

decorator, beautician, social secretary, housekeeper, nurse, chef, buyer,

(as in department store), seamstress, clothes designer,. baker, landscape

artist, cheater, sometimes bookkeeper, recreational leaderivadministrators

hair dresser, e gineer and of course teacher. There is another level

of roles that e also important both.for this mother's. relationship ,

to her husband d other adults andlor her relationsbip/Sith her children/

These are the r les of advisor and confidente..

c. ne,particular kind of social role--one which has received considerable

e nation in. the past Couple of years-- id that determined. by one's sex.

-Disc s With M her inforMal'observations of individual differences

among eople (adults and children) which appear to be.related to their

sexTo es. These differences may include differences in interests

and preferences, goals occupattOns, social behaviors or characteristics

such as dependency, fear, anxiety, sociability, and desire to affiliate

with other people....(researda,demonstrates that females are generally

higher on these social charahteristicsw-even.as young as 15 months,

whereas males are more likely than feMales to initiate aggressive actions

and to be interested in objects rather than people), appearance, clothing

mannerism,.etc.

We are not suggesting that suchodifferences are necessarily inevitable,

although some may be.. It is exceedingly difficult to. separate effects of

biologicafpredispositions-orAnnate characteristics form, affect off' very

i

early'socializ tion. Some of these sex-linked behaviors appear to 1m

relatively sup rficial andprobably very easily modifiable (occupations,.

clothing, mannrisms etc.14,1aUt- even those "apparently more ubasic"v

like aggressivenessvcan be experimentally modified: girls become just

as aggressive as boys -if they. are rewarded for aggressive behaviors.

Thus it appears that here is another area of the C's social development

that is to a, large extent dependent pn parentarbehaviors...indirectly,

by the child's identification with a parentlland imitation of his role,

and directly, by deliberate parental training =of ,"sexl-appropriate" .

behaviors, and.by even more subtle parental provisibn of "Sex-appropriate

opportunities"(e.g. toys, activities, playmate0).

It is necessary that a childbe'raised froi the very beginning to know

what sex he is(othervise he/she becomes hermaphroditic)--what can vary

is how much of the stereotyped sex role is imposed.This is a conscious

decision-or series of decisions-to be made by the parents. Our purpose,

is to make M aware of some of the variations possible of her potential

impact in this area of the C's development, and of her abilityoto make

deliberate and more or lessratiOnal decisions concerning what sex typed.

behaviors she wants her child to haVe,
Discuss M's own experiences; how "sex-typed" she is how she thinks she

got at way(how much she is like her own mother, other female friends

ete.); her Feelings about the principles' of Women's Lib, (and about the

Movement if that is revealing)...
Discuss importance for C of.consistent (parental) role models, and

whether M has observed any differential imitation by C of male vs.female

1

2/7/73 .'
Cont.
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Mother Only Vist. #15 (cont.) r

-3..

role behaviors. Give her homework exercise "Copying Mommy and Daddy" and
the picture book. Suggest that this exercise is on a relatively trivial
level compared to "real life" but may be intereating for illustration.

Suggest that if M is interested, we will collate data tram this exercise
and tell her what other M's found.

.
.

d. One aspect of playing any role and of communicating that role to others
(including a "sex-role") is looking the part. Refer to "Masks Men Wear".
The M's apparafice as well as her behaviors influences the C. Discuss any
instances in the padt when .M has noticed this (e.g. a newihairdos perfume,
etc.). Moreover expecially as he gets older, theC plays at different roles
by changing.his appearance.(e.g. dressing up). To illustrate these two
phenomena, spend some time'playing dress-ups with tie props supplied
(supplemented by items from the hdme - like Mommy's or Daddy's shoes or
socks, etc.). Have fun dressing .0 up, showing him mirror; talk 'about his
pretend play (with these prdps'in the past) and also fill out form:

. Observation of C's reaction to Maternal Changes. (Always use these "play-
sessions" to reinforce con epts which you have presented in'earlier visits
-- e.g. emotional e essions, maternal responsiveness, imitation, etc.).

e. Leave Haby Day Record for homework. Suggest M and C play dress up
again with things from around home. Remind M of homework on imitation.

The General Developmental Milestones .Sheet can be filled out with the
\Mother and integrated into Visit #15 or you can use it as a homework assignment
and review it at Visit #16.

3. Homework

k
Ask the mother to fi out from 1,to 3 Play forms for next week. If

feasible suggest that th mother be particularly on the look out for pretend
play and imitation in pla . The toy basket should help stimulate some of
theie activities. To aid her in catching some instance of pretend or imitative
play suggest that she might like to try filling out one form from information
that she has gained out of the corner of her eye. She might take a half-an-hour
to an hour three days during the week and observe her child while she herself
is engaged primarily with another task. Then select 10-15 minutes of that time
for recording. The reason for prolonged although unrecorded observation time is
twovfold.

.,,

1. To show the mother that she can be aware of the nature of the child's
play when she, herself, is engaged in her awn activities as well as when
she is directly observing or playing with the child.

i

2. Because pretend and imitation play are frequently fleeting in nature
and the hope is to increase the mother's chance of noticing it.

2/7/73
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MOTHER ONLY- MOTHER-1ESEARCH ASSISTANT

HOME VISIT #16

Purpose:

1. TV Observation: TV on 1st ten minutes, off 2nd ten minutes.

2. To continue to,discuss the development Of identity.

3. To prepare the mother for the assessment visits and summer schedule.

Equipment;

For mother: Poem Recognition, for baby book, any additional nursery
rhySte sheets, Developmental Milestones Sheet

For H.V. stopwatch, TV Observation froms plus cover questions and
TV Characteristics Rating Scales.

Procedure:

1. Continue TV Observation.

2. DiscUssion: The development of identity:

Last week's visit will have launched you into this topic. In your dis -.

cussion with the mother refer back to last week's conversation., picking

up on any uncompleted ideas or unexplored areas. Although a review of last

week's discussion can be helpful in integrating ideas, introduce one to

several different related subtopics into the conversation. If you have

not already made use of the poem Recognition or of the Developmental Miles- 4

stones sheet these would be appropriate materials to prop up in a discussion.

k

If the mother has, completed the Play Forks, scan these for evidence ofimi-
tative and pretend play. You can use these instances as evidence of the -t

child learning from the adult's behavior and absorbing the parent's actions

into their awn behavior repertoire. You may possibly find this a fruitful

;place for bringing up the notion of sex differences in pretend play or in

early differential imitation of mother or father. Bring Developmental Mile

stonesMake Believe up to date. Be sure to add 'activities not includedbi form.

3. Prepare the mother for the schedule changes:
Describe the nature of the assessment visits and the schedule for the next month.

Be sure to emphasize the importance of-not discussing the nature of the weekly_

visits with the people who will be visiting during the assessment visits.
Although these visitors may ask questions the answers. to which are contained in
the baby book, ask the mothers not to'show the Baby Book or refer to its exiSt,*,

ence. Explain that it does not matter if she can't remember all the detaill

that might be in the Baby Book. In this regard,you may feel that you want to
reassure her that the visits will not be testing her or the baby put rather they

total educationalprograra. Refer to the information: Assessment0II handout for

a more specific outline of assessment informStion and try to give her the name

of the person who will be vis!.9451r for the first assessment visit.

2/103
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MOTHER ONLY -- MOTHER AS A RESEARCH ASSISTANT

Hoie Visit #17 (Play)

The next two MO visits will focus,on play. The material is selected
from the!Play Curriculum, Homii-Visits 12-15. Remember that each home
visit covers two weeks.

Purpose:
1. TV observation
2. Attractions and aversions
3. Pretend dressing - grooming
4, Homework: Baby Ddy record (Aq wk. 1; PM wk. 2); Attraction-Aversion

(2, wk. 1 and wk. 2); Play forms (4)

Equipme.nt:

Mother: Baby Day Record (AM, PM); 2 Attraction-Aversion forms (MB the
MO form is a modified version of the one used in the play curriculum--
objects are not listed); 4 play forms.

Home Visitor: Stopwatch; TV observation forms; cover questions; TV
characteristics rating scales; 2 Attraction-Aversion forms; 4 play forms.

Procedures:

1. Continue TV observation.
2. Discussion: Attractions and Aversions (Homework)

During the second year of life children come into, contact with a
great variety of textures--outdoors they find sand, mud, snow, dried
leaves, grass, stones, sticks.. Indoors they experience fdbrics of
various textures (rugs, sheets, towels, clothing), smooth plastics%
scouring pads, waxed furniture, soap suds, aluminum foil, paper and so
on. Some textures are appealing and others arb aversive. Same chil-
dreri approach things like steelwool and soap pada gingerly; some chil-
dren love soft, furry toys, whereas other children do not find these
things appealing.

Has M noticed whether C finds some things aversive and other things
aitractive? Food? Materials? Indoors? Outdoors? Did M have any
strong aversions when she was young? -

Introduce tie Aversion-Attraction form. . Ask her to note any of her
child's spontaneously occurring reactions over the next two weeks. Ask
her to think of some things the child might like or dislike (you might
write these in on the form) and suggest that she offer these to him,
noting his reaction on the form. Ask her to repeat her "probe" some
time during the second week and note any changes. Some suggested ob-
jects: cotton balls, tissue paper, sand paper, silk scarf, snow (if
winter), mud (if M is loose), grass. .)"'

How children acquire strong feel/ngs about things is one of the.
challenging mysteries. Sometimes these strong feelings result from
unpleasant or frightening experiences not directly related to the
materials themselves. But some attractions and aversions seem to
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Home Visit #17 (Play)

happen "naturally," and sometimes they disappear as quickly as
they come. If M offers any anecdotes from her own or her child's
experiences, explOre additional issues such as how did other
people respond when the aversion or attraction was expressed?
How long did it last?

3. Discussion: Pretend dressing and grooming.
.

At tabout this age children show an interest in putting on their
own and others! clothing, in brushing and combing their hair,
mother's hair, brushing their teeth and so on. In part, the
occurrence of this play depends on the materials available to the
child-- is he allowed to try on mommy's or daddy's hats, shoes,
gloves? Children also like to play with scarves, purses, suit-
cases, tooth brUShes,dust mops, brooms and soon. Call upon
previous MO and Play Curriculum visits to discuss the meaning and
importance of sydbolic play, role-taking, etc.

Suggest, to M that she leave things of this type for C to play
with--she might even put themin a basket or box set up for just
this purpose. Ask her to observe what C does with these things
(four 10-minute observations over two weeks would be nice).

4. Baby Day record-- AM (*eek-l); PM (week 2).
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ATTRACTIONS - AnnsioNs
o

?Many children have strong preferences and aversions.

On the
1

"Attraction - Aversioe form, note which things the

child seem to like (*), which teligaores (0) And which he

seems to dislike - )

1) The fo can be filled out when the baby plays alone.

2) Another one can be filled out when the baby is offered

each tyne of material in turn.

Which kind Of material does the'child find pleasant/ Which

kind is unpleasant? Has the-child ever experienced these materials

before? How did he react?

9/5/72
Play
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C. I{

MOTHER ONLY -- MOTHER AS A RESEARCH ASSISTANT:

Home Visit #18 (inlay)

04

Purpose:
1. TV Observation
2. Review of mid-week observations

a. Aversions: Did M notice any unexpected aversions? Where
might these have come from? Encourage discussion of the different
ways adults can handle children's negative feelings about things.-
e.g., adults might try.to coax the child, or just leave these things
around, or handle them in a natural manner to demonstrate how they
are .psed, or just forget about it.

b. Pretend Play How did C use the dredping-grooming materials?
Did M play with the child? How?

3. To introduce ,the topic "Organizatibn of play things in the home:"

4. To talk about the "many uses" children have for things.

5. Homework
a. Yes-No Inventory (once)..

b. Things have many uses (observation over two weeks).

C. Developmental Milestones -- optional.

d. Baby's Day -- optional. 0

Equipment:

HV: TV Observation materials (stopwatch, etc.)
Ys-No Inventory, Many-Uses form

M: Yes-No and Many-Uses

Procedure:

1. TV observation

2. Review discussion

3. The organization of the home

Using the Yes-No form:, discuss with M where in the house C plays.
Does C play wherever M happens to be? Taking the home, room by room,
ask M to recall C's activitiedOn different places.. Then ask her to
observe (twice) over the next two weeks C's play activities in the
rooms in Mach he is most likely to play. Narrow down each observa-
tion to one day. (M might make notes during the day, or wait until
evening). We woad like to have these reports as "data," (collected
on next visit) so please be sure M's nam is on the form so that the
Material can be returned to her.

(cont.)
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(Mo HY #18 Play)

On your next, visit, (i.e., visit,,10, go over M's observations
--any surprises? Did M feel she was saying No (or Yes) more than
she had realized? Did C have things to play with that were acceptable
to M? Discuss ways, of enriching, C's play areas.

4. "Many Uses"

0 Thq point of this discussion is the notion that things increase in
plays value when they have many_AlseislAsk M. to select toys (or
household things) that C liked, and some he does not like. List these
on the form. Ask M to recall at least one way C used each thing. Her'

task during the week is'to note and record additional.uses. If M is
not a willing record keeper, list as many activities as she can recall.
Then,ask her to watch C over the next two weeks. If there are things
on the list that are not normally plaked with, M might offer these to
C in order to note how they are used. When you return on Home Visit
#19, add additional activities M might have noticed.

M's observations might not support the hypothesis that children z'
prefer the thingSthat have the most uses. 'A null finding leaddyta
the question of what does influence preference. Ask M to speculate- -
record these speculations on your postscript sheet because Miley will
form the basisnof a future observation.

5. Developmental Milestones -- Play

Developmental milestonesidhould be introduced,on this visit. How
it'is introduced can vary in the following wayd.

a. If there is time during the visit, g6 over one section with. M' :

asking if she can remember when. Suggest to her that she might consult-
with father or other family members during the next couple of weeks if
She can't remember, and that she might also look over the others, too.
How heavy a load you acid should depend on M's willingness to do mid-
visit tasks.

b. If there is no time during visit #18, simply give M the forms,
.Suggestingrthat she might look them over because you'll be working with
them on' home visit #19.,,Again, how heavily you cast the mid-week work
should be scaled to your Me-,

6. Baby's Day is optional. If your M likes to do the BD Record, but does
not welcome other exercises, go lightly on the.hamework'foi 3.and 4, and
give BD.

O

40.
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P?AY =MOULIN: THE YES-HO' OR17

Roan Child lites That's OK
pier there with me

When he 'does
that, r say,._

yes No.'

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No.

Yes No

Yes No

Yes. No

Yes . No

Yes No

Yes scc

Yes No

Yea ;.= No

Yes No

Yes No

Yee No

4..

No

Yee, No

Yea No

yea No



.

Purpose:

1. TV observation
o

2. Review of visits la and 19

3. Developmental 'Illestones -.Play and Laneuag

4. 14orework --.Dev opmental 7111estones

1071171..CATLY,.:....MoTtleIVASksrAnuAssIsTiutt

uppevlsit 011 (PLayt-Languie)

4

w.

Equipment:

IT: TV Observation materials, DeVio1opmental-'illeatones r Lanruage.

Developmental Yllestones Language.

Procedure:

o

a

1. TV observation

2. n.eview: 'Yes-No Inventory and:rany Uses (see visit 010 for discussion.
suggestiona),"If Al used the forms during the week, go over her

observations: If she did not use them, fill them out with her.

3. :Developmental MilestoneeL Play. .

no over with 74 the Developmental 'files ones for play. Note that there

may be things listed that M has never bserved but that C can do.

ggest to M that she 'test" !lover th next two weeks, and petiodi-.

c lly thereafter. Encourage M to add le list.

Use 'developmental mileStones" as a springboard .for discussing

changes ilichildrenis.competencea: encourage speculation about

what C has"to know-in order to do these things. Attempt to 'dissect'

very finely elements of s*ecific behaviors (e.g. to turn on TV --

that the' knob turns, that one direCtIonlis Won't; that turning must

go through the click,, and, most generally, that there id a connection

between these hehayitirs and an outcome). Select behaviors from.

different categories to contrast (e.e. pretend versus turning on the '

TV) and draw attention to the differences,,emphasizing:difference
in outcome (real-makebelieve), and in the kinds of symbolsQmean -end

versus representational) involved. Any contrasts, you make shoul

grow out of the 'dissection.!

=.

4. '1)evelopmental"Tilestones - Language

Introduce Language '411estones as a.:a\of preps int for.the

Mililk3 visits.
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LANGUAGE: Developpental Aleetnnes

The INivellpmental ttilestones for law-maga can be presented as an o ortunity

for us and the mother to' view some of the sisr6subtle ilestones in langu a

developnent. qothers usually are Aware of when their child spoke his fire

\

work, when he could name everything, uhewhe said a sentence. But the hoke
visitor vay want to expiate with thc,7::nther the idea that lanuarre learning' is
a very complex' process. Thus one might expect that it uou14-prese9d by many
little steps, sore of which are on the vilestonu list, as veil as the big ones
ye- allQremenber.

Ask the nother to try, usinF the 50 wor' list and her observations over
the next two weeks, to record the are at which- her child attained these mile-
stones. .Caution.her thathe still,;Fill not have reached many of them. She nay

vent to ''test his ability. to "some. f them ch as bringing an object from
another room or talking on the elephone

9/28/72
LanOage
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- Language

.0 410-stones in Understandint.

Recognition

Recognized his mother's' voice:

Quieted when he heard her

Called "Mama"

Recognize! the sentence ''7 ?o you want 'to go night-night?":

Looked unhaeily

Shook held
a

Said no

1

e

Recognized a word for food (bott ,2 cookie):

tooke6 fnr the object

Went to get the Object /

Recognized the word "not"

Requests

Gave something when you asked for it:

When the object was in sight

When it was in another room .

Put something where you told him to put it

In the same room

Ina different room

Brought something 45u askeMor

When the object was in Qigu same room

When it was in a differant ronm

Said 'no" to your iequesti

When he meant "no"

When hoimeant 'yes-

Convereatiotl

Understood a qu9stion about a thing

Uneerstond z questicn aT)out a person4

Undersiond a conversation between two adults

Understood a conversation television

Understoc,d a conversation on the telephone

Anything Else?

00442
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O

Words .

Sail first word

Said 10 words

Said 50 words

Said first ward with two syllables

Said4. number (one, two etc.)

Said 4 color (red, green,,etc.)

DEV..LOMEtral.7aLESTONES

. Langur4.e

; ;ilt:stones in Socnkint.

Sentences .

Said a sentence of two worels

Used sentences mor,.! often than single vords

Said a sentence of three words

Asked a question with "who?" or "where?"

Said a sentence. with "no" or "note'

Converbation

Talked about something Ile was playing with

Askedfor soacihinc-he panted

cAnswered a question

Told you about a place he had b

Told you about a poison-he hid seed

Talked on the telephone

Talked to another child

Talked to himself

in bed

while playing

9/28/72
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DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONES

PLAY

Milestones in.Relational and Constructive Plar

Fitting

Fit one paper cup'into,another one

Put a pot top on a pot fi

Put a simple puzzle together without help

Opened a screw top ',ler

Towers V

Piled 4 blocks oh lop of one another

Ii

P led 4 blocks on top of one another

-led 6 blocks on top of one another
]

4
Rows

Lined up objects in a row

Made a row of 3 blocks

Made a row of 4 blocks

Made a row of 6 blocks,

Anything else?

Tried to Did it
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MOTHER ONLY Visit #20,

Purpose:
1. atervation: TV on 1st 10 minutes, off 2nd 10 minutes.
2. D scussion of Language Milestones.
3. iscussion of Word Types

4 Equipmen :

Word-Type Questionnaire, stopwatch, TV observation forms, TV characteristics,
Baby Day Record (AM).

I. TV Observation
II. Developmental Milestones: Language

1. Go aver the Milestone sheet with M. If she did not com ete it during
the last two weeks, do it with her at this time.

2. Look first at the "words" section of the Milestone sheet. Ask M. if she
has any ideas on how her child learns new words. Is it by listening to
her? To a sibling? Does the television help? Does he learn any words
from books?

Suggest to M that children often concentrate on learning one type of
word at a time. Together, fill out the word type questionnaire using the
list (which you probably will have to bring up to date). On the basis of
this list you and I can determine what type of words C is currently
learning. Ask M why she thinks it is that type. Does she use a lot of
object and action words with C? Are object words easier because they have
clear referents? Also look at the type(s) he is not learning. Whey does
she think those are hard for C?

3. Turn to the understanding section of the milestones. The mother will
probably have noticed that the recognition items occurred earlier than the
requests. Use this to present the idea that repetition is one thing which
helps children learn'language: an. the recognition items are things which
she says often. You may want to add other familiar Phrases C has learned
to recognize.

M may also have noted that requests for things not in sight are harder
than those for things in sight. As M if she has noticed now or in the past,
things which make it hard for C to obey her requests. Perhaps he does not
respond when he is not looking at her? When he's playing with something
else? When a stranger asks him? Enter these situations on the sheet along
with the age at which he first responded (or leave the age blank to be
fille:slrhen he starts to respond).

why she thinks C fails to respond in certain situations.. Shea.4
may uggest social causes (he's stubborn, afraid of strangers, etc.).
Suggest that there may also be linguistic causes. 'Adults can listen with
one ear. But when language is new and difficult it may be impossible to
understand and play at the same time, or to understand the way a stranger
pronounces a word, or to rememiier a word long enough to bring something
from another room.

III. Homewo
1:Th conversation items on the milestones will probably not be completed.

Suggest to M that this will be one of the"big developments in the next year.
But in the meantime C can converse, he, probably just does not use language
to do it. Ask M td fill out the communication questionnaire (Language Vi-
sit #17) to see hpw her child is conversing without much language.

.

2.Baby Day Record (AM).

00445



MOTHER OM: Visit #21

Purpose:

1. TV Observation: TV off lst 10 minutes) on 2nd 10 minutes..

2. 'Discussion of B's communication ability and'conversationalstyle.

Equipment: Stopwatch, TV ObserVation forms, TV Characteristics; Baby
Day Record (afternoon); tape recorder and crib tape..

I. TV Observations.

II. Baby Day

N -
1. Collect the-Baby Day (morning) Record from 11 Aise it as a basis for
askings:Whether B ever talks to himself, in his crib or otherwise. Ask?!
if she has ever noticed what he says at these times. Does he seem to be
talking to somoonu? Does he "practice" sounds or words?

2. :Play the crib tape for MaS an example of how, sometimes, children
play with 'words in their cribs. Adults think of language as something to
be used with other people. Children do too, but is is also, for them,
something to play with. Ask 11 if B ever shows other signs of liking to
play with. words. Does he have a favorite word or words he likes to repeat.
(e.g. '.'mamma mia"; all .bad dad; Mommy) oven when it means nothing (often
this occurs with a person's name; he hardly knows them but he likes to
say the name). Does he, or'nethaps an older sibling, enjoy certain rhymes
because of the way then sound?

III. Communication

1. After discussing haw children
be used tq communicate. If M did
naire during the we:A, do it with

play with words, turn to how words can
not fill in the commdhication question-
her at this time.

2. For most childfen, the most developed skill will be telling M that B
wants, or does not want, something. Ask M if she can remember how thi#
skill has developed since,B was an infant. How did she know then what?
wanted? When he was 8 months? A year? etc. She will probably have
noticed that B uses language more and more but occasionally has to fall
back on temper tantrums to get what he wants.

3. Then look at showing and asking a question'. A few babies may point,
but for most children these are things that are only expressed through
language. If M looks at the Language Developmental Milestones-, she will
see that it is these skills which B needs to carry on a conversation. He
has to be able to ask about things and make,re2lies. ',Ask,11 if he ever
seems to try to do this? With her? With other visitors?

4. Leave Baby Day(afternoon) as homework. Ask M Ikea she fills this
out, she could make.special note of any "conversations" B has With anyone.

MO
10/20/72 00446



flOTHER ONLY: VISIT #22

Purpose:

1. TV: Observation: TV on let 10 minutes, off 2nd 10 minutes.

2. iiiscussion of conversational styles.

Equipment;

Stoimtch, TV Observation forms, TV Characteristics, Tape recorder.
"Barn" and "Sefal" tapes and transcripts.

Fogm
lv

Procedure:

I. .TV Observations.

11. Conversational style.

1. Collect Baby Day Record. AikM if she was able to note, or can
now remember, any "conversations" B had when she made the.r cord.

2. Probably is conversations will be fairly primitive. Remind M
of last week and the communication questionnaire; you noted hew much
better B was at telling whahe wanted than at questionning.and showing.
Ask M if she thinks she had a hand in this. Does she remember ever
teaching B words for something he wanted (cookie, bottle, etc)? or maybe
she (or sibling) taught by example, e.g. pointing, taking.B where she
wanted him to go, etc.

3. Suggest to M that mothers often teach their children how to have
"conversations" as well. They do this by making B's short "sentences"
into long ones to show him how adults talk,'and by asking him questions
to show him how adults keep a conversatiol,going.

4. Play the Barna and Segal tapes for M and go over the transcripts
with her. Try to show her what is meant by a style which will teach B
How to have a conversation. Ask M if she can think of any other ways

0
B might learn how to converse (e.g. by listening to Hand F talk, by
II asking him questions, etc.)?

5. Homework.

Give 1, form entitled "Behaviors Related to Child's Developing
,Independence'' 677111 out before next visit at which the topic of
discussion will be independence (social development). Instructions arey
to check the behaviors listed which child has exhibited and to add any,
related behaviors not included in list.

MO
11/13/72
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MOTHER ONLY: Visit 023 (Sdcial)

Menet The child's need for independence aid autonomy,

2urposes:

1. To discuss C's need for ifidependence:

a. how expressed in his behaviors,

b.. how M can fos.ter.

2. TV Observation, off let 10 minutes, on 2nd ten minutes,

Equipment: Stopwatch.

:Torras: Little Chorea; Restraints; Xeroxed articled': Encouraging -

Independence; I.dependence, Respoructbility and Identity; Will
Your Child be a Conformist? (to leave with M); TV Observation

forms.

Procedure:

1. TV Observation. ;'

2. Child's Expressions of Independence

Go over form left last week: "Behaviors related to Child's
DeVeloping Independence" to introduce discussion topic for this
visit.

(

3. Developmental context of Independence

Centinuediseussion by briefly reviewing course of development
regarding child's relationship with his mother. At first, as .a

newborn, the infant was unaware of people, but soon he became
lirSotially aware" - and then he singled out his-mother, becausi he
'saw so much of her, and she was so important in satisfying his needs
and desires, and he "eedame:"attached" to her. For awhile, probably, /-

-.he wouldn't even let her out of his reach, or his sight, he followed
her o-erywhere and held on to her a great deal. He cried when she

left him. In recent Months, however,. this dependence on his mother,

seem to be diminishing (we hope!). If a relationship oftrust has'
been established, the child is now able to separate himself from his
'mather. This is the normal course of development, and the child's
.burgeoning independence should be ancoureged: Only when he feels
independent ean'the child leave his mother to explore his environment
and explore relatio 'hips with other people. The child will still

toed his mother - t provide a secure beeafrom which he can venture
forth to explore fhe world. It is impOrtant that be know her love
and attention are always waiting for--hie return. But 120? it is no
longer necessary that X remain close and constantly watching. He
will return -to her when he needs her. .1.1eanwhile it is important
that.he be given opportunities for exploration and experimentation
on his own - times to be alone, to be free, to do things for himself.
Page 1 of Xeroxed article "Encouraging Independence" gives one view
of what is meant by independence-and why it is important.

MO 11/15/72
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Mother Only #23 (con't.):

4. Maternal Encouragement of Indem9ndence*

Moen M observes C'a various expressions of independence, there are
a number of ways in which she can encourage him and foster his
development of autonoey:

a) She can give him lots of opportunities to play and explore
alone without her intervention yet While she is still near.

As an example of how to set up an independence-exploration
situation, suggest that the mother might present the child with
the bag of wrapped Objects, then leave him to play uninterrupted.
Mention to the l that the bag may contain just sore odds and ends
nothing of pert cular value, wrapped in pages from an old magazine.
If the C is in the habit of following M around all the time, still,
perhaps it is because he doesn't have interesting objects to
explore. Objects are especially effective in stopping, the child's
following of M if they are new tochim - things he has not played
with before. Suggest that when M has work she wants to do without
being constantly bugged by the child, she put together such a bag
of "goodies." Ask if Et has ever dose anything like this.

b) (Refer to Xeroxed article on Encouraging Independence for next
4 ways of fostering indel4ndence - supplement your discussion with
paraphrases or quotes from the article.] The mother's attitude is
important. She must view child as distinct individual, think of him
as independent and not ancextension of herself. (p. 2)

c), Mother should give Sea certain amount of responsibility, let him
do some tA by himself (p. 2,3). To do this effectively she must

ape able to assess his capacities, know what the sittilation demands, and
find a, balance SO, that he 'is given some responsibility but not over-
whelmed by it. She should not push him, tell shim, rush, him - but should
let him learn on his own. The Xeroxed selection "Independence,
Responsibility and Identity in other cultures" is relevant to this
point. Read it or leave it. Examples of situations in which C can
begin to be given responsibility, at.this age, include feeding himself,
dressing, groeming, and putting away his toys (like th9ones you have
just brought him - which can all go back'into the shopping bag). Other
examples ere listed on the form "Little Chores for lit which is to
be left for homework. Ask. M to fill it out on .3 days blithe next 2
weeks (tomorrow, in one week, in two weeks) addingeavrother "little
chores" which occur. Apropos of "little choran-take a look at sugges-
tions made by other mothers: Xerox - Incouraging /naependence."

MO

11/15/72,
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Mother Only #23 (cont.):

d) Mother shoUld not be overly restrictive, controlling, restraining
(p. 3,4). Curiosity and initiative and exploration maybe innate, but
they are easily-stifled if the C's environment (especially MO is too
restrictive. There is also a homework exercise labelled "Restraints",
Wbieh should be filled out for one day during next 2 weeks, to illustrate
what is meant by restriction. Look at it now. If you feel comfortable;.
sumest that M may want to try a second day if she sees how navy restrictions
occurred in one day. Leave Dr. Spook article related to this issue.

We do not wish to imply that no restraints-are needed. Of.course, the
child needs to learn limits. What we are proposing is that the child not
be so restricted, restrained, and controlled that he has no.freedom to
explore or to express his independence.

[Sue E., Nancy, Vickie and Margaret - your bag contains pennies (washed)
=buttons - check that that's ok with M.
EverYbody - make sure I! doesn't mind if .0 has raisins or lollypop.]

e) Mother should encourage C's self-evaluation (p. 4,5). This really ,

wales to older children - but M nay want to have it for future reference.

f) Mother should allow C some objects for his very own, which nobody
else touches, which he can keen in is very own shopping. bag, toybox,
latindyy basket, or suitcase.

/15/72
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Little Chores for

Show him how - help him - reward him if he does but don'tkforce him

Putting his toys or clothes away
4

Dresding or undressing himself

Fetching things for M (broom, etc.)

F ng hima7,1f

Washing his hands

Brushing his teeth

Brushing his hair

Helping mother put groceries away

Helping mother set table

Helping mother sweep, dust, vacuum

.

Did the child Did You shag
*have a chance him hai or
to do it? help him?

to do it.'

Did he do
it by
hithaelfT

42

.

.11
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Postscripts

For one whole day keep etrecord.of the number of times yoU Said
"no" or "don't" or'"stop it" to the child -- and whir.

What was child doing when you
said "no" or"stop?V.

Did he stop or not
do the activity?

ti

Why do you think'
it -wan necessary

for him to stop?
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MOTHER ONLY, VISIT #24 (Social)

Theme: Peer add sibling relations: Prosogial behaviors.

Ptrpose: /

1. TOtontinUe discussion about child's dependence.

2. ',Tickdiecuis ild's interactions with otherdhildren; and to teak

about ways of modiTylng or amplifying his social behaviors with peers.

3. TV observation' 4n 1st ten minutes, offt2nd ten minutes.

Equiteent:.

4_,

Forms: Observation of 's Play with Another Chi]4 (3 copies);

Xeroxed articlepton making friends; Xeroxed:examples of
.

-prosocial behaviors (2 pgges).
(1

Procedure:

TV Observation.
.

(ise Over homework from last visit and reiterate poi s made tn your

discussibn of independence.

3. Talk in general With abouther'observation of the C's behavtops

with peers,4artieularly foctasing on osocial b9 viors,(affection, glving:`-;

next vi- t will be About antisocial
add in,erest to., your diaguSsiOn and

ors the child may have exhibited.;-
pecific behaviors, their

tuations fn which they seem:Most /

r of toys, child's state -- e.g. tired,
have elicited'such behaviors (ages, Sex,

at this age, prosicial behaviers wit iDeers

ept. One doesn't really exbect a 20- nth old
nottoo_earlyAbr M to start thinking/abbut this

elopkent. It is important for her to/be aware'
al behaviors with qther children, if She wants to

his social. development. \

helping, sharing, cooperating)-stnee th
behaviors: Use the Xeroxed examples
jog-the mother's memory about pro cial beha

Include in your discussion questions about
frequency ofoccUrrencqh the particular
likely to occur.(nuniber of people, n

. cranky, etc.) and the individuals w4
their behaviors, etc.)!

fliesure to emphagizethg
are very rudimentary and infre
to share his - toys.. BUt it i

aspect of the Ws social d
.9f.her child's interpers
modify them and protot

4 Ask Hrto 1 out observation form of C's play with otherchildren

g next 2 we s. SUggeit she try to get, some variety of playmates foroiP

(a.g. diffare t ages),

about the possibility of reasing the C's prosecial behaviors

to)..'. Research on prose) behaviors suggests some guidelineS

apply in her dealings wi

00453
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Mother Only #24 (cont.):

1) Materials
,

In the peer situation, presentlpts of materials that 'hotly.
.children can play with like,sand, playdoughblocksi.paper, ete. 'so

*conflict situation doesn't'ariee when both childrenwiamt the game toy.
, .

.° 2) -Time and watchfulness

.Doefkeep kids together too long at a time O- probably less than
an hour; keep an eye on tflem-in order to end play.period at an
appropriate time,(when,children are getting tired and'crankk)..

3) Intervention
A

With young. children, M can monitor play and mediate if necessary.
t When possible, she shoul.prdbably,prevent disputes before they get

started.

4) Practice --idon't meach

)on't force children toplay "together."if they-don't seat to
want t6; dontt lecture them abont what behaviors are socially desirable,
but.play with them, demonstrating prosocial behaviors by exempla (e.g.
giving toys to other child, sharing, taking turns, expressing affection.

5) Wait for tie. "right time"

Don't force:Ctd share his awn toys.. Let him have possessions
which are his very own. Let him.know what's his is his. Sharing can be
encouraged by allaying the child independence and.possessivenesa, while
thodelling generesi y yourself. In time child will share spontaneously.
When this occur ke sharing rewarding:

You may want to make a list of these ideas for keep in Baby
Book. .Suggest M keep them in mind' and perhaps try them' out.

5. Leave. Speck article for M to read. Remind her about homework.

'1411

MO.' k
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OBSERVATIOU OF S PLAY WITH Maras. coup

Behavior Check when behavior occurs .

Plays alone -- ignores other child
. .

_

Plays:beside other child but does not
interact .

.

.

Plays with some toys as other child
.

.Shares food, materials or toys with
.

other child .

. .

. , ,

. -

.

touches othei-child affectionately

.

Attempts to comfort other child

,

Attempts to help other child
.

-,

Talks to other child
v,

.

.

Caves otho; child a toy-
.

,

Laughs when fthild laughs

Cries When other child cries'

Follows a suggestion madir45vthe
Other child s.

,

,

.

.

%

Hits'other child

Takes as ay other child's toy

Pushes other child awl_ ,

Social
10/31/72 00155
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MOTHER ONLY: VISIT # 25 (Social)
.;

Theme: The child's antisocial-behaviors. Jealousy and aggression.

Purposes: To consider negative aspects of social development and methods
of dealing with them..

Forms: Observation'of Antisocial BehaVior (2 copies), Why Aggression? (1 copy
Xeroxed articles (6 pages) on sibling rivalry and violence (to leave};
Baby Day Rebord; TV Observation forms.

4

1*

Procedure:
1.- TV observation .

2. Go over homework from last visit (prosocial behaviors in peer inter-
actions). Discuss M'd reaction to Dr. Spook article on making friends.
Use homework about peer interactions as jumpingeOff'point for this week's
discussion about antisocial behaViors which,occur during such interactions.
Find out if M observed any incidents involving antisocial or negative
behaviors such as fighting, hitting, etc. when they occurred, and how they
were handled.
3. Lead M in discussion about Children's exhibitions of jealousy and
.aggression.

Your diScuSsion should be guided by thfollowing questions, issues,
illustrations and suggestions. .

A a) Questions andjssues. How do you feel when you see children
-ighting? Boys? Girls? (acceptable level of expression of aggression,
sex role stereotypes).. .When do they usually fight - or, whys (Jealousy,
excess energy, sibling rivalry, fatigue, age?) Did nu ever feel jealous
of a sibling? Why? (Read. article On Sibling Rivalry) What do you do
when you see your child take away another child's toy? (Managing control
of aggression) What do you do when you see your child hit (push,tease,
etc.) another child? ,[How much you emph ize sibling.rivairy should
probably depend on the 'family constellat n with which ydu are dealing.]

b) Illustrations and suggestions. Dr from or read aloud Xeroxed
articles on sibling rivalry and violence. Emphasize that jealousy and
aggression are normal and natural in moderation - -but asC gets older
it is essential that he learn to control expression of these impulses.
The mother can provide the child with a model ofbehaVior, verbal substi-
tutes for physical aggression and a setting which minimizes the C's
feelings of anger and-jealousy.
I. Give M copies of "Observation of Antisocial Behaviors" for homework.
Suggest that she observe her child's behavior during interaction with a
peer sometime. during the next two weeks, and make a record of his aggres-
sive or negative behaviors. When she has this record, she should try to

40
generalize about what situations maximize peer aggression. Questions stir
might ask herself about these peer interaction situations are listed on-
form "Why Aggression?" Leave this form.

Stress that M shduld try to minimize fr quency situations in which
aggressive, negative, jealous behaviors are most likel to occur; but when
these behaviors do'occurjas longas they e not ekc ssively frequent or
violent) to accept them as natural, necess and ev n--in our society- -
as potentially positive and adaptive. Not adult ne for certain amount
of competitiveness and need to stand up or ones rights and convictions.
What child must learn as he gets ol r is to control p sfcal expression of
aggressive impulses. M can help him learn control by modelling non - violent
behaviors herself, by talking to C about his feelings and acoeptable express
eon of these:feelings, by providing acceptable outlets for 'aggressive energy
(like inflatab e punching 011),.by superVising, participating in, and gui-

a
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Mother only #25

ding peer play and. by intervening when she observes that peer
situation is getting out of control, by showing C how to play
with other people, by playing with him often herself,

00457.



Antisocial Behavior

4

lz

":a

POCial #22
11/13/72

8

fl

ATION OF CHILDREN'S ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIORS

1

What "provoh00 the aaitekgg What vasIeur response?
PahaVior? (tocliding Iminediate .

situation, Other child'S
Behavior, chilCa staCe,'etc:)

.400458
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WHY AGGRESSION?

Is the child hot, hungry, tired or cranky?

Are there enough toys available for both (or all) children to play wit4?
, .

What'ages are the children?

Is child imitating aggressive behaviors he has seen other people do
(peers or adults)?

Is one child getting more attention than the other?
dy

Has one child been favored over the other (with praise, treats, toys.
affection)?

Did someone take away something the, child wanted (a toy, a cookie, a
book)?

A53

How long have the children teen playing together?

Social #23
MO #5
11/29/72
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OTEER ONLY #26-27

Purposes Review ancil'r

Themes If review; draw f7som previous 9 home visits (17-25)
emphasizing areas not well covered. Tailor to fit
M and C for areas you feel haven't been well
actualised.
Attractions-Aversions; pretend ressing & grooming.

*L8'- Organization of playthings in hom and "many uses".
C has things in home.

#19 - Develepmen .Milestones Language anc play.
#20 - Disscusaion o rd-types.
#21 - C's communication ability and conversational style.
#22 - Converahtional styles.
#23 - O's need for indepenrience and autonomy'.
#24 -.Peer and sib relations; iposocial behavior.
#25 - Negative aspects of social development.

Forms* BO 17-32-form (relabel NO 26 -27); Postscript
sheets; TV Observation forms; Any relevant forms
from previous visits (17-25).

Procedures

1. TPObacrvation, on 1st ten minutes. off 2nd ten minutes.

2. Review (refArring to curriculum you've chosen).

3. .Collect homework - Baby Day Record; Observation of
Antisocial Behaviors.

4. Fill. out BO form to, indicate format followed and
complete Postscript, sheets on "what happened."

.

1/3/73
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. .MDTHER ONLY HOME VISIT #28

Purpose:

1. TV Observation
2. To introduce topic of constructional andrelitional play
3. Discuss Developmental Milestones(Play-Construe. and relational)
le. Discuss paper play.
5. Affect-Smiling and Concentrating.,
6. "Involvement" discussion.

Forms and equipment: TV Observation materials: play observation forms (2).
Developmental milestones Play-rela. & constructional;
Baby Day Record-optional,

Procedure:

1. TV Observation-off 1st 10 min.,on 2nd ten minut

2. Discuss constructive and relational play. Using ay observation forms
discuss C's play with materials pf this type-toys nd objects around the
home (i.e. stacking, lining up, fitting, etc.) Doe: C often play with toys
of this type? Has he done things in the past that .e doesn't do now?

4

3. Constructive play--is C interested in stacking block etc? Does he
prefer stacking some objects to others? Interested in lining up, making
towers, or is C more interested in knocing down?

le. Relational play- -doe's C Ake to work with puzzles? Does he .seem to realize
thatipieces fit in the hdies? Work discussion around whatever fitting type
toys or objects are available to C. Does C find this type of task too frust-
rating? ItO important to pose problems which challenge a child to develop
his,c&pacities, but at the same, time there is the danger of discouraging him
if the task is too hard and 'therefore unappealing to him now. It's important
not to push the child. HV can suggest that adult pressure to'do task C finds
too hard will usually turn the child off to the problem. At this age we only
expect experimentation with `puzzles and tasks of a relational, fitting nature
certainly not mastery. If the child can do it, great.

5. Developmental Milestones--Probably C will have cone .many of these constructional
and relational things in the past. Here it might be'interestineto rovitew
the child's stages of development by looking back at early play forms eid dis- I

missing how these changes'seem so.simple and could happen without being noticed,,
and yet they represent a large change in how a child is thinking and translating
his thoughts into action. A tower of 6 blocks is much harder to balance than one
of 3 blocks and requires more concentration, ten'acity, and coordination to Bay
-nothing of the desire to 'build a tower. The t's relatiofial and constructive
play will begin to'have more elements to it and vocalization will elaborate it
further

Cont.
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Mother Oily #28 (cont.):

. -
6. Ask M over next 2 weeks to observe C's constructive and relational

. play and note activities on deVelopmental Milestone sheets. . (2).

7. Paper Play -- Introduce notion tolM that paper strongly attracts
children, but frequently the paper a child "gets into" is 'something
that ,parents don't want destroyed so that understandable restrictions are
set up which make paper "off limits" to an exploring child. However,
children enjoy and learn from playing with different varieties of paper.
Suggest the M gather a special paper collection just for the child to do
with as he wishes, things the child can rip and tear. If this concerns M
she could present the paper set at specific times during the dat.in a
specific room where clean-up is easiest. _Suggest the possibilities for
paper play -- altminum foil, crepe paper'streamers, small bags, plates,
party favor cups, paper cups, magazines, newspaper clippings construction .

paper, waxed paper, etc.
If useful to the M, suggest also possible elaborations which might be

used in paper play such as wrapping, noise making, ripping, ttaring, crumpling,
dressing up; etc.

Ask M to fill out 2 play observation'sheets over the next two weeks
while observing the C's play lath paper materials.

8. Affect - Similing and concentrating.
Ask .M to.note also instances of smiling and concentrating on play

observation form during play periodS. The general idea is to notice
wheter periods of concentration are followed by smile: What activities are
associated with "concentration"? When do children smile? Connect this
`-discussion to earlier discussion of "many uses" of various toys. How migh
the "many use" hypothesis be elaborated? The "many uses" of things might not
be the same for all materials (constructive and relational as opposed to paper
play), not all things having the same ability of posing problems.

For homework as M to observe C's play, in 10 minute periods, while she is
busy doing something else (supposedly) and note activities that lead to
smiling and concentrating . . for both paper and relational-constructive play
periods.

9.Relating to the above, discuss "involvement° with M. Did M enter C's
play with toys during the week? Does she feel that her entries increased in
C's involvement with toyp? Encourage discussion. of C's play activities when'
he was most involved. Least involved. Does he repeat same activities often?
Which ones?

2/20/73
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Mother Only'.#28

c

Points to bear in mind. Involvement is a general term used to

describe the intensity of C's engagement with objects. It is when

C is involved that we who watch are tempted to say that C'S activity
is purposeful -- that C is intentionally and deliberately doing "sameting"

in order to achieve "same" goal, and often the foal or purpose we attribute
to the child is equivalent to a deacription Of the activity (when C is careful4
lining up cars in a row, we assume that C wishes to make a. row of cars even
though he might really be just putting one car next to another without having
a "row" in mind while he is doing it.) Using C's activities with a specific

toy ortoys, for examples, build a set of specific instances of activities
which occupied C's attentio Encourage speculation about C's intention or

purpose and ceient this die ietsion with the notion that whatever the intention,

it is C's own.

7. ,Homework. Developmental Milestones (2); play observation forms (2);
Baby Day record - optional... If your M likes to do BD but doesn't welcome
other homework, go lightly on exercises for #, 4 and 5 and give her BD.

8. Mid-month mailing and phone call:

2/20/73
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MOTHER ONLY #29 Language

Purpose:
1. TV Observation: on first 10 minutes, off 2 nd ten minutes.

2. Discussion of Language Milestone-conversation item.s

-3. To implaive C's conversational ability.

a. What Do you See?
b. What Do You Want?

4. Introductory discussion of 'shapes and colors.

5. Mid-month mailing (colors and shapes form)

6. Homework

Developmental Milestones-conversation: Communication Questionnaire:

What. Do You See? (2); What Do You Want?
Forms:

Procedure:

1. TV Observation.
2. Refer to conversation items on Developmental Milestones (MO visits

20-22). Remind M that this will be one of the C's big developmpnts

through the next year. Although some'C's may be able'to converse now,

others may not use too much language in their conversing.

Review showing and asking a question. Some C's. may point, but for

most C's these are things expressed only through language. Referring

to language Developmental Milestones, discuss how C's skills for

carrying on a conversation have imporved (or altered) in recent weeks.

Mothers are instrumental in teaching children how to have conversations.

Has M been doing this (e.g. making C's short sentences into long ones?

Asking questions to show how adults help keep conversations going?).

Discuss other ways children learn to converse,(e.g. listening to adults

P converse; sibs or other children, etc.)

3. What DO You See"

a. As C's conversational abilities increase, it is useful to give him

the opportunity to learn how to conduct certain kinds of conversations.

One very way which works velal at this sge is conversations about "What

Do You See? With M, look at "show" column.of communication quest,ionnaire -

to see how C has such conversations now. HST expla ns that "What Do You

See conversations should improve this column. -

b. Ask.M to note on What Do You See form any att pts C ma*es during

the next month to answer such questions.
c. Discuss with M that certain situations and topics may appeal to C

more 'which is why perhaps he has a better vocabulary in thise areas.

With M complete a What Do You See form indicating what situations M

feels are adapted to asking this question (e.g. book, TV,e' looking out

window, Etc.).

3/19/73 (ciont.) -\
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-Mother Only #29 (cont.)

II

"What Do You Want"

a. HV explains,there is another type of conVersation'which C can
learn through--one which he may find easier, since there is more.
motivation and M may-find his ability at these conversations makes
her life easier. Thebe are conversationg about What Do You Want?

A a

b. Referring to communication questionnaire, explain as "What do
you see", conversations should imporve "show" column, e What Do
You Want conversations should imporve columns 2 and 5 as well. Using
examples as a guide discuss what would be the next step *n Cts comm-
unicating what he wants (e.g.0 now says name of thing, next step would
be a 2 word aentence like "want cookie").

Discuss color and shape eonfusionmith M using Color and Shape form
as guide. Explain that you will be contacting her about mid-month
by sending along this form for completion before theenext visit.*

.

Use mid-month call 'to discuss hw C is doing and how.his conversational
style is developing.

6. HomewOik: What Do Ynu See?
What Do You Want?

3/19/73
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.MOTHER ONLY #30 (Social)

Theme.: Adult's social roles; C's socialpretend'.

Purposes: 1)
.2)

Equipment:

To discuss variations in adult scdial roles.
Discuss with examples how C tries out different soCiale, roles
particularly parental - in his pretend or Mike-believe.
A selection of books from following '(whichever you prefer).:
"When I'm, Big", "When I Grow Up", The Day Daddy Stayed Home,
We Help.Daddy, The Daddy Book, Children and Their Mothers, Children
and Their Fathers, What is a Mother?, What is A Father?

Forms f Pr ends"(1) , What is a Mother? What is a Father? (1),
Xeroxed icles: Should Girls Be Raised Exactly Like Boys?, What
are Girl/74 Little Boy Blues, A father's Role.

Procedure: /

1. TV Ob ervation: off 1st ten minutes, on 2nd ten minutes.
2. Revi : What o. You See?. What do You Want? and Color and Shape forMs/
3. The eare n ous possible props for this visit--I leave it up to

yo to selec the most appropriate ones for your particular mother.
These props include
a) eroxed articles on sex roles in kids; one on a father;e role ( to
be ead at visit and/or left.,
b) /'Photograph books (Children and Their Mothers, Children and their.
Fathers) for pictorial contrast of maternal and paternal roles).

Books entitled"What is anther?" and "What is a Father?" (kids
eas about maternal and paternal roles). May be used in conjuction
th stenciled form "What is a Mother?What is a Father?" This should
e filled out by M (and HV) probably during Visit, as M thinks about her

/ behaviors and activities that are distinctive from her husband's (or
/ father, boyfriend, brother, etc, if no father is present in family) --.

/ from the child's point of view. E.g. who folds the laundry? does
/ dishes? bakes the leaves? reads the paper? takes out the garbage?

/ on the phone?,etc.
d) A number of children's books which deal with the father's role or
with occupational roles (and sex role stereotypes linked to occupations).
*e) Keep a record on the. form " pretends"of C's behaviors which
illustrate that he is playing at different social roles (like M, Like F, Etc.)
Also ask M about such behaviors which the has observed in the past. This
form should be left to be added to as M observes C's behaviors during the
next weeks (especially when he is playing alone,e.g. with dolls.)
f) This would be an interesting visit to invite the father to attend
(or participate in) if you felt so inclined.

4/30/73
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'MOTHER ONLY #30k (cont.)

Aided by these propos and exercises or just in spontaneous discusston,- you
, . .

should cover the following-points or issues during this visit.

ohildren.play at roles:. Children t out or play at many fferenta6eial

i!
roles, or.aspects of different Tole ;when they are young., the time
they-have reached adulthood they ha e generally assumed fairly'

* -

they -have

(even rigid) role definitions--e.g. as a woman, ateacher &mother, aplUMber etc.
i
etc. Mothers should encourage clrdren'S eitioloration.of different roles, _

hould encourage their pretend play and make believe f tes,.to .'

ncrease'theiFoptions in later adult, roles. : °

P ;

&rents rovide ole models.At this very early age when their exposure is limited
almost e usively to' parents and family, the most likely, roles for children
to 136.y at are those of mother ,and father.

Adults assume roles. This raises issue of male/female roles (in parenting, in
working, Women's Lib, etc). Raise as much consciousness as feels comfortable; -
share personal feelings, experiences, solicit WS opinions, de rtptions.

(

d) How children learn social roles. (speei ically- for illuat ation, sex roles).
MOs)/lverents pay con iderale 'attention to he sek-appropriateness (asther see it)
of their child's be vior, rewarding res dims that are appropriate to his sex
and discouraging thos t at are-not (deliberately or unconsciously ). Parents
are likely to encourage a boy to "fight back" if attackecrby a peer, but they are
most- likely to punish this kirid of behavior in their daughter. If a preschool
'girl cries after losing a game, this reaction is likely to be accepted as appro-
priate for the "weaker sex"." but.illioy who shows tears is likely tobe reminded
that "little men" don't cry. By age 5,most children .are keenly,aware of sex-
appropriate interests and behavior.R Presented with pictures illustrating sex-
typedgtoys, objects, and activities (e.g.Aguns, dolls, cowboys, Indians; kitch
utensils'), most 3,4, and"5' year olds prefer those appropriate for their sex.

0 ,

'social pressures aso foster,lppropriate seX=typing of behavior. 'The culture
provides consideralke iewark for accepting one's on sex i-oleand punishment
for the manifestation of traits appropriate to the opposite sex. Thuevehe boy
is pressured to model himself aftet:the father, the girl after the mother;

- e .A

The basic components of sex-typing'are undoubtedly acquired at home, largely
through identificatiop with, and imitation of, the parent of the same sex. -

.

TheOretically, the degree to which the child adopts a parent's behavior isa
function of that parent's nurturance and affection, competence, and power. If
the parent did pot-possess' these charaeieristicd, the child would not want to be
like him, and would not acquire a pOsitUkidentification with him, The ideal .

situition,for the adoption of culturally, approved, appropriate sex-role behaviors
4

'would be one in which the same-sex parent is seen "as'nurturant*and possessing de-
.

rtitable ch acteristics, and- oth parents consistence reward sex-apprOpriate
,

responses d didcourage inappropriate ones.
r

A.

4/30/73 (cont.
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MOTHER 0=430' (cont.):
,
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, . .

There are also more subtle ways by which parents foster sex-typing: by
the toys and books they provide (baseballs, chemistry sets, electric trains

,,, or Barbie dolls, nurse kits and,Itea sets), the clothes they dress the C in,

the opportunity for sports and activities they offer (skiing, camping,
skin-diving and footballl or ballet, piano lessons, and 'baking brownies).

e) What:role M desires'for C - and the HV's position.

Behaviors which are generally sex-linked include aggression, emotional
exprestion, dependency, etc. Discuss., Tour position should not beet()
determine what are appropriate role characteristics for C but to make M
aware of the C's role development. and of her ,own influence on this development,,

(through reinforcement, demonstration, provision of objects and opportunities):

5. Mid monthphone call:

a) Disedssion about C's social pretenkin past 2 Igeeks. Has C

added anything new?

-b) In preparation next viSitomemotional expiesoion'and to
stimulate M's thinking and observations, tell M you send
Xeroxed article "Emotional Expressions" which suggests ome issues
regarding how emotional expressions dgvelop,and "Feelings and Actions,
Negativism", asking M to watch for ,stances of negativism (or temperr
tantrums) in her child's behavior inpreparati4on for coming visit.

*r.

14/50/75--
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t.4

Pretends to* be a mother:

4

PRETENDS

What iehaviors of gild are like those he has Seen
often?

mpther.do

Pretends to be a father:

What behaviors are like those he has seen a pan do?

Other make believe" play:

Social #23 11/28/72
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WHAT is A .MOTHER?
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Social #23
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MOTHER ONLY #31

Theme: A. 'Understanding and expressing anger and affection.

.
B. Children's fears and howl parents can help children

overcome them.
5

Purposes:
.

A. ,T6 discuss -and think about issues in the emotional

expression of parents an,children.
B. To examine common furs of phildreh dt this age and
particular fears of this child and to discuss how parents'
attitudes and behavior can alleviate these feaks.

Formst A. Xerofed: Emotional Expressions, How much affection
should., you show your children (spook), Feelings and Actions,
Negativism, This Face is Happy; Gets Angry,

Physical Affection.
--B. Normal Fears, Children's Fears,The Dangers of Hiding
the'Truth from Children, Things That Go Bump, All About ,

Witches, Ogres". A Voyage to Brobdingnag, Helping the Child
Overcome his Fears; is Afraid; Frequent Fears.

Procedurer
A. An.im'porialt subsection of "social deVelopment" is emotional'

development" howthe child learns to understand his own and
others' emotions and learns to communicate his feelings to

other people; The excerpt ."emotional expressions" suggests
some issues, regarding how emotional expressions develop, for

'discussion.

One of the most troublesome emotional devfopments at the
age the child is now is "negativism" or "temper tantrums".

.

These are inevitalae by lb - 24 months and-continue till the

. child is about 3 years. TheytmaTbe the result of specific.
frustrations or may be indulged in by the child Just for "fun.°
They are most frequent when the child is tired, overstimulate&
dr ordered about too much. They will lip most likely to persist
if they are reinforced by adult attention or acquiescence.

Ask N about any temper tantrums of negativism She sees in
.her child's behavior. -

Read "negativism" 4nd:-feelin6J and. actions" and discuss.
For homework ask II to, ceep a record for a few days of C's

expressions of anger and her reaction ( Gets Angry).

. On the, other hand:. the expression ofpositive emotions
can cause problems.too -- especially for parents. There may
be tines when it is difficUlt for parents to knoll how physically
affectionate to be,-- for mothers with soils; fathers with.sons,
?fathers with daughters and soqp. Perhaps the, N has already
noticed oonflidts'between what she\faRls and:hew she thinks she.
ought to behaVe. Perhaps she has seen families where affection
is never expressed op4nly, or by contrast., families, where there
seems to be "too much' hugging and kissing. Perhaps N.has
initiated affection.with the C only to be rebuffed. These are
some issues to discuss in this area.

Read Spook's article "How much affection should you show
your dhildren" and discuss reactions.

Give N "Affection",form for homework.
(cont.)

awl
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'_Mother Only #31.(cont.)1.

. Look at "This face is happy." Describe the experiment
surirnnrized at top. Ask M if she has notictid instances when her .

child appedred to empathize or understdnd another person's
emotions (perhaps her own). Probably her child is too young now
to understand-the "game" of pointing to the appropriate face
when a situation (short efory).is described, but suggest that
she save it for a few months' and try it again, and in the mean-
time she Might like to try it out -with any (slightly) older
children she'.knoWs.

B. Discuss by reference to assessment visits, how thes9 were
received.. To introduce themgmLmtpr this visitlinquire as. to
whether child evidenced anygriaraduring this period (of new
experiences or of preitiously familiar and comfortable, objects or
occurences).

Ilse the list of "Frequent Fears" to jog M's memory about
possible fears C had.or has had. Point out that such fears are
coripletely.normalinyuren -- In fact, the"" number of
fears a child has is correlated with his intelligence. Only if
fears are very persistent or excessive is there cause for
concern (in which case parents should seek prefessional counsel)
/Ordinarily, however, fears wil dissipate naturally as C outgrows
1/4111em, if they are handled rea onably and rationally by parents,
The way to "cure" a fear is of to fore the C to'overcome'it
by exposure to the fearful s tuation;. It s es to realize
that fear is not necessarily a bad thing - maybe adaptive.
Should respect C's tendency to WiThdraw. Gilt() in to him/her.

.

Use the xeroxed materials (except the Dangers of Hiding the
Truth) as basis for discussing other parents' treatments and
professional recommendationlrfor the treatment of °fears.

/
.

., Show M the " is afraid" forri and fill in a few
examples she has,observed (masks, animals, insects, etc.). Ask'
her to keep the form and fill it in whenever she notices the
C is afraid of something. .Leave-the xeroxed articles for her
to refer to if she cannot remember the best way to handle-a

.fear. Let her read "The Dangers of Hiding the Truth" on her
own.

Mid-month Phone Call:
1. Inquiry related to disdtssi9n durlipg Visit #31 about C's
-fears. Has M observed any new ones? How did C express fears?
How did mother react?

2. Discussion of articles about. children's fears that you left
with 1 - her reactions, interest, their usefulness, etc.

3. Mention and discuss fact that followitig visit will be final
visit. Feel out Ws reactions to best tailor handling of last
visit to suit her needs.

00472
5/30/73
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Gets 'tingly

. -4--

What makes child angry? How does he express How does mother
the anger? respond?

J
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Physical Affection

eep a record for one entire day of each'time.yoU express .affectiontoUe
child by some-kind of phy4pal signal (a hug, a kiss, a pat,. etc.) Each
time, note:

How was affection expressed?
A

How did child respond?

r

oe
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.MOTHER 0 VISIT #32

Purpose: Review ,

Forms: TV Observation forns,.DAvelopnental Milestones Ir(Langs),
Xeroxed: Margaret.Me941 Answers, Classroom jitnventory,
A Complete Guide to SettiO.ng Up a P;lay Group. for Pre-'
Schoolers, The Mew Look in Nursery Schools, Choosing a
Preschool.
Assorted language forms (see
A'sample copy of "The "Open Home." (See BK).

Procedure:

Language:
1.. Review -the course of Cs language development and .

prepare M for future language acquisition. Use the Baby
Book as your prop. Go through it with M looking at tly
language progress C has made.

a. Bring any incomplete forms up to date.
b. In addition, bring with you copies of previous

forms (3 or ) that touched issues on which C has made
grogress. For example, if C has learned words for colors
or comparatives, bring "Descriptive Words that
Understands." With Iv, discuss what words he noW-M6grstands.
Fill out the new frrn and add it to the Baby Bcok.''

The general tone of the review should be 1) look
how far C.has cone and 2) look, what n goodoconnunicator
he has become.

d. Give M a copy of DeIelopmental Milestones
Go over it, conpleting any items C can already perforn.
When you get to conversation, review with M t eqrly part'
of the curriculum. We talked abe t descriptive languaRe
and language to express needs and wants. B can now
express these things to N. Soon e will learn to express
them to friends. And later he wil learn to describe
things very exactly.

Play:
1. Reminisce.

.a. About the C. How did C play at 12 months, 3
months, etc. What were C's neatest activities?. Were
there any terrible times?

b. About-the program. How did M feel about the
program When it first started? What were, its best parts?
Whdt were its worst parts. Any suggestions for doing
it better?

Social:
Your Roal should be to give the mother some awareness of
issues in social development which she will have to face
In the future, and some "annunition" for dealing with them.
.In particular, discuss,expected changes in C's social
relationships, goals for C's future (social) development,
and future social environrients (i.e.. nursery school, etc.)
` in which C will likely find himself. The xeroxed articles .,

should provide you and M with infornAtion about these ca

issues. How you-present the material is up to you.
6/13/73 one exercise which might be ,helpful is to fill in the last
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Mother Only f32 (cont.):

-2-

page of theitlassrpom InventolTiltosether. This should
list the desirable characteristics of teachers and of
peeK4nteracticms which one should look for In a pre-
schd01 program, or conversely, the undesirable character=
istics"to avoid.," In some ways,: this will provide an
articulation of the principles of the social curriculum
and the behaviors which.suggost the principles. If the
M'hns written a description of how she Would like her child
to be at 4-or 5 or 6, go. oVer this description and the -
strategies shehas mentioned,, adding other strategies
which are necessary to accurately reflect curriculum
principles.

D. The future:,

6/13/73

1. Tell M she will recoive a gift subscription to "The
Open Home" which is a hone-based educational prograM for
pre-school children. Show M the sample copy -- discuss
some of the activities. -

0
2. Discuss the assessments and your last visit which will
be after the assessments.

3.. When you thahk M for her participation tell her we
will send her results. Warn her that it will be at least
one year (for Wave I, two years) before' they are available°
So if she does not hear from us'for awhile, she, shouldn't
give up!

0

Mr
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b.

A;DM T1: (to all Visits #32)

7:st-assessment, mak9 a final visit,- Visit #33, a kitle.

)f-int,rpersonal fa; euall to your pothers and babies.

The visit will be brief, perhaps one -half hour, and can
be used to deliver final bonds, chat with M about the project's
'termination and maybe, if need felt, to discuss the assessment
just completed.

This may be a good opportunity, if you haven't already
done so, to tell M about "The Open Home" gift and discuss, using
a sample copy, means this gift might offer for enriching her
child's learningfopportunities as he changes and grows.

6/15/73
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L=GDACE: Developmental -Ailestomes

P

'luveloprontal ilestnnes for lanouara can presented as an pporttnity
for ua an.1 the mother toziew sow: the nr1. sOtlo milestones in latruage
Ocm,L;?vent. lOthets 'usually are aware of when their child-spoke-his--first;
work, when he could name. uvurythin:7, when he said a sentence. But the home
vioitr may want to exnlore with the I.:other the ides that law:iege learning is
vury complex process. .Thus one mieat expoctthat it would proceed by r_any

little ,steps, som of which .are on the milestone ,list, as well as the bi ones
we all renumber.

ABk the nether to try, using the 50 wore list and her observations over
the next two weeks, to record the are at which her child attained those mile-
stoncz. Caution her/ that he still will not have reached'many of them. She nay
want to 'test- his Obility to do some of them such as bringing an object from
another ronr lr talking on the telephone.

,

9/2a/72
teni;uage
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P.ucoenition

Reccpcnized his mother's void62

Quieted when he heard her

kall8d "Mara" .

RecoOnize2 the sentence '7:1 you want to go night-nightr:,

- krum..0 -

inAW.erstandinr

Locke;.'. unhappy

Shook hea,1

Sai:. no

rez.conizel a word for (bottle, cookie):

LookeC. for the object

Went to rtut the,object

Recogniz9d the word "no!"

Ii.:xtuests

Gave something when you esker'. fnr it:

Whun the object was in sight

When it was in another room

Lutsomething where you t' 1d him to put it

In the sane room

In .- different room.

Brought sopethinE you aske-.! for

Whim the: object was in tho same room

When it was in r difformt rfnm

Sair2 nc". t^ your requests'

When he meant 'no':

When he mant )

Conversation

Und,:xstro!. a question about a thing

Aln.'erstond a r!matinn,Phout a person

Underotoni a convursation between two adults

UndurstoOd a conversation .41 tolevisiOn

Undoroto7.1 'a conversation on the tUephone

EAUIL14111ELE12g-
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DEV:IblitENTAL iLESTOkIES

-

.filastonwi in Sneakint

TjCiY 16
a

Sail firat word

Said 1 lords

Said !;) words

Saii first emrd with two syllables

Said a numb.,.r (one, two, :AC.)

Said a cUor (red, green, etd.)

Seritencc:a

Said n sultunce of trio worOs

Used sentnces mon: often than singlawords

Said a sentence of three wards
)

Asked aJiluestion with 'ler?' or 'where?'

Said a sentence with 'iv,' or 'not'

(;onverdaeion

Talked about somethinr was playing with

somoihin; he wanted .

2=werai a qtvlstion

t.

To:id 'you about a place ho. had been.

TAA'you .--57sut a person h.:: hal secn.

-gyp the% telephone

Tllked t:ranother child

Talked to himself

in bed a

while playing'

k

9/28/72. :
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Baby,5Ynly0Intervention

_//

7-The salien acteristic of the baby on or whole chil

comp.&ison group is a complete rel'ace upon teraction between./
home visitor ag4 dby while maintaining the lationship betwee

home visitor ,an mother as much as otossib;,e, with the slip
pleantries of casual acquaintances. Within' this fram the

vd it itPlelf will be defined/as a time hen the baby a d b me
visitdr/ban play tggether;,the conte of that play a

.

selected co posite of th6 weekly a ivities of ape/ curriculum

groups; 1 guage,,:play,snd social ,development. /
/

, ''he structure of each v'iit and,thd/defi tipn of the rela-
tionship of thd triad will main cons ant OUghout the program,
Whereas the visit plan w' 1 vary wee y p lalelIing the progressive
changes in the specif* ea At each visit, toys and '

objects, identical to ose used i t ,mother only or other as
research collaborator group, Will acCOmpany the home sitor and
will be used by her or explor ion and exploitatio during the

visit. UAlike the other as re arch colldborato group, there

toys will not be available fo the mother, and by to act upon
during the week

,1*

0

O

,e1

rr
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BABY ONLY - WHOLE CHIL INTERVENTION: HOME VISIT #1 & 2 .

Purpose r/

\
I. To introduce the project to lh

t
motho and exp laln, the nature of

the visits .defining the tone of tbe relationship.

2. To play with the child in.three interrelated ways fol
of: '

.

I. Simple description of ongoing activities

2. Elaboration of play" behavior

3. Social play:

3. Ta exit gracefully with expressions of pleasure in the visit.

owing the themes

Equipment

Suitcase with: drum, keys on fuzzy ball, 3 balls, doll, pUll toy dog,
car, pot, measuring, spoons, whisk, pail, I hat.

I
I. INTRODUCTION

I. The home visitor asks the mother if she has any questions about e

-project and explains that she will be coming once a weeCfor fou
months and then less 'frequently perhaps oncePor twice a'month fo
the next year.

2. Home visitor explains to the mother the nature thethe vlsits.- We
are interested in the way chiidren respond to different-kinds of

Allay activities. At each visit, we will be bringing toys and objects
with us and we would like to spend the time playing with thebaby,
obserxinghis reactions and getting to know him. Home visitor then
asks: Is there a place where we can play that won't bother you?

II. PLAY

The order of play is unimportant. However, during the play time the
'home visitor sObld devote approximately 10-15 minutes on activities which
emphasize language, play and social curriculums. These themes can be
compartmentalized or' intermingled.

Presentation of the toys to thebaby

-Open the suitcase and offer toys with attention getting demonstrations
(e.g. pulling pull toy, rolling ball, bonging drum with whis1c)pushing

4011 NI car).

Language: After making a spectacie with the ball, doll, pull. -dog, car
drum or keys, and catching the child.'S interest: repeat short sentences
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I

about the object (see page 3 VI Language interventibn: Home Visit #I).

such as "Here comes the; car, the c:r is coming to-Jenny" trylag_te
maintain the'child's interest. Ochtinue by using similar types of ---

sontenceF; to describe the child's ongoing exploration of the toys or
your'demonstrafions.in which he/she is interested.

Play: After making a spectacle ofEyeme of the toys and engaging the
child's interest, Pay with the baby following the theme of play elab-
oration (see page 3 #5 Play\Intervention Home Visft 'Elaboration

is a technique of introducing a new activity to the child which either
continues the activity the child is involved in but with a new obJect

(babvbangs'on pot. Home visitor bangs on pail and/or drum) 'or
demonstrating a new activity that can be done 'with an object the child
is already interested in either by itself or in conjunction with_
another object. (E.g. Baby bangs. on pot. Home visitor throws'balls

\in pot, st4rs with spoon or whisk in pot, feeds baby from pot after
stirring, puts pot on B's head or oh doll's head, or on home visitor's
head like a hat.) Both aspects of. elaboration could and should be a

comihgled with care not to merely present an array but to cue on the
baby's activities anthinterests:

Social:' After toffs have boenid splayed elaborate on the pattern of
hat play (hat on baby, hat on home:visitor, haT-Un dolt, peek-a-boo
behi$d hat i.e. hat as mask); or feeding play, aintaining eye-to-eye
contact, smiles, and evidences of joyful enthus r sm.

-'-..

--

. At some
..

point, engage'baby in some sort of_pnysi-dal late:
,bouncing horse, tickling, this little piggy, twinging baby or encouraging '
baby to dance whilo you sing. These4activities should again. be
.accompanied by eye-to!-ey6 contact, smil-ps, and enthusiasm, but also

I. by songs and or patter original or conventional, quality .of tone and
rhythm being more important than content, melody or prose.

I I. EXIT

a) Express pleasure in playing with the baby in general,with.appropriately
favorable personality related adjectives. (Only. if necessary mention

ono activity B enjoyed or maintained interest in.)

5) Now that the"mothor knows the nature of the visit arrange a time and
day for the regular: weekly appointments. Gently and cautiously suggest
Times during which the mother may be occupied about the house with
activities 'ofhdr own

.

c)SaYgood-byo reminding the mother of the day, date and time of next
appointment.
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Y ONLY Hote Visit #1 - "What to do if .

_ - 0
I. -Mother wants to stay and watch:

ti

G

O

1.- The tact 'Snot to push.the mother ou Anlwer(hhat "of coirse
You can stay` 77,fiTh the'hope thatshe ill tire of watching and
will either a) leave the room or,b)._b physically present but
not attending to the hOmewisitor and baby because of other

0 ,occupations or preoccupations.

. Continue to direct yoUr attention to the baby but 'responpiseatrmq,,
to the mother without opening avenues fior continued,dislinsion.

5. At the beginning of each visit ask the mother where shewoUld like
you and the baby to play, so that she is given the opportunity to
take control of at, least this aspect of the visit.

Mother questions you,bout what you are doing:

Tell her, .using discrete and concrete descriptions from the curriculums
of the specific-area groups. (e.g. when'baby bangs on the druml offer
other things for him to bar on; when he pushes the truck I try to-

. use the word truck in a sentence; I play pat-a-cake with him because
it is fun to play with people without toys as well as with toys.)
In general answer -'the mother's questions without volenteering a lot
of other information or elaborating on the theory behrnd any of your
activities.

-3. If the mother asks about the rest of the:study:

Explain that the mothers and babies that are:taking part in the study
were divided arbitrariLy into diffe.rent groups, each with a different
emphasis. The activities in one group stress toys, ir9another
language and in a.third doing things with' people. Whop you play with
her baby you will be'trying to pay equal attention to all of these kinds
of activities. 09r goal. is to learnhow to help younb children develOp
their abilities to solve probleme about the way things'work,and go
together, about how to communicate and about how to. haveogoOd3 relation-
.ships with other people. .

/
4. a sib is erdsent: p, ,'

.

. . . 0,
,

Al*hough is all right for the gibling to try outand Play with the
.e,

toys the h ne visitor bPings, suggest:to the mother that You will be
mainly pla ing with the baby. You might,even hiht that the baby"
'-would probe ly enjoy having the homevisjor to himseitand that vibl'e
the baby was occuPied the sibl 'rig ,might:slmi tafiy enjoy the motherls
attention. AlsO suggest that the mother might interest the sibling
in her own toys, as well. Since we do not Want the mother's attention
focused on the baby, the sibling provides an excelfent natural source

,6.
ofdiverSien. 4'
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. If the mothrfr asks how -the baby is doing:

I. Respond with ploasure and ass,.rances that you 'enjoy tho baby's

company. s,

2. Explain tha4'you aro learning. a lot from tho baby; that each
-child does things in his own way and in.his own'time and it is
by observ)ng Oha special and unique characteistics of individuals
that wo learn' about the many-,01fferont patterbOhat developmait,o..
takos aven though those pattornS often bring.'dlildre56 to the same'.though
place tiltho end. 4,

O
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BY ONLY - WHOLE CHILD INTERVENTION

Ho..Z. Visit # 3

Purpoo.: To ploy with the child in three illterrelated ways, following the
themes of: .

1. Simple descriptin-of ongoing activity.

2. Pretend feeding.

3. Elaborated peek-a-boo.
Y.

;71uipnent: Suitcase with: playskool 'mailbox, scarf; mirror, mask, sunglas6es,
pap, :pith holesc4lophane, 1 wooden spoon, a doll, 2 plastic spoons/, a
.0L, 2 piqutio cups, 3 wq,cr m/pkinR, stuffed aidinal, egg cup, paper ,tag.

Procedu,xv. Lae baby:-

The ordenx:if'Play iaunimportant.,-" However,,duringthe play
home visitor should devote appro4imately 10-15 minutes on activil
emphasizeelanguage,,playand social curriculums. These themes c
campartmentalized,pr-intermingled.

.. I

Present the 'buys to the b4by.with the use.of attention'g t ing
rdemonstraticpns. ;;;-.,

.

ime the
es Which
n be

Lmguf.ae:

After making a spcctacle with the mailbox descri, e what he child is
looking at, using short sentences with nouns, adjecti es, an verbs other
than the verb to be. For example, "You're putting t e round block in."
You can't Open the door." "I'll open t1 door,. eta. Ma'lbox can lso

be used to shake and the blocks make towers, or roll/ as wet as fitting into

4'

their appropriate openings. (9,

Present the toys to the baby with a few at,tentiOnogetting demonstrations,
such\as pretending *o drink from a cup mid offering it to the baby, pretending
to ctl.r Idth the wooden spoon 'in the pot, and pretend/ins/to eat with the spoon.
Then, keeping in mind the nature of elaborative play,detibed in Play

Ifention, Visit #1, observe ich objects interest t e baby and introduce
a "pretend'' variation on this ac 'ArityT Por example, if the baby is

tend to drink from the other cup.
aby.

fingering the cup, the
saying "Hmmm good;"

Suggested /p

ome visitor can p
d offering it to ple

Inds :

( I

1. ,P 6t nd feed self, baby, doll, stuff, atrima- with sioon or cup.

retend to,stir in pote,or cup: ,/
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3, Ktend

If the baby
elaborations and

Social:

fro

to wipe face.(baby's, own, dollls, stuffed anim s).

does not respond to the pretend elements continu man putative
scatter "pretendeithrouz;hout,the activitieb.

The social games will be elaborations on the theme of peek-aboo.
These elaborations may entail varied verbal components, (Whereto

I.see you. Iii . . . ) the use of novel props (scarf, mir0r, mask,
sunglasses,. papers with holes, cellophane) and activities ( at B upside

down, cover own face with B's hinds). It is not neceesarYtostick with
the "social curriculum profs," rather employ any-of the toyo or Objects you
have with you (e.g. peek-a-boo from behind the mailbox or peelv-a-booing with
the doll), or furniture that is available in th room to eleporate on peek-a-

boo and enhance the some.

Yj
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nADY any vapLE CYILD InTrumaim

To -fla:c7 with the child '_r VLon inter-related ways, foIligring
the themes of:

1. Simple description of ongoing activity.

2. Tasological and spatial relationships iilplaY.

3. "Body Farts games.

:qurment: Sui"coase with:. "Form fitter," musical jack-inthe-box, doll
stack toy, cardboard tube,. balls, coffer:' cans (3 sizes), barrel
of monkeys (without monkeys), tooth brush and tube, plastic
bathroom cups (nesting), pot (includingc-bottom, lid min middle
fleJetion).

Prnce-iure- Play :rith the baby:

The order of is unimportant. However, during the play time the
. hcme, visitor should devote approximately 10-15 minutes on activities whfch

repeatedly cp.rhasize language, play and social curriculums.

Ln:,.o.juage:

mahin; a spectadle with the form fiti-o-r or any of the other toys,
de:erne what the child js doing using short but complete zenten6eo. These

%F;(!nl.enc,s. should bo duscriPtive rather than directive. Donlf hesitate to
languo-e the same way with toys other than those specifically part of

One of thy' languor:2 curriculnms.

.P16,7: ,..
.

,

t?resur.4..the to7,1 to the baby with afew'attention getting demonstratiOns,
such 'az" rollin tl:%.-: ball down the tube or stacking the cans. ,- 'Als tiMe,When
*vlcborOing the baby's play embhasize, wherever possible, activities which
involve fii-tihg thines ta:ethar Other elaborations are all right but
rdlptiOUaI ones are especially impOrtant. ./ ' -.

Soaisl: , .

4.

Th9 .seeial ins emphasiz2\body parts. Far this you can use4he doll
and jhltAn-the-box to label and tail abeiiit theiic,bodYsp, s-(9:g,. eyes, nose,
1.,,rtnds). Sir "alang'-Oith the muzic(box and with, Your Own amep wi)h B.
Su;,!gested songs or rhymes include, '''If .you're: happy and you'know it clap
your hands ("stamp your feet-, gr6.4, "This little piggy, ', 'Tommy 'Thumb'
(Thumpkin). :Another possibility is covering; differentfeatures or parts
-Ind asking ''Where .is - ?' using hot/I:yourself mini.- IT
possible this could be tried in front of a full length mirror. Continue
the play with demonstrations of activities such' as, walking, 'clapping etc.

*

3/214/72
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BABY ONLY - WHOLE CHILD Ii TERWTION

Home Visit # 5

Eurpooe:
1

Tofplay with the child in three inter-related ways, following the

-theLeo of:

1., Object naming while demonstrating uoe.

2. 'ContLaero and Contained" in play activitieo.

3. Sin3inl-action cameo.

110-10211t

Suitcase with: set of b lo and spoons, set of spools, cups, tape
recorder, tape of ehildrento action gongs, egg box,
cigar box, pail, tissue box, clothespins, blocks,
aluminum foil, 'shovel.

rY'Ocedure: Play with baby.:
es

- The order of play is unimportant. HoweVer, during the play time the

home vjoitor should devote.aPproximately 10-15 minutes on activities which

repeatedly emphasize language, play, and social curriculumo.

Languar:ei

Narie the object while showing the child how they can be used., ,In your

description s of activities emphasize actions and uses rather than shapes

or colors.

Play:

The key themes in this week's play elaboration are Filling, oprill, and

intvinrr, . Ao before, other elaborations are all right but those repeating
.4\
the theme of containers and contained are preferred. A;lor sumestioAs see

P1 v: Hone Visit // 4, pag 2.(v).
.,... \

.,..

Socl: .
/

. x .

Pikay the tape of children's action songs for the child, noting:Which

f'
aones he prefers. Then pl the tape gs4n adding the actions for any games

or songs that. you know i eluding the,dhild in the games in whatever way

possible. the whole tape ,oar section4kof it as often as you and

the child lik As another variation, you-can play "old favorites" without

tnnTa accompaniment./

4
.

r 3/30/7?
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rurpose:

DABY ONLY ,WEOLE CHILD INTERVENTION

Home Visit # 6

To play 'with the child in, three inter related ways,

the n: of: .

1. .Language games. 1

2. Pretend dressing and grooming.

3. Social game review.

Elaipment.

Suitcase with hat, bangles, bowl
spoold/On a string,
cufout, pop beads.,

'ball, sunglasses, m

'Procedure.. Play with baby

owing the

tooth brush, doll, stuffed imal,

paper plates, whole and with center

hair brush,, scarf, glove, tirror,

is box.

A

C,

The order of play is,unimportant. Alt ough you most likely will want

to integrate the curriculums during the pleytime,be sure to cover each' topic

:lrea. This particular visit will be very sodial as thq areas overlap to

a great extent,

l'ans-uage

Try out four typeg-of games emphasizing the language aspects,

1. Imitation games. OTInitat.a child's s ds.with gwat emphasis

,getting close to the child and exaggerat ng lip and tongue movements,

naturall'i accompanying this with laughter and smiling

2. 'lord games: -Play a*standard same in child's re etoire emphas1zin

one word with the aim of trying to get the child It _imitate this word.

3. Rhymes: Sing rhyming games Much as 'Three little pige," Tom Thnmb,"

Le6hive4 accompanied by movament. Try using *am of the other
obSects in your suitcase with rhymes of yOurol -inyention.

(/

4. 'Rough, house :
contact,the.child using ,ditties such as.

'BuzZy. Bee,° rA E I 0 liickorydiCkory dock'' and 'Riding Horse,')

or all* others which inspire your.

The keV'theme,in'this week's,play e16*gration is prt-end-dressing and

grooming. Using yourself, the baop a doll or stuffe animal as .d7ss-up- V
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objects e lore the Possibilitieo b7 the other'topl.. Of

course, other el:iborations are all riN1 in ast m!7; be necessiery.if

the pretend theme does not catch on. re r,ot y',,zh, the pretend aspActif

this is not interesting to the chi14, Y'..?;t!4(Jr =itch to other types of

elOorationd,stairinri open to reintro'Amo t ai w3tend if indicated.

Do not be afrAd to use simple sentences doscribitM the child's activity,

occasionally,when elaborating, .

Pepoat ;my of the social gam° that you and the baby. enjoyed fro
previOus weeks. The body gams, br112, gar.00, and eating gsnms may be
somewhat more distinct at thin point fcm the play off' the other two

U.

curriculums;

it

a

-4.6.72
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Purnose.

BABY ONLY WHOLE LT) INTRRTilTION

Home Vis t

Te'play with the child in th e inter-related ways, fol;6Wing the
themes of''

ua

dr.

1. Novelty in social language games.

2. Space and tonological relAionships with the emphilais4on
putting in, connecting, and disc nneeting.

'3.( social play activities

Equipment:

9uitcas wIth:7 egg holder, b -ails, coffee can and cover, spoolss'
tubes., whisk, nopbeads, milk bottle, clothespin,
tape of songs, jac linthe-box,

n

, 7
Plus! seletted social, props which coxAspond to
your chosen social plgy activity (alailable on,
:social" shelves) : .

,

.,,

Procbdure- P qv with the baby
41k

euxriculums develop, they may' overlap tr tire to time.
Nev,;rthcless try to cover something gr6;1 each topi area during the

.

Lanuun.ge:

,A1., R eat the f types .of games from the"previous week using
no.-:1 varintions.t maintain the child's interest.

c.

lktation games: Imitate the child then change the pound used
or the pitch.

Word 7ames: Plays_patA-cake or peek-a-boothen Change the
word 4hasized, the-nitch or rhythm.

es: Say or sing rhymes to child accompanied by
movement, th' n slow dam or, speed up changing tone
of voice, pitch, rhythm, or movement. The rhyme may be
conventional or oririnql as you dish.

d,- Rough house: Physfcs,14.contact child accompanied by rhymes
or songs, then change the point in the song at which the
child is contacted.-

0 0 9 2 ,



4

o

. 2. Add ;arses involving fingers aila toesok,,Qreate A spectacle
witiv-fingers and toes involving the 'biby?..ny way ,ou yis1,. .Some
suggestions include: ''This litilapiggy-," 'Ton urib," ''Open 61iut them,"
and"Tiereles a ball for baby."

42

3. Use the tape of songs and jack-in-the-box to create novel aituations.
by varyinir thpeeds of the, music 4,11.each.

0

4 .

This week's play elaboration focuses, oh the notion of space and
tolopordcal relattonshins with -an emphasis on- utting in, connecting,
and disconnecting. Some suggested activities, Putting Spools,
balls; nop berAs., or clothespins, in egg ho der, tubes, milk bottle or
eoffee.4-ani connecting or disconnecting p p beads- or clotheSpins,,w#hi
the reverse being done by the child. 1: )

..$ Select from the Social Interaction menu, one or tOo.of the liy Activities
(Entrees) which might interest you and "your' baby. Try-to chose one that
will present some contrast or variation to the. other curriculums for the
'week. Numbers 1, 3, 4; 5, 6, 7 and 8 may be im6i'e appropriate for this
condition. When you have chosen your- activity consult the "Social Shelves"
fol"annrop iate materials: In order to cover a range of the,suggested
activities in the coming week s and not to lA stymied by irrelevant conditions,

, the weather and unavailable props, it may require some flexibilityin. planning', as well as a consideration of which social play activities
hill be post .appropriate for you and the baby, given the: baby's, interest,
the home situation, etc.

tir4.
.

In genetal do not hesitate to draw on cur iculums from the past whichcould be Adapted to the materials you have ;at h d. The play elaborations
n.eed not strictly follow the specific theme of the week if the baby's
interest ks not in that direction. Similarly, adaptationd the,-social andlanguage ` riculum outlines should be made if' the baby shag adverse
reactions to specific aspects, such as singing or music. -Again,'ieb,
out.of place to use simple sentences describing the child's activity.

. . 9
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0
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IP:3Y 0"T:T.P! - 'TROTT., CH",":"th 7.77777710:i

Hore

Purpose!

1. '70 nlay ,rith child in three interrelated VA7S, fotlowing. the themes of:

a. Interestini the child in sneech throurh the use of books.

b. Play.review:

nlaT
pretend feedinr end ,ramming
fittirr torether activities
container and contained
connecting and disconnecting.

c. pls-r activities.

2. To reassure parents .about the -nature of visits.

naUinment.

1. Lanil:ua,e

3.

Ca

-sterials- Three boolz See The,n;ar, Baby.'s Pets and 13abv

71s naterilis- qelectea tot' s andOblectp which covet the Vast curriculums.

Social.nntnrials!-AnnrOnriatesocial prons correspond to your.

chosen n1r1vactivity'available on 'social shelvesr).

'''rocedure

1. v.lav -Aith the taty, fbelina fres to draw on anx,curriculums from the p, t

could ')e adantea to the 4terials that you have ulth vou,keepits, in
-".hd the elaborative play style. Sinnle sentences describing the child's
antivitv aria social and langua7e games may be intersnersed.with other other

.rptivities its

LnIrluare:
0

lead through the bOoks with B describing what is seen rather tlian directing

the 'ebby. Provide a comentary4ocussin/ on the objects pictured, using
related action ver':.s ti ti short simle sentenced. Concentrate on.....talkinr about

-Thlt the bally notices rather then forcin? hit-, or her to look qt vbet interests

'yet. :c t'le br:nr's sttention is fixed on nao try romating the line o?
t gave descrilltionof

interested in ,
aetails and changinr.: verbs

test several times.. Than, add your'aun objectlcti
t;lenicture teneated several tinc:s. L' the
'.EeAre varrYour-F',esctintion- furthe.:- nolntiw". tc

as usin. sy1ecific sAjectives of sie, color-snd:nuriber.
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relnurnae the 1..aby to turn na'es with

then talk .bout whatever mar. s is. omen

"rereadin" the hook or books RS lona

0

play

Use the selected toys and objects to review' the .themes that have been
eovered over, the waist week t. Try nakine combinations of objects. that may
not have ,*neared tor,etherto'illustrate the various themes. Have fun with
the baby always rememberina to cu0 on his /her interests and to. elaborate them..

2.

vou, without prcina him to and
without r.aard for their order. Continue-
as the hnhy is interested.

.

Select fron the- qocial.Interaction menu one or two of thePlay Activities.
hiph miaht interest you. and your' baby, with an aye to contrasting the
s cial .activittes Frith those of the other curriculums. Then, find the
necessary materials in the Social 8helires." If you like,'younay,repeat
th, activity you have used with your social mother. However; this is not
necessary. An individual, social, rrogrnm for you and this baby is more in
keeine ta:th the. ropd of the social curriculum.

2. ,A'brief discussion with the mother.

If you -Peel that the mother has an.v questions about your-Purposesan
rlarina with the baby, take a few moments to describe the aims of the Project
for hei aroun. Very little is known about young; childr9 between the ages of
land l/2 years old. "e have been able to study babies and your.? children
most ea ilv when- they are. still in the hosritel or after they have entered
school. Therefore, know most about them at these saes. What ha, been
learned About children the sae of Your child has been 'Tethered when children
are in unfnmiliar situations or are under tension. "hen wo visit you at
,home. we are interested in seein your baby when he is relaxed in a natural
situation. Your balyv is helnina us to learn about how babies of his age
resPond to different tyres of toys, o')jects and activities.

DI

reassure the mother with as many renetitions as necessary that we are
not testing her bhby but_are trying to learn about how children behave, -and
hog they ),earn. Ale emphasis on the how of learnina and behavina be
contraste4 to learnina about what her child does or learn (which not the

. purposes of the visit).

4/24/72
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I

Po.rnone.

CIILD

"isit

the child inithree inter -- related Nrays, following the

thn,es o'

1. Lanrux.e review

2. Gross motor activities

3, r:ocial

21.D.11,..1=4Z

bro1,.s (fron 1 an7ua-s nlost). lars. bo% with strfn- attached, large

trash can 7ith bottom cut out 1'r-f? Iromdry basket, wheelbarrow,

-ar7,?ys, s'en -c.s. balloons, boat t-n T7all lastic containers plus selected

71a7r'rith till tilnhir

a

tnrou.-n
?ire:' ')shy.

usinrr relatt,:d

',.n1n1..tcY,Iescrintioa/o=
visit ' 7

boots with the bshy describin, what is seen ra.0.,t1r

' rovile a co-rAtarY, focussinr, on the objects
action -w.lr"7.1,in short sinnle sentencqs. ! more

reaein-. can 1:-. 'foun;..in BTilly Only Fame Visit u ° or

cial C.11rric.:1,t1.

2. 7:.es creatiw. noveltY. Try

11. r111,-,::s 'or so--;) of the toys you have with you. 71efer to

l'7 ;ir 1;leAt 4 5 or nsIr, Only ore v4si,t 7 for norm: detailed

o' lam-ua-e

3. s,antencs decribin- the child's activity or focus of.
att.,ntIon are always annrorsriate,as are functional letinitions-and labelling

ncw ol-Jects.
a

r",s fnr thi- week is on gross motor novenents, and activities
tnrt -ill ?Ilon-ur'n '.. the, to comnare their own bodv Nkze in relationshin

ts r Let the child explore the pbssibilities of crawlin-.

in. nut:, arnunl throv-% sore of th- lare cont4Ors. Althouc:h they

te-ntin. Irrrl , '1.1^ hay: nartJail, loathed the relationshin of

yrom 11,:tr size to these oNcets, 7Til1 rea:14.ze that this is ona area in which

Inlnin- or claboratiyt stvles la, more useful thin initatinP. If

7n1 qo TTish to rerforr scr ?rocs nctor activities of your ovn, you nip:ht

want to tale your shoes off bcfnra deseeneanr, on trio containers. A small
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chair of the baby's or a'pill610 .can be added to the e'qui lent for play
purposes. ' lgain., do hot hesitate to use the-materials ou.havo With you
to elaborate eurric 1.111S -, past. '

4T, .

Cocial:
-

Although singing or rhythmic action garies are a delightful.mode-of
social interaction, try to ingor orate into our play a variety of different
sorts of social activities. ' Tiiru1c.about maintaining a balance 'of distant .

social games relyinq on the senses o sight and sound with those which call
for physica-tactile communication. Pick out several pf the toys from the
social shelf such as, soap bubbles, ton, balls, puttpets , balloons, phones,.
scarf, hats, ribbons, balls, musical bows, cups, etc. and bring thdm along
with you. Then work the into a socially interactive play for you-and ;

the baby to enjoy togethbr, keeping in mind the fact that curricUlums can
overlap. Remember, pretend feediniand grooming are as much a part of the
social curriculum as they are of the nlay curriculum. Do not be afraid to
try out a social prop, such as the puppets, With nyciur baby" Oren you are
unsure- of his or her reaction', as this-tpe of Modtrate.expertmentation is a9 in
keeping in dcaling with the babies as it is with mothers in other curriculums.
Of courseyou will use your judgement selecting activities,. howeVer, try
over the next few weeks to present the 'baby with a variety bf social activities
as well as those you have already found to be comfortable. /.

......

.

4/27/7?
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Turpose:
R.

BABY °NV.- 'MOLE map

Home Visit 1,1 10

To play with the child iri three inter-:related ways, following the

thewes of:
O

1. Eneotireging the child to u e speech to communicate wants

4ind needs.

'2. Pretepd feeding and food.preparation.

3. Social play.
c

.0. , .

Equipment:
..

\

.

2))Ooks (from Language.or Social closet),.top, music box-, doll,
stffed animal, bowl, pot, 'wooden spoon, amall'spoons, small milk bottle,,

.

2 Oupe.(one with handle, one without),eag cup, tongue depressor plus selected

"Genial toys"
.

oPro edure:

Lana

lay with the child.

1. Read throug the bdoks with the baby ctescribing what is seen rather

thandirectin the baby. Provide a commentate focusAng on the objects
pictUred, usin4 related action verbs in short simple sentences. A mon:

comp etc: description of "reading" can be found in Baby Only Home Visit

# 8 r Language Home Visit (1 7 Special Curriculum.
c

2., While plwiing with the child take advantage of expressions of wish,

want,' or desire to label these feelings and their signals. Do not tease

the tld. However, within the natural course of your play, if the child

:ghoul. reach for a toy or object you are using or' one that is still in

your7suitcase," or if he indicates that he wants an activity to continue

1abel,thes expression-6 with such phrases as ''want top" op-"more music box,'

.etc. "' Then, use the-objeat name again when you give it tc the. child.

Coupling objects' names with words that express wishes presents the child

v,ith a domonotration of the way language can be used to express specific

vishea as well as wishes in general.

3. Describe the child's activity or interest,using simple sentences,

nnv new obiects along with their functional definitions.

Pretend feeding 174,11 be recapitulated as the theme for this week. The

toys'present opportunities for stirring, pouring and food preparation.
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1",;17 9 'c;c4rrocal. I. you shoulcl. feel that

the )d exr-act: A,f or to 1.3v pior;ent and is diseppointed

in tt ,bsenee, (ifs not pi.:z'sist 4n .1 i,'d.-^t.dint, Ratl'er,

ury t fe.,ding thy, doll, :st*.iff.c: yorcself, and leave any

flee 1117 of +lie ctik. foi the c,dla to 'nit.!1,te himSelf. Any elaborations,.

-,t:rd or otherwise, are ako.ayo in ordar 1 the child is disinterested

it nTetend fee _!g there, or ix th!T gror out of the play, activity in

Af ter selectinr an inLerestinr a,sortment of toys or object"; from

Ll qhcif to add your equipment, present them to the child. in

r ,,anner wlich eneourafp. rucipro:A. ?lAy. Since the predomina

t'lemcvfor t-a r.urriLuium this week is of a pretend nature, you may

wiz!, '6o ,--1,67sec t:lis with activities irhich although social de-emphasize

rrnd. -u7Jestions alow; trisoline incllAde,sorp bubble play,
saok and Forth gamesTith bells or cars, and games with

rhythmic r.cti)q, gaNes and physic..1 games van always

oc: tntompersed into otIvIr activitirl- when the mood is right for you

14 /72

G
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Fspy ONLY IMOLE CTILD

Purpose: -

,

To playswith the child in three inter- related ways; foll wing thenes
of-

1. Languae sapropriate to the,child'sdevel of comprehendion.
:

2. Constructive play and topological relations.in play.

3. 3oct-.1 play.

Bquireent:

J

Two bo:ks (from Language or Et-seill closet), stack cups, balls and tubes:
two sizes of each, sponge blocks, wooeN-n blocks, 2-pedium size boxes, stack

ring and polo), collapsable cup,, plus selected 'soCial toys."

l'rnco,lul7e: Play with Child.

The additional part of the, lahguaie aspectof the curriculum for this
.k in o,lphasis on sentence length appropriate td the child's level
c a,!hanion. The technique of speaking to the child is the same

-a f r dencriptivc, sreech:- short sentences and nouns describing the child's
q,:tLvdty -r focus of interest. However, this week and hereafter;
11,11 4.cult.rly aware that your sentences` re short, or just a word or two beyond

sr,,cific.corprehensic,n level. .

Continue to take >14vs,Aace or an expression of wish, want or desire,
while playin% With the chilc: to label these feelings and their signals.
Use the obj.....-t name coupled with such words as wwit or more when lr.bsling

exprersi:o -f 1 wish. Then, again use the object name when satisfying
thiti wis.

Dt.:,,lunding on the child's interest read through the books with the
child using descriptive language.and/or play any of the various language
gam::,s that you have become uasters 8fAJy now.

Pl%y:

1. The set of toys for this week poses the specific topological problem
,g-fit or "misfit- as well 's the general question of spatial relationships.

. In addition, the toy set is ceared to incipient construction activities.
\:t is n ssiblo that the early interest in building is an outgrowth of the
child's organization of things in relation to one another. In your
elnbor'. ions nose the possibilitios c.f stacking; or lining up the sponges and
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2. .

wooden blocks, malting ut.e of the gen.r.714 the room edges and alcoves
creatid by furniture ?nil the li.Zo) ndded interest. However,

do not be disappoint*d if 4tho child prenru ,to* throw, chew or randomly
gether these items withrdut ngorlrgt 27:3+ or order.

, . * .

Socj :

ilerIrch ,your memory, for slome socia±' nztivities, that you have yet to

try qUt with yoUr:baby: ThOhlyapY and select these for this week's play
session. Puppets and telephones might be tun. Do not overlook 'the.puppet

Tntantial of. other 'social prop .items A.scarf with an active hand
undernenth or- a hat on its "head" can serv the same function as an official
puppet, and Tap..y_bp loss frightening to some children. The large white
workrr.n's glove ,penaled or Alitinted can be a single head of a friendly
creature or the smiling faces of so many little. thumbkins, for the social-
langunge games. You may want to experiment with imitating the child's
acti,m, a gnne which wrs found to proVide quite an Unexpected good time
in arne of the social visits. As before use conventional and original
physical; singing end rhythmic action ;ones as happy pacers to yoUr visit.

5/15/72
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A

'urns:3e,

TO play with the childAin three inter-related ways, following the

1. L,n1711!..::::e used to label general situations.

71av with wher.210 and.rellables;

ruid social c&inunicaticn.

Ennirir.nt:

Tuo books (from 1,..luu&ge or Social close. 00 cars, fruchs,:lawn tzower,
so-leral tubes, closed Tg=s, large ball, roilablesquare boxes,

blocks, cardboard box for use ;Is rsrp, laundry basket.PluS selected
coai'd preps:

Proc,;iure: Play rith child.

1. The which rou w.111 be able t6 add the lntest variation
cf 1-11,,ye'carrli to rur will be highly dependent on the

'2 our B%:y-Only If your visit should proceed
a ' househ),: r-utine suc. T13 naptime, mealtime, or bnthtime, finish

vi: it T" lablinr the forthcr,ning situation. However, if this is
inc-mvenient pi2k a distinctive feature of your visit or
tne wl-11a visit itrelf %ad label it. One possible suggestion is the
interlude the child vith2r wthcut you walks to visit, love, or

his anii.uh-)t sne 13 dei-41. The purpose is to label, using
st,:ri2 'units, .1 situatioh. Do not 1:e discouraced if the

olrer4.m.l.ti.:s *n-7 n:pcatinr. this tvne of 1!:bIling ars rather slim.

Z. r-rtInue "with 5ther sspects of the language curriculum such ari
;1,-ildru! th3 child's rniyAnF; activity or area interest. Try to

thes.: ;Icocri)tions short, a word or to beyond the child's specific
lev.A. in addition, use r.r,ostures and tone of voice to help

yrur mviningr. P

3. Tk.ad through, at least, one of the books with the child using
0Iscri7ltive lan.mage and encourming the child to take nn active part in.
the pr-cedure by turning pages, pointint7, vocalizing and imitating. You
',rill set out the pictures with gestures ond rllevant soundtracks to maintain
the child's interest.

4. Pla:,r of-the- lan:,.ua7e rartidularly those that can be
-ccImpanied by hand 11,waments. Try t..; encourage the child to. join in -and

0 502
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imitate you. Fir this purpose, .tiacct One or two of
;T--ur favorite' rhymin-r. .-,arlo.s, or 71.1 the 6.1.1.1a See1.10 tt, prreiCUlarly like, and
play it !rith him each. wk in±l --;ets to know, rarts of it..

Play:

Elab,-,rate the tjlellie of rollables vci..raus 'non-rollablus in, your play

,,ith the child. 'The materials providela selectien of yheeled objects as
ao thr.;St.: pFhicli roll as a whole. The blocks and boxes are intended

to c!it5.1)liall ft:contrast between wheels and flat surfaces. Besides .
toSTtnieni- carrying case, the laundry basket makes an excellent

lar-;e4,r,A.16)1e. %The triangblar box .is a simple ramp for the .smaller items.
jr nossP-le, rake use of chair cushions or upside down frame chairs for
varied size ramrs, 4

As fore, if the particular "theme uf the week does not captivate
the chill, use your available materials to elaborate in other liays, such
as buil lin,: or, piling the containers, putting smaller items into the larger
contain:a-3 throu7h-the tubes. The tubes _can also be used to look
thrnu7h or-%ake noises with, and the containers' (rollsble and non-roliable)
are a fine. get of drums. Do not overlook the gross motor potential of the
wheel barrow? lawn _mower, larN bill- and laundry basket. Have fun..

, I
Alon.: with any variation on sncial ,I.a.mos that you and the child may

enjoy to-ether, ti4-oJset tone time asi le to clearly express one or two
specific Lushes or feelinf's to the child. choose some expressions of
fik!lino that you could repeat regulaPVd consistently for subsequent
visits. Snme natural dhoices for these are ones you have probably been
doin7 ail alono, expnassing pleasure in the child's behavior and telling
him y-u want to be physically close td, him or that you want to play with
him. Other exT)reisions which may occur less frequently are thoaa in'which

. you tell the child that y-u ire dio!)leasel Irith'his behavior 9r you are.
sorry 4e :ot hart. ATter these situations have-Occurred try to remember
an:i roc,,rd which behaviors the chill seems to be cueing on, and be sure to
re l :at them when 71ppropriate. Try,to be aware of and erase mutually
inconsistent aspects IT? your own behavior. - This theme then becomes d
littL. reminder tn you of the importance of your behaPing in a consistent
way tow.,rd the child.

5/22/72
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sPuroose

Nome VisSt " :3

To play with child in'three inter-related ways, following the
thr2m:ts of:

1. Giving functional definitions for words.

2. Pretend dressing and,groomin with en emphatis on different
textures.

3. 2ocial play with musical instruments.

Eauipment:.

One or t7To books from languake or seas1 closet, several =different
sire balls, cups and cars, hats (cowboy, baseball, stew sombrero, straw_-
hat), spaghetti mop, light scarf, cotton balls, doll, stuffed animal, bowl,
aluminu'l plate, tooth brush, seourin.-; brush, soft dust brush, comb and
brush, norror, tape recorderpl I selected musical instruments And tape
of sorrs #2 from language shelf.

Erocc:Oure. Play with child O

Q

1. no c...11tral focus of the lanr.runGe portion\of this visit will be he use
of function-11 definitions for Obj:cts. _When-playing with the child 'th
an object it Rnd describe its use or that it does. Using groups of
siLi2ar objv-sts label then ael describe and demonstrate what they do,
encovragin:the child to explore their characteristics The balls, cups
rte. i c-rs will ba usIftl for this but feel free ib use this technique with
`C(17 goal all othilr avnilable objects.

441 c
2. Your rmtural tendeney,b7",now will bt to continue describing ongoing
-ctivities or arms of tnter t for the child. Do not go against this
d-_71 oped habit. I

-

1. Arain,-usily! descriptive 1 Gunge, read through at least one book with
the child entouraginr, his active participation.

Play!
1

This set of objects will pro 'opp9rtunities to elaborate- on the
theme of drossing-;up and groomin ;!!'nu, the doll and the stuffed animal
eln used as objects to be dressed t ^2.1d gromed as well as the child.
A bowl, mirror or ball can also 1.)e plae:.1 under a hat or mop and tried out

,
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18 r. puppet. The ,thone nf .1nr;.f%. . axt ended to the house
with the use of 4ust and scurin7 There.is an interesting
variety of,textur in. the 011,1QC'; this to set. The child
ray find this aspect of the nat,al-lo oiA nom annealing than their
ni.eteeni notenti.11. In this rogrma, bo 0.1ctrt for particular texture pref-
eronces. if nejAher pretend plRy or pl'Sr with textures seems to catch
the child's interest feel free to proocnt elabellations at will with the
availale objects. ,.

Sociaa:

Exploit the musical inotrumato -,11(1 children's sghg tope (02) to have
fun (socially,.of course) with the r.!.12 1. Clan, tcp and dance as inspired,
drawing, on your our growing repertoil-o of children's songs and games.
A brink, 'The Fanily Treasury of ChiLhionls Otories," will bd in the-social
mon for short neriod of time if Ti o would like to browse through it
and refresh your own mmories of rhyr120 %ma possibly relodies of times
Past.

f.

5126/72
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Purpose:

To play with the child in three inter-related w4ys, following the
themes of:

o
BABY ONLY - WHOLE 'CHILD'

f

Home Visit-#14

1. Functional definitions during reading.

2. Topological relations in ay.

3. Social play with munical instruments.

Equipment:

One or two books from language or.social closdt, stack toy, cardbbard
tube, balls, coffee cans (3 sizes), barrel of monkeys (without monkeys),
toothbrush and tube, plastic bathroom cups (nesting), plastic bowls tnesting),
egg poacher, tape recorder and tape of social songs #2 as well as a selected
assortment of musical instruments from social shelf.

4ProcOUra: *Play With child

Language:

1. Concentrate on reading through
opportunity to tell the child what

1

aa he lobks at the pictures. (See
If at all possible, given your toy

do,"- available as'you are playing, show
the book, labeling both the object
definitions. Feel free to gesture
of what things do or are used/for.

the books with the child using this .

each object does or what it is used for
Language,' Home Visit #13 for examples.)
set and the objects that are readily
the child the object which is piCturefl in
and the picture and giving them functional
and charade along with your descriptions

Continue describing the child's ongoing activities or areas of interest
as well as labeling wishes such as want or more when applicable.

Play:

Elaborate the child's play emphasizing, if the child is interested, the
theme of topological relationships. The toys and objects are similar to
those ion Play Home Visit #3. However, do not hesitate to present elaborations
extraneous to the theme if they are appropriate.

\Social:

\ The children's song tape (#2) can provide the foundation for a musical
'jam session With the child. Exploit the social poential of the musical
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instruments, play, them, encourage the child to or use them 4s a means of

starting a social- physical game. If the child is not enthusiastic about the
muile, try any social activity that strikes your fancy either with or without
props. As a start,'someof the nesting toys.can be incorporated into pretend
feeding or groomingactivities.

9

6/1/72
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. T.V,LY °NU WHOLE-On=
%

Homo, Visit # 15,

9

Purpose:

To Play with child in three inter-related ways, following the themei
Iof:

Functional definitions of Objects

2. Overview of play themes

3. leading as a social:eltivity.

Equirment:

One or.two language bo6ks, preselected toys for play, 2 footballs,
plastic egg, several different balis,'spool of twine, small globereuad
paNrweight, pull toy, several qfferent.cars, assortment of cups, plus
'on or two .social books from Social shelves.

Pr eedure: Play with. child

Ln guae:

.41

o

Alley the child to dxrlore the different sets of balls, cars, and cups
ererately using the opportunity to describe the child's activity,
particalnrly the function of the oNects or what can be done with them.
Then, try aad ask him for a ball, cup or car, both with only the
individual sets displayed, and when all the objects are available.

2. When appropriate, Cbntinue to .label the child's.expresSions of wishing
or wanting plus the.object desired, repeating the name of the object when .
'the-wish is satisfied.

P14

Elaborate on the. child's play being Careful to cue on his interests
.radar than directingliia activities. Do not hesitate to integrate the
f ctional object set tram the language section. with other available 4

ooc

4.-and objects.

oFor this visit the red-ding, time will be a social time. Read through
the nvrsery rhyme books and story books with the child, emphasizing the
rh Isl. sounds and intonation patterns. Try to incorporate social-physical
gam-s into the readi g when app °prints. Although you will want toikeep
the socinl aspects reading a primary, do not overlook functional %

deseriptions o pie es which ate,. the elild's interest. Waiting for, the

child to respon you whil you c,:c6 reading, and then acting upon this
resPonse is part of scieici give and *b::ze. 2ncourage the chil ta imitations
and reSponses even it they are not completely matched to the a9uits citadel.
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ONLY W.')LE.CHILD

Home ?jcit j

Purpose:

I. To play with child in three inter-related ways, following the themes

40
, 4

1. ...x14Uage 10els for relational concepts;

2. Multiple uses for simple toys;

3. Social play.

q

II. To prepare the mothers, for the assessment visits and the summer schedule.

Equipment:

On cr two language.'hooks, set of language toys used to illustrate
'open" and "up,- preselected toys for play plus individually selected
materials from social shelf. .

Procedure:

, 'I. Play with child.

-
le.mguar:e:

1. Allow the child to explore the different sets of "open'' and ''up''
toyS°Seperat9ly, using the opportunity to describe the chilcrs actirty,
particuleAlthe key 'actions of opening and ;oink; up. Also, try, t. make
use o doors dad drawers, stairs and shelves fcr the same purpos_.

2. Continue to label the child's expressiOns of wishing or wanting
plus theobj;Ct desired. Be sure to repeat the name of the object when
the wish is satisfied.'

O

3. Rementer to continue to describe the child's ongoing activities as
you play together.

4: Uhen'rending yith the child use his interest in'the nictures.oes an
otrortunity to expldifi.er describe what each object does or its use. If at
All possible with your resources et hand, show the child the object pictured
in the bock, labeling both the object and the picture, telling the child
their function or behavior,. If the child's interest is still focused on a
picture, describe the scede as you would the child's ongoing activities.

Play:

After Presenting the toys, wait te,see what the child does with them
'-befere su Besting yr. mil^ oration. Tile toys are selected to Present a
variety of Possibilitie, for elaboration so do not feel tonstrained by a theme.
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Let your inventiveness an,1.- that of the child interact to make full use of
the play potontial.of this toy pet.

Zocial:

Enjor.your time with the child. This will be your last visit for
=her of weeks so just have fun. Bine along of the "social'. props

from the social ehelf or closet: musical instruments, books, dress-up clothe
tea eete, soap bubbles, punpets, etc. that you and the child particularly

liked. Then, neke full use of the myriad of social games as they fit your
mood and that of the child. 4 °

II. Diecusoiem with the mother.

Before you leave be cure the mother understands theprocedures for the
n zt.few weeks, and then beyond into August and September. Consult the
In,ormation Assessment 11 handout before going out on your visit so that
you will be clear yourself what should, he. communicated to :the motIver.

Emnhaeiza te the mother that the people who will be visiting must not be
told anything about the weekly visits, and that they it turn will not be able
to answer any,. questions that she may have about the natiire of the program.

0

As you say good-bye until August make seise inquiries about the best
timinE; for the :visit. This would include finding out the family's vacation
rins, if any, fer the summer,. and letting them know how you can be reached

(if you can be reached). Probably, the more specifically you can pin down

the time your visit the better. t least, try to give the mother en
idea' of'whether she shead expeet to hetr from you at the beginning, middle
or end of August. Of 'course, you will wish her, the baby and the rest of

the family .,Sod summer. Sty goodrbye, with a "see you In August."

6/16172
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1W Name
\

Home Visit # 17

Chi ld

Purpose:

concentrate
for various
is 'a social

V

BABY ONLY Home Visits 17-2

To introduce the problem of big things and little.things,
on increasing child's object wordsusing.hOoks, asking child
actions and tape recording and playing back. Communication
activity for the child

Equipment: Small cars, trucks, trains, plastic dump truck, kleenex
box, cigar box, 2 or 3 containers. (assorted), 2 larger metal cars.
Books--functional definitions
Toys-=doll, car, ball, cup, Give me the

book: Kiss the
Throwthe
Push
Where is the

Jr-

Activities: Book--funct±onal definitions, modeling conversational style.
Play--elaboratiop with the child observing how physical dimensions of
objects influence the way they're used.
Soc al-Language development, how much the child understands, objects and
acti ns--are they they same? Social songs played. Reading bOok with child,
noting if she points out objects. Action songs for enjoyable time and to
see if child follows what the songs say.

Comments:

1/31/73
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11V Name

Home visit # 18

Child

BABY ONLY. Home Visits 17-32

Purpose: Play: to note child's involvement with iany.use and few
use toys, to do the mini-otudy empty hands,/ play
Language: to bring Pictures and paste in ocnapbook half of objects she
knows, and recognizes, others she can't to help baby learn words, using
functional definitions and conversational style
Social: reading Pat the Bunny as social activity both home-visitor and

=baby enjoy. Asking baby to follow the instructions and imitation.
Playing with magic markers and paper--imitation and to provide social
interaction

Equipment:

Play: Cigar box, small czar, medium-size car, coffee
glove, sponge, plastic jar with lid, collapsible cup
foil, truck, rattle, beach ball, small ball
Language: pictures, scrapbook, glue or tape
Social: Pat the Bunny, magic markers, paper

can, stuffed animal,
, cotton, alumintm

Activities:
Observation of child's play to detprmine many and few use

toys, mini-study "Empty Hands": Reading Pat theBunny and asking child to
follow the instructions -- objects on hand that wispe those mentioned in the
bookwere shown to the child. Magic markers andgad were,used to draw
pictures. Cut-out, pictures were pasted intq a scrapbook after asking chil
what they were, to paint to her own if applicable, and then to reread the
book.

Comments:

1/31/73
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NV Name

Home. Visit /I 19

Child

BABY ONLY dame Visits 17-32

La T222: Language: to increase vocabulary of object words by
continuing scrapbook and asking the child to show me and to match or
learn to recognize pictures and name objects. Book is for conversational
style with child.
Play: to play with toys designed for constructive and relational play- -
elaboration.
Clocial: Bag oT wrapped objects to give child opportunity to play and
explore alone without intervention --trying to foster independence.
Puppet for social games.

EXALROIL:
Language: scrapbook/manila envelopes, new pictures, tape, objects to
match ictures, book
Play: -Gong° blocks (6), toy carrier and wooden blocks, stack toy,
puzzle, hingo for small compartments--jar tops, blocks, cars, etc.'

ag of wrapped objects, bag, lollipop, ball of yarn, small toy
or bu ns, book, straws, wash'n'dry, raisins, rag, cotton balls

Aotivitieo:

0

Comment,-:

1/ 31/7?..
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Home Visit #

Child

Purpose:

Language:
Play:
Social:

BABY ONLY Home Visits 17-32

to work with relational words
to introduce paper play
responding to child's attempts at interaction, loOking
at rhymes

'Equipment:

Language: size -big, small; texturehard, soft; positionunder,over
toy sets

iF
Play: alumi.num foil, crepe paper, small per bags, waxed paper, paper
towels

5 paper plates, party favor cups, paper cups magazine, envelopes */th
clippings, rattel, balls and blocks ( 2 sizes), 2 ittall cars, "tongue
depressors
Social: nursery -rhyme pictures

Activities: The social activities were reading nursery rhymes and responding
to the child's attempts at interaction. The book was the first object picked
up by the child and she went back to it a few times during the hour. She lis-
tened intently as I read it to her and I was able to do the conversational style
with her. Relational words were the language curriculum for this visit and
used big-little, under-over, and hard-soft as often as possible while she
played--this describing also was used with the various play group toys . The
child began to say big ball, little ball by the end of the hour. Over and under
activities were done though the child said nothing, and hard and soft were
difficult to dcrwith her.

4

Comments:
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MT Name

Home Visit # 21

Child

. BABY ONLY Home-Visits 17-32

Purpose:

Social: to enjoy so*al interaction with the child
Language: working on the child's action words and continuing the

. conversational style
$

Play: review visit -- selecting from previous weeksworking with
constructive toys and small cars

Equipment:

Social: Pat the Bunny and the language toys', 2 identical dolls, Squeeze
Me book and other toys the child shows an interest in.
Language: zoo animals, 3 toy sets: problem, pretend, social
Play: blocks: plastic and wooden, spools, jar, cars, cups, cigar box, keys

V

Activities:

Language was using the conversational style while playing and also using
action words with the animals. With they toy sets the conversational style
was used. Social activities were reading the books and having a tea party 0

(from the language set). Play was building and.we spent a good de of time
putting and fitting thylastic blocks together--the child said she wanted
to build a tower and a house and then said she wanted' to knock it d . We
strung the wooden blocks together like a train (this is what the ch ld
called it) and then nade_a bridge,qaighway and tunnel using the sma 1 cars.

Comments:

1/31/73
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1W Name

Home Visit # 22
o

Child

BABY ONLY

Alrpose:

?lay: to manipulate small; objects and the'Opportunity to combine these
objects into a prdtend form or to treat them as animated creatures
Social: to consider negative aspects of social development, social-fun activities
Language: review, continue work with conversational style and action words

Home Visits 11-32

Equipment:
Play: 12 small animals, 1 stuffed animal, 12 eggs, 2-3 small buses, cotton
balls, dump truck, plastic milk bottle,-2 margarine containers, 1 'cigar box,
special toy
Social: crayons and paper, top, puppets
Langinge: zoo animals, fence,

by

-s Activities :

a

social activities were enjoyed by the Child and we both drew pictures
together. She asked me and then tried to draw a person and a house. I
was able to the conversational style with her during this time as well.
The puppets were fed the pieces of the puzzle and on one of them ohmpinted
out the parts of the face and gave it some milk. Language activities were a
continued use of the conversational style as well as action verbs done with
the animals while they were being used for play activities. Play involved
manipulating the small objects, putting them in the cigar box, plastic con-
tainers and one of the child's large car-type toys and doing pretend activities
with them--having them jump the fence, go for rides, etc.

Comments:

1/31/73
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RV Name

Home 'Visit .# 23

Child

Purpose:

BABY ONLY Home Visits 17.r32

Play: constructive and'relationa.10l mate ialo, some,familiar and some new
20c12.1: illustrate how child tries out ifferent social roleo, particu-
larly parental roles
Language: to imprdve child'o vocabulary o relational words and imprOve
conversational ability

Oft

Equigment:
.

Play: 6 legoo, 10 blocks, 6 sponges, 5 eigaiand tissue boxes, stringing
beads and spools, drawer set, objecto, boat, 3 omall cars, dump truck
Social: doll house and dolls, electric razor, puroe filled, some children's
books
Lnguage: 3 toy sets- -cite, texture) position

0

1

8

Activities:

The child put the leg= together and kept saying build a bridge, build a.
toner. The wooden blocko weren't used to build but were put in the drawers
of the drawer oet. She said she wanted to string beads and did this ao well
ac put them in the drawers and in the emptyuset when she took the drawers out
The dollliouoe wag interesting for a time and she painted out the rooms and
the furniture, put the drawers in the house, put the dolls to sleep, and tried
to unlock the front door with some keys that she found--she said "open" as she
did this oo we turned the house around to show her it was open. The purse was
opened and emptied and then ignored. Z tried to show her the books but she
wasn't interested. Relational words were used as we played,. but there was no
repetition. A

d, merits:

1/31/73
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HV. Nome

Home Visit # 24

Child

BABY ONLY Home Visits 17 -32

Purpose:

Play: To introduce relational toy set-=with easy and more diffi ult toys. The
difficult ones offer a challenge to the child, the'easy ones'are eassuring as
the harder tasks. are trying to be mastered.
Social: A group of toys to entertain the child and to have a'good JO.
Language: To bu.ld a vocabulary of relational words, work on conve sational style.

tl

Equipment:
'40

Play: logo blocks, stack pole, coffee pot, pop-43eads
Social: various musical instruments

-.Language: Look, Look Book, boocks in home

Activities:::

Comments:

113L/73
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C.

HV Nos+

Home Visit M

Child

25

BABY ONLY Home Visits 17-32

Purpose

Language: to improve vocabulary of relatiGnal words, conversational ability
with want
Social:- to play together in fun activitieo
Play: pretend dresb-up

Equipment:

Language: scraps for texture, doll, doll clothe°, crib, bottle, blanket
Social: Playdough, Is This You
Play: hats, ribbon, scarb, gloves, flowers, otuffed animal, spools & string

Activities:

Comments:

1/31/73
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HV Name

Hom4 Visit # 26

Child

\ BABY 'NLY Home Visits 17-32

Pur o :

Play: Tell introduce construc

Language:\ to improve ch
conversat4pnal ability

d ordering
vocabulary of relational word6, to improve child's

Equipment:

Play: Pikdough, 6 tongue depresso4, 6 plastic spoons, 6 plastic cups,
6 blocks, 6 spools, 6 small, balls
Language: pictures of big and little objects--cut from construction, paper,
cotton, sandpaper; cloth, plain paper.

Activities:

Comments:

1/31/73
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Home Visit N 27

Child

a

BABY 0NL`Y Home Visits 17-32
.

Purpose; . 4

Social: social activities with child =5.

' Language: conversation styles and relational wordi
Play: make-up review - -last week's' ordering toys

Equipment: r

Sodial:* Fun activities with child's toys and toys brdught by home-visitor
Language:. small and large articles, toys used for play; doll, chair for

a What Do You Want questions, book
Play: sponges, eggs of different sizes spoons, empty mOnkey barrels,
'blocks - -2 sizes 0

.,

4

Activities:

0
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EN Name

Home Visit N 28

Child

Purpose:

Play: -activities centered around making thine
Language: to improve child's,vocabulary in the areas of color and shape and
to work with conversations dealing with past events

1

BABY ONLY

-V
Home Visiti i7-42

Equipment : ,

Play: Playdougzh, tongue depressors, paper cups, box of toothpicks, brackboard
and challi

Language: stacking cups, pop-beads, hourglass, fain box -- color; fruit, balls,

SI

containers puzzles - -shape 0

Activities:

o

,

Comments:

4
oN
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NV Name

Home Visit #

Child

2-9

Purpose:

BABY ONLY Home Visits 17-32

Play: to introduce conWuctia and small objects-lattempting to maintain a
long sequence
Social: play in an enjoyable.way
Language to improve and develop child's vocabulary for color and shape,
improVe conversational ability

0
Equipment:

Play: wooden kindergaiten blocks, 12 spools, 12 cars, 12 an1Mals4 1 shoe box.
Language: Book on color, book on shapes, story book.

Activities:

,0

Comments:

1/ 31 /73

1
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IIV Name

Nome Visit # 30

O

Child

BABY ONLY Home Visits 17-32

Purpose:

Play: learning through helping, pretend dress-up toys and relational toys;
what choicewAn they make and why
Language: to develop child's vocabulary for color and shapes; to improve
child's conversational ability

Equipment:

Play: 2poliohing brUsheo, pretend dressing toys; relational- -a puzzles,
construction set
Language: Playdough, finger paint and shiny shelf paper

Comments:

;/31/73'

00524



RV Nome

Home Visit #. 31'

Child

BABY ONLY Hone Visits 17-32-

Purpose:

Making things smooth, shapes patterns, colors; picking up play
I .

things
Languagd: comparisons, colors shapes

Equipment:

Play: bits of wood, sandpaper crayons, playdough, paper, glue
Language: use play materials

Activities: 4

Comments1

1/31/73.
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NV Name

Home Visit N= 32.

Child

BABY ONLY

Purpose:

Play: to bring toys which the child has enjoyed p aying with
Language: to continue doing shapes, colors and c parisonb

Home Visits 17-32

Equipment:
1 4

Play: plastic shoe box, an alsOolocks, cars/. beads 414,

Language:, green puppet, size puzzle, plastic uit, colored different size
cups, colored different size rings

Activities:

)

Comments:

) O. 2 6.


